
CHAPTER 7. THE SATIRIC IMITATION : (li) JUVENAL.

SUMMARY.

(i) The nature of Juvenalian satire, its rhetorical techniques, forms,

aims and qualities. The two-fold imitation of Juvenal in England; taking on

his satiric temper and forceful personality in a conscious manner, and building

a rhetorical scheme around similar themes such as the lust and perfidy of women.

•Juvenalian' satire in England! Hall, Marston and Oldham.
'

(ii) Generic and selective imitation in the Elizabethan and Restoration

periods. Boileau's attempt to oombine the qualities of both Juvenal and

Horaoe in the same satire. Characteristic of writers such as Greene (see (v) ).

(iii) Comparison between an anonymous paraphrase of the tenth satire,

The Wish (1675) and Johnson's and Dryden's versions. 'Modern' translations

Shadwell and Iligden. Oldham's oonsecutive imitation of Boileau's eighth

satire (1632).

(iv) Oldham'3 imitations have the Immediacy, pathos, foroe and

oircumstantiality of their original, and are in the tradition of Hall and

Marston, thougfc not so 'obsoure'. Wood's Juvenalis hedivivus (1683) and

anti-Puritan, anti-Dissenting satire. The validity of the analogy between

the age of Nero and Boaitian and the Restoration questioned, making Juvenalian

imitations considerably more toned down than their original. Growing emphasis

on moral and traalo. and therefore more universal qualities of Juvenal's satire.

Johnson's success in imitating the 'tragio' satire of Juvenal and his

verse techniques. The use of Virgilian devices in his two imitations in

order to give satire majesty and nobility. How Johnson oan shape through the

imitation a whole argument, dispensing what is superfluous to it. Criticism of



London (1738) and Tha Vanity of Human Wishes (1749) set in the eontext of the

tradition of the poetic imitation. Johnson's moral, 'tragic' and universalizing

approaoh to Juvenal.

(v) Imitations after Johnson up to 1780 often totally lacking in true

satirio fooling, do not properly consider the intention of the classical poet.

The satires of Edward Burnaby Greene are the best of the examples chosen, but

Juvenal's tone is absent, even though the original outline is maintained. In the

sixth satire, Greene omits the sins oastigated in the original - many of which were

obviously diffioult to find in the eighteenth oentury - and reduces it to an

amusing oomedy of manners. In other words, though the form is Juvenal's, the

tone is that of 'oomio' satire.

(vi) The popularity of Juvenal in England after 1780 has a social and

political explanation. Several imitations are concerned with crisis of the

aristocracy and follow Juvenal's eighth satire. Notable is a part-1 dL tion

written by Wordsworth in 1795*
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Chapter 7.

The Satiric Imitation! (ii) Juvenal.

i. Juvenalian Satire.

Though satii'e is often thought of loosely as a forthright, ironical

and usually scathing attack either on prominent men, vices and habits or

on a whole social system, this particular kind did not appear in a consistent

poetic form in o.ne until the 3atura itself had been established for three
( 1 )

hundred years. Juvenal (o. ?0-c. 150 A.D,) represented its highest

development. He broke with many of the techniques and characteristics of

previous saturae, such as the use of prose and mixed metres, the easy,

conversational style, the 'medley' or plot-less discourse and the dialogue

(the latter remaining to some extent in the first, third and ninth satires,

though in a much altered form). Unlike Horace, Juvenal's aim was not to

amuse, but to vex, not to laugh at follies, but to lash vices. Horace

called his satire sermones, or 'talks', and had advocated versatility,

terseness and constant 3hifts in the speaking voice as the marks of a good

satiric poet:

et sermone.opus est modo tristi, saepe iocoso,
dependents vices modo rhetori3 atque poetae,
interdura urbani, parcentis viribus atque
extenuantis aas consulto. ridiculum acri
fortius et melius magnaa plerumque aecat res. '

(1) Fart of the confusion lies in the misunderstanding of the difference
between satire and the sat ma, For an explanation of the difference with
regard to English poetry, see k.K, Aiden, The Icise of Formal Entire in
"hglrnri (Philadelphia, 1399), and R.J.E. Tiddy, 'Datura and Satire' in
'.'nglisn Literature and the Classics, ed. G-,3. G-ordon (Oxford, 1912).

(2) Sat. I, x, 11. 11-15.
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Juvenal, however, has none of Horace's wit and gaiety, and his invective

finds no room for an aloof or mocking self-depreciation, or an indirect

manner of establishing a standpoint which is critical of others. Horace

was basically an Epicurean; Juvenal, like Persius, was a Stoic, and the

last two books of his satires, though they are really epistles, are

anything but Horatian, for they bear a close resemblance to the stern,

uncompromising and dignified Moral Epistles of Seneca.

However diffuse and irregular some of Juvenal's satires may appear

at first - like previous saturae. they make great use of the succession

of isolated scenes - they have a thematic, emotional and rhetorical unity,

they contain longer periods than those of Horace, and their strength

often lies in a moral indignation which seems to sweep everything else

aside. Like Seneoa too, they are characterized by their sententiae,

which are not merely rhetc ical climaxes, for they perform various

functions. Johnson was one of the few \,o understand Juvenal's rhetorical

power, yet his imitations move with a more deliberate pace, and his

paragraph structure, especially in The Vanity of Human Wishes, is more

obviously based on anticipatory suspensions, achieved by the repetitive

syntax of subordinate clauses, rhetorical questions, and emphatic state¬

ments, followed by diuretic couplets and falling cadences. Juvenal's

satires neither conform to the standard rhetorical pattern of exordium

and peroratio, or narratio. followed by the confirmatio and ending with

the refutatio - though the tenth 3atire comes close to this structure

- nor do they always contain a series of smaller, ordered units. There

is a continual variation in the method of persuasion and dissuasion,

characteristic of the poet, not the orator. One thought sparks off

another, and the subject-matter has a phoenix-like quality of self-renewal.
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In the third satire, for example, Juvenal makes a prolonged attack on

the Greeks which, had it heen merely the voicing of a narrow-minded

prejudice against foreigners, would have gained few sympathizers today,

liis method, however, is not to rail in an undisciplined fashion, hut to

"build up descriptive details and sketches, all amusingly exaggerated, so

that they themselves form into a series of acid statements. He is care¬

ful not to appear ignorant, so that the preposterous accusation seems almost

justified:

nec xaraen Antiochus nec erit mirabilis illic
aut Stratocles aut cum molli Demetrius Haemo:
natio cornoeda est. (II. 98-lGO).

Johnson's imitation of this passage is slow and his irony less cutting by

comparison:

Besides, with justice, this discerning age
Admires their wond'rous talents for tb / stage:
'well may they venture on the mimick'r art,
Who play from morn to night a borrow'd part, (l)

Later on in Juvenal, there is a portrait of the poor man, who is the

occasion of a jest if his cloak be torn and dirty, if his shoes gape or

if patches, stitched with coarse thread, are visible. Then follows the

sentential

nil habet infelix paupertas durius in se,
quam quod ridiculos homines facit. (II. 152-3).

The poor man is then ordered out of the Knight's stalls, and the rich sons

of panders, auctioneers and gladiators move in. Who ever attains 3tatus

(l) Poems, od. Nichol Smith ax5 E«L*icAdam (Oxford, 1941)> P« 16.
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without money? asks Umbricius, and another biting comment completes

the paragraph:

agmine facto
debuerart olim tenues migrasse Quirites. (II* 162-3).

The knife keeps turning in the wound, and we find ourselves, like

Juvenal, wrestling with the continuous and active presence of social

injustice. Again, Johnson conveys not the running battles against society,

or the speaker's agitated voice, so much as a permanent human condition,

while he places Juvenal's first sententia at the end of his verse-paragraph.

Nowhere in Juvenal has vice a more active and pervasive energy than
v.1)

in the sixth satire, which Dryden called his 'wittiest*, and the first

part cf which has the satiric adversarius in the person of the naif, a

young man about to marry. We have reached the point where guards have to

be put on lustful wives, when the hammer-blow descends:

"pone seram, cohibe." Sed quis custodiet ipsos
custodes? cauta est et ab illis incipit uxor. (II. 347-8)

Many other instances could be cited where the short, devastating comment

and the unforgettabl-. description raise satire to the level of great art.

Inihe tenth satire, for example, Juvenal deals with tie sorrows of old age

and death, and, like Seneca, reminds us that no life is free of pain and

hardship. The exeaplum of Priam's wife, however, points to an inevitable

degeneration into something less them human (and it is brilliantly

paralleled in Johnson by the senile Swift):

exitus ille utcuraque hominie, sed torva canino
latravit rictu guae post hunc vixerat uxor. (II. 271-2)

(1) Wat son, ii, p.146.
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Few English satirists could match the techniques of persuasion

and dissuasion which Juvenal employs. His juxtapositions build up,

with maddening logic, an exaggerated yet closely documented image of

corruption, hypocrisy, arrogance, futility, inequality and vain ambition.

Unlike Horace, who tries to remain unaffected by human vice and folly,

Juvenal, who has to mingle with it, and who knows it intimately, who

scours out even its worst depravities, at the same time makes a heroic

effort to struggle above it. The rich parvenu who hitches his Tyrian

cloak on to his shoulder and airs on his sweating finger a summer ring

of gold; a forger borne along upon the necks of six porters; homosexuals

who get 'married' and who complain that their clients do not pay enough;

the poet who lives in a mice-infested garret and the wealthy glutton who,

having consumed a whole feast (alone) dies of indigestion in his huge

bath; wczen gladiators, mothers-in-law who encourage the adultery of

their daughters; the wife who daubs her face, chatters with friends or

inspects a gold-embroidered robe for width, when tho flogging of her

tire-woman or her chair-man, bleeding under rod or strap because of some

(1 )
venial fault, can be heardx - the list is endless,and the brief portrayals

form an integral part of Juvenal's satire* Juvenal is in a position to

tell truths others are too compromised to utter. This in itself was a

large part of his aim. Restoration satirists v/ere able to co.nni.lc lists

as detailed and as long as his, especially when the topics were society

women or political scandal; but tney often mistook satire for social

commentary, catalogues, and the abilityinberg cut dirty linen in public*

Juvenal did much more than that} the society he lived in was very different,

and in spite of his declamatory scorn there is in him a humanist dignity,

an old Roman gravitas* a belief in landed virtue based on hard toil,

(•1) The examples are taken from Sats. I3 I; IX; VII and I; VI; VI respectively.
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military prowess, and piety.

The rise of formal satire in England was in part a search for a

rhetorical structure. Many types of verse satire aros, some borrowed directly

from Horace and Juvenal, such as the dialogue, the set theme in which an

adversarius was brought in, and ths sormo where different personae were adopted.

But there were others, suoh a3 the dream or vision, the animal dialogue and

fable, 'instructions to painters', as well, of course, as the straight catalogue

of satirical scenes and portraits;1^ Juvenal was also equated, however, with

a certain type of satiric temper and personality. Up until the Restoration it
,(2)

was this that English poets tried to adopt, as much as the form Juvenal usedi

Later, satire became more 'polite* and witty. Juvenal's strategy is not at

all oblique or 'polite*. In the first satire ho asks:

3emper ego auditor tantuia? numquamne reponam
vexatus totiens rauci Theseide Cordi? (11. 1-2)

and later on he utters the famous words, "difficile est sat-oram non 3cribere" -

where "saturan" has taken on its new meaning. Hall took on the cloak of

Juvenal, and so did John Oldhan. In the 'Advertisement' to Satyrs upon the

Jesuit3 (16?9 pubd»lS85), Oldham pledges endless war, filled as he is with

"envenom*d spleen", his pen a stubbing instrument for drawing blood, his ink

like Aquafortis." In A Satyr Upon a WO .'AN, who by her Falsehood and Scorn

(1) A good example of the catalogue is the Earl of Dorset's sensational, savage
account of vice in A Faithful Catalogue of Our Most Eminent Ninnie3 (1683).
The realistic detail is Juvenalian.

(2) Cf. Ponre's third satire, 11. 1-4, "Kind pitty chokes spleene", etc.
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was the Death of my Friend (1681), Oldham proclaims!

I rise in Judgement, am to be to her
Both itness, Judge, and Executioners
Arm'd vrith dire Gatyr, find resentful-spite,
I come to haunt her with the ghosts of Tit.

Much discussion took place on the rival merits of Horace and Juvenal and

on the different kinds of satire. Henry Peacham wrote;

In his Gatyres Horace is quicke, round
and pleasant, and as nothing so bitter, so not so
good a3 luvenall: his Epistles are neate, hia Poetics
his worst pecce, for while ho teacheth tho Art, hee
goeth unartificially to worke even in the very beginning.

Iuvenall of Satyrists is the best, for his Satyres
are far better than those of Horace, and though he be (2\
sententiously tart, yet is his phrase cleare and cpen.x

The Earl of Hulgrave*s An Essay upon Satyr (1679) (in which Dryden had a hand),

preferred the kind of satire that brushed off those specks that spoil the

rest of a person's character, and considered it undignified and improper

to attack base vices. Juvenal was thus oritioized:

In other Things they justly are preferr'd,
In this alone methinka the Antients err'dj
Against the grossest Folliec they disclaim,
Hard they pursue, but hunt ignoble Game, w)

Jonson cortainly would not have thought it an eri-or to track down "the

grossest Follies." ('Though, paradoxically, his most Juvenalian poem is

A speaoh according to 'oraee vJiich resembles Juvenal's eighth satire,

his drama shov/s the continuing presence of the Soman satirist.) A

(1) 'orks (1636), p.139.

(2) The Compleat Gentleman (1634), p. 39*
(3) Poems on Affairs of Gtnte (17Q3)» i» P»179.

(4) Kathryn A. McEuen, 'Jonson and Juvenal,' PES xxi (1945). pp. 92-104, diaousses
Jonson's use of Juvenal in three main plsya, Every Kan Out of his Humour. Cinthia* s
Revels, and The Poetaster. In the latter^ljuoted, translated, imitated, and
adapted whole themes from the Roman satirist.
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poem entitled In Opposition to Hr. Dryden"a Essay on Satyr (1680)

stated the case for the Juvenalian type, urging satire to go beyond the

law, yet help it in its correction of vice. Dryden himself, however, in

A Discourse concerning the Oriflnni and Progress of J;tii'o (I692J distinguished,

his own reaction to the rival merits of Juvenal and Horace. He was aware that

different historical periods required different kinds of satire:

There was more need, of a Brutus in
Donation's days, to redeem or mend, than of a
Horace, if he had been living, to laugh at a
fly-catcher. This reflection at the same time
excuses Horace, but exalts Juvenal. ("U

Although Horace,says Dxyden, is the better poet, Juvenal is the better satirist,

Barten Holyday had said:

... surely thou wilt acknowledge Juvenal to be
a Poet, but Fox-ace to be some poor Thome-maker, (2)

( x\
"Horace is the more copious and profitable in his instructions of human life",

said Dryden, but added that he owed mora to Juvenal for his pleasured"r^

(1) .'atson, ii, p. 132.

(2) Op, cit, loc, cit,

(3) Watson, ii, p«127,

(A) Watson: "This represents a reversal of opinion since the preface to
Sylvae (l685)# where he calls Horace's satires " incomparably beyond
Juvenal's, if to laagh and rally is to be preferred to railing and
declaiming", (ibid,, p,127). Taken as a whole, however, one could
say that Dryden's criticism comes down clearly on the side of Juvenal.



Juvenal used a powerful but monotonous measure found in Lucan and the

1 tor Roman epic: it is not at all 'smooth* or Ovidian, but neither is it

harsh, crabbed and uneven. Yet hall, Marston and Oldham eschewed * smoothness'

as a kind of reaction against the sweetness of polite courtly verse, and in
(1)

doing so they fell far short of their master. Juvenal's style often has

a ponderous, booming quality. When Dryden succes fully adapted the heroic

style to unworthy subjects, this also was Juvenalian. The following, for

example, sounds majestically impressive, but the subject is dultery:

paulatim deinde ad superos Astraea recessit
hac comite, atque duj*£ pariter fugere sorores* $j
aixticum et vatus est alienuia, Postuae, lectum
concutere atque sacri geniura contemner© fulcri. (2)

The resultant feeling is that of a cad (but acridly expressed) recognition of

human vice.

John Harston's The 3cpurge of Villanio (1592) consciously equated modern

vice with Soman, but Robert otapylton, who translated the satires in 1(&7»

said:

To none of those exceptions (if my hopes fail me not)
will the ..nglish Juvea- .1 be liable. For our Nation
hath long since disclaimed the Roman power and crimes
together; and sure no Englishman will now degenerate,
after we have for so . .any ages bin delivered from their
bondage ... (3)

(1) Marston criticised those, however, who termed all satires 'bastard*
which were not "palpable darke, and so rough writ, that the hearing
of them recid, would set a mans teeth on edge". The Poems, ed.
A. Davenport (Liverpool Univ. Press, 1961), p. 100.

(2) Satire VI, 11. 19-22,
(3) 'To the light honour hole ... Henry Lord Marquess© of Dorchester',

prefaced to Juvenal's sixteen satyrs or, A Survey of the Manners and
Actions of Mankind (16V?) A31 •
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Juvenal, said Stapylton, instructs us in point of manners, teaches the

world to know and practise virtue, and persecutes vice. Thus he is

no longer the gloomy and rough inveigher of the Elizabethan,*, but a

poet who, however pessimistic and gloomy he may seem, asserted what

was positive and good. Stapylton saw him as a philosopher, and noted

his "sweotnesse of language, Majesty^"*"^ of Sentences", though "in Termes

of art" he is still a little obscurewe shall see later, Boileau

was responsible for another change in the conception of the 'right

vein of satire*^ and th _s tended to deter poets from 'tragical satire,'

Dryden, however, came down on the side of Juvenal in his 1692 Discourse,

and for all he praises Horace when it come to "the nicest and most

delicate touches of satire"^^ his heart lies v/ith tragical satire

since, like tragedy, it alone can purge the passions.

Horace's urbanity, that is, his good
manners, are to be commended, but his wit is
faint; and his salt, if I may dare to say so,
almost insipid. Juvenal is of a more vigorous and
masculine wit; he gives me as much pleasure as
I can bear; he fully satisfies my expectation;
he treats his subject home; his spleen is raised,
and he raises mine; I have the pleasure of con¬
cernment in all he says; he drives his reader
along with him; and when he is at the end of
his way, I willingly stop with hira. (4)

This is the kind of commendation Juvenal had not received in full before

and it justified the importance he had for the Restoratior..

Juvenalian satire, then, implies several things, It is a formal

(1) Dryden also talks of Juvenal's "majestic satire." (Watson, ii, p.1 24)
(2) Op. cit., A3V.
(3) Watson, II, p. 128.
(4) Ibid, p. 130.
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verse structure, linked, as we have said, rhetorically, theraatlcally

and emotionally) it is 'tragical satire*, as opposed to the 'cerate

satire' of Horace) it implies a certain type of satiric personality,

one which is committed,and guided by powerful forces - and it is

important to remember that this is also evident in Pop©, whose imitation

of Horace, Sat. II, i, for example, affirms a much more subjectively

involved, perhaps a more 'Juvenalian', aim, than Horace. We shall see

that in the strict imitations, the satiric personality is present in

the Restoration, in Oldham and others, in Johnson, but that it largely

disappears in other imitations during the second half of the eighteenth

century, The familiar pattern remains, but the true satirical temper

becomes atrophied.

ii. i.liaabethan and Restoration imitations.

The satires of Joseph Eall (1574-1576) are the first in he language

to consciously follow Juvenal. This does not mean that any of them can

be C'-'led an imitation, for Hall does not tie himself to a complete poem,

as Oldham later did. As Arnold Stein ©ays, Hall took material where he

found it and converted it to his own pui^posseei1 ^ Ell! himself tells u®

what his method of imitation isi

As on© t erefore, that, in worthy examples, holdE
imitation better than invention, I have trod in their
pathe§ but with an higher and wider step) and out of
their tablets, have drawn these larger portiaittares, (2)

(1) A. Stein, 'Joseph Hall's imitation of Juvenal*, MHk« xliii, 1948,
pp. 315~3<-2.

(2) Characters of Virtues and Vioea, *A Hremonition of the Title and Use
of Chax'aoters', works, VI, p. 88*
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Joseph Warton, however, saw in Hall the method of the later imitators

in his technique of adaptation and modern!aationJ

Hall's acknowledged patterns are Juvenal and Persiua, not
without some touches cf the urbanity of Horace* His parodies
of the it pods, ui* rather his adaptations of ancient to modern
manners, a mode of imitation not unhappily practised by Oldham,
Hoclioattti', and Pope, discover great facility and dexterity cf
invention. The moral gravity and the censorial declamation of
Juvenal, he frequently enlivens witn a train of a>< -;-*e .refined,
reflection, or adorns with a novelty and variety of images, U)

Like Juvenal, Hall attacks the literary kinds of his own day which he felt were

not what the ago demanded. In the context of Puritan attacks on the bad

effects of amorous and romantic poetry, Hall strikes a note quite different

from that in Juvenal' a first satire. He can no longer write romance,

sonnet, tragedy or pastoral, and of the "pathetic" sonneteers he asks, "Careth
(2)

the world, thou love, thou live, or die?" ' The fierceness of his reaction

oolours hi3 notion of Roman satire, which he takes to be full of spite and

malice, as did John Marstcn. There is none of Juvenal's sophistication

nor his traditionalist humanism in his Elizabethan imitators» For Hall

(1 ) From The History of .•!>,Lou Pootxy. IV, quoted in the preface to Hall's
satires, in The Turks of the English -'ogle, ed. Chalmers, 1-r, i, p»22?.

(2) Quotations are from The Collected Poems of Joseph Hall. ed„ A.
Davenport. (1 .iverpool Univ. Press, 19^9").
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[Their J wordes were short > & darkeaoiae was their Sence;
••• Who reads one line of their harsh poesies.

Thrise must he take his T/inde, & breath him thrise. v1)

Kail aims at Juvenal'a targets, but he cannot always find parallels.

Compared with the age of Dooitian, the Elizabethan age is more exuberant,

adventurous and experimental; it3 vices are more excusable and less

appalling, even at their worst# And so there is a literary affectation,

a pose rather than a genuine feeling, in the way that Hall uses Soman

names, often borrowed from Juvenal, in order to direct our attention to

the similarity between the two ages.

In book four ox' ir^iuemiarua (1_>99) Hall imitates t.-ie old Roman's

'byting Satyres.* He is the scourge, the man forced to speak, the man

who cannot hide the truth. The precedent is the opening of the first

satire, quoted in the previous section.

Hall's examples in Hat. IV, i, of crime, pretentious poverty, low

amusements, gluttony and lechery are obviously intended to make the

reader realize how dreadful such things are that require the Roman gravity

and 'obscurity' of Juvenali

Who turnes it homeward to say, this is I,
As bolder Socrates in the Comedy?
But single out, and say once plat and plaine
That coy Matrons is a Curtizan,
Or thou false Crysous chokd'st thy wealth!e quest
Whiles hee lay snoring at his midnight rest,
And in thy dung-cart dids't the carkasse shrine
And deepe intombe it in Fort-e s quiline.

(1) 'Prologue' to Book III of Vlrgidemiarum, 11. 6-8, in Collected Poems,
ed. Davenport, p.33*

(2) Collected Poems, ed. Davenport, p.pO.
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This method, of using Roman names^^with possible reference to one's

contem, oraries, (though Hall's midnight murder was a well-known story),

differs from that of Oldham, rope and Johnson who substitute modern

names for the Roman originals.

The most consistently imitative of Hall's satires IV, Hi, which

is modelled on Juvenal's eighth. The opening lines paraphrase Juvenal,

but Hall still addresses 'ronticus.* The family statues in Juvenal, the

threadbare proofs of noble lineage, are adapted by Hall to modern times

in the true manner of the imitation. Since Boileau*3 fifth satire, Sur

la Hoblesse (1665) if also partly an adaptation of Juvenal's satire,

and since Oldham's Satire touching Kobility is an imitation of Boileau,

it would be worth while to briefly compare the different versions of the

same theme and their debt to Juvenal.

Of the four satires on nobility, Juvenal's is by far the most indig¬

nant and comprehensive. Hall's satire takes us up to about line 80 of

Juvenal. The latter begins as follows: "What use are pedigrees? What

use is it to bo esteemed for one's blood, to display the painted faces

of one's ancestors: Aemilianus standing in his ch-riot; Curius half

crumbled awayj Corvinus with a shoulder missing; or Galba, his ears and

nose shattered? -hat is the point of boasting that all this splendour

grows on your rich family tree and makes you descendant, through many a

branch, of grimy dictators and masters of the horse, if in the presence

of the Lepidl your own life is evil?" Hall's imitation of this is very

colourful and English, but hardly reaches the indignation of Juvenal:

(1) The name Scaurus, used in Hall's satire on nobility, oocurs in Juvenal
(In., 35; VI, 603; 91) as a model of virtue. Hail says he " ... was
covetous; his sonne not so." (Sat»IV, iii, 1.88, %venport, p.6l»)
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V.'hat boots it Pontics, tho thou could1 st discourse
Of a long golden line of Ancestors?
Or shew their painted faces gaylie drest,
From ever since before the last conquest^
Or tedious Bead-roles of descended blood;
From Father Iaphet since Deucaliona flood,
Or call some old Church-windowes to record
The age of thy fayre Armes,
Or find some figures halfo obliterate
In rain-beat Marble neare to the Church-gate,
Upon a Crosse-leg'd Toombe; what boots it thee
To shew the rusted Buckle that did tie
The Garter of thy greatest Grand-sires knee? (1/

Juvenal has been thoroughly Elizabethan!zed, and Hall takes the hint from

the end of Juvenal's satire that pedigrees are often based on slender

evidence aryway. Kail manages to convey the chimera-like quality of

'painted* nobility, but his satire does not stress a positive Virtue, as

Juvenal's does.

Juvenal asks whether a horse is fudged by its pedigree or by its

performance. The answer is there for all to see: the offspring of

famous horses end up in the knacker's yard if they are out-paced. Hall

uses this humorous comparison, and reproduces the cautionary example given

to Ponticus that equates the dissipated noble heir with "a tireling lade
/ 2 '■

[that J lags half-way."^ Boileau also takes up the comparison in his

satire and refines it with a hint of mock-heroic:

Mais la posterite d'Alfane et do Bayard,
Quand ce n'est qu'une rosse, est vendue au hasard,
Sans respect des Ayeux dont elle est descenduf,
Et va porter la mile, ou tirer la charrue.w;

(1) Sat IV, ili, 11. 1-13, Collected Poems, ©d. Davenport, p.59*

(2) 1. 42, Davenport, p.61.

(3) Satire V, 'A Monsieur le Marquis de Dangeau'. Oeuvrea Completes, ed.
A. Adam (Paris 1966), pp.30-1.
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This is much more amusing thrn Hall, whose satires on the whole have

little humour.

Oldham's satire in its structure and sense is close to Boileau,

but its tone is closer to Hall, His verse does not have the full-

stuffed rasping quality of Hall and Marstcn, nor does it have the

polished stylo and the dignified pace of Boileaui

But if the Breed of Dragon, often cast,
Degenerate, and prove a Jade at last}
Nothing of Honour, or respect (we see)
Is had of his high Birth, and Pedigreei
But, raaugre all his great Progenitors,
The worthless Brute is banish'u from the Course,
Condemn'd for Life to ply the dirty Hoad,
To drag some Cart or bear some Carrier's Load, (l)

Oldham is outspoken, almost agitated, in his adaptation of the calm,

self-confident satire of Boileau, Boileau tells how the Golden Age was

corrupted when the crowd of marquises and barons with their pride and

pomp filled the land. This passage is original, Boileau shows that he

is conversant with the politeness, restraint and polish of the nobility,

while at the same 'time narrating the ignoble decline of true honour,

and his borrowings from and adaptations of Juvenal do not undermine his

elegance and good humour,

Liarston exploited the physical and the beastly more than Hall,

and flayed the disease-ridden, animal depravity of mankind with a mix¬

ture of sexual revulsion and obsession. He was apparently blind to the

positive, moral dimension in satire. Unlike Hall, he docs not pretend
(2)

to be an imitator in his "respec-losse free-bred poesie11 but there are

(1) 'works (1686), Bk, III, pp. 129-30.

(2) Yirgidemiarum. Lib. 1, 'Prologue', 1.18, Collected Poems, ed. Davenport,
p.11 ,
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numerous echoes from Juvenal and Persius as well as from Horace. The

first satire in The Scour/re of YilXanle uses Juvenal's eighth satire

throughout. Like Hall, he uses Boaan names, often from Juvenal, such

a3 Trebus (Trebius), Dodru3, and Matho, who have become exempla. His

third satire tries to adopt Juvenal's tone, but the examples are often

obscure. Satire for Marston is therapy, a revenge on the soolety that

looks after fawning courtiers and water-flies, but provides no place
(1)

for its malcontents. Neither does Marston 'naturalise' or paraphrase

whole passages from Juvenal as Hall does, and the general tone of his

satire is further from that of classical formal satire.

Mathurin Regnier (1573-1613) modelled sotae of his satires on Horace

and Juvenal but, like Hall and Donne, was free in his adaptations.

The important thing to remember about English satire, however, Is its

independence. Imitation did not weaken the strength of the native, non-

classical Tradition. The set portraits in Dry&en and Pope, though they

may derive ultimately from Theophrastus, contrast with Juvenal, who built

up a total picture through a series of memorable impressions, such as the

young rake speeding in his chariot along the Flaminlnn ?ay, or the poor

nan crushed by Ligurian marble. English imitators felt drawn to Juvenal

thematically, however! the futility of writing poems and the loss of true

nobility were two favourite themes. e fine, too, many partial borrowings.

(1) Hamlet is reading Juvenal when accosted by Polonius (Act H, scone Ii) and
he quotes from the passage on old age ("atire X, 11.183-2 '3.) This fact would
have been recognized, by an Elizabethan audience, and it further adds to the
presentation of Hamlet as one who recognizes that "the time is out of joint",
and who sees at least the necessity, if not the practical ?/ay to "set it
right".
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A Satyr in Answer to a Friend (1632), for example, opens by defending satire,

and then adapts a passage from Juvenal's tenth satire. We know ho® Densocritua

laughed, 3ays Juvenal, but what would his reaction have been had he seen a

Praetor, surrounded by low parasites, uplifted in his lofty car in the dust of

the Circus, dressed In the tunic of Jove, wearing a Tyrian toga and a crown so

big that his neck can hardly bear it? The English version changes the seen©

to the licentious reign of Chariest

But loi how would this Sage have burst his Spleen,
Had he seen Whore and Fool with raeiuy King:
And Ministers of State at Supper sit,
Mistaking bawdy Ribaldry for "it;
Whilst C—»s with tottering Crown and empty Purse,
(Derided by his Foes, to's Friend a Curse)
Abandon'd now by eveiy Man of Wit,
Delights himself with any he can get;
Pimps, Fools, and Parasites, make up the Rout^ N
For want of Wedding-Garments none's left out. v

(1) toeas on Affairs of Stat. (1703), 1, p.130. Cf. Juvenal, 11.56-46:
quid si vidi 'net praetorem eurribus altis
extantem et medii sublimem pulvere circi
in tunica Iovis et pictae Saxrana f'erentera
ex umeris aulaea togae racgnaeque coronae
tanturn orben, quanto curi non sufficlt ullft?
quippe tenet sudors baric publicus et, sibi consul
ne placeat, ourru servus portatur eodem.
da nunc et volucrcn, sceptro quae surgit ebumo,
illinc cornicines, hiac praecedent!a Longi
agminis cfficia et niveos nd Arena Qu5.xn.teu,
defossa in loculos euos sportula focit airicos.
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iii. Paraphrase, generic imitations, and 'modem* translation.

Two years after the publication of Barten Holyday's translation of

Juvenal and Persius there appeared an imaginative paraphrase of the tenth satire,

called The Y.'ish (1675). In the dedication, the anonymous author tells us how

he compared the original text with the tvTO translations of Stapylton and Holyday,

"a pleasure truly worthy of an ingenious mind, at once to view the product of

Three so great Wits, employed on the same conceits." In the Cowlelan manner,

the original is worked on imaginatively. For example, at line 133 Juvenal

shows how men are deluded by the spoils of war and by trophies: "tanto rnaior famae

sitis est quam/virtutis." In the paraphrase, military generals

... don't distinguish 'twixt the thing and dress:
Like children they delight
In what deceives the sight, f<.

And only feed upon the husks of happiness. • '

This image thus strikes at the grand theme - the vanity of human wishes. Often

(says Juvenal) has the vainglory of a few destroyed a whole land, that titles

may be inscribed on their tombs. Yet a barren fig-tree can rend asunder the stones,

so that even sepulchres are doomed. The paraphrase again creates a new image out

of this:

(1) The Wish, being the Tenth Satyr of Juvenal Paraohrastically rendered
in Pindarick Verse. By a Person, sometimes Fellow of Trin. Col. Dublin,
(1675).

(2) The Wish ... (1675), P. 7.
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That tree, like th' ashes whence it rose,
Grows destructive, as it grows,
It sacks the Monumental wall,
It throws down Titles, Tomb and all,

For sepulchres do dye as well as men.*. (1 )

No one can deny that this is most effective. The ashes of the old warrior

give nourishment to the tree that only grows, like the warrior, to destroy. The

victory of the tree over the monument is hollow, for it destroys the symbols of

victory. Thus the desire for honour and title is also self-destructive.

Johnson hammered home the futility and waste of war in a rhetoric way, but this

author merges the idea with an image. Juvenal's description of old age also

provides an unexpected opportunity for war-imagery, where "troops" of diseases

"quarter up and down" the Veins, (Johnson, as we shall see below, also exploits

the imagery of militarism, but his most powerful single effects are often
it)

epithet-plus-noun contrasts: "wasted nations raise a single name.* ' So much is

contained in six simple words. Dryden does not see the awful horror of the

contrast, but his couplet,

Yet this Mad Chace of Fame, by few pursu'd.
Has drawn Destruction on the Multitude» (3j

is a more accurate rendering of Juvenal. In Johnson, destruction is not a

contingent result: it actually 'raises* the 'fame'.)

Five years after the appearance of Mao Flecknoe. its hero Thomas

(1) Poems, ed. Nichol Smith and AoAdam (Oxford, 1941), p.39.
(2) Poems, ed. Nichol Smith and McAdam (Oxford, 1941), p.39.

(3) Poems, ed. J. Kinsley (Oxford, 1958), ii, p.726.
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Shadwell produced his own ti'anslation of the tenth satire# ' MI have not

endeavoured to sake it an English Poem," he says in the 'Epistle Dedicatory'•

He is against 'paraphrastical' writers, the modern age being so much inferior

to the ancienti

the imaginations must be very different and
unequal: and methinks such Poems go down
like tine of two tastes# Some by Paraphrasing
do nothing but beat out the Sense thinner,
as &old-»Beaters do Gold.

Shadwell is not only hitting at poems like The Wish which hardly beats the

sense thinner but also at the modernizing translations of Benry Higden, and

possibly Oldham and i'homas Wood (author of Juvenalis Kadivivus) as well. Shadwell

therefore cannot see further than literal translation, and his performance i3 poor#

The odds are heavily weighted against literal translation, for the

first time in English literary history, a consistent theory and practice of

translation emerges with Dryden, which rejects 'metaphrase* on definite aesthetic

grounds. In the preface of Juvenal, ^ryden stated that the translators had.

produced "a kind of paraphrase; or somewhat, which is yet more loose, betwixt a

paraphrase and imitation". (3) ?or Dryden, the enrichment of the language and the

entertainment of his public come before any scholarly, accurate rendering of a

Latin text# As he told the Earl of Dorset,

(1) The Tenth Satyr of Juvtrial, En. 11 ah and Latin, The English by Tho Shadwell#
(1687). "

(2) Ibid#, p#ii,

(3) Watson, ii, p#152.
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If rendering the exact sense of those authors,
almost line for line, had been our business,
Barten Holiday had done it already to our
hands.^'

Holyday and Stapylton had lost the spirit of Juvenal, and what is the use of

reading a literal translation that may provide instruction, but not pleasure?

Neither Holyday nor Stapylton have imitated
Juvenal in the poetical part of him, his
diction and elocution. Nor had they been
poets, as neither of them were, yet, in the
way they took, it was impossible for them to
have succeeded in the poetic part.v2/

It is no wonder, then, that the wrath of Higden and Dryden is incurred by

the very unscholarly literal translation of Shadwell, whose "fruitless Industry",
(3)

to quote from Mac liecknoe. is praised in his own conceited 'Epistle Dedicatory'.

Neither can paraphrase of the Cowleian or imaginative type survive - for

reasons connected with the history of taste. The Wish wa3 not written for a public.

Dryden is giving the public what it wants. His public consists not of scholars,

but persons of 'understanding' and 'good sense'. Paraphrase can have no 'rules'

(the new age of criticism sought to regulate according to the principles of Taste)

when its success depends on an idiosyncratic style and on metaphysical imagination.

Thus paraphrase itself (sometimes, however, called 'imitation') becomes standardized,

more or less, and the flexible, modernizing translations, together with the

imitations, are what the selection processes of a new age leave to posterity.

(1) Ibid.

(2) Ibid., p.153.

(3) Success let others teach, learn thou from me
Pangs without birth, and fruitless Industiy. (11.147-8).

It is unfortunate that Shadwell should be largely known through Dryden,for
his plays are remarkable pieces of social realism and deserve greater recognition.
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Apart from translations, paraphrases and imitations, Juvenal and Horace

entered English poetry through Boileau, but it was from his predominantly Horatian

satire that Pope and others learned. Boileau's Discours sur la Satire (1668)

favoured bold attacks, but in his own satires his sense of self-preservation tells
M)

him to select his objects of attack judiciously. ' He 'tempers' Juvenal con¬

siderably, and in the part-imitation of the third satire, Adieux d'un Poete a la

Ville de Paris (1660) it is bad poetry and bad taste, not social injustice, that

Boileau mostly attacks. Boileau's rustic Damon is poor; he is a poet, driven out

of Paris not only by its corrupting influence, but by its lack of appreciation and

its surfeit of bad writing. Boileau partly follows Juvenal's sequence, but only

takes what he wants, in order to form out of Juvenal's well-filled and digressive

satire a well-shaped and tightly organized poem. True indignation is absent, and

seems to have been sacrificed on the altar of impeccable versification and a unified

structure, together with a particular kind of wit, based on oarefully calculated

phrasing and word-order.

Boileau's sixth satire, Les Embarras de Paris (1660) describes the noise,

confusion and all the incongruities of life in a big city. As in Juvenal's third

satire, Boileau does not harness together faots in themselves improbable, but juxtaposes

a whole series of probable faots in order to create a picture of total dislocation.

The traffic jam - caused by a huge herd of cows - builds up with delightfully humorous

(1) Yet Boileau's free dom brought admiration from Pope:

Could pension'd Boileau lash in honest Strain
Flatt'rers and Bigots ev'n in Louis' Reign?

(Im. Hor. Sat.II, i, 11.111-2).
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effect. The whole tone of the satire is Horatian - Boilenu, the victim, is urbane,

aloof, ironically stoical - and the amusenent of the whole piece is that while individual

effects described are intended to hurt or violate our aesthetic sense(rats, nice,

cats and cockrels join in concert), the poea itself, the poet's daily activity, and his

tour of the town, all have some sort of artistic unity.

Boileau provided for the English an extremely successful example of generic

imitation which combined the two distinct and contrasting types of satire of Juvenal

and Horace.^ ^ For the lover of Juvenal however, Boileau's elegant manner clashes

with the content of those themes and passages where the Roman satirist's "spleen is

raised" and where "he drives his reader along with him". Boileau, as we have said

in the previous chapter, could us© the Juvenalian framework for Horatian ends. His

eighth satire, Sur 1'Homme (1667), is an attempts to prove that nan is the most

foolish of animals, Like Juvenal, Boileau adopts an ambitious kind of rhetorical

the©©, and in the true manner of formal satire, argues with an adversarius. The

ideal of Wisdom for Boileau is Epicurean leather than Stoic. Using Horace, Boileau

compares men unfavourably with ants, who regulate their existence by the seasons

(s&t. X,i), and condemns man for his vagaries of mood (Fp.I,i). He juggles with

logic and rhetoric: nothing is further from 'tragic satire' than the way in which

Boileau wittily plays with a subject of such serious and universal proportions.

Oldham, followed Boileau with a consecutive imitation, The Eighth Satire of

Monsieur Boileau. Imitated (October 1682). He re-moulds Boileau's text less than he

does Juvenal's*A travesty style emerges. Boileau imitated the passage from Juvenal's

tenth satire (11.168 ff) which illustrated the vanity of worldly ambition with the fall of

Alexander. Oldham's Alexander is "A crack-brained huff... A lunatic broke loose" S2lhich
is as far from Juvenal as Caxton was from Virgil. Even Dryden invests the same passage wit

(1) of. A. Young, in the Preface to Love of Fame. The Universal Passion; "Boileau
has joined both the Roman satirists with great success; but has too much of
Juvenal in his very serious 'Satire on Woman', which should have been the gayest
of all". Complete Works.(1854). p. 545.

(2) Poema. and Translations (1698), p. 165.
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a tone more suitable for less worthy subjects. Alexander is "coop*t up,y
his glories are "a long legend of Romantick things,/Which, in his Cups,

(2)the Bowsy Poet sings.

Dryden also, however, owed much to Henry Higden, who wrote in 1636 A

Modern Essay On the Thirteenth Satyr of Juvenal, which Higden called neither

a translation nor a paraphrase but "something between both." ('Preface0

It is in octosyllabics, and the 3tyie is similar to that of the burlesque writers.

For some parts of Juvenal, which contain certain mock elements, this style

can be an advantage. Rapping his friend for bewailing his late small loss,

Juvenal reminds him that once upon a time men were righteous, when the

gods were few. Higden 'naturalizes*t

There Godships in the Upper House
Were not as now so numerous,
When for good Husbandly the Skies
Were manag*d by few Deities. (p.5)

The honest man is like the monster at Bartholemew Fair. Why lament when

fraud is universal?

3y Chamber, and Bankers of London,
Orphans, and herds of Fools are undone,
Which like a Deluge, in a day
Their whole Estates have swept away, (p.6)

When Juvenal describes the pangs of conscience, liigden paraphrases in the

imaginative manner - he adds his own images:

If to divert his Pangs he tiy
Choice Musick, Mirth or Company,
Like Bancoe's Ghost, his ugly Sin,
To mass his Jollity, stalks in. (p.10)

(1) The Tenth Satyr of Juvenal, line 274. Poems, ed. Kinsley, ii, p.727<

(2) Lines 287-8# Ibid., p.728.
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In 1687 Higden's translation of Juvenal's tenth satire appeared.

Dxyden, complimenting Higden, allowed that Juvenal lived in degenerate times:

You naturalize the Author you Translate,
And Claasiok Roman dress in Modern State.
Sprightly and day he makes his Visit here;
Brest Al-a-mode, and speaks en Cavalier.
Great Juvenal's Wit, who in an English Scene,
By Time's long Rust at best had pointless
Thou grind* st to a New Edge, to cut more kt?«u.

In the preface Higden ridicules the literal translation of Shadwell. His

own translation is not as close as Iryden's, and there are more modernizations,

so that we are very near to imitation, while Dryden himself thought it fitting,

like Higden, to use modern, coarser words and phrases.

It is when Juvenal is less specific that Higden modernizes freely. The

satirical spirit of Hall and Marston is closer to Juvenal than the Restoration

wit and coarseness of Higden, who shares the fashionable faults of his age.

The facetiousness of the travesty-writers enters at every point.

Compare the opening,

Yet You, my Friend, have temper*d him so well,
You make him Smile in spight of all his Zeal:
A — A A ■ » 1 a.%.1 — AM X A AAA. .MA O A1 A 1 AAA

Elkanah Settle saw Higden's version in the following way:

CO To w Ingenious Friend Henry Higden. Esq.; on his Translation of the
Tenth Satyr of Juvenal ... 1687. Poems, ed. Kinsley, i, p.466.

(2) *To Mr Higden, On his Translation of Juvenal*, prefaced to A Modern
Essay on the Tenth Satyr of Juvenal (1687), A1v.
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Survey Mankind, muster the Herd /. \
From smoothest Chin to deepest Beard

with that of Johnson, and difference in approach is obvious. "G-raecia mendax"

(1.174) is rendered "Romancing Creek," "temporibus diris ... Neronis" (1.15)

"In Neroe's Plotting dismal times," - where "Plotting" strikes a contemporary

note. Everywhere there is a lowering of tone, to fit the age. Juvenal

describes the fate of beauty and young men. Higden naturalizes:

Each heir by dice, drink, whores, or_ masking
Or Stistead brought unto the Kaskin i.e. prison j
Or Gallants Back in am'rous play,
Mall Hinton dreyn'd dry in a day.

Dryden for the most part followed Higden's method, but avoided the travesty

language and style as much as he could. Nevertheless, there are many examples
(3)

in his translations to show that Dryden was trying to make Juvenal a contemporary;

amd therefore thoroughly intelligible (unlike Karston and Hall, who wanted to

keep much of the "sence" "darkesome" - in satire, an understandable precaution).

He is also particularly good when it comes to physical details and unpleasantness,

for example, the woman poisoner and the man who dies of over-eating in the first

satire (1.105 and 11.204-219), and the female wrestlers and "strutting

Amazonian Whore" in the sixth (11.345 ff• and 11.365 ff•)♦ All the time, with

the imitation and modern translation, a re-fashioning of Juvenal was going on.

"Whatever his Roman Ladies were," says Diyden, "the English

are free from all his Imputations."^' No doubt

(1) A Modern Essay ... (1687), p»1»

(2) Ibid., p.16.

(3) E.g. 'The Third Satyr,' 11.363 ff* But, cou'd you be content to bid adieu
To the dear Play-house, and the Players too,
Sweet Country Seats are purchas'd evexy-

(Kinsley, ii, p.689) Wher®
(4) 'Argument of the Sixth Satyr', Kinsley, ii, p.695«
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Dryden had to temper his original for the sake of "those gentleman and

ladies" who made up his reading public. However "When Vapours to their

swimming Brains advance, / And double Tapers on the Tables dance" at the

"Midnight-Ball", Diyden is describing society women of his own day.^ ^ Since

these do not merit the invective of Juvenal, their crimes being minimal in

comparison with those of an Eppia, Dryden, and the imitators, have to suit
(2)

their tone to the realities of their own age. The Roman analogy goes so

far, but, when it comes to the horrors of Hero's "Plotting dismal times",

no further.

Apart from translation, paraphrase and imitation, Juvenalian satire of

a more general type - that is, satire which borrows from Juvenal and uses

his subjects and themes - is plentiful during the Restoration, As Dryden

noted of the sixth satire: "'Tis, indeed, a Common-place, from whence all
(3)

the Moderns have notoriously stolien their sharpest Railerf.es,"

Richard Ames' s The Remain Fire-Ships. A Satyr against Whoring (1691)

borrows from Juvenal when women become

True Canibals, who can with ease devour,
A dozen Men while Time shapes out an Hour, (p,8)

which is typical Juvenalian exaggeration, or

When they the Night like Messalina past,
Appear next Morning like Lucretia chast, (p»9)

(1) The Sixth Satyr ••• 11,416-423, Juvenal (11,300-305) does not in fact
mention dancing at all. Drydsn's actual words are "lewdly Dancing at a
Midnight-Ball" (1.418).
(2) See remarks on Edward Young's satire on women, below, p, 282.
(3) 'Argument of the Sixth Satire', Kinsley, ii, p.694«
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Robert Gould's Love riven over : or, a Satyr against the Pride, Lust and

Inconstancy of Woman (pub. 1709) Is a similar Juvenalian lashing of the

fair sex, while The Folly of Love. A New Satyr against Woman (1700),

though it borrows much from Juvenal, emphasizes woman's 'seeming* in the

Elizabethan sense. Like the mercenary man-eater in Juvenal too, the wife

worshipped by her new husband,

But having him two clays, five hours, three quarters,
Leaves him to Hang in Penitential Garters.w

iv. Imitations! Oldham to Johnson.

Oldham's direct approach to Juvenal is vexy different from that of

Boileau. He did not believe that satire should be written in smooth numbers,

for, as Dryden said,

... Satyr needs not those, and Wit will shine
Through the harsh Cadence of a rugged Line. (2)

Oldham's "utmost spite" cannot wait for expression in choice phrases, nor

bo hampered by .any artistic unity. He does not order hie original like

Boileau and Johnson. He is not concerned with exploiting ironloal literary

juxtapositions. He is closer to the faot than he is to the conscious ref-

(1) P.10. Cf. Juvenal, 11. 82 ff.

(2) 'To the MEMORY of Mr. OLDHAM* (1684), 11.15-16. Kinsley, i, p.389.
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lection of the fact. Details accumulate, and we are ever referred back to

reality, though Oldham imitates Juvenal's teohnique of exaggerating aspects of that

reality. Thus his Satyr, in Imitation of 'he Third of Juvenal (written May, 1682),

is distinguished by an extraordinary capacity for finding parallels and making his

original thoroughly topical. Though Oldham does not try to make Juvenal "more

sounding, and more elegant, that he was before in English," to use Dryden's
(1)

words, he is intent upon reinforcing the analogy between Rome and London, and to a

large extent, succeeds through a sheer tour de force. Dryden, however, thought that

... the manners of nations and ages /were/
not to be confounded; we should either make
them English, or leave them Roman.

Hall and Marston tried to make Elizabethan London appear as wicked and degenerate

as Nero's or Doraitian's Rome, and their failure to convince us of this had less to

do with their ability to write formal satire than with the nature of the age in

which they lived. Oldham not only had their example before him; - he was also in

a somewhat better position to comment on the plethora of soribblers, the ravaged

nobility, (which was trying to recover from the effects of a commercial revolution),

debauchery and licentiousness, and the hazards and evils of a big city.

Juvenal's third satire provided a favourite model for satirists. Boileau's

Damon represents the humorously innocent side of Juvenal's Umbricius, Oldham's Timon

his bitter side. Damon is a poet, whose refinement is now unfashionable. Timon,

(1 ) Watson, ii, p.154.

(2) Ibid., p.155.
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however, though he feels that worth, learning and sense are valueless, compares

himself to a losing gamester whose fortune has dwindled. The comparison reminds

us of Oldham's own confessions in A Sunday-Thought in Sickness, for Timon has

attained wisdom after compromising with the city. Johnson's Thales is the

voice of scandalised morality, twisting the knife in his own wound: worth
(1)

"Wants ev'n the cheap reward of empty praise. Timon resembles the voice of

disillusioned opportunism that now seeks an escape, and he is an altogether less

convincing example of that moral strength which we find in Johnson, or that

unsparing indignation which we find in Juvenal. Tiaion, we feel, is more real
(2)

than either Umbricius or Thales. He simply resolves "to quit the nauseous Town";

Juvenal's Greeks are impostors and intruders; they are quick-witted

opportunists, impudent and chameleon-like. Oldham converts the Juvenalian

passage into a string of derogatory remarks about the French, closely and

ingeniously paralleling Juvenal's (or Umbricius') contemptuous characterization

of the smooth-tongued, deferential and completely untrustworthy G-reeks:

Flippant of Talk, and voluble of Tongue,
With words at will, no Lawyer better hung:
Softer than flatt'ring Court-Parasite,
Or City-Trader, when he means to cheat,

the "needy Monsieur" can play any role, from valet to pimp to juggler and dancer,
(3)

and will perform any task; "Tell a G-reek to go to heaven, and he will go", says

(1) hoems, ed. Niohol Smith and MeAdaa, p.10.

(2) Poems, and Translations (1698), p.175*

(3) Ibid., pp.179-80. "The colder northern nations generally look upon France,
as a whistling, singing, dancing, frivolous nation: thi3 notion is very far from
being a true one, though many petits maltres by their behaviour seem to justify
it." Letter CC11 (Nov., 1750) in Letters ... by the Pari of Chesterfield to
His Son (1774). iii. P.72. ~
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Umbricius. The Frenchman will fly over the pyramid, "which Johnston and the

rest in vain have tried." Oldham has obviously relished Juvenal's humour, but

Johnson's attack on the "fasting Monsieur" - who will go to hell if biddei^-
is less of a stock attack, or a traditional prejudice clothed in modern garb, though

Johnson has used Oldham's imitation. The French, says Johnson, are:

Obsequious, artful, voluble and gay, /p\
On Britain's fond oredulity they prey.

Unlike Oldham, Johnson emphasizes the strength and the virtuous independence of

the English character, while warning all too credulous Britons of a national danger,

thus turning somewhat negative attack into positive defence. Johnson is less

colourful than Oldham, but his outlook is more unified.

The originality, vigour and interest of Oldham's imitation lie in the

fact that he is matching the social and economic conditions of seventeenth-century

England against those of Juvenal's Rome. Umbricius comments on the rise of men
(3)

of no birth and the decline of the old nobility. ' Fortune has raised horn-blowers

1. The freedom of imitation is well demonstrated in the change from
"heaven" to "hell% in "And bid him go to hell, to hell he goes". (1.16)

2. Op.cit., p.15. "Voluble" translates Juvenal's "sermo promptus" - "ready of speech".

3. Swift, in An Essay on Modern Education (1708), asked "how it comes about, that
for above sixty years past, the chief conduct of Affairs hath been generally
placed in the hands of New Men, with very few Exceptions?" He answers thafc,
"the Noblest Blood of England having been shed in the grand Rebellion, many
great Families became extinot, or supplanted only by Minors /who/ had, during
the Rebellion and Usurpation, either received t^o much Tinoture of bad Principles
from these fanatick Times, or coming to Age at the Restoration, fell into the
vices of that dissolute Reign." (Miscellanies (1747)» iii» pp.42-3)•
Alexander Brome (16EO-1668), a royalist, had harangued the 'new gentry', the
pseudo-nobility 'spawned' from trades, the 'upstarts' who became squires.
During the 'Rebellion' he had cried that every man was now a 'beggar'. See
Poems and Songs (1668).
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to great positions in order to laugh, for they return to their mean status, while

divitis hie servo olaudit latus ingenuorum
filius (11. 131-2),

Auctioneer's sons, gladiator*s sons sit in the seats reserved for the equites. while

the sons of nobles are reduced to beggary. "Ne nobis blandiar.says Umbrioius,

and he certainly does not flatter Romans, (whom he addressed as 'Quirites' when

lambasting the immigrant Greeks). Tiraon, in Oldham's imitation, regrets that

... Peers, redue'd to Poverty and Heed,
Are fain to trudge to the Bankside, and there
Take up with Porter's Leavings, Suburb V/are,
There spend that Blood, which their great Ancestor
So nobly shed at Cressy heretofore, ,

At Brothel-Fights, in some foul Common-Shorej '

We cannot, and are not intended to sympathize with such nobles. We also miss the

incisiveness and the precision of Juvenal - Oldham does not sufficiently understand

irony and juxtaposition - but our interest is sustained.

Juvenal's exposures of society, though apparently a mass of sprawling details,

are rhetorically controlled. It is this control, within the free form, which

Oldham lacks. Juvenal's comments are judgments in themselves. Oldham also fails

to take a clear moral stand, Johnson, unlike Oldham, is not recording for

posterity to judge, but judging for posterity, and because for him civilization has

urbanized and generalized mankind, mankind has to be dealt with on the basis of a

'universal' consciousness. Oldham is, however, more faithful to the original than

Johnson. Juvenal's picture of Codrus, the starving poet, (whose bed would have

been too small for the dwarf Procula), excites not (as it would in Pope) our mirth,

(1) Op. cit., p. 184.
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but our pity:

nil habet infelix paupertas durius in se,
quam quod ridiculos homines facit. (11.152-3)»

Juvenal cannot be accused of having no compassion, or of being consumed with a

twisted bitterness. We pity not just Codrus' penurious condition, but his terrible

isolation. Despite his learning, as far as Rome is concerned he might as well be

dead:

nil habuit Codrus, quis enim negat.? et tamen illud
perdidit infelix toturn nihil. Ultimus autem
aeruranae cumulus, quod nudum et frustra rogantem
nemo cibo, nemo hospitio tectoque iuvabit.

(11.208-11).

striking picture of the living quarters of Samuel Pordage, whose

a bed for himself and his wife, a basin, a looking-glass on a cupboard,

candlestiok, a pewter spoon and a writing desk, while

A Box without a Lid serv'd to contain / \

Few Authors, which made up his Vatican. '

Pordage too had nothing, and Oldham arouses in us the same feelings of indignant

compassion we get from Juvenal.

Oldham fails to reproduce a single memorable line in his imitation, yet

there is something compelling in his picture - heightened because it is also

Juvenal's picture - of London, in which parasitic courtiers, noble heirs, hack poets,

thieving lawyers, tradesmen, prostitutes and bribed judges all live 'together',

and where some thrive, and many go to the wall. -

Oldham gives a

moveables were

a comb-case, a

(1) Ibid., p.190



Oldh&a wrote a partial imitation of Juvenal's seventh satire with

A Satyr. The Person of Spencer is brought in. Dissuading the Author from the

Study of Poetry, and showing how little it ia esteem'd and encouraged in this

-present Age (1682). We miss in it Juvenal's rich, if grisly humour, the style

and language of the verse are crude, and phrases such as "And each on Paper squirts

his fi'lthy sense"^ belong to derisive and ephemeral attacks, not literary

satire. In April 1682 Oldham wrote Juvenal's 15th Satyr. Imitated. Juvenal

consoles and remonstrates with a friend who has lost a sum of money he has

entrusted to some other friend who proved fraudulent. The satirist anticipates

all his normal reactions of anger, blaming of Fortune, incomprehension, invocation

of divine and human Justice, and revenge. These he deals with in the usual

rhetorical manner. Theft and treachery and fraud are everywhere, he says;

how can anyone pretend that we are living in the Age of Innocence? Honest men

are a rarity. Thieves often make a show of religious fear when in fact they

secretly hope to escape divine vengeance. Some are atheistic materialists and

are unaffected by the awe others have of the gods. Desire for vengeance is mean

and petty. The criminal does indeed receive punishment, but it takes the form

of guilty conscience; the criminal punishes himself.

Oldham's imitation is characterized by a Jaunty colloquialism and a thoroughly-

modern manner. Nothing to suggest that he is not writing about the present

(1) Op.cit. p. 161.
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is allowed to remain. Juvenal's friend, whowas born in the Consulship of
(1)

Fonteins, is sixty, Oldham's friend, born "in good King Jimmy's days", nas had

the snow of threescore winters on his head. Roman religion is dexterously
(2)

turned into Christianity; atheistic materialism has its parallel in Hobbes.

Towards the end of a century of religious conflict there was a feeling of confusion

and collapse. Oldham is well provided with material for demonstrating this con¬

fusion that Juvenal suggests so well in his satire. The amusement and seriousness

of Juvenal's satire lie in the fact that his own knowledge of the world is so

superior to that of his friend. Oldham, however fails to bring out the humour

of the contrast between the personality of the injured friend, whose self-right¬

eousness is exposed as bigoted, mean and naive, and that of the satirist, who makes

no pretensions, and who is imbued with worldly sense without being cynical or

pessimistic.

Oldham does not have Juvenal's rich urbanity, though he is a complete

townsman. '/he reas Juvenal presents the contrast by making the friend undermine

his own position, Oldham take3 on the friend in a less attractive, more direct

manner;

Thus you blaspheme, and rave; but pray, Sir, try
What Comforts my weak Reason can apply,
Who never yet read Plutarch, hardly ;aw,
And am but meanly vers'd in Seneca, w)

There is a ring of sarcasm here as elsewhere, and sarcasm does not befit the

satirist, who is supposed to have the field to himself and must never look as if

(1)

(2)

(3)

Ibid., p.30«

Ibid., p.31 .

Ibid., p.33.
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he is being driven into a corner* Olclham adopts the spiteful, sarcastic tone

because this was partly how he saw Juvenalian satire. It is a long way from

Johnson, and also from brydan, but it connects us with the Elizabethan tradition.

However, Oldham*s mauling of the rogues and rebrobates of his time cannot be called

unfair. Plots, perjuries, and aurtiers give a sense of evil at its acme that

few other imitators of Juvenal could reproduce.

Olclham follows his original very closely, and the final lines, where

Juvenal rises to a pitch and the indignation at hi3 frierd*s hypocrisy manifests

itself, are an effective ating in the tail of the whole satire. After a series of

rhetorical questions concerning the inevitable punishment of criminals, Juvenal

says that the thief will no doubt also receive any of the barbaric punishments -

the prison, the staple, or the crag - that men can give. Oldham's satire ends by

asking the friend to be patient; the thief will be deported,

Or (if I may his surer Pate divine,)
Hung like Boroski. for a Gibbet-Sign;
Then may you glut Revenge, and feast .your Eyes
With the dear Object of his Miseries;
And then, at length convinced, with Joy you*U. find
That the just God is neither deaf nor blind.^'

A year after Oldham's imitations came Juvenilis Rodivivus. Or Iha

First Satyr of Juvenal taught to speak plain English. A Poem... (1683), by

Thomas Wood. In the preface V/ood says that he has

(1) Ibid., p.50.
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... aim'd at that Naturalness, which Juvenal
(in the judgment of Rapin) has seem'd wholly
to have forgot; that I have purposely some¬
times abstain'd from his scolding and ill
language; being certainly assur'd, that a
sporting and merriment of wit doth render
Vice more ridiculous, than the strongest/^\
reasons, or most sententious discourse.

This is part of the general 'Horatianizing' of Juvenal. "My design at first",

he says, "was to have lead on this way of writing in many of the succeeding Satyrs,

but I am unwilling to prevent a worthy and more experienced Pen," probably referring

to Oldham, Someone writes 'To the Excellent and unknown Author of the ensuing

Poem',

I'de tell the world that once Aohitophel
Did please, but now the Ghost of Juvenal.

The imitator uses Juvenal's hits at the nouveau riohe as an excuse for

anti-middle-class invective. The opening of Juvenal's satire, in which bad poets

spur him to satire, is oddly twisted. Juvenal knows the groves of Mars and the

cave of Vulcan, but as for Wood:-

No tawdry Jilt does Playhouse better know,
■^hen I St. Jameses Park, or who kist who.

The forger in Juvenal who lolls like Maecenes becomes "bald-fac'd Split-cause,"^
and his adaptation of Juvenal's story of decline, when the flood waters rose, when

Deucalion sought the oracle, and stones grew soft and warm with life - is

tortuously adapted:

(1) Juvenalis Redivivos ... (1683) A1.

(2) Ibid.. A2.

(3) Ibid., p.1.

(4) Ibid., p.5.
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E're since the Royal Charles from England went,
And Floods of Tears bewail'd his Banishment:
Since mad Religious Rebels did Command,
And joy'd to see a sad and naked Land;
Each Face for Satyr will afford a Theme,(. \
And even silent Thoughts procure Esteem.'

(2)
As R.M. Alden notes, much verse 3atire in the seventeenth century is anti-Puritan.

The best anti-Puritan satire is Abraham Cowley's The Puritan and the Papist (1643)»

though many more abound. Wood, however, is writing in 1633. Juvenal's lawyers,

slaves, forgers, and freedom become shop-keepers "who care nought for church and

state", aldermen "spawned on the banks of Trent" "Citts" and "Prentices". No

temple has yet been raised to Money, says Juvenal, On the contrary, says Wood:

Saint Paul shall now his stately Temple quit,
G-oddess Pecunia must inhabit it.
Henceworth no Tipstaffs shall our Meeting search^
Meek kind Dissenters than will come to Church.(3;

On this level of attack, Juvenal satire is in danger of performing the function

of the pillory that held Defoe. Yet Pope in his Epistle to Lord Eolingbroke (Hor.,

Ep. I, l) imitates a passage in Horace similar to that in Juvenal, using it as an

opportunity to hit at mercantile values in the Church, "From low St. James's up

to high St. Paul's. (1.82) Behind the poetic skill of Pope one must remember that

there is a long tradition of anti-Puritan, anti-mercantile, anti-Dissenting

invective.

Matthew Prior was the author of a Satyr on the Poets. In Imitation

of the Seventh Satyr of Juvenal

(1) Ibid., pp. 6-7.

(2) See The Rise of Formal Satire in England Under Classical Influence
(Philadelphia, 1899)» PP. 240-1.

(3) Op. cit., p. 9,
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(1)

(1698): ' With usual deflationary eloquence, Juvenal tells all those aspiring

poets who have little prospect of success - "join the fray of the sale-room and

sell to the standing crowd wine-jars, tripods, book-cases and cupboards, the

Alcitheon of Paccius, the Thebes and the Tereus of Faustus". Prior expands

the opening ir. order to present the sad condition of "i&mgry Bayes" and

"starving Durfey's Jocky Muse", telling the would-be poet:

By Verse you'l starve; John Saul cou'd never live,
Unless the Bell-Man made the Poet thrive:
Go rather, in some little Shed by Paula,
Sell Chivy Chase, and Baxter'a Salve for Souls.
Cry Kara Shows, sing Ballads, Transcribe Vote^,
Be Care, or Ketch, or ary thing, but Oates.^ '

The satiric adversarius is bought in to relieve Juvenal's one-way argument:

Hold Sir, some Bully of the Muses Ciyes,
Methinks you're more Satyrical, than Wise:
You rail at Verse indeed; but rail in lihime;
At once incourage, and condemn the Crime,(-5)

Prior continues to dissuade, in a more sympathetic vein than Ms original, and

describes the poet whose "deathless Song" becomes "The dusty Lumber of a

Smithfield Stall"!^ The real poet, (says Juvenal), he who has genius and who

rises above all others, requires freedom from all the absurd wants and discomforts

of life - he must have a noble and lofty soul if he is to sing of love or war.

Had Virgil possessed no slave, and no decent roof over his head,

(1) In Poems on Affairs of State: (1698), Part III, pp.48-57.

(2) Ibid., pp.48-9.

(3) Ibid., p.49.

(4) Ibid., p.50.
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... caderent omnes a crinibus hydrl,,. \

surda nihil gemeret grave bucina ...v '
(11.70-1)

Ho?/, asks Juvenal, can Rubrenu3 Lappa rival ancient tragedy when his Atreu3 must

be pawned for his cloak and crockery? Prior is perhaps more good-humouredi

In vain we from our Sonnettiers require
The height of Cowley*s and Anacreon's lyres

*In vain we bid him fill the Bowl,
'Large as their capacious Soul,

who since the King was Crown'd, ne'er tasted wine,
But rise at Eight, and know not where to Dine.
In vain, we bid dejected Settle hit
The Tragick Flights of Shakespear's towring Wit;
He needs must miss the Mark, who's kept so low.
He scarce has strength enough to draw the Bow.(2>

This is funny because Prior sounds truly sorry that such is the ease, and it shows

a much higher appreciation of irony than we find in Oldham. It captures too the

often unsuspected 'good-company* kind of humour in Juvenal, and the suggestion

that the failure of the modems i3 due not to a decline of native genius so much

as a weakened constitution, (the end result, of course, of literary failure),

makes the satirical point better than a hundred libels and lampoons. On the

whole, Juvenal is most effectively handled - though Prior was later to

disown his imitation!"^

(1) Notice the alliteration here, which adds to the bathos.

(2) id., pp. 52-3.

(3) Prior disowned the Satyr on the Modern Translators as well an the
Satyr on the Poets due to their attack on the influential John Sheffield,
Bar! of Hulgrave, later Duke of Buckingham, who became Prior's friend and
patron. See the Literary Works (Oxford, 1939)> °d« fright and Spears,
ii, pp. 822-3.
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Dry&en's colleotive translation of Juvenal's satires in 1693 was a major

literary event, but Juvenal's popularity declined after 1700, and did not revive
' %

in force until after 1760, For many of the English Augustans, the saeva indignatio
1 \

of Juvenal could appear as socially unwarranted, even politically inadvisable.

Ridicule did not challenge the whole social order: the Augustan Age in England, as
\

Goldsmith and Wharton called it, demanded the ridicule and gaiety of Horace's

'comic' satire, not the scathing social and moral conscience of a Juvenal. The

latter's strident rhetoric, declamatory vigour and detailed exposures couched in

unambiguous language, if too closely imitated, could act as an affront to the laws

of delicacy and tasts. The Augustan analogy was also endangered. To imitate

Juvenal as Hall and Oldham had done would be to imply that the age of William, Anne

and the first two Georges were as degenerate as the age of Hero and Domitian, and

no one was prepared to go as fhr as that. It is significant that Pope said of Oldham
2

that he was "too rough and coarse", and that he was

... a very undelicate writer. He has strong
rage, but 'tis too much like Billingsgate.
Lord Rochester has rough more delicacy and more
knowledge of mankind.**

This is not just a cavil against Oldham's verse and language. Pope is defending

"delicacy", which was an essential of Horatian satirePope preferred raillery,

66

1. See Appendix A, p. i.

2. Joseph.Spence, Observations, Anecdotes ... ed. J. M. Osborn (Oxford, 1966), i, p.202 .

3. Ibid.

4. "But Horace, Sir, was delicate, was nice," Epilogue to the Satires. I, 1,11.
in Imitations of Horace, ed. J. Butt (1939), p.29S (See Chapter 6, above, p.205)»
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which was

...Horace's old method ''Ridenti Placcus
amioo* ' of telling a friend some less
fault while you are commending him, and
which, indeed, is the best time of doing
so. I scarce meet with anybody that
understands delicacy.

Horatian satire was never very far from the politeness of conversation, and Pope

said in 1739J

True politeness consists in being easy oneself
and making everybody about one as easy as we
can. But the mistaking brutality for freedom.,
has just the contrary effect, for it leads
them into the taking of liberties which often
make others uneasy and always ught to make
the aggressors themselves soi '

An advance had been made since the Restoration towards sensibility, benevolence

and humanitarianism, though "politeness" here belongs rather to that kindliness

and consideration which is shown to close friends and members of the same social

class or group, than any overall principle of Benevolence. Either way, social

principles were at work determining taste, and greatest favour was bestowed on

'benign* and reasonable, not 'cruel' and uncompromising satire.^

Juvenal in such circumstances was liable to misunderstanding, his fierce

indignation misrepresented as sadistic derision or indelicate railing. L. I.

Bredvold has correctly emphasized the nobility and moral seriousness of Juvenal's

0p» cit.. p.150.

2. Ibid.. pp.227-8.

3. See Shaftesbury's arguments in favour of ridicule and 'raillery' in
Characteristicks ... (1711), ij parts II and III, 'An Essay on Wit' and 'Advice
to an Author'.
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kind of satires

Satiric indignation is aroused when we discover the
incongruity of the comic in a situation which our
normal judgment also condemns as unwortiy, as indignus.
It is this combination of the moral judgment with the
comic experience which gives satire its distinctive
character. ("1)

Juvenal is not cruel, malicious or envious, but impresses us as being worthy-

dignus - while all around him is indlgnua, and it is this contrast which

Johnson is careful to bring out in his London when Thales cries that it is

worth, in such degenerate days, that "Wants ev'n the cheap reward of empty praise."

"SLOW RISES WORTH, 3Y POVERTY DEHLSSS'D", is a sentiment that forestalls criticism,

because the word "WORTH" aims directly at our moral conscience.

Edward Young, in the Preface to his Love of Fame, The Universal Passion

(1728) wrote: "Ethics, Heathen and Christian ... are, in a great measure, a

(2)
satire on the weakness and iniquity of men". Satire with moral weight to it

was thus favourably regarded in the eighteenth century!^ Nevertheless,

whereas Young used much of Juvenal's form and structure, he applauded "laughing

satire" for its "delicacy", and Horace for his good-humoured censure, which was

"supposed to proceed from judgment, not from passion". Juvenal cannot be
(4)

closely imitated because he is "ever in a passion";

(1) *A Note in Defence of Satire', EIH, vii (1940), p.260.

(2) The Works ... (Edinburgh, 1774), i» p.65.

(3) It is in this light too that we can regard Pope's opinion of Joseph (later,
Bishop) Hall's satires: "He esteem*d them the best and truest satire in the
English language, and ... he had an intention of modernizing them, as he had done
some of Dr. Donne's" John Nichols, literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century
(1812-15), v, P.654. "
(4) Op. cit., p.66.
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Laughing satire rids us of this same passion. Ridicule is thus

most eligible, as it hurts ourselves least,
and gives vice and folly the greatest offence*••
Laughing at the misconduct of the world, will,
in a great measure, ease us of any more dis¬
agreeable passion about it. One passion is
more effectually driven out by another than
by reason; whatever some teaoh.^-'

Young, however, owes something to Juvenal, and made partial adaptations of the

tenth satire, though a comparison between Juvenal's sixth satire and Young's

fifth, On .Vomen (1727), would show that Young was more concerned with affectations

and fashionable follies than with vices. Johnson, who noted Young's epigrammatio

style, said:

His species of satire is between those of Horace
and of Juvenal; he has the gaiety of Horace without
his laxity of numbers, and the morality of Juvenal
with greater variation of images. He plays,
indeed, only on the surface of life; he never
penetrates the recesses of the mind, and therefore
the whole power of Jsis poetry is exhausted by a
single perusal...)

Here Johnson appears to contrast Horatian "gaiety" with Juvenalian "morality".

In his life of Dryden he gave a fuller characterization of the great Roman satirist:

The general character of this translation ^I.e.
that of Dryden and his associates^ will be
given when it is said to preserve the wit, but
to want the dignity of the original. The
peculiarity of Juvenal is a mixture of gaiety and
stateliness, of pointed sentences, and
declamatory grandeur. His points have not been
neglected: but his grandeur none of the band
seemed to consider as necessary to be imitated,
except Creech.^'

1. Ibid.

2. Lives of the Poets, ed. Birkbeck Hill (Oxford, 1905), iii, p.394.
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Anthony Blackwall thought Juvenal a "manly and vigorous Author, so

perfect a blaster in the serious and sublime way of Satyr",^ and perceived in
(2)him a "good System and beautiful Collection of sound Morals". Juvenal's moral

dignity and his 'majesty of sentences', to use Peacham's phrase, are thus
(3)

cognate. Dryden mentioned his 'majestic way'.' Indeed, one could

say that there is something heroic both in Juvenal's style and hi3 attempt to

grapple with monstrous evils and glaring inequalities. The word that is usually

applied to Juvenalian satire, however, is 'tragic'. John Iannis, in a letter

to Prior, said:

... the Tragick Satire, which like Tragedy
fetches its Notions from Philosophy end from
common Sense, be in all probability
more acceptable to Universities and Cloisters,
and those Recluse and Contemplative Men, who/, \
pass most of their Time in their Closets.««. ;

"As his provocations were great," said Dzyden of Juvenal, "he has revenged them
(5)

tragically. ' The decorum of 'tragic satire' is hardly that of tragedy itself,

however. Johnson exploited the nobly sententious, perhaps Senscan side of

Juvenal, but this was harnessed to a fundamentally satiric, not tragic aim -

that is, to expose the incongruities between life and morals, to create a clash

between our own awareness of a scale of morality, and the objective human world,

which is an inversion of that scale; - a world where there is not just inequality,

(1) An Introduction to the Classics (1725), P*71»

(2) Ibid.

(3) A discourse concerning ... Satire, Watson, ii, p.144.

(4) Prior: 'cams on Several Occasions. (1737), iii, p.xiv.

(5) Watson, ii, p.138. Dryden also speaks of 'tragical vices* (p.129).
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but the inequality of the wor3t holding down the best. 'Tragic', perhaps,

is an epithet intended to give satire a particular kind of elevation it does not

require. Juvenal is at his most 'tragic' when relating the fall of Sejonus and

Hannibal, but the term glosses over the fact that satire must expose the malaise in

man's social existence. For the neo-classicists tragedy involved sublimity,

universality and inevitability. Yet tragedy leaves us with a sense of the

ultimate rightness with which Fate or the gods deal with men: pity and fear are

'purged' or purified because our own weaknesses are dramatically presented in

the greatest and noblest examples of the human species. Suffering becomes meaning¬

ful. In satire the conflict is not between Man and Fate, but between Man and

Ms ovai Reason, between the individual and society, morality and practice, con¬

science and action. It serves to suggest, as Pope put it, "The strong antipathy

of good to bad." We are left with a sense of the ultimate wrongness of society,

and the catharsis, if it ever comes, follows not admiration and terror, but anger

and indignation. Johnson is true to the satiric function, but he does accept

something of the tragic function too. As we shall see, he makes Juvenal more

(1)
acceptable in a sense by replacing pathos with ethos. For some reason, perhaps

connected with our own moral evasiveness, the general (when applied to war, say,

or to poverty or corruption) is easier to face than the particular.

Juvenal's verse is similar to that of the later Roman epic, and his

style bears the mark of one long versed in the orator's art. No English poet

before Johnson really tackled the problem of writing 'tragic satire' in English

(1) On the eighteenth century theory of the superiority of ethos over pathos,
see W# J. Bate, From Classic to Romantic;Premises of Taste in the Eighteenth
Century ( Camfcr", nW?., 194-6 ), -pp. 5" -ff.
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while at the same time creating a suitably majestic style. Johnson's two

satiresjare distinguished by their use of an abundance of stylistic and

rhetorical devices, and a reading of Pope's letters on questions of style,

Blackwall's treatise, or V.illiam Benson's letters Concerning Poetical Translations,

and Virgil's and Milton's Arts of Verse, Etc. (1739. w. 1736), will serve to

show just how conscious an artist Johnson was, Benson takes Virgil as the
(1)

supreme exponent of the 'majestick' style. Delay is the property of
(2)

majesty, says Benson; and he lists various devices - almost all of them

characteristic of Johnson's imitations - suitable for the majestic style,

such as suspension, variation of the caesura, inversion of the phrase, the

sound echoing the sense, alliteration, the mixing of singular and plural numbers,

and the use of '-que' and 'et* to add strength!""^ Retardation, suspension,

effective rhythmical climaxes, repetition - the 'Virgilian' techniques are

adapted by Johnson and welded onto a Juvenalian frame. Rhythmic suspension in

"they mount, they shine, evaporate, and fall"^' phrase inversion in "Still to
(5)

new heights his restless wishes tow'r , the use of 'and' - (the English

equivalent of Virgil's use of '-que' and 'at') - in "Behold surrounding Kings
(6)

their pow'r combine,/And one capitulate, and one resign",all give that

requisite majesty and strength necessary for 'tragic satire'•

(1) Letters ... (1739), p.2.

(2) 2id-» P*3.
(5) Ibid., pp. 18-25.
(4) The Vanity oi' Human Wishes. 1.76, Nichol Smith and McAdam, p.53.
(5) Ibid.. 1.105, p.34.

(6) Ibid.. 11.199-200, p.40.
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Blackwall put forward the argument that because the ancient languages

were finished and complete, they could be read and re-read and emulated, without
(1 )

the disadvantage of their being seen to change or decay. The neo-classicist

thus attempted to create a 'finished* and 'perfect' style out of a modern language,

though aware of the fact that modern languages were subject to 'decays' arid

'alterations'. The classical style was to be re-created, not simply emulated, in

the modern language - a formidable task. Blackwall draws from the classics a

whole number of tropes, or figures of speech, which make for perspicuity, order,

strengtn, dignity, decorum and beauty. It would be tedious to list his figures,

which include "synechdoche", "metonoad.#, "circumlocution", "omission" and the usual
(2)"turns" and "repetitions". What is interesting, however, is to see how many of

these figures, syntactical and stylistic devices Johnson uses in order to turn

Juvenal into English, Repetition, especially of opening words such as 'when*

and 'now*, is especially common, as is antithesis.

One of Johnson's most typical word combinations is adjective-plus-noun

preceded by the definite article. ^The fondness for qualifying words - adjectives

and adverbs - gives to the distich a density of meaning which is both Virgilian

and Juvenalian, and each couplet, as well as each qualifying word, is given great

contextual significance. The main unit in Johnson is not the couplet, for this,

as he must have recognized, is best suited to epigrammatic, 'witty' satire.

Johnson's unit is the verse paragraph - more typical perhaps of epio than of satire,

and therefore suitable for 'tragic' or 'majestic* satire.

Virgil, one of the most 'adjectival*of poets, attained a concentration

("1 ) Op. cit., pp.2-3.

(2) Ibid., pp. 170, 166, 216, 195, 214, 213 respectively.
(3) Six examples in London (p.19) occur from "the pension'd band" (1.200) to "the
shining plate" (1.207).
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adjectives and adverbs lend a different colour and perform a different sort Of

function. Dryden, it is interesting to note, thought that Virgil could have

written "sharper satires than either Horace of Juvenal, if he could have employed

his talent this way".^ This judgment is based on an appreciation of Virgil's

mastery of technique, and the close relation which exists in his poetry between

content and expression.

We can a sume that stylistically Virgil was the most important single model

the English neo-ciaasioists possessed. His individual traits, however, could be

generally applied! stylistic imitation of Virgil As a very different thing from

stylistic imitation of Milton. While recognising that Johnson's imitations'of

Juvenal borrow many stylistic features from Virgil - including the placing of words

the variations and balances within each line, the syntactical delays - we must of

course emphasise that Juvenal's decorum is hardly that of Virgil. "His vivisus

ambitiosa/paupertas oones" is an example from the third satire, where, "ambitiosa",

clashing with "paupertas", produces an incongruity which reflects that of real life

Virgilian decorum idealizes and ennobles ordinary life. Juvenal destroys idealised

visions. His decorum could therefore be called satiric decorum. We would not

normally associate the reclining elegance of Maecenas with a cheap forger's trick,

but Juvenal forces such a link in the first satire with a portrait of effeminacy?

(1) A Discourse concerning the Original and Progress of Satire. Watson, ii,
p.131. To 'justify his opinion', Dryden quotes the following line and
a half from Eclogue III, 11, 26-7, "against a bad poet, whose ill verse
he describes":

... non tu in triviis, indocte, solebas
stridenti miserum stipula disperdere carmen?

"Versification and numbers are the grestest pleasure of poetry", says
Dryden, Virgil knew it, and practised both so happily that, for aught
I know, his greatest excellency i« in his diction" (ibid.) The sentence
quoted on Virgil's 'satire* is the next but one.
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... iam sexta cervice feratur
hinc atque inde patens ac nuda paene cathedra
et multum referens cle Maecenate supino
signator falsi, qui se lautum atque baatum
exiguis tabulis et gemma fecerit uda?

(11.64-8).

ITote the Juxtapositions, the rhetorical delay, where "signator falsi" comes

at the end of the description, and how the phrase "recalling much of Maecenas",

instead of "reminding us of Maecenassuggests the rather bored, languid air of

the forger. Johnson understood Juvenal's use of Juxtaposition. Take for

example the line "Obsequious, artful, voluble and gay",^ or "And now a rabble
(2)

rages, now a fire" where the satire is contained in expression itself. We do

not normally associate loquacity and gaiety with devious servility; we do net

normally equate people and things.

Juvenal certainly makes every word count, yet he is far fonder of long

subordinate clauses, cumulative examples and periphrases. Rather, too, than use

a general term, such as Johnson would use, he prefers to keep to the hard facts.

This requires a considerable degree of circumstantiality, which Jchnson did not

attempt to follow, except by using qualifying adverbs and adjectives. One must,

incidentally, on no account confuse Juvenal's periphrasis, where "load the knees

of the gods with wax" means "pray for", with eighteenth century periphrasis, the

kind that says "finny prey" instead of "fish". Juvenal allows observed reality

and social custom to intrude at almost every point. Eighteenth century poetic

diction tended to put reality in an intellectual, or, as G-eoffrey Tillotson puts

it, a "physico-theological" framework. Johnson also tends, like many eighteenth

(1) London. 1.111, op.cit., p.15*

(2) X^d«| 1.14, p.9«
(3) Augustan Studies (1961), pp.42-5*
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century poets, towards the general; Juvenal towards the particular. Whereas

Johnson likes to contain reality conceptually (the concepts being moral rather

than intellectual), Juvenal reflects it perceptually. Johnson's poetic

mentality worked perhaps in a diametrically opposite manner to that of Juvenal,

and yet London is the first really successful example of Juvenalian imitation

in English. Examination of Johnson's development of the methods of the con¬

secutive imitation will help to explain why.

The consecutive imitation differs from the generic or selective

imitation in that the author has in his mind not just a form, an image or short

passage, but a complete, self-contained poetic argument. It is the argument.

not its circumstantial or accidental details, which Johnson tries to extract

from Juvenal, and in this he is far ahead of Oldham. Johnson's additions

have the rhetorical purpose of reinforcing the main theme, which becomes largely

political, although another imitation of this satire, Modern Paris (1805), an

(1)
attack on Napoleonic France, was overtly political, whereas in Johnson politics,

morality and poetry merge together: contemporary observations and political

feeling are not allowed to dominate. The poem's meaning is present without

having to be stated in ways that would destroy its universality or permanence

as a work of art. In making Juvenal English, Johnson is not afraid to jettison

what is unnecessary to his argument. The passage of fifty lines (11.232-272)
in Juvenal in which arc desoribed the conditions at Rome (and of which Boilean.

made such profitable use) is entirely omitted, for example.

Johnson gives emphasis to certain contrasts, and pulls out of Juvenal

a new sense of dramatic opposition. Juvenal is merely "confusus" - "disturbed,

(1 ) See below, p, 317.
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put out, upset" by his friend's departure from Rome, though he praises his

desire to live at Curaae. Johnson's imitation begins!

Tho* grief mid fondness in ray breast rebel,
When injur*d THALES bids the town farewell,
Yet still my calmer thoughts his choice commend,
I praise the hermit, but regret the friend ••• (11,1-4)

(1)
The dramatic oppositions - between rebellion and tranquillity, ' town and country,

England's past glory and her present dwindling into "thoughtless ease", between

her native "rustiek grandeur" and imported. French elegance and parasitism - all

these ar® interlinked. The connections and oppositions are illuminating, and

give the poem its particular flavour. Grief and fondness "rebel" at Thales'

decision, and later on we read: "Behold rebellious virtue quite o'erthrown" (1.63)
where rebellion of the spirit becomes a moral rebellion against modern social

and political conditions. "Calmer thoughts" (1,3 ) commend the voluntary

exiles choice, and when the scene has been set in the grand manner, almost in a

painterly fashion, on the quayside at Greenwich, which evokes the glory of

Elizabeth'3 reign,

A transient calm the happy scenes bestow,
And for a moment lull the sense of woe. (11.31-2)

Taking the hint from Boileau, Johnson's Thales, (unlike the voluble Gaul

(1) Eighteenth century theory usually divided the passions into those that are
violent and agitated, such as love and anger, and those that are calm and
tranquil, such as meditation and nostalgia. See for e.g. Francis Hutcheson,
System of Moral Philosophy (1755), pp. 7-38, and Passions and Affections (1728).
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whose "lavish tongue" (1.126) fulsome praises pauis), has but a "rustick tongue"
(1)

(1.79) which is symbolic of England's "rustick grandeur" (1.102), ' the moral

dignity of which is being undermined by thoughtless servitude and "peaceful

slumber" (1.99), and consciences "ever gay" (1.90) - that is, consciences which

are dormant. All this is further distinguished from the calm of the "peaceful

vale... where once the harrass'd Briton found repose" (11.46-7), and for which

Thales appeals to "kind heaven" (1.43)•

A striking example of the way in which Johnson provides an alternative

to moral degeneration and political corruption is seen in his introduction of

the rural theme. Umbrioius advises the ordinary Roman to get a small house in

the country, and his description of the "optima... domus" (11.223-4) is far from

Utopian or even flattering:

hortulus hie puteusque brevis nec reste movendus
in tenuis plantas facili diffunditur haustu.
vive bidentis amans et culti vilicus horti,
unde epulum possis centum dare Pythagoreis.
est aliquid, quocuraque loco, quocumque recessu
unius sese dominum feoisse lacertae, (11.226-231)

The wry humour and the realistic psychology are evinced through the final

statement that it is something, in whatever place, however distant, to have made

oneself the lord of a single lizard. Compare this with Johnson, and at once we

see the difference. Johnson turns realism into idealism:

1. Juvenal uses the word "rusticus" (1.67) to signify "country clown".
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There prune thy walks, support thy drooping flow'rs,
Direct thy rivulets, and twine thy bow'rs;
And, while thy grounds a cheap repast afford,
Despise the dainties of a venal lord:
There ev'ry bush with nature's musick rings,
There ev'ry breeze bears health upon its wings;
On all thy hours security shall smile,
And bless thine evening walk and morning toil.

(11.216-223).

Reminding us of Milton's Garden of Eden, this passage has a double reference.

(Neo-olassicism also means an injection of something 'new' into 'classioism*,)

Yvhereas the flowers in Juvenal are "thin" or "straggling", Johnson's are

"drooping" - like the heavy roses which Eve stoops to support in Bk IX of
(1)

Paradise Lost.v '"Hortulus" in Juvenal - "the little garden" - is big enough in

Johnson to contain "rivulets". Umbricius would have enough for a hundred

vegetarians; Thales despises "the dainties of a venal lord". The change in

tone is part of Johnson's overall purpose, but it invcihed playing down or eliminating

many if Juvenal's satiric qualities.

Umbricius complains of the quick-wittedness of the Greeks, and there is

a danger - which Johnson doubtless saw - that, unless we are impressed with the moral

superiority of the speaker, we may think that he is merely voicing a disgruntled

bitterness at being out-manoeuvred:

non surnus ergo pares: melior, qui semper et orani
nocte dieque potest aLiena sumere vultum
a faoie, iactare manus, laudare paratus,
si bene ructavit, si rectum minxit amicus,
si trulla inverso creoitum dedit aurea fundo.

(11.104-108)

(1) Rachel Trickett (The Honest Muse (Oxford, 1968)> p.227) sees here a debt to
Pope, but a close reading would favour Milton, Dryden's translation Ox Horace s
second Epode, and Virgil through Milton. The ideas of health and toil, tne
reference to times of the day, and the words 'prune' and 'direct' are contained
in Adam's speech (Bk IX, 11.209—217)* Eve is described "...oft stooping 00
support / Each Flour of slender stalk, whose head though gay.../ Hung drooping
unsustained". (11.427-430) See Poetical Works...ed. Darbishire,pp.l87-8 and
P.193.
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Juvenal's "Graecem urbem" (l.6l) was more valid than Johnson's "French metropolis"

(1.98). Johnson might have known that another danger arose here, for London in

1738 had shaken off muoh of its Prenoh veneer. Johnso& wrote later

..between Roman images and English manners
there will be an irreconcileable dissimilitude, and
the work will be generally uncouth and party-
coloured; neither(original nor translated, neither
ancient nor modern.

And so, unlike Oldham, he creates an ethos, not a new set of circumstances, out
of the contrast between the "rugged natives" of England, and the French:

How, when competitors like these contend,
Can surly virtue hope to fix a friend?
Slaves that with serious impudence beguile,
And lye without a blush, without a smile;
Exalt each trifle, ev'ry vice adore,
Your taste ih snuff, your judgment in a whore...

(11.144-9).

"Surly virtue" cannot talk in a cynical, depersonalized fashion about snuff

and whores. \7e are convinced, therefore, of Thales' moral superiority, less so

of that of Umbricius. Thales stands out against the dehumanized values of the

city, though Juvenal's overall presentation of those is perhaps more powerful.

An example of Johnson's ordering of his original is the passage

imitated from Juvenal's "Quid quod materiam," etc. (11.147 ff»)» in which

Juvenal's circumstantiality concerns itself with the struggle for status and the

(l) 'Life of Pope', Lives of the Poets, ed. Birkbeck Hill, iii, p.247.
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plight of the poor man. Johnson exoels his original by the richness of charac¬

terisation achieved through his terse, metaphorical style, and makes poverty,

not social ladder-climbing, the primary object of our attention:

By numbers here from shame or censure free.
All crimes are safe, but hated poverty.
This, only this, the rigid law pursues,
This, only this, provokes the snarling muse.
The sober trader at a tatter*d oloak,
Wakes from his dream, and labours for a joke;
With brisker air the silken courtiers gaze,
And turn the varied taunt a thousand ways...

(11. 158*165)

Whereas Umbricius is not above attacking panders* and auctioneers* sens - or

rather the fact that they have a privileged position within a corrupt society -

Johnson keeps the 3atire on a higher level, and his imitation shows above all

a conscious understanding of and concern for man in society which is the product

of modem humanism and which Juvenal essentially lacks. Marx and Engels would

surely have recognized what was meant by the statement that poverty was a crime,

when all other 'crimes' were safe. The law stands firmly on the sid^e of social

injustioe. Both the aristocrat and the bourgeois, despite their difforences,

look down upon and ridicule poverty. Note how the bourgeois is characterized:

"sober trader" is exactly right, for it suggests the idea of traders in general,

(such as we might derive, say, from a reading of Defoe). He"wakes from his

dream" because traders are generally either mentally going over their balance

sheets, working out speoulatve projects and how to profit from certain schemes,

or are thinking on God's Providence (and how it operates for the benefit of the

tradiigclasses). He "labours for a joke": the word "labours" here is ironical,

for it refers both to the trader's ^Biustzy and weak sense of humour - indeed,

"the 30ber trader" ought in principle to be scornful of anything flippant of

tongue or facetious. Yet his clumsiness is exposed, and his principles compromised
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by the presence of a "tatter*d cloak", because many traders have risen from the

lower ranks, are constantly afraid of falling back into them through the failure

of their schemes, and thus feel uncomfortable and embarrassed when "rebellious

virtue", in the shape of "hated poverty", shows it3elf. The virtuous, like the

poor, are naturally inclined to rebellion because virtue axiu poverty are despised,

hated and feared by those who " vote a patriot black, a courtier white "•
"silken courtiers", unlike "the sober trader" (the singular here suggests not only

independence and individualism but also solitariness), are exhibitionists ever

seeking to display to each other their ingenious fripperies# Their "brisker air"

is not that of useful industry but of the perpetual desire for amusement. Courtiers,

like traders, seek to esoape - not from idleness and commercial ruin, but from
1

boredom. Thus they too are caught in "the olouded maze of fate" , act upon irrational
2

principles, and tread "without a guide"; the trader who dreams only "chases airy
3

good.". Here the reader does have a definite feeling that what Johnson is pointing
to is the moral emptiness and irrationalism behind all the modish elegance of the

4 5
court, and its reflection in the "fiery fop" and "frolic drunkard" who "stabs

£
you for a jest". In other words, what the imitation gives us that i3 missing in

the original is the sense of ethical opposition and a wholeness of outlook.

i-overty in Johnson becomes an obstacle to individual social advancement,

holding back "worth". A series of abstractions and images form a composite picture.

(1) The Vanity of Human Wishes. 1. 6.
(2) Ibid., 1. 8.
(3) Ibid.. 1. 10.

(4) London. 1. 226.
(5) Ibid.. 1. 228.

(6) Ibid.. 1. 229.
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Our first impression is of "indignant Thales" (l. 34), now become "the hermit"

(l. 4) who with "contemptuous frown" (l. 33) "eyes the neighb'ring town" (l. 34)

just as in The Vanity of Human Wishes we are in a position to "survey mankind"

(l. 2) and " watch the busy scenes of crowded life" (l. 4). This is the persona

of Juvenaiian satire - the indignant man, the outcast, the philosopher, the

ruthlessly objective recorder of human vanity, vice and folly. The image of the

satiric persona is absorbed in the abstract notion of "worth" (l. 35), denied

"ev'n the cheap reward of empty praise" (l. 36), yet is given flesh and blood

when Thales refers again to his own independence, vigour and vitality (ll. 41-2).

The idea is transformed into "rebellious virtue quite o'erthrown" (l. 63), but

with the political flavour of the patriot who defends the "country's dear-bought

rights" (l. 53)• Thales' "rustic tongue" (l. 79) is a personal symbol of Britain's

"rustic grandeur" (l. 102). Such grandeur has almost gone, yet "3urly virtue"

(l. 145) on an individual level remains. The visual image in "a tatter'd cloak"

then becomes "worth" held down by pverty (l. 177), then the "wretched vagrant"

(l. 190) and finally "starving merit" (l. 191). The strength of this technique

lies in the rhetorical use of visual image, representative type, abstraction and

personified abstraction. "Worth", "merit" and "virtue" stubbornly resist the

vicissitudes of fortune and the power of corruption. This stubborn struggle is

very much that of Johnson himself. Thus in the imitation the Stoicism of Juvenal

and the moral struggle of Johnson fuse together. The poetic imitation is not, we

must remember, a 'copy', nor is it simply a 'likeness', but a creative re-interpre-

tation with something new added - even if ironical - of a classical original.

After noting that in London Johnson had the corresponding passages in

Juvenal printed at the foot of the page, but that in The Vanity of Hunan Wishes
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(1749) be was content to cite only the numbers of the verses, Nichol Smith and

McAdam write:

The difference indicates the greater maturity of The Vanity of Human
Wishes. Imitation though it is, the freedom and the sincerity of the
treatment make it an original poem. The difficulty of what he called,
in his Life of Pope, the irreconcilable dissimilitude between Roman
and English manners is overcome so successfully that the poems of Ju¬
venal and Johnson have to be regarded, not as a model and copy, but
as companion studies of the same subject. (1)

Henry G-ifford implies that Juvenal's tone is one of vituperation, derision and

exasperation expressed through cutting irony, whereas in Johnson we find a tragic

sense of life, the feeling of "an ineluctably shared condition" (2) which, pre¬

sumably, has demanded a deep fund of human sympathy absent in Juvenal. Further,

not only is Johnson's poem "far more than an imitation", moving us "as an original

poem" "j/ the/ real transmutation is brought about by Johnson's imagery no le3S

than by the tone of his moral comment". ^ Of the main rhetorical argument - that

prayers for money, power, acolaim, military glory, long life and beauty are futile

if in them security, happiness and peace of mind are sought - G-ifford says that

Juvenal merely despises such prayers, whereas Johnson, he implies, understands them

in a more human way, though he cannot commend or condone them. Johnson's poem has

an almost processional, ritualistic quality: "each anxious toil, each eager strife"

of man is marked and pursued to its fruitless conclusion. Rise and fall, growth and

decay, hope and disillusionment, are given universal significance by being dramatically

heightened and stnuctured. This is perhaps latent in Juvenal. But Gifford says that,

in its series of scenes, The Vanity of Human Wishes Seals with "the mystery of human

(1) The*Poems of Samuel Johnson (Oxford. 1941). P. 26. ————————
(2) 'The Vanity of Human Wishes', RES New Series v (1955), p. 161.
(3) Ibid., p. 157.
(4) Ibid., p. 160. On the metaphorical style of Johnson's poetry, see also Susie I.

Tucker and Henry Gifford, 'Johnson's Poetic Imagination', RES vii (1957), pp.
241-8.
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(1)
existence" v , which takes us very far from the lacerating realism of Juvenal.

Neither is it certain from this statement whether "the mystery" i3 something Gifford

recognizes, or whether he is simply making a comment on Jonson's vision of human

experience. Johnson, like Pope and Swift, denied the possibility of social progress

and evolution because he only saw "human existence", and this in moral, abstract,

universal terms. Although I would not agree with Patricia Spacks, who says that

The Vanity of Human Wishes "asserts the futility of virtually every form of human
(2)

activity" , I think Johnson doe3 superimpose on his original scheme an eighteenth-

century rationalist morality which is at the same time ideologically pessimistic

about purely human achievement, and which, far more than the pessimism of Juvenal,

seeks to justify itself in an almost doctrinal manner in the poem. In other words,

whereas Juvenal's world is continually bejyg experienced, that of Johnson is ultim¬
ately a closed system of philosophical idealism born out of the Christian religion.

Though by no means denying the validity of everyday experience, and in the case of

Johnson capable of producing effects of incredible density, it says that it is no

longer primary. This, if anything, is what for me detracts from Johnson's imitation,

and makes Juvenal's Stoicism, which could not systematize experience as eighteenth-

century Reason could, more attractive here.

In deeding with the imitation, five main points arise in connection with what

has already been said above. These are: the writer's attitude, the general scheme

or argument, the "dissimilitude between Roman and English manners", tone and feeling,

and imagery (together with style).

To take the first point* Gifford says that Johnson "corrects Juvenal's senti-
(3)ment" in the final paragraph. Let us examine the kind of 'correotion' Johnson

(1) Ibid., p. 165.
(2) Eighteenth-Century Poetry (Prentice-Hall, N. J., 1964), p. xx.

(3) frp. cit., p. 157.
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makes. Juvenal asks, "Nil ergo optabunt homines?" (l. 34-6). Johnson expands upon

this:

Where then shall Hope and Fear their objects find?
Must dull Suspence corrupt the stagnant mind?
Must helpless man, in ignorance sedate,
Roll darkling down the torrent of his fate?

(11. 343-46)

The questions Johnson anticipates, thou^i posed in an abstract manner, arise

naturally as a result of what has gone before. The second question suggests the

mental stagnation created by an overall acceptance of Johnson's argument.'Dull sus¬

pense* is hardly the kind of reaction one would normally associate with Juvenalian

satire, when we bear in mind what Dryden said of Jusrenal: "...he gives me as much

pleasure as I can bear; he fully satisfies my expectation; he treats his subject

home; his spleen is raised, and he raises mine; I have the pleasure of concernment

in all he says; he drives his reader along with him; and when he is at the end of

his way, I willingly stop with him."^ Perhaps Johnson 'corrected* Juvenal

according to the criticism of Dryden that, if "a fault can be justly found in him,
(2)'tis that he is sometimes too luxuriant, too redundant". Here, however, it is the

sentiment which has been 'corrected'. What Johnson has done is to create a void, and

then being able to fill it has concluded with the omnipotence, love and mercy of

G-od, and the possibility of finding real happiness through religious faith, obedient

humility and resignation. What Johnson offers is not an alternative code of conduot,

but "celestial wisdom" that "calms the mind" (l. 367). In Juvenal there is no sense

of "... helpless man, in ignorance sedate" but rather an overpowering sense of the

selfish, violent, anarchic and blindly self-destructive drives of men. This is both

a criticism of the individuals concerned and of the civilisation which produced them.

(1) A Discourse Concerning the Original and Progress of Satire. Watson ii p. 130.

(2) Ibid.
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sentimentalise about it. It is a strong attitude of mind that has no fear of

death ("forten posce animus mortis terrors carentem"), can undergo any kind of

toil, knows neither wrath nor lust, "and believes that the woes and the hard

labours of Hercules are preferable to the love-making, banquets and down cushions

of Sardanapulus". Juvenal's answer - abstinence, endurance, the cultivation of

•virtue* based on the old agricultural mode of production, now undermined by the

Empire - is more clearly related to thepowerful criticisms contained in his auin

argument. Juvenal is attacking the intensions of a whole civilisation, whose

glaring class dlcisions have perverted and corrupWS. human values. What he

derides are not men's prayers in general, but those which have been foolishly

misguided by a belief in that civilisation, or distorted by the pressures of

luxury, greed, a false sense of status, the urge to conquer and the desire to

dominate over others, (it is significant that the eleventh satire should be

an attack on extravagent living, and an appeal for a return to the simple life.)

Johnson's attitude is not only radically different from that of Juvenal;

hie own attitude has also changed since the writing of London. Then he could

write, "All crimes are safe, but hated poverty". Wow, when Juvenal wryly comments,

"rarus venit in ceimcula miles", (1. 18) (with the added bite in the word "rarus"),

Johnson imitates as follows:

When statutes glean the refuse of the sword,
How much more safe the vassal than the lord?
Low skulks the hind beneath the rage of pow'r,
And leaves the wealthy traytorcin the Tow'r,
Untouoh'd his cottage, and his slumbers sound,
Tho' confiscation's vulture hover round.

(11. 31-36)

The irony of a wry, pointed corment is absent. ^ ^ The passage suggests that "the

vassal" and "the hind" simply live their lives free from care, like the "needy traveller,

(l) "Wealthy" in line 34 was changed from "bonny" - a reference to the rebel
Lords of 1716 - so that pointed cement was not originally absent.
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serene and gay" who "Walks the wild heath, and sings his toil away" (ll. 37-8) - an

expansion of Juvenal's "cantabit vacuus caram latrone viator" (l. 22). What has been

gained in terms of concentration and the power of the images in lines 31 and 36 is

of course undisputed, however.

The satiric persona cannot be presented in the way that it was through Umbricius

and Thales, yet we are very much aware of Juvenal's satiric personality, whereas we

experience in Johnson a feeling of being raised to an elevated height, able to view,

perhaps like Dante or Christian, how "All times their scenes of pompous woe afford"

(l. 223). Phrases such as "Let observation with extensive view/Survey mankind...",

"Let hist'ry tell...", "Yet Reason frowns on War's unequal game" suggest a viewpoint

more retired than opposing or alienated. The repeated imperatives "see", "hear" and

"behold" emphasise the melancholy pageant, the sad waste of men's activities, but they

also detach the reader, transport him into a 'higher* world looking down at a lower',

whereas in Juvenal he always feels the force of a biting and tangible criticism

committed to a standpoint which is realistic in individual terms, but in essence

harkens back to a 'golden age' uncorrupted by the luxury of Empire, whethervGreek or

Roman.

This difference in attitude conditions the whole satire. Johnson gives a tragic

universality to everything he can (except when the material resists such treatment, as

when in imitating the famous "bread and circuses" passage (ll. 72-81) in Juwenal he has

the rather feeble couplet, "With weekly libels and septennial ale,/Their wish is full

to riot and to rail" (ll. 97-8), a case in which the difficulty of "the irreconcilable

dissimilitude between Roman and English manners" is not overcome). In dealing with

the foremost of petitions, for riches and their increase, Juvenal's cutting ironyls

present. The petition is "cunctis notissima templis/divitiae", (11.23-4-) and is par¬

ticularized: "ut maxima toto/nostra sit area foro". This conveys the sense of hypoc-
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risy, grubbing meanness and ostentatious greed. Johnson's imitation is more figur¬

ative: "Yet still one gen'ral cry the skies assails,/And gain and grandeur load

the tainted gales". (11. 45-6) The image of the smellof "gain" 'loading' the "tainted

gales" is impressive rather than repulsive, and the notion of 3elfish greed is only

distantly felt - the egocentric impulse has been generalized, and thus made part of

"an ineluctably shared condition". This dangerously implicates the writer himself

in "the darkling torrent of /man's7 fate",thus in contrast with Juvenal making his
own viewpoint less clear in social terms and perhaps dampening the satiric force of

his criticism.

The futility of political ambition is illustrated in Juvenal by the career of

Sejanus, but Sejanus is not even given the "full-blown dignity" of Wolsey. The first

mention of Sejanus is that his bust burns and crackles in the flames. The Wolsey

passage in Johnson is a brilliant representation, in the way it i3 structured, of

a political rise and fall. The coqlex movement of the passage, suggesting an over¬

reaching accumulation of power followed by a rapid dissolution, its intensity and

poetic force, are unquestionable. But whereas the Sejanus passage evokes all the

violence, rumour-mongering and caprice both of fortune and of higher authority

which accompanies a political downfall, the Wolsey passage has a less definable,

almost mesmerizing impact on the reader.

A passage much expanded by Johnson is that which dissuades the eager novice

from oratory. This is changed into the pursuit of learning and the desire for

authorial fame. The theme, the subject of Juvenal's seventh satire, was close to

Johnson, and it produces some of the most poignant and bitingly effective lines in

the imitation:

There mark what ills the scholar's life assail,
Toil, eny, want, the patron, and the jail.
See nations slowly wise, and meanly just,
To buried merit raise the tardy bust.

(11. 159-62)
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Juvenal's Hannibal has nothing of the tragic dignity of Johnson's Charles XII.

Hannibal is a one-eyed general on his last elephant. There is none of Charles's

"military state" here, and there is a malicious delight in the lines

... i demens et seavas curre per Alpes,
ut pueris placeas et declamatio fias I

(11. 166-7)

The equivalent famous four lines in Johnson,

His fall was destin'd to a barren strand,
A petty fortress, and a dubious hand;
He left the name, at which the world grew pale,
To point a moral, or adorn a tale,

(11. 219-222)

contain a series of phrases that succeed one another with a logic that symbolically

re-enacts inevitable decline and diminution from great soldier to a mere name that

'adorns a tale'.

One of the most striking differences in Johnson's approach is seen in the treat¬

ment of the miseries of old age. Juvenal, keeping to his rhetorical scheme of

forceful dissuasion, details in a Smollett-like way the evidence of physical, spiritual

and mental decay: the misshapen face, the "deformed hide that serves for skin" (l. 192),

the shaky voice and limbs, and the unforgetteble (if exaggerated) image of the old

man, helpless as a young swallow with its beak wide open, waiting for food from its

mother (11. 231-2). There is only one, somewhat restrained, visual image in John¬

son, "listless eyes" (l. 263). The English passage is more concerned with what it

feels like to be old. Juvenal intends, and succeeds in brutally undeceiving us

about prayers for long life; Johnson's lines, hWever, are full pity compassion.

The fortunes of beauty and good looks in Roman society are scathingly treated

by Juvenal, Johnson, however, preseits the corruption of beauty through an allegory

(11. 323-342) which tends to euphemize what Juvenal, without embarrassment, exposes.
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Juvenal's satire is full of images of violence; of strangling, besieging, poi¬

soning, trapping, burning, hanging, crashing, lashing; of deformed humanity and decay.

Johnson uses similar images, such as those borrowed from war and didease, but as

Gifford and Tucker point out, far more effectively.^^ Juvenal's garrulity, sarcasm,

(2)
his love of detail combined with exaggeration and hyperbole, and his famous, short

devastating phrases, are typical of his satire. Johnson, as we have pointed out,

created something stately and majestic, and fashioned verse that was highly figur£

ative and concentrated, with the aim of impressing upon us 'general truth'. If the

satire sometimes suffered, the poetry improved.

Johnson draws out of Juvenal the feeling of being misguided and trapped through

vain wants. Unless men act by Reason and "celestial wisdom", they will be imprisoned

in the vicious circle of brute creation, preying on each other, never secure, or,

like Charles, "destined to a barren strand". We are conscious of the continual

presence of this Reason far more than we are of Juvenal's "ratione" (l. l±). One could

say that, whereas in Juvenal men act in the way that they do because they are greedy,

ambitious, violently concupiscent, and so forth, in Johnson they do so because they

act irrationally. It is this - not, on'e feels, the wholly corrupt values of civil¬

isation - which enslaves men. Reason is everywhere unheeded. A tragic sense of life

emerges from a recognition of the fact that men disobey the dictates of a Rational

God, one whom men must also learn to fear.Juvenal's 'ratio' is closer to practical

commonsense, pure living, personal dignity and rational wants and needs; Johnson's

Reason is imposed from above.

(1) See op. cit., note (4), p. 297 above.

(2) Cf. the passage on old men's diseases and his inability to recount all their
names (11. 218-226).

(3) See in this connection J. H. Hagstrum, 'The Nature of Johnson's Rationalism',
RES v (1955). PP. 191-205.
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Juvenal's satire lays bare a civilisation which is strangling itself, a

society in which the roles of predator and victim are unpredictably exchanged. Yet

he is never blown off-course. With Sejanus, as with the Praetor, he is consistent in

his intention of stripping away the facade and exposing the emptiness behind wealth,

power and position. The "Quirites"(l. 45) are friends of the Praetor only because

of the dinner-dole in their purses; the common peojle make utensils out of the

statue of Sejanus. These are the things we remember. Johnson's treatment of Wolsey

and Charles is not intended in the same way; we think less of the emptiness behind

the facade than of their tragic fall.

One could say that while Juvenal often too indiscriminately exposes and takes

things apart, Johnson selectively composes and puts them together. This is connected

with his whole method of imitation, and the following can be quoted to support this:

/The writer/ ought rather to "distinguish those parts of
nature, vdiich are most proper for imitation", and exhibit "the
most perfect idea of virtue, the highest and purest that
humanity can reach". The highest literature thus becomes the
result of a selective imitation, guided by ethical perceptions
of an ideal moral reality. In this important respect Johnson's
position must be sharply distinguished from all literary
naturalism and from all imitations of reality guided exclusively
by aesthetic considerations. (1)

(2)Some may call this kind of selective imitation 'pseudo-Aristotelianism , but it

guided Johnson in his consecutive imitations of Juvenal. These imitations may lack

the ingenious modern parallels and the immediacy of Oldham's efforts, but Johnson

to a large extent obviated the difficulty of the 'Roman analogy' by generalizing

and universalizing, through a method of selective imitation based on ethical and

rational principles, what was possibly an insufficiently moralized or 'methodized'

nature reflected in Juvenal's "literary naturalism". Whatever one's final conclusions

about London and The Vanity of Human Wishes. they rank as very fine, if not very

great poetry, and are significant landmarks in the tradition of the poetic imitation.

(1) Ibid., p. 192.
(2) See R. Wittkower, op. cit., pp. 149 ff., and Chapter 10, pp. 447 ff#
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V. Imitations of Juvenal after Johnson up to 1780.

After the success of Johnson, regular imitations of Juvenal began

to appear more frequently. This was not only because of Johnson's

example, but because of a general feeling of cultural and moral decline,

which many writers referred to and which few, apart from Goldsmith,

chose to analyse. It brought the decline of the Roman Empire closer to

their thoughts, and once again made writers thumb through the pages of

their Juvenal. However, the historical parallels were very thin for

imitators, and Juvenal's real voice is seldom heard.

Henry Fielding, who wrote the modernized prose paraphrase of Ovid's

Art of Love discussed in the previous chapter, also imitated Juvenal with

Hart of Juvenal's Sixth Satire Modernized in Burlesque Verse, which

appeared in the Miscellanies of 1743« Fielding does not flinch from

satirizing contemporaries, and the soene is unmistakably England, whose

oustoms he knows as well as Juvenal knew those of Rome.

Thomas Gilbert (d. 1747) wrote A View of the Town (1735) ami A Satire

(1738), both of which owe much to Juvenal. The First Satire of Juvenal

Imitated (1740) was written in 1739« In the preface the author apologizes

for omissions and additions made for the sake of contemporaneity, "which

I hope will be reckon'd a pardonable Liberty, and is, in my Opinion,

under due Restriction, what distinguishes an Imitation from a Translation." ^

Juvenal opens by complaining that he is bored by the fheseid of the

bombastic Cordusi

demper ego auditor tantum? numquamne reoonaai
V*xatus totiens rauci Theseiae Cordi? (11. 1-2).

(l) The First -Satire of Juvenal Imitated (1740), al.
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The imitation beginsi

Shall every pension'd Scribbler draw his Pen,
\nd gild with venal Praise the worst of Men?
(E'en Dixon glean the Scandal of a Year
In one dull Tripos^"* ^ to be thought severe!) (p.l)

Gilbert will sing neither of Sir Robert nor of the British Fleet.

However, there is no Maevia sticking pigs with breasts exposed in

eighteenth oentury England. The most our imitator can find are Italians

seducing women whose husbands are impotent. Great vices and monstrous

behaviour are so vaguely hinted at that for the author they evidently

do not exist in real life.

Gilbert is much further from Juvenal than either the Restoration,

including Dryden, or his own contemporary, Johnson. He does not have

Dry&en's earthiness and rapidity and he lacks Johnson's serious .purpose.

We are now in the period when imitations are written for their own sake,

before the authors have considered properly the mode behind the form and

the intention of the classical poet,

(2)
Juvenal brilliantly describes an example of over-eating* Every detail

is charged with hatred and scorn. The rich patron is devouring the produce

of sea and wood, reclining on his vast couch. We have an idea of one

man, completely severed from the rest of struggling, impoverished humanity,

and therefore utterly useless. He consumes a whole patrimony at a single

(1) The stool on which a satirical speech was given at a graduation
ceremony. The speech was afterwards printed at the end of the list of
successful degree candidates. Thus 'tripos' here refers to the speech,
which must often have been dull, as Gilbert says. Later the word came
to mean the degree itself as the speech-making went out of fashion.

(2) Satire I, 11. 135-146.
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mealfrom huge and beautiful antique dinner-tables. Here there will be

no parasite; "sed quia ferat istas / luxuriae sordes?" cries Juvenal.(11. 131-

The glutton eats a whole boar; he carries into his bath, with distended

stomach, undigested peacock. Death is sudden, and he is carried to the

grave araid the cheers of enraged 'friends.* This death is no cause for

celebration, because, says Juvenal, our grr- ndchildren will act in the

same way. "Gmne in praecipiti vitium stetit" - all vice stands at its

highest point, (*• -^l)

The English imitator is certainly faced with enormous problems in

rendering such a passage in a familiar context. Gilbert turns it into

a light-hearted joke. At a Lord Mayor's banquet, enough food for the

whole town is eaten. Then,

The Banquet o'er each bloated Guest complains
Of sudden Qualms, short Breath, and racking Pains;
Nature wants Strength to circulate the Blood,
Oppress'd with Loads of indigested Pood;
Scarce have the Wretches time to make a will,
So swift is foul Intemperance to kill,
Beyond Ward's Drop, or epidemio Pill. (p.8)

Scientific and medical progress will not obviate those punishments incurred

by the carnal sins,

Dryden's translation of the same passage shows how a good poet can

carry the thing off by sheer poetic skill. Bryden had a fluent knowledge

of contemporary manners that entered his translation by reference or by

idiom at almost every point. Yet his vigorous style and modern idiom

are still applied to the Roman vice:

ULeoxi time his Lordship lolls within at ease,
Pamp'ring his Paunch with Foreign Rarities:
Both Sea and Land are ransack'd for the Feasi,
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And. his own Gut the sole invited Guest•
Such Plate, such Tobies, Dishes dress'd 30 well.
That whole Estates are swallow*d at a Veal.
Ev'n Parasites are banish'd from his Board:
(At once a sordid and luxurious Lord:)
Prodigious Throat, for which whole Boars are drestj
(A Creature form'dto furnish out a Feast.)
But present Punishment pursues his Maw,
When surfeited and swell*d, the Peacock raw
He bears into the Bathj whence want of Breath,
Repletions, Apoplex, intestate Death.
His Fate makes Table-talk, divulg'd with scorn.
And he, a Jeast, into his Grave is born.^1)

Dryden catches admirably Juvenal's insistence on plain, emphatic, often

physical language, that has few abstractions and circumlocutions * For

Oldham too, few words, however low, are outside the language of satire.

Brothels, coxcombs, lice and fleas, leather buckets, chamber-pots, a

"bulk-ridden strumpet," "the foul spawn of foreigners," are the stock-in-
(2)

trade of the social scourge; ' They have their counterpart not only in

Hall and Marston and the bile of a Thersites, a Hamlet, or a Malevole,

but also in Juvenal: "Quanta est gula," "quaravis quota portiofaecis

Achaei?", "quae moechum sequitur, storaacho valet,and the revolting

words of the homosexual in the ninth satire:

an facile et pronum est agere intra viscera penem
legitimum atque illic hesternae occurrere cenae? (11.43-4)

This, as Gilbert Highet points out, is 'working-class' language.^ The

satirist makes use of the most ingrained and un-literaiy language of

everyday speech in order to give body to his attacks on empty poeticizing

(1) *The First Satyr of Juvenal', Kinsley, ii, p.676.

(2) See Satires VI and III,

(3) Sat. I, 1.140, Sat. Ill, 1.61, Sat. VI, 1.100.

(4) Juvenal the Satirist (Oxford, 1954), p.215«
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and the euphemistic phraseology common to all privileged elites!"^

Gilbert, Greene, Revile and most of the other imitators of Juvenal

in the eighteenth century seem to have lost contact with the "naked

thew and sinew" of the language. Even Johnson with his Anglo-Saxon

qualities, eschews the use of over-bold physical and materialistic

language. The Restoration had a facility for combining courtly wit

and coarseness of thought and word, the learned and the deliberately

crude, Gilbert is an example of a later development, in which poetio

language again tended to become divorced from the language of men. His

"Kature•s Laws," "manly Rage," "blooming Beauties" and "virtues cause"^ ^
are the effete cliches Juvenal would have avoided.

The only poet to imitate all of Juvenal's satires was Edward Burnaby

Greene in 1763# His imitations were popular and possibly the best written

after Johnson, A second edition quickly followed the firsts The Satires

of Juvenal, Parophrastioally Imitated, And adapted to the Times.

In his preface Greene says that satire cannot reform. It can

degenerate into scandalj truth can become "dishonest fiction," and he

oriticizes Juvenal for his indelicacy as well as his "exaggerated railing"

at women in the sixth satire. All this is an excuse for a lighter kind

of social criticism which is as far removed from Juvenal as Sheridan is

(l) There may, however, be a de per significance in this 'satirical
language,' Satire has a purgatory functions exposed, the victims lay bare
ihe social neurosis. The itasgea of Thersites, and even those found in
Milton's polemical pamphlets, have the primitive power of incantation.
Satire and abuse may be explained away today as a kind of therapy or as
the product of a twisted mind. In pre-Christian Celtic societies,however,
virulent satire, greatly feared, was sanctioned by tribal law. Stigma,
and the use of 'taboo' words, may be a social need.

(2). Op. cit., pp. 4, 7? 8 respectively.
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from Ben Jonson, Greens, like many others who ridiculed the follies

and manners of men and women, was an entertainer, not a prophet who

gives us the painful pleasure that comes of being stripped of illusions,

complacency and indifference, Juvenal probod into the position of man in

aoeiety. He showed us how relations between men actually were, although

he by no means saw the whole of Soman society. The Juvenalxan satirist

has ambitious aims, in spite of the fact that Dryden thought Juvensl

more limited because less axiomatic and philosophical than Horace,

Greene*s imitations are not always close, To suit my charactex-s

to those of Juvenal," he says, "was not always eaeyj to suit them in

every article was impossible," Greene has kept "at as convenient a

distance as the nature of & LIBERAL IMITATION would admit," ^

The first satire takes a series of looks at city life. There ei*o

hardly any parallels for the monstrous vices in Juvenal. Typical of

Greene is the passage where idlers saunter to shops, coffee-houses, the

Park, where they talk of Shakespeare, and have dinner after four. This

follows Juvenal's description of the client's days "Ipse dies pulchro

distinguitur ordine rerum," etc. (11.127 ff.)

Taking his cue from Johnson, Greene gives the third satire a

political, and a more general orientation. It opens as follows;

While conscious sorrow, still a foe to art,
With cloister'd 's absence fills my heartj
Fair friendship's strains must hail the destin'd spot,
Where, since his fall, Newcastle is forgot.

-o Me thinks once more Cam's muddy banks I rove,
(Jii CaajfMr Or smile amid the gloom of Margaret's grovej

Tyri For there, secure from London's curs'd alarm,
Eook'ries must cheer me, solitude must charm;, , , 0%
There, plung'4 In books, no Party-flames you dread ...(p.o;

|v «" '

(l) The Satires of Juvenal ... (1763), 'Preface', p.ii.
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Green's Umbricius is spuinir-g the Tories.

The Greeks in Juveri 1 who Are swarming through Rome, corrupting its

manners and morals, obtaining positions and ousting the inhabitants, become

in Greene the Scots. Johnson's London is "Of France the mimick, and of

Spain the prey.(1.106) Greene's is

Dupe to the bugbears of the Spaniard's pride!
By waste and luxury to France ally'dt (p.22)

Greene*3 attacks on the Scots and everything Scottish, part of the anti-Bute

feeling, overload the imitation. He even changes London into Edinburgh, and

ingeniously adapts Juvenal's survey of the dangers of life at Rome to a

denigration, backed up by accurate description:

Mark but at Edinburgh the mansions' size,
Where Huts on Huts to the TENTH story rise;
(Tho' now THEIR emulative structures here
Bid the poor passenger for head-piece fear
Where tiles descending own the storny wind) ... (p.27)

The sixth satire is the best. Lust is the dominant theme of the original,

but Juvenal exposes several types of women. Greene finds one parallel in

the wives of aristocrats who adopt French fashions, and who, because they

have so much leisure time, absorb themselves in everything except useful

activity.

If music fires her, the delighted fair
Will rummage Oswald's with fantastic care:
.And while great Handel's in the comer plac'd, / ,\
Purchase Arne's fripperies to shew her taste, (p.73)

Greene makes this restless and pointless diligence almost frightening.

(1) See Juvenal, Sat. I, 11. 60-2.

(2) See Juvenal, 11. 193 ff.

(3) See Juvenal, Sat. VI, 11.379 ff.
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The lady in England still goes to Tunbridge Wells, just as she did in

Oldham's day* (Greene, had he been following Juvenal closely, would

have added that she loved the crowds in the hot bath, and that when she

was exhausted, she allowed the attendants pass his hands over her body.) ^
Juvenal cannot abide women who pretend to be critics, weighing Virgil

against Homer, having their say when no one else oan put a word in. The

women in Greene are blue-stockings, or else they read The Arabian Nights*

(extremely popular at this time), instead of Young's Kight Thoughts.

Greene finds abundant parallels for much of his material *„>hich is

why his imitation is a success. However, he lumps together the idle rich

women; middle-class women attracted towards radicalism and Methodism;

the emancipationists and blue-stockings; women who are carried away by

everything Gothic; and those who are attracted by fortune-telling Jews,

ghosts, and conjurors. 3

He stamps his magic foot, and awful nods* /_n

She hears the voice of angels and of gods.(p.8l) ^ '

Greene avoids dealing with the more horrible sins of women, and even

Eppia, the adulteress, has no parallel. He tones down Juvenal's satire

into an amusing comedy of manners.

There are many forced, and some happy parallels in the seventh satire,

which attsoks the poet-patron relationship as it had become, rather than

as it was essentially. Patrons, say Juvenal, give their clients little

or nothing, yet idolize Homer, probably because of his antiquity. (11.36 ff.) The

same, says Grene, is true today. Shakespeare's works live while modern

writers starve. Horace, the writer who sings freely because free from

(1) See Juvenal, 11.419-423.

(2) See Juvenal, 11.582 ff.
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poverty, becomes Prior, (who though his life was not at all easy end who

died with little^, ha,i Horace's light vein* ^
The eighth satire puts its ©aphasia on the good nobility and never

reaches the intense pitch Wordsworth later found ©©consonant with his

own feelings. Instead, Greene adopts the tone of a schoolmaster giving

his pupils a not too severe reprimand. Juvenal has now bacotas instructive,

ordered, sensible and restrained, occasionally descending to the level of

conversation with its casuals hits and passing ramarkc. Hero, guilty of

singing on the stage, had no real English parallel. Instead we have

Charles II, "lolling at his case.1' (p« 104)

In the tenth satire Sejanus has a most improbable parallel in Walpole,

who ruled through "fraud" and was "ferreted" from power. In Juvenal and

Johnson we leam universal truths from the single instances of worldly
V/

ambition. Greene does not evince any of Johnson's lessons, and with the

fall of the great we come to the feeble conclusions "But mark, misfortunes

crush the wild desire*" The fall is not inevitaole and just, but simply

bad fortune, (p.125)

In the thirteenth satire we again do not have the sense, which Juvenal

purposely creates, of omniijresent wickedness, thieving and fraud. These

things are now in the minority, and the satirical point is thus lost.

Greene is consciously adapting the qatura form as developed by Juvenal,

without attempting to speak as Juvenal would have done, had he lived in

England, by emulating the aaeva indignatio of his original. Instead, the

form is a convenient vessel for witty, conversational, often barbed verse,

on the politics, manners, fashions and customs of the age. Each satura

(l) See Juvenal, 11. 59-62 an<i Greene, p.86.
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had for Greene its prescribed themes the people or classes whom the

poet singles out or groups together for attack} urban life and the

Scottish invasions the vagaries, extravagances, and the unstable,

coquettish behaviour of the modern woman; the futility of writing}

what true nobility is| parasitism and sycophancy} the vanity of

political and social ambition} the role of a guilty conscience in a

Christian society, and so on. Juvenal's tenth satire had long been the

fruitful source of subjects for Christian sermonizing and moralizing.

Greene is not using Juvenal as a source for precepts, but as a mould

into which he pours his own attitudes. Unlike Hall, Oldham or Bryden, or

even Johnson, he is basically critical of the Juvenalian attitude (of

Swift, it is interesting to note, he says that he "burlesques humanity,"

and is'toorose'^-^the very things the Elizabethans thought the satirist should

do and be). It is thus the paradox of the imitation that although Greene

finds the Juvenalian satura a convenient form in which to work, (Greene
however presents the portraits and soenes, he comments and generalizes,

without 'imitating* Juvenal's abrupt transitions) he does not feel obliged
i

to lash society, but pinpoints many of the dominant trends and fashions

of his time. Often he is not satirical at all, but didactic} when he is

mediocre, he is a good sooial guide.

The Imitations of Juvenal and Persius, by Thomas Kevile, A.M., appeared

in 1769. Hevile criticizes both satirists for their "metaphorical disorder"
(2)

and "declamatory looseness."' The looseness was not something Greene found

a disadvantage, although he is with Hevile when the latter makes Juvenal

fit for the "instruction of youth and tender minds." Hevile pays a tribute

to Johnson, "our own Ethic Poet," and says that for ease and dignity, he

(1) 'Preface* to The Satires of Juvenal ... p.iii.

(2) Preface to Imitations of Juvenal and Persius (1769), p.i.
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is the first of his school.

Juvenal's seventh satire, like the third, sixth and tenth, is

dissuasive, The intention is ironical, for the question is asked, Why

write? in the same way that the questions Why marry? Why livo in the city?

Why seek, power, beauty, fame and happiness? are asked in the other satires.

Kevile manages his original with adroitness. Juvenal does not blame

Caesar for the laok of patronage, but members of the senatorial order,

which had much degenerated since the time of Virgil and Horace. Nevile

beginsj

droop not, ye Wits I one comfort still remains?
What would ye more? a new AUGUSTUS reigns.
Ho longer now with fripp *ry fetch*d froc France
Piece flimzy farces, or eke out Eomanoe.(p.35)

Echoing Johnson and parodying Milton, he saysi

i'he wealthy' ones of these discerning days
Would kindly leave him /i.e • the poej7pov jrty and praise!
0 ye! who, dazzled by a name's fair boast
Glitt'ring in capitals on rubric post,
Build in low tenement the lofty rhyme,
Deluded fools! hear Wisdom's voice betirae.(p.36)

Since one cannot hope to gain by writing, one might as well take one's

reams of fustian to the grooer. If Horace had a full fstocaeeh on which to

cry *Evoe,' then,

"For a day's meal had MILTGH felt a fear, ,

UBAHIA'e voice had vainly reach'd his ear.'(p.36) ^ '

Hevile's parallels are better chosen thsr. Greene's, and the imitation

(1) Ibid., p.ii

(2) See Paradise host. Book VII, 1. 1,
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is more humorous, as well as closer to Juvenal. He imitates, however,

only a hundred or so lines of his original, and ends by addressing

"the Great" in a passage that attains the precision but not the finality

of Juvenal. The poet may be patronized, but "... what advantage, if just

half of his pay / In fees, in bribes, melt leisurely away?" As for the

great men and the scholars,

For you by day they toil, by night they pore;
For you Antiquity's dark depths explore;
On Metre's magic curious to refine,
Extract the warbled wonders from a line;
Trace noun and verb thro' all their winding ways;
And thrid of dialects the tangled maze, (p.38)

Nevile also imitated the thirteenth and fourteenth satires (pp.39-64).

On the whole, these attempts are rather dull, and he indulges in very un-Juvenalian

circumlocution, the sign of insincerity. There are however one or two

lively couplets. Juvenal advises fathers not to practise those things they

would not see in their sone, and to shield their sons from "puellae / lenonum".

(Sat xiv, 11. 45-6) Nevile warns the good fath* r to avoid those places "Where

Love leads in his loose-zon'd titt'ring crew, / And Amaret trips half naked to

the view", (p.52)

Apart from Greene and Nevile, two other imitations of Juvenal appeared

in the period 1760-1780. These were The Subscription Soldier, in Imitation
(1}

of the Sixteenth Satire of Juvenal (London. 1760), ' and The Adultress

(1773)* aii imitation of the sixth satire. The second imitation is a

lashing attack on modern women and more Juvenalian in spirit, though

less close to the original text, than Greene.

(1) Reviewed in The :'onthly Review, xxii, (1760) p. 76.
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vi.. Imitations of Juvenal after 1780,

E.G. Whitford noted the popularity of Juvenal in t^is period^
Translations continued to bo written, the most outstanding being that of

Gifford in 1802» Imitations, however, are much in evidence, and are more

numerous now than at any other period, which is exceptional as far as

imitations in general are concerned.

An imitation of tho first satire appeared in 1781. It was called

XSiaWPDRI.IitihvVLXY, or The Sauce-fan ... (1781). Between this Imitation and

the other of 1740there is no resetablanoe. Here Juvenal is swamped by

Sternian whimsy, though some of the evils have the ring of truth. For

Thomas Wood the rot began with Charles1b execution. How it is traced back

to Hoah. The objects of attack are interesting!

thate'er has plaguM. or p©ister*d human kind,
Shall in this motl j verse fit honors find;
Stock-jobbers, fav'ritee, loan-merchants, collectors,
Attorneys, underwriters, and directors,
Bawds, brokers, justices, in proper sphere,
Saints, sherpers, pimpe^ and quacks shall fill the rear. (p«2)

There are some fierce jabs. The beams of youth are "Fore'd to fill up

some crevice in a court," while charity, worth and virtue are all "Coop*d

in the honors of a midnight ball .^]30The author takes hints from his

original and runs to almost any length on topics of his own choosing.

Two years later came Mobility! a poem. In Imitation of Juvenal's

Eighth Satire. ( i 1?83)• Addressed to the Sari of Dalkeith, the

author's admonitions are of a very light-weight nature, dressed up in

'DSedJuvenal in England, * PQ vll, (l92S>, pp. 9-16.
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pompom language. The criticism of the nobility is carefully avoided except

for the purposes of instruction. Following the Quirinus passage, the author

voices a comon anxiety:

Gall'd now "by fetter, friendless, and unknown,
•Rio Slave to-morrow my ascend a throne.

Many of the imitations in this ago of the American and French Revolutions

are, understandably, political. Instead of bad poetry, one author substitutes

bad political propaganda in an imitation of the first satire, Flagellation of
/1\

the Ihi.-xs ... Sy John Brydon, junior, Ifen. (1792). The author of Sccossion,

an imitation of the third satire, found an apt parallel in the abandonment of

the city by the Foxite Whigs, disgusted with the repressive Tory administration

of Pitt. There is the familiar substitution, not of the French, but of the

Soots, for Juvenal's Greeks:

All villains thrive - but most the Scots succeed -

Thames is a tributary stream to Tweed.

The most interesting of those late imitations of Juvenal is lay

Wordsworth, who wrote two hundred lines of mi imitation of the eighth satire

in November 1795. In a letter to Francis Iran^xam (with whoa ho was -planning

the imitation) ^ dated llovemljer 20th, 1795, Wordsworth called it "something

like an imitation, though extremely periphrastic", and added: "There is not a

(3)
syllable correspondent to it in Juvenal".' Wordsworth finds ammunition in

Juvenal to direct against the modern Nero:

(1) Scots Magazine, liv, p. 553.

(2) See C.V. Tucker.an, 'Wordawearth's plan for his imitation of Juvenal',
mj, xiv, (1930), pp. 209-15.

(3) Note how Wordsworth dresaas his non-literal rendering.
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Heavens! who seen majesty in George's face?
Or looks at Norfolk and can dream exf grace?
Mint has this blessed earth to do with shame
If %cellenco was ever liien's name?
Must honour still to Lonsdale's tail he hound?
Then execration is an empty sound, (l)

For Juvenal the peak of Hero's depravity seemed to be his singing upon the

stage. Of all the deeds of his cruel and bloody tyranny, this deserved to

bo avenged by the arms of a Vsrginius, a Hinder or a Galba.

(C. Julius Hinder led a revolt against Nero in A.B. 68). Wordsworth asks,

transferring the attack to George,

What arts had bettor claira with wrath to warn
A Pym's brave heart, or stir a Hampden's aria? (2)

With sarcasm scarcely adequate to encompass such a monstrous deviation,

Juvenal says:

Ilaoc opera atque hao sunt gonerosi principia artes,
gaudentis foedo peregrina ad pulpita cantu
prostitui Graioque apiuza meruisse coronas. (11.224-226)

Wordsworth echoes the repetition "Ilacc ... hao ..." and follows his original

as closely as Oldham or Pope:

Bo arts like those a royal mind evince?
Arc these the studies that beseem a prince?
Wedged in with blacklegs at a barer's show
To shout with transport o'er a knock-down blow ... (3)

(1) The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth, ed. G. de Gelincourt
(Oxford, 1940), i» p.302. '

(2) Ibid., p.305.

(3) Ibid.
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Juvenal pours scorn on Hero's parading of his ancestors. Wordsworth parallels:

Go, modern irince, at Henry's tonib proclaim
Shy rival triumphs, they Newmarket fame.
There hang thy trophies; hid the jockey's vest,
The whip, the cap* and spur3, they praise attest.

Serviuc Tulliua, horn of a slave, won the diadem and fasces of Quirinua:

Wordsworth *s couplet,

Plebeian hands the ... maco have wrenched
Itrom sovereigns deep in podi.groe intrenchod, ^

contrasts nicely with the one quoted above in Nobility. This satire would

have received Milton's approval, whose concept of satire no doubt fully

endorsed political and moral polemic against the ruling class. The author

of Nobility twelve years earlier had rendered Juvenal*0 axiom "nobilitas sole

est atquo unica virtus" into the somewhat different "VTIMJN ALOES CAN STAMP

THE MONARCH GRJ3AT". Wordsworth's republicanism read other meanings into his

original.

In 1799 there appeared two imitations of Juvenal's thirteenth satire.

The first was The bovo of Gain ... By II.G. Lewis, Esq. M.P., the second
(2)

The Force of Conscience ... By Arthur Murphy, Iteq, v ' The titles then>-

sqIvcs indicate the different interpretations made. In The Novo of Gain

(!) Ibid;., p.304.
(2) British Critic, xiv, 308-9*
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dialogue elements arc introduced and good use is aade of the couplet.

Politics aro conspicuously absent, Ihtilius, who lias been robbed, feels

the deception more than tho loss, whereas in Oldham it was the loss that

was felt. The thief's terrors of guilt are, as in Juvenal, the robbed

man's revenge:

Hot all the pangs which Bante's visions swell,
Ho froesing limbs, and no fiery hell,
Surpass his toorments, who still bears unblest
A self-accuser in his own sad breast. (l)

An undated imitation of the sixteenth satire appeared with Secession.

mentioned above, called The Yeoman: An Dnistle to the Sari of , Dublin.

Juvenal's satire is a convincing account of the "brutality of the Roman

soldier as well as of his immunity, and the anonymous imitator provides a

modern equal:

Free frora tho ties that common mortals bind,
His passions range unquostion'd, unconfin'd,
The base designs, thai none but Villains feel,
And all that are not Soldiers, must conceal.
A rags for plunder, or a thirst for blood,
With him, is ardour for his Country's good. (p.5)

Modern Paris? A Free Imitation of the Third Satire cf Juvenal (I0O5)

is a comprehensive attack on the Napoleonic regime from tho royalist

standpoint. There arc worst things in Paris than falling or burning

housest there is the inquisitor, the guard, tho watch, tho informer, the

©pgr and tlio "visit domiciliary".

The- men who used to be hornblowors and now hold their own public

shows, says Juvenal, are raised by Fortune and in themselves have no

(2)
merit. v 1 Thus they can just as easily fall back "to contract for oens-

(1) The Love of Gain (1799)» p. 16.
(2) Soo Satire III, 11. 34-40.
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CD
pools"• The anonymous author turns this against the revolutionaries:

At one rotati a of her wheel, we find,
The low st mites the highost of a nkindf
Another revolution may restore
All upstarts to their places as before, (p,D

" e will be do r to Verroe who c m impeach him t any time he wishos", says

Juvea -1. This is adapted as follows:

to Napoleon will be dear,
Of whom Hapoloon stands in constant fear, (p*7)

" JLOW -vIS ,h VfUR? , :'5Y oVn TT .DbPi-Bb is given a socio-political content:

The poor, at least in 1 curie, soldora rice
And never, if they*re virtuous too .end wise.
*Tio scarcely thoy can live at all, though ill,
Where rich grow richer, poor grow still poorer, (p.11)

Juvenal*s mock-philosophical pondering on the it of those crushed by a fall

of Ligurian rule is attached to a presumably common incident, an * infernal

machine* thrown into a crowd:

While many a wretch, piecemeal to atoms blown,
•Twixt sould and tody leave- ;o di' fsrenee known;
But with their limbs manure the u©i;>hb*riag plains,
And e*en the horsue is robb*d of their rer d s, (p.1*0

"Ha y were the days of old which under Kin 3 nd Tribunes saw Rome satisfied

with a single goal", sighs Unbrieius, The anonymous author .loo yearns for

the return of froedoa - under the old monarchy:

(1) In his jmuJLo, Tacitus tells how, in the r .ign of Tiberus, an ex-slave
atilius, b lit m amphitheatre at 'idenai for a gladiatorial show#
It collapsed during: a performance, killing or mutilating fifty
thousand people* A senatorial decree afterwards forbade anyone with
less than four thousand sesterces to hold such a chow, tllius
himself was banished.
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In happier days, when gracious Louis reiga'd,
One prison all our prisoners contain'd. (p.20)

Ikcopt for Wordsworth's imitation, tha imitations of Juvenal's ei#th.

satire arc attempts to vindicato nobility. Gae such defence - and "because

it io a defence, it destroys Juvenal's satirical purpose - is The Pride of

birth ; A Oatiro in Imitation of the i&riith. Hat Ire of Juvenal, with Holes,

critical and illustrative3 adapted to the Characters and :.!qnncrs of the

present Age. It appoarod in 1801. ^ "Hie spirit of the original is absent,

not only "because the verso is mediocre, "but because tko author is afraid of

pointing too accusingly at the objects of Ids so-called satire. As

James Sutherland has said roany poets in the later eighteenth century wrote
(2)

satires automatically without having the satirical temper. After

Johnson, formal satirists were often more conscious of their worthy Shgliah

model than erf the world about them. Tide further separate thou from

Juvenal. The Force of Conscionce (1799) was dedicated "To the Memory of

tiauuel Johnson, LL.B. the sublime and moral Imitator of Juvenal". A reviewer

of The Pride of Birth said, "Imitations of Juvenal, even though tolerably

written, appear insipid, unless they attain the sententious dignity and
(3)

energy of the original". wy This Johnson achieved. Satire relies on a

felt precision, and tea near misses do not equal a hit.

Another irritation of the eighth satire is The Peerage i'aralloled ; a

(1) Reviewed in The British. Critic, xvii, p. 431.
(2) See Ehglisi. Satire (Cambridge. 1962), p. 68.
(3) The British Critic, xvii, p.431.
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Poori Ad.rcccr-.3cd to A IToble Marquis. (1813). Althou^i the author is

advising and warning, he could say in the dedication that the identity

between the depravity of Rome and that of his own day was so remarkable

that the modern peerage could bo paralleled with the Patrician order

as it was in Juvenal's lifetime. Though a nan's stock bo that of Blake

and Wellington, ho has no claim to nobility if he is slothful and vicious.

Sidney, Cecil, I.aud and Gary were truly noble, but Holson and Abercromby

were born of humble parents. Such parallels are oasy to find, and they

make little impact on the reader. One piece of observation throws light

on the aristocratic mentality?

An humorous Marquis had two dwarfs, and one
Was Ajax bight, huge son of Telamors J (p.7).

Emigration A Pood, In Imitation of the Third Satire of Juvenal

(1819) is an intelligent, but technically deficient, attempt, at adapting

Juvenal to a modern situation. The subject is emigration to America.

Both Oldham's imitation and Johnson's kept to the original theme: the poor,

virtuous man is driven out of the corrupt city to make a home in the country.

One could say that England has become corrupt, its rulers repressive, its

rapper classes degenerate. America, on the other hand, was a land of

opportunity, where social classes were loss rigidly distinguished, where

the economy of a growing urban society had not yet penetrated far inland,

and whore the pioneering spirit do doubt seemed a narked change from the

claustrophobic world of England.

The irritation praises hard work that is justly rewarded, as against
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parasitism that thrives on the labours of others. In his preface, the

author saysj

I have endeavoured in the following Poem to
show that a man of talent and virtue may
adduce moral reasons far quitting the land
of his birth, which are probably as weighty
as the pecuniary# (l)

These are the reasons adduced by Thales, who again becomes a moralist first,

a poor man second. Umbricius in Juvenal lets us forget the pecuniary reasons -

although they are only valid because he is a man with a sense of morality. In

this imitation, acquaintance with poverty's hardships is slight, but the author

trios to yoke together the conservative Johnsonian morality and a progressive

ideal.

The failure of many satirists, as we have said, is one of rhetoric, of

not being able to hit the target first time, of repeatedly Just missing it.

This is the case hore.

I never had the remotest hope of equalling
the sublime •London', (says the author), -
that is a model from which I have endeavoured
to form an hurablo cost. And althou^i the
critics have condemned those who imitate, for
paucity of genius and invention, I care not if
I am considered an indtator of an imitator. (2)

The following is an csanple of this derivative imitations

Since here pale learning unregarded pines,
And struggling science her last hope resigns j
Since toiling art and daring genius claim,
But cold contempt, or ignominous shame}
Since hunger's calls exhaust ny little store,
While each new dqy finis poverty mare poor?

(1) Emigration.... (1819), 'Preface*
(2) Ibid.
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And Ungearing expectation vainly sighs
Witli faithless hopes of ne'er approaching joys;
0 Guide no, Heaven ... (l)

The use of personified abstractions 5 the balance in a lino between two

qualified, general c norms5 the attachment of human qualities to

obstractions, such as "toiling art", (which is not the same as personified

abstractions such nc "pale learning unregarded pines"), all this is typical

of Johnson, indeed, of a groat deal of eighteenth century poetry. Here,

however, it is so predictable merely a long way round of saying something

simple, arid therefore apparently insincere. Poetry that can bo reduced to

a literal statement is not poetry. The personifications, generalisations

and antitheses in Johnson are not decorative? they are his strength.

Johnson's entire is a distillation from a nultitudo of particular facte

about life; it is not simply 'artificial', nor is it just a statement of

'general truths'. Johnson welds his own experience into the sense of

Juvenal and from those creates a complex unity. Libs Juvenal, he uses the

formal satire for persuasion and dissuasion, not for a runaway invective,

a cautionary piece, or for polite instruction. Taunt and strong, each line

is a link in an unbreakable chain. One valid oscapc route from The Vanity

of Human 'Wishes destroys the whole poem. . Thus Johnson understood that

Juvonalian satire had the inevitability, as well as the sublimity, of

tragedy.

( 1) Ibid., p.3
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In this Chapter we began by looking at Elizabethan imitation of Juvenal,

making comparisons with the later period. In generic and selective imitation

the need to combine the qualities of translation and origir si poem (as in the

consecutive imitation) is absent. Thus the Elizabethan conception of Juvenal

remained very one-sided. With the important and well-annotated translations by

Stapylton and Holyday a great deal was achieved towards making English Juvenalian

satire a possibility. The Restoration has left us the 'modern* translation by

Dryden, the imitations of Oldham and others, and a host of partial borrowings,

adaptations and satires influenced by Juvenal. It was during the Restoration

that imitatio and mimesis began consistently to come together. The imitator

then understood that he had to be an artist, that he had

... to be profoundly a member of his own world, engaging it at
some point, not from the sanctuary of his scholarly work but
from the immediate occasions of his own life in his own time. He
Lhad to3 be alive to the struggles and dilemmas of his culture, or
his work [would3 lack the urgency which good translation needs in
order to compensate for the many kinds of loss which take place
between original and version.

Good imitations do reflect in an active way such "struggles and dilemmas" without

jettisoning too much of the original. Naturally, there has to be a certain

parallel between the struggles and dilemmas existing when the original author

was alive and when the translator or imitator is writing. Involved in the

poetic imitation are philosophical questions concerning the relationship between

one historical epoch and another, between one literary culture and another,

(1) Douglas Knight, 'Translation: The Augustan Mode', in On Translation.
ed. R.A. Brower (New York, O.U.P., 1966), p.197.
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and between literature and life. The large number of imitations of Juvenal in

the late seventeenth and later eighteenth centuries is certainly not accidental.

The frequency and occasion of their appearance and the relative success with

which the fusion - between epochs, through parallel and analogy, arci between

imitatlo and mimesis - is achieved, are intimately connected with objective

literary and social conditions existing independently of any single individual

author. The exception proves the rule: Johnson's method is far less reliant

on modern parallel and substitution, far less on the social analogy, and is

more concerned with general, universal interpretation and application, than

most other imitations of Juvenal.

>
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CHAPTER 6. EfrlGTOL .Y IMITATIONS : THE F MILIAR VERSE aPISTL-,.

SUMMARY.

The familiar verse epistle achieved new status in an age whose outlook

was socially orientated, whose values were those of landed 'virtue'.politeness,

moderation and civilised ease, and thus in verso could well adapt itself to

the Horatian epistolary form.

(i) Generic and selective imitation of Iloratian epistles are dealt

with, and epistles such as gryden's To My Honour'a Kinsman, John Driden.

(ii) Imitations by Rowe, Swift, Diaper, Pitt, Whaley and by several

anonymous authors are discussed* They fall into various groups: those

which stress ethic generalities, political satires, mock-imitations ,.nd

occasional imitations.

(iii) The imitations by George Ogle must be rated fairly highly.

The epistle To l.'illlam Ussher Msg, is closely compeared with Pope's Epistle

to Lord Bolingbroke. Pope is also set against other imitators, who have

general Addisonian and 'optimistic' attitudes. Revile's Imitations of

Horace (1758) lack the irony and conic sense not only of Pope, but of Horace.

Pope's Epistle to Dr. .rbuthnot, the most superb example of the techniques

of the Koratian sermo and epistolary style in the English language, is

remarkable for its structural unity, versatility and the deftness of its

satiric strategy. Pope is unable to fuse his own complex personality with

that of Horace in a way no other poet was quite ble to do. This takes

us back to Denhaa's theory of translation discus ed in Chapter 2. Pope's

Epistle to Augustus has to be compared with the original in order for the
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irony to be fully understood, and we see Pope's own scepticism concerning

the Roman analogy. The imita.tio.n6i of Epistles II, ii and I, vi are

discussed, the latter imitations compering unfavourably with Dryden*s

To l.y Honour*d Kinsman, John Driden. Pope, like Johnson, achieved possibly

his greatest poetry through the Imitation - clear proof that it neither

restricted genius nor compelled creative -writers to cake servile copies

of classical origin Is. -»
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Ciaptog 8,

MSMmLMMteSSLL tLc^ I&&&9B. y,€^gPl°. , ;-fe&.fr.

Aoeordiag to the neo-olaosicol critics, verse epistles oarao under several

heading* ot' ie. hortatory, familiar, croorous, panegyric, and didactic. '"he

rhetorical intention - the enoticnsl wd intellectual attitudes the poet ainod

at arousing $n hie reader - together with the subject itself, detearr.jinod the

o^istle*® Idlers aid style, tfeioh could ho *high's baiddlo' oat 'low*. ^

In the aiifxtoonth oontiary the familiar versa epistle (which was tap tho

nest part written in a 'raddle' stylo) wm raised to a not? formal status, thou#

the epistolary naamr had, ifron tho Renaissance onward®, "boon an inherent part

of polite verso. 'tion Pope, in the Assay on ';h-;'c:lr: , said that Horace could

... like a "friend familiarly ccnvey
"he trnven ffrtionn In the easiest

(11. 655-6).

he vm pointing to tho qualities of truth, honesty and politeness which arc

contained in the hoot faniliar verso epistles. ITovortheloss, Pope has to Ixj

: tar! rod off f v . v .. offer epistolary voice writers of tho >rrio& bcenuo lo no

conadoualy and intensely olicgp to the defence of certain value® against those

which he finds irmxicable to that very honesty and politeness of which the
(2)

familiar verse epistle is tho neat elegant illustration. Pope's easy

faailiarity in ,:art of a nop® oooplex satiric netliod which other poets .were

usually unable to attain.

(1) See also Ian Joe!., August on Oat ire (cacford., I()&6), far a discussion of the
rotation between intention and idion in hglish verse satire.

(2) 3oo the discussion on the Horation rural ethic in translations and
imitations in flic llaony Mant Otadiea in tho TletafaarnfocsaB of a Classical
Ideal, by !"arioj>-:Jofio Rfetvig, ii '(Oslo, I'fyc;» nr'. 115-132.
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In the sixteenth century the epistle was characterized as

'the oratorical genius lowered to simple conversation', ^ rather than as

an independent type. Jay Arnold Leyinc has reminded us of the oratorical
(2)

framework of the verse epistle, v hut when Pope in TJ2$ decided to write

epistles in Horace's manner the result was verse of great variety,

versatility and subtlety, in which an oratorical scheme nan hard to discover,

if it was there at all. Levine has, however, taught us to respect the

complexity of structure characteristic of the verse epistle. The eighteenth

century itself was a great admirer of the concealment of method, of art

dressed as nature, of circumlocution or insinuation that was neither pompous

nor sneaking, hut familiar and entertaining. The right balance was very

hard to strike, and this i3 partly because, though the various elements of

epistolary verse, and in particular, Horatian epistolary verse, could he

abstracted and lifted cut of contort, it was extremely difficult to put them

all together again in a modern manner. Horace's poetry demonstrates and

justifies a way of lifo, a cultural outlook, and it breathes and speaks

through a living personality. Pope uses all his resources to adapt his

master, but whereas Horace is often brief, cutting and savage, and can quickly

return to his customary tone of chuckling, anecdotal discourse, Pope's satire

is mere conscious, and his epistolary imitations - like his 'real' letters -

are mare deliberate, often more comic. (Horatian satire was of course allied

to comedy).

(1) William Fulwood, The IJnimio of Idlenesses teaching the raaner and stile
how to endite, connoeo, and write all sorts of Thistles and Letters
TT586), p.8.

(2) 'The Status of the Verse Spistle before Pope', SP, Haribr, iy62,
pp. 658-34.
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If the letter is one remove, the verse epistle is two .removes from

aotual conversation, yet the skill of writing Horatian epistles lay in

capturing the witty raillery, the intonation, the sudden turns of rhetorical

and ordinary speech, while at the same time producing something permanent.

Pope's concentration is greater than that of Horace, and the couplet gives

his casual tone and his shifts in attitude an extraordinary effect of

grace, ease and polish combined with the most devious and allusive kind of

poetic Art. Pope's Horatian imixations are ecletio; he takes hints from

many sources other than his original, and borrows from several authors,

both ancient and modern while keeping to the pattern of Horace's poems.

Horace, in fact, is more 'himself' than Pope is. Popo car.not refrain from

making an artefact eVen when he is being simple and open, lake, for

example, the opening of Horace's Epistle I, vi:

Hil admirari prope res est una, Numici,
solague quae possit facere et servare toeatum. (11. 1-2)

This is completely straightforward. Pope, however, is self-conscxously

antithetical and clever:

Hot to Admire, is all the Art I know,
To make men happy, and to keep them so.
Plain Truth, dear MURRAY, needs no flow'rs of speech,
So take it in the very words of Creech, (l)

Heedless to say, these are not "the very words of Creech", but have been

reduced from three lines to two. Horace's 'brevitas' is largely unadorned,

(1) The Sixth Spistle of the First Book of Horace Imitated. 11. 1-4.
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but Pope likes to slip in puns, allusions, personal and other references,

while perfecting those who have preceded hira, hut in doing this he is

remaining true to the overall aim of imitation and the ideals of civil¬

ized poetry. Horace's wit is greatly expanded! the resources of English

poetry for the exercise of different kinds of wit were far richer and more

varied, and if we look for Horace in Pope we find hira allied to the wit

and style of Donne, Jonson, Boileau, Rochester and Dryden. At the same

time, the character of the landed gentlemen who lives peacefully on his

moderate estate according to the Golden Mean becomes a unique phenomenon

simply because so much of it is based on classical precedent and histor¬

ical analogy - which presupposes a use of multiple allusion to reinforce

the olassical idwal. ^ ^

We aim to shox1? in this chapter how the Horatian epistle was taken up

by the English Augustans and used for a great variety of purposes! lampoon,

satire, moralizing, polite addresses and invitations, autobiographical dis¬

course - from the humblest occasional light verse, to a masterpiece of irony

and wit. Epistolary verse could reveal the highest achievements of the

Augustan age, for its temper was civilized and its outlook on the world

socially orientated. Since we are concerned with imitation, we shall try

to show how, conscious of a total social situation, English poets and

verse writers imitated the man as well as his work when they followed

Horace. We shall also see how failure to imitate the work was often the

result of a failure to imitate the man, so that in a peculiar sense the

poetry, because so 'true to life', also reflected the social situation of

the writers.

(l) The concern with Horace's economic and social position, to the extent of
assessing the acreage of his 'estate', is evident in Mr 'T's' notes on
Horace. See Spence's Anecdotes, ed. J.M. Osborn (Oxford, 1966), ii,
pp.662-679. See also R/6stvig, op.cit., pp. 115-144.
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i, The Horatian Epistle

In Spectator 6l8 (November 10, 1714), a writer remarked that "the

Epistolary way of 'biting in Verso", although "a Swedes of Poetry "by itself",

was a neglected form. "A Han of Genius", ho said, "nay, if he pleases, write

Letters in Verse upon all Manner of subjects, that are capable of being

embellished with Wit and Language, and may raider them now and agreeable by
(1)

giving the proper turn to then". v ' Ha thus emphasised expression as an

end in itself, rather than individuality or originality of content, By

opistolary poetry, ho moans only "such Writings in this Kind, as had been in
(9)

Use, amongst the Ancients, and have been copied from them by some Moderns". '

He divides epistles into two classes. In the first he includes love-letters,

letters of friendship, and letters upon mournful occasions. In the second,

such Dpisilos in Verse, as may properly bo
called Familiar, Critical, and Moral? to
which may be added Letters of Mirth and
Humour. Ovid for the first, and Horace for
the latter, are the best Originals we have-
left. (3)

Ho is following the French critics as well as classical precedent, and gives

"the Qualifications requisite for writing Epistles, after the Maiel given us

by Horace". These are, "a good Fund of strong Masculine Sense", "a thorough

Knowledge of Mankind", and "an Insight into the Business, and prevailing

Humour of the Age". ^ The writer s

(1) The Spectator, ed. Gregory Smith (1958), iv, p.421.
(2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid.. pp. 421-2.
(4) Ibid.. p. 422.
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must have his Hind well seasoned with the
finest Precepts of Morality, and be filled
with nice Reflections upon the hright and
dark sides of human Life: He must be a

Master of refined Raillery, and understand
the Delicacies, as well as the Absurdities
of Conversation. (1)

lie must also have $ 5, lively Turn of Wit, with an easie and concise manner

of Expression". The writer of Horatian epistles must appear a "Man of the

World" and draw his illustrations, comparisons and images from common life.

His manner must be free and disengaged. "Strokes of Satyr and Criticism"

are to be "judiciously thrown in" and, with panegyric, are to form not the

substance, but the ornament of these kinds of composition. However familiar

his epistles, the poet must remember he writes in verse, while "Subjects of

the most sublime Nature are often treated in the Epistolary way with Advantage,
(2)

as in the famous Epistle of Horace to Augustus".

The above is a generalised account. Pope, in his Imi: tions of Horace

was not writing in a generalised form, but was attempting to speak both as

himself and through Horace's own words. Pope was an individualist, and, as

far as being "a ran of the World" was concerned, his main attack was usually

directed at "men of th . world"• Moreover, Horace's own illustrations,

comparisons and images "drawn from common life" often served to give his

poems their peculiarly detached irony. Pope did not merely "judiciously

throw in" "Strokes of Satyr and Criticism": the pistie to Augustus is

ironical anc critical from beginning to end. Pope did not distinguish too

strictly between the satire and the epistle.

(1) Ibid.

(2) Ibid, pp. ^22-3.
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The theses of the Horatiaa epistle in the eighteenth century are

repeated with an all too monotonous regularity* - the delicate relationship

between poet and patron; love of the country and the contrast between town

and country; the pleasures of friendship* and the rules guiding it; the

wise, free and corafcitable middle sfctte between opulence and poverty, between

avarice and prodigality, affectation and puritaaism, fashionable world-

liaesc and scholastic alienation, unbridled fear and immoderate desire.

The epistle is perhaps the most original and at the same time the most

typical of Horace's forms. Hie "epistolary way of writing" became part of

the life-blood of English letters, Dryden openly avowed that in his

criticism he was writing as Horace did in his Epistles, and many of Addison's

Spectator essays are not only Horatian in their style, outlook, and theme,

but are often shaped like a Horatian epistle. Spectator *+64- (August 22,

1712), for example, contrasts the faults of rich men with the obscured

virtues of the poor, and states*

The middle Conditions seems to be the most
advantageously situated for the gaining of
Wisdom (1)

- uid&orn used in Horace's sense. One of Cowley's axioms is quoted*

It is hard for a Man to keep a steady Eye
upon Truth, who is always in battel, or a

triumph', 1 (2)

and the rest of the paper is filled, as are several Ramblers, with "a

pretty little allegory", similar to Horace's pointedly allusive illustrations,

fables and stories.

Ibid., iix, p. ^33.
(2) Ibid.
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Bryden's epistle To lly Honour*d Kinsman, John Briden opens with a eulogy

on the country life and on the happy existence of his kinsman who, "Promoting

Concord, and composing Strife", is "lord of himself". ^ Horace often gives

us a clue to the character of his addressee in the first lines. Bryden

adapts Horace's tone to his own Christian version of the G-oldon Ago, aid moves

on to a typical statement of present dogoneration compared with past virtue,

yet draws on the life of the present, in this case the medical profession.

Familiar praise and social morality are interwoven;

Well-horn and Wealthy? wanting no Support,
You steer "betwixt the Country and the Court, (2)

and this stance oaaos itself into a political one;

Our Fogs, corrrpell'd "by Hood have Peace ombrae'ds
The Peace both Parties want, is like to last;
Which, if secure, securely we may trade?
Or, not secure, shou'd novor have "boon made. (3)

Bryden recommends toleration in the next few lines, and from here finds

it easy to shift once again to panegyric and autobiography, together with a

re-assortion of the poet's importance, while the poem concludes on th© noble

idea of the conserving power of art. Bryden'a epistle is neither simply

panegyric, nor social ootaaent, neither an assortment of political and moral

platitude®, nor just a faroilian letter from the poet to his kinsman, but

all these things and more. An example of the many loosely Horatian

(1) Poor:®, od. Kinsley (Oxford, 1958)» lv, p. 1530.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid.
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epistles in the eighteenth century is"Life burthensorae, because we know not
•i (i)

how to use it. An Epistle, w It is Horatian not only in its sentiments,

style arid form, but in its description of the day-to-day existence of the

gentle .an, part of which the writer acts out in his poem, showing that

imitajtioiis of Horace were the product, not only of reading and translation

while at school, but of a real concurrence of attitude born out of similar

social and mental conditions of life. In the case of the Eoration epistle,

poetry is inseparable from life as it is lived. The epistle begins casu¬

ally, and goes on to describe how, just as the writer prepares to gather

together scattered images and design some hours for thought and repose (we
are reminded of Horace's reflections on reading Homer in his second epistle),

company bursts in, Whenever on a morning he walks in some "cool retreat"

he thinks of "an old sage" or on the addressee. Otherwise trivial occasions

boxu i:i hor«ce and his conventional imitaxors lead to generalizations on

human nature; he applauds the man

Whose breast no tyrant passions ever seize,
Ho pulse that riots, blood that disobeys:
Who follow but where judgement points the wa$,
And whom too busy sense ne'er led astray,

which is typical common-sense morality, diluted from Horace, There is an

appeal to wisdom and virtue; f the walk over, he dines with half a score

of friends, and his"traitorous"breast "a party ftrms within," now wishing

for London where before it longed for the country. The poet accuses himself

A Collect -ion of Poems (175^), Mi, pp. 61-63
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with the illustration of the fool and. the fiddle:

If life does not is harmony imp«rt,
want not instruments, but have not art.

We are reminded of Horace's Epistle to his Bailiff}

Ihe sage is happy, not that all goes right,
His cattle feel no rot, his com no blight;
'ihe mind for ease is fitted to the wise,
hot so the fool's: » 'tis here the difference lies;
Their prospect is tha same, but various fire their

eyes. (l)

The same platitudes and the same use of conventional phrases and images

could he repeated endlessly from other loosely- Horatian epistles. Corcise

thoughts in Horace are usually stretched out in diffuse generalizations,

and the ironical temper is replaced by a far too easy accomodation to life,

an uncongenial thing to poetry, even epistolary poetry. Such productions

could be anathema to poetry as genuine creation. The poetic imitation,

paradoxically, did stimulated genuine creation, aid the imitations of

Diaper, Swift, Ogle, Hope, Greene and others are often far more 'original'

than the conventional epistles. There are several reasons for this.

Firstly, the mind of the poet is activated by the subject matter to which

he iB hound, and his powers of invention and improvisation are challenged.

Secondly, something more of the real Horace, even when his original meaning

(1) Horace (Hp. I, xiv) shows contempt for his bailiff, who longs to
escape the drudgery of farm work and wishes to return to the pleasures of
the city whence Horace brought hira, and where he will be no better off,
"Their prospect is the same, but various are their eyes." The master,
undisturbed by hard work and lack of means, has a mind that "is fitted to
the wise," and he tells his bailiff, "quam scit uterque libens censebo
eXerceat artem." (l. 44*) This attitude was rarily expressed so cuttingly
by eighteenth century imitators of Horace.
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is perverted, is convened to the r_ader. Thirdly, feelings of tension and

a sense of time are aroused when everything in Horace is anglicised. ..hen

this results in burlesque the implications of the result tend to be more

complex. Fourthly, the imitations are less weighed down by the kind of

poetic diction and platitudinous moralizing f-r.r.i in those imitations which

operate within the iioratian genre, but are not based on any specific poem.

The poet who follows a specific poem is often using Horace for hAs own ends

rather than following at his master's heels, and this in one sense carried

the aims of the seventeenth oontury translators several stages further.

We have seen in Chapter II hew in the purely literary context imitation

is related to translation through paraphrase and naturalization. We also

saw how the humanism of Ascham, carried through to the neo-classical period,

found expression in such popular works as Anthony laekwall's An Introduct¬

ion to the Classics (1718), Blackwall saw the classics as a means of per¬

fecting the language and improving morals. To imitate Horace in the most

general sense during the eighteenth cent*ry me^nt to accept a coae of behav¬

ior, Conversat on played one of the most important x-oles in this code.

As Peter Dixon points out, th» word ' .iaillery", which was applied to Horace,

was also applicable to the best conversation. The fine gradations between

overt criticism and flattery were determ ned by the conventional milieu

and were thus carried into poetry. Epistolary poetry became, at its best,

"talking on paper", or heightened and sophisticated conversation,

(l) "Talking Upon Paper"; Pope and Eighteenth Century Conversation',
English Studies, xlvi,, (19^5)» PP* 36-44» Dryden said of Raillery:
" 'Tis not reading, 'tis not imitation of an author, which can produce this
fineness: it must he inborn; it must proceed from a genius, and particular
way of thinking, which is not to he taught; and therefore not to he
imitated hy him who has it not from nature". A Discourse cQncerning the
Original and Progress of Satire. Watson, ii, p. 136. ~~
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After the Art of Poetry, the moet popular and Influential epistles in

our period arej II, i, (lo Augustus), II, ii, (To Florus), I, xvii, (lo

Eoaeva), I, xviii, (To Loliius). I, ii, (To Loliius ). I, iv, (To Albius),

I, vi, (rlo H'umicius). I, x, (^o Puscus) and I, i, (To Maecenas). Caroline

Goad has explored the general influence of Horace throughout the period, (l)

but does not say a great deal about thorough-going imitatxom^ 5 The above

list is drawn not only from quotations such as those in The .Spectator. but

from conventional and specific imitations, Epistles I, xvii -"lii dis¬

cuss the relations between patron and protege - a subject important to

poets in an age of enlightened patronage - I, ii, to a young rhetorician,

uses a specific occasion, the author's re-reading of the Iliad, to in til

into his reader the way to live, or "recte vivere". Epistle I, iv, to a

rather retiring and melancholic poet, is an invitation to Horace's farm,

(in itself an attempt to redress a balance), 1, v is a charming inv_tation

to dinner, and I, ix introduces a friend to a patron. It can be seen, then,

that imitation of Horace is far more than a purely literary phenomenon,

and that the addressee's character, social status and inclinations, pis. an

important part in determining the nature of the epistle.

Ii. Imitations up to 17 to.

After Creech's verse translation of Horace was published in 1884, majy

(1) In (The Place of Horace in the Eighteenth Century', Yale Studies in
English, Ivill, (Hew Haven, 1918).
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modernized paraphrases of the odes, epistles and satires appeared. Read

in coffee-houses, distributed in shilling papers, or included in miscellan¬

ies, their ephemeral nature should not hide the fact that much pioneering

was being done and that the ground was well prepared when hope carne to use

the form later on.

In A hew Miscellan„y of Original Poems. On Several Occasions (London,

17©1) which contained verses by Sedley and Dryden, and several translations

and -..wit at ions of Horace, there are two imitations which naturalize the

epistles. One, by Mr. Blomer, is of Epistle I, xviii, and is headed

♦English'd in Imitation of Horace's Style, the Soene chang'd.• It is

really versified prose, but makes Horace accessible to the new reading

public, for the Cantabrian campaign becomes William's wars with France, and

Lollius's re-enacting of the battle of Actium becomes "Russells fight" ■ st
(2)

around a fish-pond in an state.

hioholas Howe, the dramatist, imitated Epistle I, iv, (do Albius

Tibuilus). in the same miscellany .\iorace • s epistle is a mere sixteen

lines. Horace begs the melancholy Tibullus to be grateful thnt ho has money

and health, and for the fact that he is alive. He cheers his friend with

a description of himselfi

me pinguem et nitidum bene ourata cute vises,
cum ridere Voles, Hpicuri de grege porcum. IL. 15-16.)

(1) Possibly Ralph. Otherwise unidentified.

(2) A Hew Miscellany ... p.167. Blomer also translated Horace 1st Epistle,
Book the 1st, to Maecenas (pp. 191-201).

(3) The 4th Bpist. of Hor. C.I. Imitated ... Inscrib'd to R. Thornhill, Esq..
pp. 16-18. An anonymous, naturalized version of The IV Satyr of Boylegu,
To Mr. W.R., appears on pp. 222-228.
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The elementary stag® of imitation is exemplified by Howe's retention of

the originalwords, suoh as "candid" from "eerraonu® candid® iudej", "Gods"

from "di", and "nurse" from "nutricula". Bops and later imitators would

have made paraphrases. Howe ends on a note of bonhomie rather than iioratian

pleasantryi

Visit me, who have learn*t from Splourus ? icraj
To snatch the Blessings of the flying hour,
whom evAry Fr* day at the Vine you'll find
His true Disciple, and your faithful F riend, (p. 18)

William King prefixed letters to bis imitation of Horace, The Art of

Cookery (1708), in which he occasionally brings in Horace as a source of

precepts* "Horace," he says, "certainly is an author to be imitated in the

delivery of precepts for any art or scienoe." However, in the same

letter he includes an imitation of Horace's epistle To 1orquatus. Address¬

ing it to 'Bellvlll*, he turns Horace's iraixation into his own,-and concludes

by naming his own guests*

If you of Freeman's raillery approve,
Of Cotton's laugh, and Sinner's tales of love,
And Bellair's charming voice may be allow'dj
What can you hop© for bettor from a cvowd? (2)

Another example of the occasional imitation is jrTior's imitation of Epistle

X, ix, which is addressed to Barley and was probably written in 1711*

What is interesting her© is the dexterity with which speech-rhythms are

(1) In Chalmers, ^orks of the arglish poets, ix, p. 247*

(2) Ibid. Gee Horace, Kp. I, v. 11. 26-29.
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combined with the natural cadences of the couplet. This Kind of thing

is important for an understanding of later developments especially in

Tope. Horace, writing to Tiberius, anticipates by a tactful introduction

the entry of Septimius into the staff of the future emperor. The epistle

is a model of tact. Septimius in Trior becomes 'Hick,' Tiberius the Earl

of Oxford. Using Horace in order to introduce a friend to a patron means

that the Earl will be doubly flattered. Trior's tact is calculated to

succeed:

Hear Dick, how e'er it comes into his Head,
Believes, as firmly as He does his Creed,
That you and I, SIH, are extremely greatj
The' I plain MAT, You Minister of State.
One word from Me, without all doubt, He says,
Iftou'd fix his Fortune in some little Place.
Thus better than My self, it seems, He knows
How far my Interest with ray Patron goes;
And answering all Objections I can make,
Still plunges deeper in his dear Mistake. (2)

In 1712 Dunster published his prose translation of the Satires and

Epistles, which in some ways was an improvement on that of Creech, because

it was accurate without having the clumsiness of literal translations.

Two mock-epistles, burlesque imitations of Epistle V, To Torquatus,

appeared in 1712 and 1714, the first one by Swift, the seoond published

anonymously. Horace's epistle is an imitation to a simple dinner, to he

held one hot summer evening at his Sabine farm. The furniture, wine and

(1) Prior also ably demonstrated his powers of versifying the thought-pat¬
terns, the changes of mood and the wit of conversation in An Epistle to
Fleetwood Shepherd, Esq: (1689)•

(2) Poems on Several Occasions, ii , (1725), PP« 39-40*
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accomodation are described with delightful detail. The epistle an almost
;:V

ingenuous anticipation of the event: "Quid non ehrietas dissigna ?" (!• 16)
includes the idea of unsealing the flask, opening one's heart, and giving

away seorets. The eulogy on wine is followed by a careful summary of the

eating and drinking arrangements (a verbal re-enacting of Horace's own

meticulous employment), and the epistle with a hurried reminder of what

guests will arrive, and the albwance that "locus est et pluribus uuibris," (1.28
while the last two lines urge a quick reply and a. promise to attend.

Swift's burlesque imitation is difficult to understand unless we are

aware of the references and allusions. The atmosphere of cosiness and

exclusiveness is used to convey the secrecy of seditous repubicans. The

imitation, one of two "penny papers" mentioned in the Journal to Stella

(Aug. 7, 1712), is entitled, Toland'sInvitation to Dismal to dine with the
(1)

Calves-Head Club. John Toland, (author of Aryntor, a defence of -ilton's

Life), the Wbig, is making an advance towards 'Dismal', (the Earl of

Nottingham, who went over to the Whigs in the autumn of 1712), inviting

him to eat with the club that celebrated every year the execution of

Charles I. The occasion is to "talk what fools call treason all the night"

Horace's meticulous care and congeniality are turned into the busy prepar¬

ation for a "mystic feast" where fanatics may "toast Confusion to the

race of Kings" and welcome their "Lart.est proselyte." Spies are to be kept

out, especialy "lories (dress'd like waiters)in disguise." Well-known

Whigs are to attend. Toland thinks that Wharton, unless prevented by a

whore,

(l) Poems, ed. Harold Williams (Oxford, 1937)? i> PP» 161-6.
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Will hardly fail, and there is room for more;
But I love elbow-room whene'er I drink,
And honest Harry (l) is too apt to stink. (2)

Ahen Horace says, "nisi cona prior potiorque puella Sabinum/detinet" he

is being jovial, but the insidious anger of Swift, operating behind the

Horatian facade of "bene vivere", makes Wharton's love of prostitutes as

understandable as his sedition.

The huouur of this 'libelf, as Swift would have called it, lies in the

way in which it breaks the gauze of convention and tact, perfected by

trior, The whole scene is both realistic and imaginary and, considering

Lord Nottingham's intentions, absurd. This reflects Swift's sensitivity

to politicsj not content to flind an outlet in ordinary satire, he went

several stages further into the realms of imagination.

The examiner, largely the work of Swift, consistently attacked

Nottinghammfor his defection, which Steele upheld. It was Steele's Guard¬

ian of May l2th 1713 which roused the fury of Swift, producing the intense

pamphlet war. S'wift also attacked Steele, as we saw before, in his

imitation of Horace in Odes, II, i. A second imitation of the Epistle

To Torquatus appeared in Tihe Host-Boy, (April 24"th-27th, 1714), after

Steele had been expelled the House following the Tories' condensation of

his pro-Hanoverian, anti-Jacobite pamphlet The Crisis. It turns Horace's

epistle into a receptacle -where the enemies are thrown together and is

(1) Henry Boyle, replaced as Secretary of State by St. John under Harley
in 1710.

(2) Poems, ed, Williams, 1, p. 162.
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headed. John Dennis, The Sheltering Poet's Invitation to Richard Steele.

The Secluded Party-,.riter, and Member; To come and live with him in

the Tint. In Imitation of Horace's Fifth Epistle, Lih 1. And :it to

be Bound up with the Crisis. Dennis is contrasted with Horace in the

mind of the reader as a grumbling pedant. Instead of Horace's comfort¬

able farm laid open for "sermon© benigno," we have the setting des¬

cribed by Dennis:

Then I, who have written these precincts kept,
And ne'er beyond the Chimney-sweepers stept,
Will take a loose, and venture to be seen,
Since 'twill be Sunday, upon Thanks's green5
There, with erected looks and phrase sublime,
To table of unity of place and time,
And with much malice, mix'd with little satire,
Explode the wits on t'pther side 0* th' water.

No gentle raillery here, and therefore no genial conversation, but a

rejection of the Horatian code of behaviour. Talking of false notions

of raillery, however, Steele seems to take the same position as the poet

who is here libelling him. In the Spectator 422 (July 4th, 1712), he

contrasts the conversational virtues of 'Callisthenes• and 'Acetus':

His Kaillery always puts the Company into little
Divisions and separate Interests, while that of
Callisthenes cements it, and makes every Man not
only better pleased with himself, but also with
all the rest in the Conversation. (2)

In an age of compromise, when man must unite their interests as best they

can, "erected looks and phrase sublime", with their evocation of the

religious and political struggles of the previous century, are, like

"malice", factious and disruptivehe larger implications of this

(1) T?he Poat Beer (April 24th-27th, 1724).

(2) Tip Soogtatcw od. ifcojoajr Sc&th (1950)» ill* p.310.

(3) See quotation from William Coward, Appm&iz: A, p.
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"burlesque imitation would therefore ho immediately recognisable.

Steele, in the same paper, saya:

A llan who has no good Quality hut Courage,
is in a very ill way towards making an
agreeable figure in the World, "because
that which he has superior to other People
cannot ho exerted, without raising himself
an Thenar. Your Gentleman of a Satyrical
Vein is in the like Condition, (l)

But Steele, because of The Crisis, has sinned against his own code, and thus

Horace is thrown hack at him. Dennis, his host, has little goal cheer:

I'll hid adieu to gravity and drink;
And though. I can't put off a woeful mien,
Will ho all mirth and cheerfulness within:
As, in despight of a censorious raoe,
I most incontinently suck my faco ... (2)

The surly rule-critic invites Stoele "to food on homely fare" and, whereas

Horace tolls Torquatus to forget ambition and the striving after riches,

Dennis confides (aluding to the costly printing of The Crisis and Steele's

financial straits):

(3)
•Tie true, that Bloorasbury-square'e; a nohlo place:
But what are lofty buildings in thy case?
What's a fine house erabellish'd to profusion,
hhere shoulder-dabbers are in execution?
Or whence its timorous tenent seldom sallies,
But apprehensive of insulting bailiffs? (4)

(1) Op.eit., p.311.
(2) Op.cit.

(3) Steele's residence.

(4) Op.cit. After his expulsion, Steele, having set himself up as the nation's
guardian, was ridiculed by his enemies. Hie truth or fietion that bailiffs
wore ready to arrest hira was spread by the Tories.
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Torquatu3, a lawyer, is advised to give some untimely olient the slip,

but Steele must now slink again through the postern,

, by that means avoid a crowd of duns,
And, crossing o'er*the Thames at Temple-stairs,
Leave Philips * ' with good words to cheat their ears. (2)

Steele is not expected to see through Dennis. Instead of wine bottled in

Taurus'a second consulate, he will be offered mead or cidor, or

•••a flask or two of white or red
Such as the drawer will not fail to swear
Vvas daunk by Pilkington when third time mayor. (3)

The burlesque political imitation is often very ingenious, but it

operates in a local context, and we cannot be expected to follow through

all the parallels in order to enjoy the wit. Pope was never involved in

politics as Swift was. His Imitations therefore subordinate allusion and

reference to his overall aim, whereas political imitations of the narrowly

committed type subordinate almost everything to politics. Here, however,

once we have grasped the whole situation - and it has some historical

importance - the humour of the imitation and the relish with which it was

written aire at once apparent.

Swift's Address to the Earl of Oxford (1713) is a humorous adaptation

of the tale of Philippus and his olient Volteius Mena, from Epistle I,

viif Horace is replying to I*!aecenas' request that he should not rftmain too

(1) Ambrose Philips, derided under Steele's nose by Pope in Guardian N0.4O.
(2) Op.cit.

(3) Ibid.
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long in the country. He relates how Philippus, a famous pleauer, came

across Volteius, a crier at auctions, sitting cleaning his nails in a

barter's booth, Philippus tells his servant to bring the man to him;

- in vain, for Volteius refuses. The next day Volteius is selling cheap

wares to the people Philippus, greeting him, is told that the pressure of

work prevented Volteius obeying the servant, but agrees to dine with the

pleader at three. Volteius is befriended, and is eventually given a small

farm in the Sabine hills - which he, a former crier, had praised for its

soil and climate. However, one failure after another puts Volteius in a

worse position than before, and he returns to his 'kind' patron, imploring

him to let him return to his former existence*

Swift sees himself in this ironical sketch. He appears first as a

(1)
parson near Whitehall, "Chespning old Authors on a ;Stall." Hmrley, as

Philippus, bids his secretary to enquire his name when passing by. The

parson is found to be one doctor Swiift, vdio is in all respects (be hates

Wharton "like a toad") seems a good find - his works are hawked in every
(2)

street. Swift, invited to meet the famous lord by the secretary, is dis¬

trustful, and stays put.

Some few ays after, HARLEY" spies
The Doctor fasten'd by the Eyes
At Charing-Cross among the Rout,
Where painted Monsters are hung out?
He pull*d the S tring, and stopt kis Cdaaih,
Beokdning the Doctor to approach, (3)

(1) Poms, od. Williams, i, p. lit).
(2) Ibid., p. 172.
(3) Ibid.
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Swift, deferent and apologetic, agrees to meet Barley at four. He im¬

presses the earl, is invited again, and at last takes the bait. Swift

admires to place and air at Windsor, longs to be a canon there, *ut

Barley offers him the deanery in Ireland. Swift takes its his tenants

and farmers cheat with the rents and insist on paying in kind. The dean

is worse off than before, with a debt of a thousand pounds. Dirty, pale

and thin, he returns to iiarley, v/ho cheerfully asks how he is faring. Swift

cries truce, and mistakes Harley's concern for raillery. He wants to be

lelt as he was found.

There is no bitterness in the imitation, but behind the humour lies

Swift's appreciation of the absurdities of the patronage system. There is

more criticism and wit here than in Horace, but the neatness with which

the tale is applied bears witness to the very similar conditions, in some

respects at least, existing in Augustan Home and England under ;ueen Anne#

Swift's verse is well-known for its lack of distinction between •art1 and

•reality1. His fluent, conversational narrative is admirably suited to

the material.

Swift was responsible for yet another^imitation of Horace at this time.

Diaper's Imitation of the Seventeenth EPISTLE' of the h'irst Book of Horace

(1714) was 'Address'd to Dr. Swift.' The epistle to Soaeva is, super¬

ficially, a lesson in the art of social climbing. Difficult moral issues

are involved for Horace, which he evades by tongue-in-cheek allusion and

by the manner in which the argument is conducted along a tightrope.

Scaeva must remain personally independent while seeking patronage? so
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uncertain is the path of the client that Horace compares hitaeelf to a

blind man pointing the wayl^ihe incident of Aristippus, who succeeded,

and th© Cynic, who would never succeed, is intended to show that the saan

who feels at eaue in a^.1 circumstances car- handle himself with tha great,

whereas he who wear rage and expresses bitterness will always be -dependant

and inferior. Horace cou^pares the ability to consort with the greett in a

(2)
dignified manner with achievement in the gasaes* our rising objection to

Horace's hypocrisy is thu© checked by th© humour of this ironical companion.

Irony becomes satire when the ^alron is aosieone to whom all 'crows' run

for food.he relationship between ^oet and patron is very delicate* by

complaining too much, or grabbing, oenevolonce turn® into its opposite.

Ihe epistle advocates the golden mean. It is better, soys Horace, to be
(4)

given than to have to demand §o»e dispensation, .ha client ssuat assert hi®

independence of spirit without appearing arrogant and insulting while

suffering in silence when nothing is forthcoming, otherwise furthering his

aiae as best " he con,

As far as tor.e goes, an epistle such as Jon son 'g ho Sir Edward Hacvillo.

.srlo of Dorset, with its dignity and grace, combined with touches of

satire, is far closer to Horace than Jiaper. In a letter to Matthew prior,

John Dennis, (attac-ed ae anti-Horatian in the imitation above), reveals

the practical use men had for Horace, iho Horatian satirist, says Dermis,

will be

(1) i3r>. i. svii, n. >4.

(2) 11. 33-42.

(3) So© 11. 50-1.
(4) 11. 43-51.
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... in all likelihood more agreeable to the
discerning Part of a Court, and a great Capital,
where they are qualified to taste and discern
his beauties, by the cane Experience which
enabled their Authors to produce the. And above
all tilings, must it not be most agreeable to a
Polite Court, where that dexterous Insinuation,
that fine good Sense, and that true Pleasantry,
which are nited in the Horatian Satire, .are the
only shining Qualities which make the Courtier
valuable and agreeable? (1)

Poets such as Matthew Prior needed Horace. Imitations are also in a

sense the act of sharpening oneself on the stone of Iloratianisn.

Diaper's imitation is, however, un-iloration in tone. Diaper himself

was of humble origin, and was possibly curate of Dean, near Basingstoke,

when this imitation was written. His most prolific period was during 1712,

when, significantly enough, Swift recommended the poet to the Society of

Brothers which, through Boling'oroke, paid for his Meroides. Diaper was

presented to the lord in December, was given money, and sought a living by

asking Swift, Swift, though he expressed admiration of this new wit to

Stella, promised to remind Bolingbroke. Marcourt and ..yndham to solicit the
(?)

Lord Chancellor for a living for Diaper. It never cane. In 1713 Diaper

(1) In Poems on Several Occasions, by Prior, (1?33), iii, p. xiv. If
Dennis thought Horatian satire made the courtier valuable and agre able,
Pope assumed the pose of one independent of courts:

Above a Patron, iho' I condescend
Sometimes to call a Minister ray Friend:
I was not born for Courts or great Affairs,
I pay my Debts, believe, and say my Pray're,
Can sleep without a Poem in my head,
Uar know, if Dennis be alive or dead,

(Epistle to Sy. ■rbuthnot, 11. 265-270).
(2) See Introduction to Complete Works of William Diaper (195"') t

ed. D. Broughton, p. xv-xx.
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was incapacitated and vary ill. Swift gave him twenty guineas from

Bolingbrohe. In 1714, with the collapse of the Tories, he was without

support, and a year later two of Ms patrons had gone, one into exile,

the other into legal custody. Diaper died in 1717. "Whore this took
(l)

place or in what circumstances has not "been traced", ' says Dorothy

Broughton, "but ono can guess sane of the details.

The verse of the imitation is Swiftian. Disyllabic rhymes such as

'fashion' and 'Station', 'Places' and 'Graces' occur when the poet seems

to he rankled, and reinforce the impression of disappointment turning

unsuccessfully and somewhat involuntarily towards satire.

Diaper cannot assume Horace's tone because he is still trying to

obtain favours. Hie "subversive emotional forces undermining the surface

(2)
argument" of which Dorothy Broughton speaks are the forces of want

and neglect. The anxiety of a nan faced with a life of relative poverty

yet who considers himself worthy of being accounted friend of the man

who can

... sit familiarly, and chat
With the first minister of State, (3)

precludes any success in matching up to "the urbane and delicate Horace

in passages of complimentary raillery". ^

{l) Connlots Works, p. XT;

(2) ibid., p. Ixxv,
(3) Ibid.. p. 91.

(4) Ibid., p. Ixxiv.
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Diaper, though conscious of his poetic skill, is less confident of

his capacity

... to please the nicest Court,
And shine among the bettor Sort, (l)

and it is this troubled realisation that produces such interpolations as

(If the Cirando Monde may be allow'd
To judge much better than the Crowd.) (2)

Diaper fails to reproduce the irory of Horace when the latter hints

at his own glorious feats "principius placuisse viris non ultima laus

ost". (l. 35) Diaper makes a different hit - at the dictatorship of tasto

implored by the Tory Lords;

The next of course who take their Places,
Are those which are in their good Graces,
Whom Oxford's Lord or Bolingbroke's
Behold with favourable Looks. (3)

When Horace compares himself to a blind man, Diaper has the couplet,

As the blind Beggar haply may
Point to Travellers the Way. (4)

Horace's lane beggar whom all rovilo has become a useful figure, and is

transferred from the last to the opening linos of the Epistle.

(1) Ibid., p.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid.

(4) Ibid.. p. 87.
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The scorn that Horace pours, through the words of Ariatippus, on

the incorrigible Cynic, Diaper takes almost as a personal injury. The

Cynic is now a Quaker, who

... might as soon be brought "
To wear a Sword and Soarlet Coat, (l)

Diaper's pacifism emerges here, so that the intention of the original

is inverted.

By transferring Horace to a modern setting, where the oountry parson

enjoys his tithe-apples, burnt pipe, good ale, and market-news by the

fire, Diaper produces a very different effect from Pope, whose life at

Twickenham was in itself an 'imitatio Horati*. Not everyone can 'imitate'

the Horatian code. Augustan society had its own methods of dividing the

sheep from the goats, the Aristippuses from the Cynics, and was continu¬

ally re-affirming the ncrm, whether it is called 'Order*, 'Nature',

Season' or 'Virtue'. Swift had suggested to Diaper that he bridle his
(2)

genius, with its love of similes, by a translation. The imitation of

Horace, if itifis the result of Swift's advice, did not bridle Diaper's

free reading of his original and the 'subversive* interpretation of the

poet-patron relationship,

Thomas Cooke's epistles, written between 1725 and 1728, are loosely

(1) Ibid., p. 90.

(2) "Perhaps you want such a bridle as a translation, for your genius is
too fruitful, as appears by the frequency of your similes; and this
employment may teach you to write more like a mortal man, as

' Shakespeare expresseth it". Letter to Diaper, 30 April, 1713.
Ibid., p.xix.
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Horatian, while those of Christopher Pitt (o, 1727^, are smooth and

elegant, but are seldom relieved by the wit and penetration of the

real Horace. His imitation of Epistle I, iv, is addressed to John
(l)

Pitt, Esq.. v ' It is with most Christian patience, Pitt begins, that

you lose your time to hear one preach or pester you with rhyme, you

(2)
who attend to all my trifles and drop the critic to indulge the friend.

He asks how John passes his hours at Kingston, and with an amusing

insertion asks whether he has planned anything to excel "Judicious

Jones or great Palladio's art," an apt modernizing of Horace's "soribere

quod Casei Parmensis opuscula vinoat?" Pitt is consistently Augustan:

Nature, who form'd you, nobly crown'd the fthole
With a strong body, and as firm a Soul:
The Praise is yours to finish every fart
hith air th' Embellishments of Taste and Art. (3)

The 'di* of Horace become 'Nature', while Tibullus's ability to 'sapere

et fari' is a question of 'Taste' and 'Art.'

Pitt's imitation of Epistle I, xviii is addressed to Mr. Spence,

tutor to the Earl of Middlesex. Horace ironically tells Lollius to adapt

himself to the rich man in every possible way, smiling when he smiles,

hunting when he hunts, without prying into his secrets, aping his opulence,

or committing indiscretions of speech or behaviour. Lollius, however, we

(4)
learn in the first lines, is fairly outspoken and independent. Horace is

thus laughing with his frie'hd at the poorer, less adaptable clients. At

(1) Quotations are from The Poetical Works, (Edinburgh, 1782).
(2) 'Epistle to John Pitt, Esq." Op.ext., pp.76-77.
(3) LI.15-18. Ibid., p.77.

(4) "Si bene te novi, metues, liberrime Lolli..."
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the friendship of Amphion and Seltus with that of the patron and his

client ahd so ironically juxtaposes give-and-take on an equal basis with
(1)

the forced obedience of one man to another, greater, man. Turning

the knife, Horce satirises the nature of this obedience. To go boar-

hunting, he tells Lollius, is no great trial. You yourself fought in the

Cantabrian campaign. Here a patron's sport and boars are put on a level

with military glory nd the enemies of Some. There is a further irony

in the f ct that Horace is t Iking about patrons who are very different

from the enlightened aecenas.

Whereas Swift's Directions to Servants in General is an extreme form

of this kind of nock-advice, where social practice determines the social

cocle rather t.an the other way rou d, Pitt suppresses most of the irony.

His imitation is n epistolary piece of advice in a contemporary context

that parallels superficially the one found in Horace. Horace's Eutrapelus

dupes his client into spending extravagantly, The client ends up destitute.

In Pitt's imitation Eutrapelus is a minister who gives his 'foe' a paltry
(2)

place at court, The dupe buys coaches .nd horses for every Royal

birth-day, "plies at the Levee", gives his mistress brocades and ays for

her visit to Brussels, until the wretch draws on his banker ..nd is compelled

to mortgage his property. His failure is quickly followed by his flight

from jail. Ruined by th. court he rubs down the steeds that once pulled

his chariot, "Or sweeps the Borough, which he serv'd before". Pitt

is not indicting the patron so much as the foolish client. However, the

(1) See 11. 4l-i+5,
(2) 'Epistle to Mr S ence*. Op. cit., p.

O) Ibid.
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lengthy digression on the dupe is nicely turned to advantage t

But, by this roving Meteor led, I tend
Beyond my Theme, forgetful of my Friend,
Then take Advicej and preach not out of Time,
When good Lord Middlesex is bent on Bhymet (1)

Pitt's imitation also brings out the social implications of imitation

itself. Extravagance in taste and attire, 'enthusiasm1 and undisciplined

wanderings in poetry, are curbed ultimately by the requirements of social

adaptation. (Notice too that patrons themselves are oftenpoets in their

own rights. The irony of Horace, less evident in Pitt, is that the

freedom of the patron necessitates self-restraint on the part of the client.

Two imitations of Epistle X, To Arlstius Fuscus, can be considered.

One if from 'J.3.' to 'C.S.' in The Odes and Satires of I?or..co (1?30), a

revised edition of Reason's collection of 1?15* The other is by John

Whaley (1?10-1?45) * in Duncorabo's The Works ox Horace (1?65). Epistle X

is a panegyric on the countryside, its simplicity and beauty. To live

close to Nature is to be at one with the universe: those who seek grandeur

are merely trying to escape her, but she always returns. In the fable of

the stu and the horse Horace is saying that the fear of poverty is a loss

of liberty. City-dwellers are mastered by money, but Horace has adjusted

himself to Nature. In this epistle he wanders gently from thought to

thought, expressing an almost perfect sense of repose.

(1) 11. 57-60. ibid., p. 7'+
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Who ley oaspares his state with that of Newcastle, and feels that the

"surfeit of the court" is inferior to bountiful nature. He also provides

an English parallel for nearly everything referred to in the original.

•J.S.' keeps closer to the actual text, but is further from the tone

of the original. There ore some nice renderings:

Is Parian Llarblo, press'd beneath thy Feet,
More beautiful that Flow're, or half so sweet? (l)

but complete naturalisation has not occurred. "Vivere Naturae oonvenienter"

moans to live like a Icingj to lack riches and yet to be happy is to be

truly rich. This 'turn' upon words and thoughts appealed to the Angustans,

and Pope makes a sophisticated use of it in The First Epistle of the First

Hook or Horace Imitated (1738):

That task, which as we follow, ear despise,
The oldest is a fool, the youngest wise;
bhich done, the poorest can no wants endure,
And which not done, the richest must be poor. (11. 43-46)

*J.S.• makes a cruder use of the cane device:

Forsake the gaudy Tinsel of the Great;
The peaceful Cottage bockons a Retreat;
fliers true Content so true a Greatness brings,
As knights their Pov'ritos, and as Cities Kings. (2)

We return once more to the client-patron theme with an anonymous

imitation of Ep. I, xvii, headed, simply, Iloraec tfe Scaeva (1730). It

is addressed to the Pit. Hon. Lord Harpies. The advertisement tells us

that the author is a sixty-year-old vicar, who lives a hermit's life

(1) The Odes and Satires of Horace (1730). p. 93.

(2) Ibid.. p. 94.
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except when he sees "the court and Marples", and has to bear with a grin

the sight of others less worthy being made deans and bishops, Horace

must have something to say on the subjects

To Him as to a well-try'd Friend,
I fly for Succour, to unbend:
I read him, and I imitate him,
Or paraphrase him, or translate him:
Ay do, he cries, but not Verbatim, (p. l)

Punning/the word •sermon', the author thinks Horace a far hetter preacher
than a bishop. Like Pope's, his imitation grew from a casual meeting:

As t'other Hay, lazy and listless,
I dipp'd, and open'd his Epistles,
I happen'd, as I wish'd, to hit
fIhe Letter he to Scaeva writ, (p. 2)

The epistle contains a note of despair, Hor^oe's 'nee vixit male, qui

natus «mriensque fefellit" is applied to an embittered curate who has

Neither power nor means to rise,
But on his dung-hill lives and dies, (p, 4)

Once again, "subversive emotional forces" have broken through. Diaper

sympathized with the Cynic* This author makes him a distasteful senior

fellow who despises the court, goes there to devour, not to eat, and

(1) V; e usually think of the Augustan analogy in terms of the patronage
system, often conveniently forgetting its other side. Pope freed himself
frora the need of a patron, while Swift tasted the bitter fruits of patron¬
age, in Ireland, In his Epistle to Dr. Pelaney, occasioned by an epistle
to Cartaret, Owift wonders what, in faot, most patrons have to offer, (lie
exaggerates, perhaps, but it is his own personal experience):

1^—■
hat has he else to bait his Traps,

Or bring his Vermin in, hut Scraps?
ihe Offals of a Church distress*d,
Or, some remote inferior Post,
With forty pounds a Year at most.
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drucienly rocks homeward in a hackney back to a life of college commone,

butteries, dinners at twelve, and pipe-smoking# HoraceAs "sad t qui

timuit ne non suoeederet" is paraphrased, "Wallow, good rig, in thy own

Sty." Aristippus is Savage, who io Doth despised and envied for his good

fortune. If the English Auguatane are ever accused of failing to unaer-

stand the classics, imitations such as this oould be quoted as evidence!

Horace would not have taken this vicar'o side, and the style ia too low

for noratian epistolary verse, which is of the ♦middle' kind.

iii. George c.:lo. *ope, at.d other imitators of ho race after 1710.

Wo have disouseed verse epistles of verrous types - those which stress

mundane generalities, those which show the possibilities of the conversat¬

ional couplet, burlesque imitations of Horace, and occasional imitations.

George Ogle, whom we discussed in the previous chapter, imitated at least

seven of Horace's epistles, all from the first book. Ihe first, second
t

and fourth were published in 1735* the third, fifth, eleventh and twelfth

ir. 1738. 'the main, and obvious, fault of th-.se imitations is that they

are too long. Ihe last two linos of the fourth epistle, for example, are

stretched, through improvisation, to twenty-four in the English version.

Yet as a critic of Borneo, as a writer sensitive to wider implications, ae

a modornizer, and as an entertainer, Ogle must rank fairly high.

Ihe fourth Spiatie is addressed to Sieson rutland. It shows that
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Ogle is at ease in the allusive, conversational style, and that he is

doing more than finding in Horace something similar to his own situation.

Unlike Rowe, whose imitation we mentioned above, Ogle seeks to raise a

leisure activity - the study and imitation of Horace - into an art,

Rutland he calls "the polite 'iibullus of the Age", and his praise of the

man shows how he is turning general statements towards their particular

object, thus combining the two elements of epistolary verse, (Ritt made

the persons addressed a jumping - off board for general statements,)

In his imitation of Epistle I, iii, addressed to the Rt, Eon, John,

the Earl of Orrery, Ogle assumes the genial interest in men and affairs

of one who, like Horace, is detached though not. disinterested:

'9¥j Orrery, for this I long to hear,
Is War the Voice of Common and of Reer?
What Ir.sult now to just Resentment warms? /_\

And when, and where, Augustus calls to Arms? ^ '

Florus had accompanied liberius to the East with other literary men.

Ogle maices an ironical parallel between this campaign and the hesitation

of Walpole, as well as the weakness of George II on the issue of Spanish

depredations, just as Rope paid a mock-tribute to the king in his Epistle

to Augustus; Horace inquires about the poet- friends of Florus, and Ogle,

like Rochester, makes careful and ingenious substitutions}- Rrooke,

(author of Universal Beauty), is iitius, who scorns the open pools, and •

(2)
"drinks of Milton1s rapid Spring," Riniar's sublimity hai its modern

equivalent in Milton. Celsus, says Horace, should not borrow too much and

(!) Epistle to the HonT John, the Bqrl of, Canary, (1738), p.l.
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become "a poor crow". For Ogle this meant plagiarism - in this case,

from Butler and Prior. Ogle measures up to the allusiveness and the

raillery required of the poet who makes Horace's epistolary manner suit

the modern literary, social and political scene.

Horace's firs'; ^pistle to Maecenas is a plea for that wise conservatism

in all things which those eaten up with ambition, love of wealth and

social status all too readily disdain. His epistolary form allows him

to wander at ease, using, with masterful irony, illustrations from Soman

philosophy, superstition, habits, customs, economic and civil life, and

youthful or adult pastimes, in order to condemn the folly of living always

in the chaotic present. The wry detachment, the impenetrable chuckling

of an ironical yet self-deprecating and human observer, the oblique method

of exposition, are what characterises his style.

Ogle's imitation, To William Ussher Esq., is the source for some of

Pope's adaptations of Horace in his Epistle T Lord Bolangbroke. Ogle's

main fault, in Pope's eyes, is to expand the illustrations, to find two

or three parallels where one would suffice, and thus to undermine the

Horatian detachment. Pope sets his sights more accurately, and he rarely

misses. Yet this, though geared to his satiric method, can also be seen

in terms of correctness. Pope, in fact, is at times 'correcting* Ogle,

but he achieves much more.

Horace opens with a disinclination to write as before - referring to

his odes - and compares himself, in a mock-serious vein, to the retiring
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gladiator.^\)gle adapts this nicely:

Enough expos'd before to public Eyes
With early Pride I sought the vent'rous Prize;
But soon dismiss'd forsook the active Stages
And yet again YOU tempt rne to engage;
See Figg himself to new Adventurers quit,
The giving Gallery, and the praising Fit.
No more in White the HockleyftEero stands, .

And, just in Aot to wound, exchanges Hands.
U

This evidently refers to a real biographical situations, but only Hope's

verse comes to life, with its tone of weariness and nausea and desire

for peaces

Why will you break the Sabbath of ray days?
how sick alike of Envy and of Praise.
Public too long, ah let me hide my Age!
See modest Cibber now has left the stage:
Our Gen'rals now, retir'd to their Estates,
Hang their old Trophies o'er the Garden gates,
In Life's cool ev'ning satiate of applause,
Korfond of bleeding, ev'n in BRUNSWICK'S oause. (ll. 5-10).

Pope's personality bristleB in every line. The third has the individual

voice lacking in Ogle, the conventional phrases are altogether fresher

through their pointed autobiographical and social allusion, while "modest

Cibber" is more pungent, and the bathos of the retired generals more

subtle, than that of the "Hockley-Hero". The fundamental aims of both

poets in their substitutions for Veianus, however, are the same.

Ogle expands upon the passage where Horace wearily notes the universal

desire for public acclamation in his allusion to the village wrestler.

Pope foregoes this opportunity, and while his verse is more accomplished,

(1) See Epistle X, 1, 11. 8-14.

(2) To William Unsher Egg. (1735)» P. !•
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Ogle's expansions have metro social interest in their exposure of hypocrisy

and rivalry in the theatrical world. For Pope at this point, too much

social allusion means too much involvement, and so ho is sententious where

Ogle is unrestrained.

Pope's superiority is again evident when we compare the versima of

Horace's passage, beginning "Villus argentim ..." (11. 52 ff.)

Here is Ogles

Old is the Precept, (nor lose true than old),
'To Gold as Silver, Virtue yields to Gold.•
Hot this the Practice; Gold must first he sought;
Plain Virtue merits hut the second Thought•
0 London! London! one is thy Report,
Thy Quest of Gold, thro' City and thro' Court;
In ev'ry Voice we hear, or Face we meets (l)

Taking the hint from Ogle, Popo hits at fihiggism in the Church, hut it is

obvious that Pope cares sore about the shape of his epistle, what to

select and what to onit. Instoad of elaborating social truths, ho attempts

to quickly devastate by careful and scornful observation, and also retains

the Horatinn internal drama missing in Ogle. We can hear Pope talking

about himself, almost thinking aloud, whereas in Ogle the poetic personality

is less striking. Pope's examination of 'self is less an abstract question

than one of daily consideration. This as it were disciplines the dramatic

monologue.

Ogle turns the passage beginning, "Belua niultorun es capitum ..." (l. 76)

into the following, using a familiar image, which has nothing

(l) Ibid., p. 9*
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of the power of Pope* s "In Dirt and darkness hundreds stink content"i

0! vilest City of the fairest Isle!
Thy Flood is more prolific than the Nile;
Forms more raishapen on thy Banks she spreads;
Thyself the i onster with the many Heads.
Descant not Thou of Babylon or RomeI
Thee shou* A I imitate? in What? in whom? (1)

As in Pope, emotion - usually anger - is signified by heightened imagery.

Imitation in the sense implied by Roger Aseham emerges in the last line.

To imitate cor upt modern values is unthinkable. Pope decided to give

the passage a political twist, and the role of the addressee - though of

course passive - in this version, is seen to be a const nt factor. The

lines allude to Bolingbroke*s own reflections on the English constitution*

Well, if a King's a Lion, at the least
The People are a many-headed least:
Can they direct what measures to pursue,
'Who know themselves so little what to do?

(11. 120-123)

By linking these two passages, one can see how the aristocratic ethic of

♦Virtue' and ♦Wisdom* and the aesthetic of classical imitation have their

political corollary in the governing aristocracy.

The rich nan in Horace moves from the seaside to Teanutn, whisking

his workmen with him. Ogle's imitation of the passage is the model for

Pope's»

With Thames (declares the Rich) no River vies!
What streams so flow? What Banks so sweetly rice?
Think not, in vain escap'd the hasty Word;
Thanes feels the Passion of the settling Lofcd.
New Marks of Favour load her swelling Tides,
New Monuments of Love adorn her Sides. (2)

(1) Ibid., p. 1p. See Dryden, The Moduli, 11. 16? ff.: "London, thou
great haporiun of our Isles, / 0, thou too bounteous, thou too
fruitful Mile!" etc.

(2) Ibid., p. 17
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The arrogance, tastelessness and vulgarity of Ogle's lord, who confers

a favour upon the Thames by his choice of residence, are reproduced,

more skilfully because more pictorially (one thinks of a spoiled pastoral

setting) by Pope:

Sir Job sail'd forth, the evening bright and still,
ho place on earth (he cry'd) like Greenwich hill!
Up starts a Palace, lo! th' obedient base
Slopes at it3 foot, the woods its sides embrace,
The silver Thanes reflects its marble face. (11. 138-142*)

Horace twits his patron for his too close attention to externals,

and Ogle cleverly adapts the Horatian persona to the familiar context of

the eighteenth century gentleman:

Oft, when you rouse me from my Staidious-Chair,
I see you smile jocose, or serious stare.
Your flhariot waits to take me to his Grace -

My Linnen, clean; but all-besnuff'd Ity Face!
Well-snow'd, my Wig; but ready to untie!
-iy Stockings, fine; but ooth the Seams awry! (l)
Drest, and not drestJ half Sloven, and half Beau!
hat, won't you wash and brush before you go? (2)

Pope is concise, his wit is sharper:

You laugh, half Beau half Sloven if I stand,
My big all powdei, and all snuff my Band;
You laugh, if Coat and Breeches strangely very,
svhite Gloves, and Linnen worthy Lady Mary! (11. 161-164,)

(3)
Ogle's complaint, "Is this the kind Inspection of a Friend?" becomes

(1) Cf, Pope 1. 174s "Yet hang your lip, to see a Seam swry!"

(2) Ibid., p. 19.

(3) Ibid.
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in Pope something addressed specifically to Bolingbroke: "Is this ir$-

Guide, Philosopher, and Friend?" (l. 177* )

Ogle - and Pope takes up the hint - interpolates stoicism in Horace's

closing lines:

Hence, Man is Lord of Lordsm and King of Kings!
Participates of Heav'n, if not Possest!
Is only Beauteous, and is only Blest !
Is fiich and free, tho' Plunder'd and Confin'dl
Is Sound of Body, and is Bound of Mdnd! (2)

This triumphant note ties up themes previously expressed, hut the balance

obtained through semantic oppositions set up within the couplet, rein¬

forcing the feeling of defiance against heavy odds, can be tetter seen

in the poet who is a mooter at this kind of thing. His lines are spoken

directly to the once-attainted lory Patriot, but there is a suggestion,

in Pope's half-man, half-god, that the still fashionable stoicism was a

somewhat unreal ethics

I hat man divine whom Wisdom calls her own,
Great without Title, without Fortune bless'd,
Rich ev<§dn when plunder'd, honour'd while oppress'd,
Lov'd without youth, and follow'd without power,
At home tho* exil'd, free, tho' in the Tower, (11, 180-184,)

Pope is more conscious of his aims than Ogle, He rarely holds up the

flow, his tone is more confident, less stiff and Impersonalj he is more

sensitive to levels of meaning, to the impact of a 'loaded' word and how

it is placed, and he can vitalize the conventional phrase to a far greater

extent. He is more concretely aware of men and customs, particularly

(1) Ibid., p. 20

(2) (i.e. St.John, Viscount Bolingbroke.)
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when it comes to selecting the appropriate detail and the isolated example; and

all the time we are conscious of a creative personality that guides our responses -

perhaps too autocratically for some - as it shapes its material.

Pope's personality was in many ways dissimilar to that of Horace.

He was more volatile, ever striking a pose of aggressive self-defence, and

more eager to assert his own values against false ones. Pope placed the values

of rural retirement against those of the town, and lauded genuine independence

over and against anything mercenary and grovelling, in a far more subjectively

involved manner than Horace. Horace, as far as the world of Rome, with its

banks, gladiators, knights and its proletariat,is concerned, was disinterested,

though at the same time he upheld an ethic, a way of life and a world-view that

was opposed to the standards and the morality of the 'mob'. Yet in imitating

Horace, Pope consciously imitated all that Horace stood for. This was not to

reproduce Horace, or, in Lessing's terms, to be simply a copyist sacrificing

one's own genius to another genius. In his Epistle to Augustus. Horace made

a plea for the moderns, meaning poets such as Virgil. Pope, in his imitation

of this epistle, reserved his praise for another satirist, Swift, (who 'saved

the rights' which a 'court attacked'), and set him against those who could rise to

fame on the strength of birthday odes. Pope awakens us to the fact that the

majority in the 1730's were against Horace:- that perhaps most other imitators
2

of Horace were not really Horatian at all.

(0 Laokoon. vii.

(2) In the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot. for example, there is a hit at the pseuio-
Maecenas-Horace relationship between "Bufo" (Bubb Dodington) and "Horace"
(Leonard Welsted):

Proud, as Apollo on his forked hill,
Sate full-blown Bufo. puff'd by ev'ry quill;
Fed with soft Dedication all day long,
Horace and he went hand in hand in song. (11. 231-234).
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A dividing line can be drawn between those who believed in up-grading

the middle class, who took a lenient view of human nature, held perhaps a

Shaftesburyan view on Benevolence, and saw the possibilities of progress, and those

who feared and avoided contact with bourgeois values, who saw man as a sinner against

Order because of his "reas'ning Pride"\ and thus, like Pope, saw only decline as

2
being possible, a future in which "Universal Darkness buries All". However, both

the 'optimists' and the 'pessimists' imitated Horace. We have already seen how the

epistolary imitations of Horace could be directed towards a complacently settled,

facile optimism. The eighteenth century is replete with small landed gentlemen

who are quite content to carry on an unruffled existence, taking no part in politics,

except on a parochial level, making the occasional visit to the town, cheerfed by the

bottle and country fare, and entertained by a small library and a few friends. Yet

this kind of rural retirement, the urban life of those gentlemen seeking a position,

and the life of those in the Church or University, could be said to be 'Horatian'

only in the loosest sense. Instances of the complacently optimistic and other

kinds of imitation of Horace can be given to serve as a contrast to the achievement

of Pope.

An example of the more trivial type are Two Epistles of Horace Imitated

(1736). (The surviving copy, in the British Museum, has, written on the title

page, 'Toms Coffee House' and the date, April 7th, 1736.) The imitation of

Epistle I, xviii, To Lollius, is addressed to one 'F.E., Esq.' The particular is

(1) An Essay on Man, i, 1,123.

(2) The Hunciad. iv (1742), I.656
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by and large replaced by the generals its cofffce-houso readers must have

found its Addisonian advice on Prudence, Good Mature and Converse useful,

but ao an imitation it has little to excite us. Such productions, however,

prove that the aim of Horatian poetry, as, say, outlined by Ileinsius and

Dacier, was realised in a remarkably ooncrete and day-to-day manner. Horace

oould be carried around, dipped into and imitatod because he served as a

corrective against various follies and indiscretions; ho showed the English

gentlemen a new, more practical path to Virtue and Vfisdom: he helped in the

development of a more agreeable and sociable personality (thus his usefulness

at court), while bolstering attitudes - which some would call prejudices -

that went hand in hand with the cultivation of the civilised and urbane

qualities in man.

Precepts of Friendship and Conversation was the title given to another

imitation of the epistle To Lolliuo. It appeared in fonson's edition of

The Odes and Satires of Horace (1730). A guide for the would-be protege, the

familiar style is also used to satirise parasites and bad friends. Horace's

irony is again absenti subservience to the paJrron's whims becomes, simply,

submission to the wishes of one's friends. The oenso of incongruity Horace

evokes through juxtaposition and example ia entirely lost, likewise the

subtle shifts in tone and the masterly restraint - where Horace says most by

saying least.

William Hamilton's imitation of the same epistle was written in 1737.

His 'Advertisement' defended the practice of the imitation as a way of adding

now thoughts,
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... which, though they are not of the
Author's original growth, yet 'tis hop'd
partake so much of the nature of the soil,
as to appear with tolerable grace amongst
their fellows. They serve to exemplify
or illustrate the original design.

He also defends Horace against accusations of flattery, and adds that if Horace

had lived, the character of Lollius himself would not have degenerated - 'Lollius'

being a possible allusion to his modern corrupted type in Colley Cibber, Finally,

Hamilton hopes that he has adapted himself to Horace's real character:

From these internal pictures of another's
mind, we are naturally set to delineate our
own, and compare the corresponding features
together; which produces that eminent virtue
of self-consideration, the great support of all
other virtues. It awakens likewise that
Humanity which connects us all together, and
by which we interest our selves in one another.
This, when felt, ig what we may call reading
poetry with taste.

The first thing that strikes us about Hamilton's imitation is its poetic diction,

which is not really suitable for the familiar epistle. Phrases such as "lustre of

his orient ray", "cloudless visage" and "guilty rapture", and others reminiscent

of Cowley, are too close to the heroic style for what is essentially a con¬

versational and colloquial form. The diction, however, is a reflection of

Hamilton's overall approach. He conceives friendship in an ideal, Platonic sense,

while his religious temper is as far removed from Horace's epicureanism as it is

from Pope's deism. His firm Jaoobitism, his idealism, his bookishness and

(1) Poetical 'Porks (1805), ii# p»57.

(2) Ibid.
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deficiency in genial good humour have all militated against his imitation -

in the broad sons© - of Horation values. Whereas Horace karris other social

climbers with the example of the foolish rake, Hamilton takes an overt

Christian and moral stand against rakishnoss, condemning the "foul soul,

discolour'd all within". Virfcuo, too, is not a vary likeable thing in

Hamilton, for it is indifferent to vice, self-righteous, snobbish and

stiffly aloof. At ono point, Horace advises against an adult liaison with

young girls or boys, because it nay be socially embarrassing. ^
Hamilton's treatment of this passage is amusing in its prudishness: ho tolls

how two "brothers "3ax'e from the tempting fatal 302c withdrew, / ITor made

advances further than a bow". (2) Hamilton's uneasy affirmation of the

superiority of his own values and way of life is hardly calculated to win

our sympathy. Horace can win us over to his way of thinking because we

admire his rounded appreciation of life? Hamilton on the other hand tends

to alienate his readcar.

Pope, we blow, had been writing imitations of Horace before 1716, '

and he certainly wrote several more than he published.^ Horace for Pope

became a lifelong friend. She Imitations, far from restricting hita,

(1) LI. 72-75.

(2) Ibid., p.62.
(3) ^ho author of A True Character of Mr. Pope, and His "f-itinge (1716)

condemned Pope's "present Imitation of HORACE".

(4) Cf Spenco, Anecdotes (ed. Ctebarn), i, pp. 14-3-4? Pope imitated in all
fourteen of Horace's forty epistles and satires.
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gave Pope an opportunity to widen his satire and use the conversational style as a

means of treating together literature, social conditions, history, personalities,

and politics. The epistle enabled him to vary his tone from brisk to light, grave

to gay, jesting to oratorioal, from one of intense anger to almost warm lyricism.

In effect he understood poetioally what Hamilton, for example, only understood

critically. He could exert his sharp oritioal personality on life around him and

still speak through the voice of Horace. The epistolary form enabled Pope not

simply to write in a familiar style, but to hit specifically and hard at his

enemies and at contemporary evils. If Swift*s satires were 'libels', Pope's

satires, as he said, were epistles.'' Satire of a moral kind was Pope's aim, but

satire that had concentration, kept to 'truth', and did not (though he admired

Swift's imaginative satire ) tske the reader away from 'truth* - that is, the

particular facts of social reality, as well as 'metaphysical' truth.

Other imitators of Horace when set against Pope have a less consciously satirical

purpose, especially in the epistles. As we noted previously, Pope was one of the

few who really understood the meaning of the satirist's function. The epistles

imitated by Thomas Nevile in his Imitations of Horace (1758) are conspicuously

lacking in satirio irony.^ In Spistle I, xviii, for example, Horace's "Inter

cuncta..." (11. 96 ft.) marks the point where a crescendo is reached, and dissuasion

(1) Pope to Swift, 20 April 1733* See Correspondence, ed. Sherburn, iii, p. 366.
(2) "1 have not the courage however to be such a Satyrist as you, but I would

be as much, or more, a Philosopher." Ibid.

(3) Nevile imitated ten epistles of Horaoe, but avoided those imitated by Pope.
Had Pope published more imitations, Nevile's burden might possibly have been
made lighter.
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of the would-be protege emerges through the mask of advioe and exhortation.

Nevile's imitation rises to a comforting conclusion, and his final reference to

"life's sequester*! shade" does not undermine, as it does in Horace, the substanoe

of what has gone before. In the Epistle to Soaeva (I, xvii), Horace's advice

is taken literally by Nevile. Whereas Horace hops from one item to another and

from one mood to another, Nevile is much more composed throughout. Few but Pope,

it seems, could imitate Horace's brevitas and his subtle changes of mood and

attitude. If Pope is more volatile, then Nevile, like many other imitators of

Horace, is far too settled. Equanimity is not enough. It has to have an edge to

it, and when Nevile states glibly that to win the confidence of a great patron is

comparable to panting for freedom's cause, he is not imitating Horace, who says that

ingratiating oneself with the men of power is a not inglorious feat - quite a

different thing.

Pope's Epistle to Dr. Arbuthmot. though not a strict imitation, is

nevertheless thoroughly Horatian. As well as stating his own poetic aim, Pope is

probably giving us his appreciation of Horace -when, in the 'Advertisement', he says:

If it have any thing pleasing, it will be
That by which I am most desirous to please,
the Truth and. the Sentiment; and if anything
offensive, it will be only to those I am least^
sorry to offend, the Vioious orthe Ungenerous.

Epistolary satire has here a clear and positive purpose: to express the antipathy

of good to bad. The 'Sentiment' adjusts itself according to what aspect of 'Truth'

0) Imitations of Horace, ed. Butt (1953), p.95
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ie "being dealt with, and tho intellectual, emotional antipathy of the good

nan - the 'viz "bonus' - to pushers and climbers, hacks and political tools,

offomiate courtiers and mercenary tradesmen, quibbling scholars and vain

aspirants to Parnassus, emerges. The tone, the speaking voice of the

poet himself, change®. Thus, when the epistlo oper®, the tone is one of

weariness, nausea and desperation*

Sois'd and ty'd down to judge, how wretched I!
Who can't be silent, and who will not 3ye$
To laugh, were want of Goodness and of Grace,
And to be grave, caccoede all Pow'r of Pace.
I sit with sad Civility, I read
With honest anguish, and an alcing head 5
And drop at last, hut in unwilling oars,
This saving counsel, "Keep your Piece nine years".

2
The last lino, of course, echoes the Ars Poetica. The picture as a whole

presents Pope in a humorous li$rt, and we think not only of tho figure of

poor Horace in Satire I, iz -

Domitto auriculas, ut iniquae mentis asellus,
cum gravius dorso subiit onus (11. 20-1)

- hut of any poet who, when famous, is besieged by supplicants. The name

•Pitholeon', taken fron Horace's tenth satire, introduces another of the

hacks, and we see Pope's patience broken at last when he tells a would-be

plj§rwri£ht, "Sir, let me see your works and you no more".^ Ever on the

defence, Pope says that the charge of cruelty is irrelevant, because the

hacks have such, thick skins that nothing hurts them. t this point the

satire intensifies a little, and the imagery builds up,

(1) Ibid., p.98. (11. 33-40).
(2) Line 388s "... nonumqite promatur in annum".
(3) Line 68.
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just as in Horace animal imagery denotes a concentration of feeling:

Of all mad Creatures, if the Learn* d are apight,
It is the Slaver kills, and not the Bite.

With superb irony, Pope laments that flattery is far worse than spiteful anger.2

As the good man, the emblem of 'Virtus', Pope gives an honest account

of his poetic career. The tone here is accordingly serious and dignified:

jesting, for the moment, is absent. He deals with the various types of critic in

different ways. The sober kind, who "want spirit, taste and sense", but who are

harmless pedants, Pope treats with compassion and charity (in order to take the

wind out of their sails). Others he regards with quizzical interest, and there is

even a lyrical impulse behind his portrait of Atticus, a finely drawn and

psychologically perceptive sketch. Rhetorioal questions, typical of Horace

(they have an almost ominous quality as we await the angry jab) follow, as Pope

demands to know why he is followed and persecuted. The tone is like that of

Horace in Satire II, i, where the good man, desirous of retirement, warns off all

pesterers and persecutors. With the easy dismissiveness of the accomplished

satirist, Pope says that he never mixed with wits and witlings, but left "the whole

Castalian State" to 'Bufo'. The Horatian disinterestedness turns to bitterness

and emotional involvement as Pope remembers how Gay was neglected. The tone

becomes quiet, resigned, and personal on the surface, though we can hear the

rumbling anger underneath. The poet's spleen rises as he lists the liars, slanderers,

0) » p.103. (11. 105-6).
(2) Note also the extraordinary aptness of the illustration, (which is ironically

dressed up as a learned exemplum), where there appears to he an illogical
apportionment of functions in the snake itself.

(3) LI. 229-230.
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libellers, the cowards and the false friends, until the emotion - now one of

quivering hate - reaches its most intense pitch with the ruthless destruction of

Lord Hervey in the *Sporus' sketch. Pope knew how to terrorize his enemies.

Horace could also terrorize, but he has nothing to match the scorn of this sketch,

strengthened as it is by its metaphorical handling and its literary allusions.

The epistle ends with the orator, the poet and the preacher speaking together, and

the prayer,

Oh grant me thus to live, and thus to dieI
Who sprung from Kings shall know less joy than I.

(11. 404-5)

is from Horace, Sat. I, iii, 1.142: "Privatusque magis vivam te rege beatus".

The dialogue form is also present within the dramatic monologue:

Arbuthnot is not always present: sometimes he is in the middle, sometimes in the

far distancej but at times he comes right into the poem as the adversarius.

questioning, doubting, challenging or pleading caution. His is not the only voice

that is heard in direct speech. Messages, snippets of conversation, Pope's

utterances, including one to the hack in the interchange, all give the epistle its

varied, living and dramatic quality. Pope uses most of the devices of Horace's

satiric form, and though he ties himself to no one poem, he 'gets inside' the type

of the satirist whom Horace represents. Thus Pope, unlike Hamilton, Nevile, and

many others, such as Somervile, Whaley, Cuffe, Pitt and Diaper, has linked his own

personality in a very important way to that of Horace. To quote Hamilton: "From

these internal pictures of another's mind, we are naturally set to delineate our

own". Far from being Horace's interpreter, Pope, while still being himself, is
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that "very Hee" of which Jonson spoke.

Pope could not range as freely in his proper imitations, and this becomes

evident in the Epistle to Augustus, a completely non-autobiographical epistle, in

which Pope is compelled to sing the praises of a king he despised, and discuss at

length the history of English literature and the drama, all the time adapting Roman

examples to English ones, and at least echoing the oomments Horace made on them.

Pope manages to turn some of these difficulties to his advantage. He gets over the

panegyrical side of the epistle (Horace in rny case concludes by saying that he is

not equipped to sing his Emperor's exploits) by turning it into an amusing mock-

panegyric, while some of the adaptations and comments are exploited for ironioal

purposes. We are often not quite sure of Pope's tone as we are in the Epistle to

Dr. Arbuthnot. Perhaps one of the reasons for this is that Pope's own voice is not

allowed to intervene in any direct way, and the public nature of the epistle also

affects his style, which is less familial and less witty than that of the earlier poem. Th

central importance of this imitation, however, is that it gives us Pope's vieiv of the

Roman analogy. Though not as extreme as Swift, he was sceptical about the possib¬

ilities of the moderns rivalling the ancients in any but a limited sense.

Horace's epistle is itself a guide to conduct. He speaks to Augustus as

one educated Roman to another, yet is all the time aware that the prinoeps is a man

of immense power and authority and a patron of all the arts. Though the main subject

is the important function of poetry and drama in the state, Horace waits thirty-four

lines before easing himself into his theme. As Fraenkel says,

(l) See Chapter 1, p.15.
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The society to which Horace belongs respeots
a strict code of 'urbanitasj and Horace himself
is most sensitive to the commands of tadt. Not
for the world would he wish on this ^ccasion to
look like an importunate sermonizer.

The epistle opens, therefore, with deference: Horace does not wish to delay Caesar's

busy hours ("Morer tua tempora"), seeing that he bears the weight of so many duties

("Cum tot sustineas"). Pope's opening is a masterpiece of ambiguity and double

entendre:

While You, great Patron of Mankind, sustain
The balanc'd World, and open all the Main;
Your Country, chief, in Arms abroad defend,
At ho$e, with Morals, Arts, and Laws amend;
How shall the Muse, from suoh a Monarch, steal
An hour, and not defraud the Publick Weal? (11. 1-6)

Retaining the Latin "sustineas" in "sustain", Pope applies it to the balance of power

concept. In 1711 Pope wrote the epigram:

Now Europe's balanc'd, neither Side prevails,
For nothing's left in either of tb • Scales. 2

George, unlike Augustus, sustains nothing. The pose remains, however, so that

George is like an ancient caryatid above which both roof and architrave are missing.

By opening all the main the King also opened it to Spanish pirates, and the only

'arms' with which he defended his country abroad were those of his mistresses in

Hanover, whom he visited all too frequently and too long. How indeed shall the

muse steal an hour from such a king? - for it is he (not Pope) who, together with

(1) Eduard Fraenkel, Horace (Oxford, 1957), p.399.

(2) Poena ed. Butt (1965), P»279
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those he represents (that is, the court and the city), really defrauds the "Publiok

Weal".

Pope's deliberate over-praising is nicely disguised when Horace's tribute

to Augustus - "Nil oriturum alias, nil ortum tale fatentes" - is 'excelled' by:

Wonder of Kings! like whom, to mortal eyes
None e'er has risen, and none e'er shall rise.

(11, 29-30).

Over-praise is matched by over-writingj the ambiguity of the last line is a nice

parodic comment on the typical Whig panegyric that mounts to premature heights,

falters and then almost tumbles.

Pope's final paragraph is unique. It is forceful invective hidden beneath

expansive praise, and contains a taunt at George's physical shape -

Not with such Majesty, such bold relief,
The Forms august of King, or conqu'ring Chief,
E'er swelled on Marble... (11. 390- 3 )

- contempt for his lack of culture, anger at his lack of military ambition, and

political opposition over his support, however weak and wavering, for Walpole. Horace

ends by saying that Augustus merits the heroic praise of a Virgil, but that he

himself is incapable of writing epic poetry. Here incapacity is put forward as the

reason when personal choice must play a part. This looms larger in Pope, who in

fact dissociates himself from the public panegyric by breaking off in mock-confusion.

(The verse itself descends to the familiar style, as indeed it does in Horace.)

Pope certainly wants to emphasize "that Horace made his Court to this Great Prince,
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by writing with a decent Freedom toward him, with a just contempt of his low

Flatterers, and with a manly Regard to his own Character". (' dvertisement').

But Verse alas! your Majesty disdains;
And I'm not us'd to Panegyric strains:
The Zeal of Fools offends at any time,
But most of all, the Zeal of Fools in ryme.
Besides, a fate attends on all I write,
That when I aim at praise, they say I bite.

(11. 404-9).

Except for the first line, this could almost be read as prose, suggesting even more

strongly Pope's distaste for the kind of writing which he says he is not used to.

Horace criticizes the Romans for their unthinking attachment to things that

are old, repeating their critical cliches which are tacked on to old writers, and

ridiculing their taste for theatrical spectacle. Augustus encouraged the best con¬

servative attachments. Horace is not directly critical of the emperor in this respect,

but of those who perhaps mistake the real purpose behind Augustus* conservatism and

who therefore lack discrimination. Horace wishes to draw the attention of

Augustus towards the best in the modern period, which, he points out, combines the

sturdy Roman discipline, characteristic of old Roman husbandry (which Augustus

consciously lauded), with Greek refinement. The Roman spirit by Itself was often

rude, and needed correcting, whereas the Greek spirit could become effeminate and

morally weak.

In everything that Horace says Pope is more outspoken: the satirist is
r

always there. '.fhereas Horace's criticisms of old authors are severe, Pope's seem

like dismissals - for example, "beastly Skelton". Romans excel Greeks in painting,
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playing, singing - and wrestling. Pope raakes the joke more apparent:

... learned Athens to our Art must stoop,
Could she behold us tumbling thro' a hoop.

(ll. 47*8. My italics).

Though scribbling is rife, says Horace,

Hie error tamen and levis haec insania, quantas
Virtutes habeat, sic collige... (ll. 119-20)

- the "mild madness" has its virtues. Pope appeals to George's sense of con¬

stitutional security:

Yet Sir, reflect, the mischief is not great;
TJjese Madmen never nurt the Church or State:
Sometimes the Polly benefits mankind;
And rarely Av'rioe taints the tuneful mind.
Allow him but his Play-thing of a Pen,
He ne'er rebels, or plots, like other men.

(11. 189-194).

Deliberately underrating poets in this way, and using terms and concepts fit for a

child's ientality, would have been a gross insult to Augustus; to George it

matters neither one way nor the other. Horace, in this passage, praises both

the epic and the lyric poet, the poet who softens the heart and turns us away from

vice, he who is "asneritatis- & invidiae corrector. & irae". tells of noble

deeds, and brings comfort to the sick heart. Pope praises Roscommon and Addison for

their pure taste, and Swift for his unswerving Irish patriotism. To praise Swift

(whose satire hardly comforts the heart) is of course to attack George.
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Some of the adaptations and substitutions are well engineered, such as

Pope's characterization of the Restoration, supplementing Horace's description of

Greece following the Persian wars. Sometimes, as when Pope talks of "Our rural

Ancestors" the English context is not realized, and we are left with the Roman one.

Some of the smaller substitutions become girds: Horace defended poetic and dramatic

craftsmanship, using the illustration "quod medicorum est Promittunt Medici", which

becomes in Pope:

Ev'n Radcliff's Doctors travel first to Prance,
Nor dare to practise till they've learned to dance. (11. 183-4).

Horace's confidence in the Roman achievement becomes in Pope a sceptical, gloomy,

humorous and at times dismissive appraisal of the modern English scene. Horace

only laughs at the knights in the theatre stalls applauding a woollen robe, but

Pope, calling the "plebecula." "The many-headed Monster of the Pit", is under no

illusion that things can be changed and tastes improved. Horace, however, asks

for a ohange in policy so that the theatre may once again resume its former dignity.

But he is addressing Augustus, and Pope is addressing George II. This difference

in circumstance determines the whole change of tone in the epistle. Pope intends

to show that the modern Augustan programme is not being carried out in any sense.

This in turn makes Horace's model of tact and decorum a scarcely veiled satire on

the king, the government and the modern literati. Pope has also exploited Horace's

comic satire to the full: the difficulties of criticizing Pope, especially in an
&r\<L

imitation, lie in his comic gifts, his dexterous coining of new images,/his
expansion and moulding of original material so that it takes on a new life. The

richness of the allusive method is extremely complex, and requires trained understanding.
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The only weakness of Pope's imitation here is its lack of tonal variety, and its

dependence on comparison with the original text for so much of its meaning.

Some dependence is however essential, for imitations work by consistent allusion:

the whole meaning can only be grasped after reading both texts.

Other imitations of the apistie to Augustus appeared after Pope. That

of Soame Jenyns, written in 1748, converted the serious sentiments of Horace on

1
Roman poetry into more ludicrous ones on the subject of English politics. It is

a light-hearted defence of politicians and their practices. The substitutions are

often amusing: if Livius is no longer faultless for Horace, then the doctrines

of Divine Right, says Jenyns, "now seem wondrous odd". The imitation does have some

lively qualities? the descriptions of the hustings, with the political candidate in

slippers and a morning gown, though little to do with Horace, make the epistle worth

reading. The imitation by Edward Burnaby Greene, written in 1765* appeared in

John Buncombe's The Works of Horace (1767). Greece becomes France, and Greene

complains that French refinement has weakened and corroded English strength - a

Johnsonian attitude. The imitation, however, is derivative from Pope, and lacks

vitality, though some of the lighter passages are well handled, and the conversational,

racy style flits from thought to thought with an easy, if unmasculine motion.

Not as courageous as Pope, Greene does not attack George III, but writes a slightly

humorous account of the degeneration of the moderns. Like Pope, Greene does not

'imitate* Horace in the literal sense by drawing the King's attention to the value

and importance of modern poets: when the choice is between the "unmann'd" genius of

sycophantic scribblers and the "flowery Tastes" of verse-writers, modern poetry has

little to offer, and its social function, let alone its Augustan purpose, has become

(1) See The Works of the British Foots, ed. T. Park (I808), xxsii, pt.2, pp. 10-80,
Jenyns calls it "a burlesque imitation". He also published imitations of Odes
II. xv (pp. 82-84), IV. viii (pp. 84-86), and HI. ix. The latter (pp. 101-3)
is 'A Dialogue between the Rt. Hon. Henry Pelham and Madam Popularity'.
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corrupted. Buncombe's edition of The Works of Horace contained both literal, or

nearly literal translations, and imitations. In the preface, Buncombe agreed that

imitations are preferable to translations because they allow Roman originals to be
1

read as modern poems, while many difficulties in the original are obviated.

Of the epistolary imitations, Greene's are the best, but on the whole the level of

imitation is fairly low. Greene himself emerges as a dilettante rather than a

Horatian observer, and his satire lacks bite.

Pope's imitation of the Epistle to Floras, which is far more familiar,

personal and 'Horatian' than the Epistle to Augustus, also shows Pope's genius,

and the success with which he lived out his own 'imitatio Horati', though, as we

shall see, he v/as not content to sink into the Horatian self-complacency whioh

Horace half weloomes, and he by no means wants to be labelled, it would seem, as

another semi-retired eighteenth-century 'Horace*. The theme of the epistle is

civilized retirement, like Horace's first epistle. Horace has turned to the

serious business of life, which he calls "sapere", or 'Wisdom', so that, like Pope,

he has"moralized his song":

Himirum sapere est abjectis utile nugis,
Et tempestivura pueris concedere ludum;
Ac non verba sequi fidibus modulanda Latinis,
Sed verae numeroscue modosoue ediscere vitae.

(11. 141-4).

The easy flow of the verse in this epistle, the sublimely settled feeling which it

1, "The little Incidents and Circumstances of History, the Manners of the Persons
addressed to, the Rites and Customs referred to, in War, Politics, and Religion,
were familiar to the Latin Readers, and gave them a Propriety, Elegance, and
Ease, which must be lost to the English Reader; and, though assisted by the
Notes, he finds it rather a Study, than an Entertainment. I therefore think
that Imitations and Accommodations will generally succeed better than strict
Translations." (The Works of Horace. In English Verse (1767), pp. ix-x.)
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a complete renunciation of the lyric poetry of Horace's earlier period.

Whereas the Julius Floras to whom the epistle is addressed was in the

suite of Tiberius, Pope addresses his imitation to a retired soldier,

Colonel Anthony Browne, who had presumably fought under Marlborough, in

which cane he would have been fifty to sixty years old. Horace's advice on

moderation and frugality is an indirect criticism of Floras, whereas Browne

becomes for Pope that requirement of all poets - someone or something of

significance to the poet xuith whom he can comunicato (here, within the

dramatic monologue form) and express Jain feelings, or to which he can attach

hie personal sympathies and expand upon larger themes. The implied

criticism is directed instead at Bathurst, who is brought in at a point when

Horace asks, "quid vici prosunt, aut barren?" (1. 177).

Pope has 2

All vast Possessions (just the name the case
Whether you call them Villa, Park, or Chace)
Alas, my BATHLJRSTi What will they avail?

(11. 254-6).

Colonel Browne is also tlie right person to be told of the poor old soldier

who fought in "ANNA'S Wars", and again Popo makes a departure in order to

maintain a consistent ideas

Ho leapt the Tranches, scal'd a Castle-Wall,
Tore down a Standard, took the Fort and all.
•Prodigious well!' his g?eat Commander cry'd,
Gave him much Praise, and some Howard beside,

(11. 40-3)
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where the reference is obviously to the meanness of Marlborough - whose Blenheim

Palace must have served as a striking contrast to "Delightful Abs-court", Browne's

small farm near Walton-on-Thames, not far from Pope's home at Twickenham.

Pope makes the epistle his and not Horace's even in the autobiographical

details: Horace had nothing after the battle of Philippi, when his father's farm

was taken away. For Pope,

Hopes after Hopes of Pious Papists fail'd,
While mighty WILLIAM'S thundring Arm prevail'd.

(11. 62-3).

Horace found security at last after writing poetry, and being taken up by Maecenas;

Pope lives and thrives, "thsnks to Homer".

Horace is thoroughly Anglicized and modernized, and Pope slips in familiar,

personal, and satirical details in order to reinforce the modernity and 'originality'

of the epistle. Illustrating the pointlessness of writing verses by the chaotically

different tastes of people, Horace says:

Tres mihi convivae prope dissentire videntur,
Poscentes vario multum diversa palato. (11. 6l-2).

Pope uses his own comic and satiric resources in order to add vitality to his

imitation:

One likes the Pheasant's wing, and one the leg;
The Vulgar boil, the Learned roast an Egg;
Hard Taskt to hit the Palate of such Ouests,
When Qldfield loves, what Dartineuf detests,

(11. 84-7)
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- as if Pope at any time considered or would ever consider, as he wrote, the

tastes of such people. What in Horace is a chuckle becomes a laugh in Pope.

Horace, when in Pome, has to visit friends and acquaintances; - no time for

verses:

Hie sponsum vocat, hie auditum scripta, relictis
Omnibus officiis : oubat hie in colle Quirini,
Hie extremo in Aventino; visendus uterque.

(11. 67-9).

Pope, in a similar situation to the one he has already described so brilliantly

in the Epistle to Dr. Ar'buthnot. suggests the actual speech of these importunates,

while the broken couplets imitate Horace's broken lines:

In Palace-Yard at Nine you'll find me there -
At Ten for certain, Sir, in Bloomsb'ry-Square -
Before the Lords at Twelve my Cause comes on -

There's a Rehearsal, Sir, exact at One. -

(11. 94-7).

Horace describes the clutter in the streets of Rome, the distractions which

preclude the exercise of poetic inspiration. Edward Burnaby Greene, in his

imitation of this epistle, was able to naturalize Horace, but without infusing

his own personality into the poem, so that in this case he had the couplet:

Blind fiddlers scrape, Carts rattle, Milkmen bawl,
And ragged Sirens tedious Ditties drawl,

whereas Pope's observations have a Swiftian bite:

Have you not seen at Guild-hall's narrow Pass,
Two Aldermen dispute it with an Ass?
And Peers give way, exalted ^is they are,
Ev'n to their own S-r-v—nee in a Carr? (11. 104-7),

1. Sir-reverence, i.e. human excrement.
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d \,nome*xeo lo eivfxlw Jtm ©rid e'HI od gniud vledfliJbemn f rioiriw aenil -
- lines which immediately bring to lire the weird mixture or ceremony ana

beastliness typical of the city.

Pope can revive a phrase and re-create a scene as only an experienced

poet can. Horace's

•..statua taciturnius exit
Pleruraque, & risu populum quatit, (11. 83-4),

used to describe the incongruous picture of the grey scholar walking about in Rome,

becomes in Pope:

The Boys flock round him, and the People stare:
So stiff, so mute! some Statue, you would swear,
Stept from its Pedestal to take the Air,

(11. 120-3),

which extends the comparison to suggest something ghost-like. 'More mute than a

statue' would have been too weak in English. Pope's technique in these imitations

is partly to translate Horace's thoughts without either weakening the language or

compromising his own satiric purpose.

Blending his personality in many respects with that of Horace, Pope can also

at times speak in his own distinctive voice, and in doing so he coins his own

thoughts, phrases and images. An imitator, if ha is to succeed as Pope does,

must give scope to his own invention - though perhaps not to his fancy. He must

be an opportunist, seizing every opportunity to write originally, though in a manner

generally consistent with the literary model and the poetic personality of the author

imitated. Horace, complaining of the tribe of bards who throng around him, expresses
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his desire for peace, "stoj^ping up his ears when they recite". Pope is such

less pacific. We do not expect Horace's "genua frritabile v ;tum" to annoy

the \oet any more, but in Pope:-

Much do I su-fer, much, to keep in peace
This jealous, waspish, wrong-head, rhiniag Race;
And much mi at flatter, if the Whim should bite
To court applause by printing what I writes
But let the Fit pass o'er, I'm wise enough,
To stop my ears to their confounded stuff.

(11. 1V?-152)

Though smacking of hurriedness in the composition and ill-natured lack of

patience, it is nevertheless Pope who is speaking here, Horace having retired

into the distance. Other examples could be cited of this change in mood from

the comfortable, settled ease and 'playful seriousness' of Horace, to the

unrelaxed desire for relaxation, the alternating repose and angry irritation

characteristic of Pope. The passage beginning "Nimirum sapere ..." in Horace,

which we quoted as being the central statement of the epistle, takes on a

different tone in Pope. Pope does not seem to choose "Wisdom" and the

pursuit of philosophy here, but rather assumes that they have been thrust

upon hirns

Well, on the whole, plain Prose must be my fates
Wisdom (curse on it) will come soon or late.
There is a tine when Poets will <yow dull:
I'll e'en leave Verses to the Soys at school:
To Rules of Poetry no more coniin'd,
I learn to smooth and harmonise my Mind,
Teach ev'ry Thought within its bounds to roll,
And keep the equal Measure of the Soul.

(11. 198-205)
The interesting sudden lapse of dignity in the second line, the anbiguois

juxtaposition of the phrases "no more coafin'd" and"Teach., within its bounds to
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roll" betray, consciously or unconsciously, a definite lack of sympathy with what

Horace is saying. After all, when one sees another man retiring and preparing

for old age (here, Horace or Colonel Browne), one may admire him and set him

against all the others, but does one necessarily say to oneself, I too would like

to be old, retired and mentally settled? The very fact that Pope is still

aggressive and pugnacious in this epistle shows that he does not wish to become

the average middle-aged 'Horace', but that he still has more barbs to throw, that

he is asserting, not insinuating moral values. For example, Horace asks, when we

have been told that folly flees the rich, do we follow the same counsellors,

though we are rich and still no wiser? As it stands, this question does not hit

home straight away, but Pope makes it obvious to what kind of moral hypocrisy

Horace is referring:

when servile Chaplains cry, that Birth and Place
Indue a Peer with Honour, Truth, and Grace,
Look in that Breast, most dirty Dukel be fair,
Say, can you find out one such Lodger there?
Yet still, not heeding what your Heart can teach,
You go to Church to hear these Flatt'rers preach.

(11. 220-25).

This is no mere clarification or paraphrase but an 'imitation* of the original

passage.

Apart from the jaunty imitation of the first part of Epistle I, vii,

'Imitated in the Manner of Dr. Swift', Pope published one other imitation of a

Horatian epistle, that is Epistle I, vi, whose opening phrase, "Nil admirari",

was St. John, Lord Bolingbroke's motto. Its theme is philosophic calm,
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disinterestedness, that wise indifference or imperviousness to chaotic emotions,

which, for Horace, is the basis of true happiness. Though the moral ideal is

stated as indifference to wealth, position and reputation, it can just as well

imply an indifference to poverty, oppression and misfortune. Such an attitude,

though one could call it priggish, unsympathetic because uninvolved, estranging

because dispassionate, was nevertheless an essential part of the aristocratic

conception of Reason. As a social attitude some of its more distasteful sides

can aopear. The search for stasis in the case of the creative writer, or for

an ideal calm in the case of the religious meditator, however, do not evoke

directly the social connotations which are indicated in Horace and in Pope.

Pope's satirical wit is largely absent in this epistle, and the Roman

analogy, in a limited way, seems to be taken more seriously. Horace reflects on

the inevitable passage of time; the subdued antitheses, and the naming of

famous places and names give his lines that classical dignity and poise which has

been often emulated:

Quidquid sub terra est, in apricum proferet Aetas,
DefocLiet, condetque nitentia. Puutn bene notura
Porticus Agrippae, & via te oonspexerit Appi,
Ire tamen restat Numa quo devenit & Anous.

(11. 24-27).

Pope's application of these lines to the famous orator, barrister and future

"ft'hig M.P. for Boroughbridge, are unusually lacking in that sensitivity to

incongruities which the poet usually displays:
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Yet Time ennobles, or degrades each Line;
It brighten'd CRAG's, and may darken thine:
And what is Fame? the Meanest have their day,
The Greatest can but blaze, and pass away.
Grac'd as thou art, with all the Pow'r of Words,
So known, so honour'd, at the House of Lords;
Conspicuous Scene! another yet is nigh,
(More silent far) where Kings and Poets lye;
Where MURRAY (long enough his Country's pride)
Shall be no more than TTJLLY, or than HYD'iS!

(11. AV53).

Admittedly Pope is branching out into panegyric here, but the over-conscious

linking of Murray, Tully and Hyde, the limp sense of "House...Scene", the obvious

rhetoric of the passage, and the reduction of Horace's largeness and generality

(all the thriving world of Rome will one day be buried) into a trite and pompous

sentiment (Murray will one day be buried in Westminster) - all this is unworthy

of Pope. Pope is conscious of Murray throughout the imitation, and this takes

away from the effectiveness of some of the ethical reflections. Horace is

localized and reduced, and Pope fails to convince us as a spiritual doctor.

He could, for example, have made more of the delightful picture in Horace of the

ambitious politician who hires a servant to point out to him the men of influence,

and who flatters his would-be supporters with the words "frater" and "pater".

Pope restrains himself here, and limits himself to a more generalized picture

than we would expect. The reason, of course, is that in this imitation he is

also praising Murray, so that the hints of criticism are not allowed to develop

into satire: indeed, the epistle itself, because so short, does not really allow

it.

Pope's Horatian epistles are, however, distinctly different from those

other imitations that tended towards diluted generality, over-worked platitudes,
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complacency, a sense of the immediate occasion without its ever taking on a

permanent truth or validity, and a too rigid, too insensitive approaoh to the

familiar epistle. As a mixture of panegyric, autobiography, moral and philosophical

reflection, satire, and dramatic monologue (with elements of dialogue) the

informal verse epistle required breadth of learning and a knowledge of current

issues and personalities, if possible at first hand. Pope was unusual in

that he gained entrance, on almost equal terms, to some of the most notable

patrons of his day. This, often prohibitive, qualification for Horatian imitation,

especially the epistolary kind, put him at once in a better position than most.

But the conscious artistry, the imaginative re-creation of Horace's words and

ideas in the modern context, the witty, satirical, moral, topical and other

excursions (which can expand an epistle of 216 lines^ into one of 327 lines),

reveal Pope as a poet-imitator who could rarely be excelled in his field. He

understood too, that the familiar epistle required a variety of tone and an

effective use of the colloquial, together with carefully controlled transit!

digressions and illustrations. Above all, he did not settle into that easy

posture of settled middle-aged retirement which has come to be assooiated, in a

derogatory sense, with the Horatian attitude.

(1) Epistle II, li$ though we must bear in mind that Latin is more condensed than
English anyway.



CHAPTER 9. DIDACTIC AND MOCK-DIDAGTIC IMITATIONS t HOMAGE'S Alio PQ' TIC A AND

OVID'S ARS AtlATORIA.

SUMMARY.

The types of didactic poetry in the ei^iteenth oentury outlined.

(i) Analysis of Horace's Ars roetioa.

(ii) Modern didactic pieces deriving from or in imitation of Horace's

modeli Roscommon, Granville, Oldham, Wesley, Coward, Pope, Popple, .Byron,

Stedman, Perm. How Horace's ideas and precepts are changed to suit modem

methods and conceptions as well as providing a standard for taste. How 'wit'

and imitation itself are justified by avowed adherence to the authority of

Horace, yet how also English poetry tended to seek independence from neo-classical

dogmatism. Mock-imitations of the Ars Poetioa auoh as Miller's Harlequin-Horace

(1731) also discussed. Byron'3 Hints from Horaoe (1813) a brilliant satirio and

oomic imitation.

(iii) The Boratian model could be wittily applied to subjects analogous to

that of poetry - meaning anything from oookery to preaching, 'beauing' and

architecture. These 'transferred imitations' by King, Miller, Brainstem, Dodsley

and others are interesting because they show how pervasive the Horatian canon was

in all aspects of culture at this time. They also show how far the poetic

imitation involves variety, expansion and originality, operating within the

associative framework. Originality often implied not something entirely new,

but (in th|j older sense) new ways of returning to an original them® or model.

(iv) Ovid's Ars Amatoria cleverly and sometimes brilliantly adapted to

English scenes and manners in translations and imitations! Dryden. Oongreve,

King, Hopkins, Fielding and others.
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Chapter 9.

Didactic and nock-didactic imitations; Horace's Arc Poetlcg and Oyic!'s

Arc Anatoria.

Tko didactic poem in the neo-classical period provided ample opportunities

for demonstrating rhetorical skill. Eighteenth century poets found opportunities

to instruct even in the most literal sense of the fjords

If the Romans had their Art of Love, and Art of
Poetry; wo have the Art of Cookery, the Art of
walking the streets, the Art of Dancing, the
Art of Preaching, the Art of living in London,
the Art of Shooting, Plying, and - the Art of
Dressing the Hair.1

wrote one author in 1770. According to the nature of the didactic topic and the

purpose of the poet, differont poetic stylos could "be adapted, such an the goorgic,

nocks-goorgio, semi-horois and nock-heroic, and Hootation. Our concern in this

chapter is with the two Roman archetypes, from which steamed a number of imitative

didactic poems. Hie close imitations are set in a completely modern context, even

the topic has sometimes changed, while the Heration rhetorical stylo is adapted to

modern concepts and methods of exposition. Hie georgic is of course the best known

of the didactic forms in the eighteenth century, and when Thomas Ticlccll in 1711
2

said that didactic verse ranked second to epic alone, he had Virgil in mind.

(1) Hie Art of Dressing the Hair. A Poem (1770). Dy 'E.P. Phllocosia'.
(Dedication).

(2) In De Poesi Didaotica* a lecture given at Oxford.
See R.E. Tiekell, Thomas Tickell and the bightooacth Century Poets (1685-1740)
(1931), p.200 and pp.207-8. ~ ~~
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Horatian didacticism was less elevated, but it nevertheless formed an important

part of the genre. Ovid's poem was less imitated, but its presence was also

felt. It is interesting to note that didactic poems were the f ashion when Ovid

wrote the Ars Amatoria. and that the topics ranged from snake venoms and medicinal

drugs to directions for games and sports, or how to look after house &uests and

arrange dinner parties. In Augustan Rome and in iSngland poetry assumed a unique

social function and reflected the manners of the age in a very direct way.

The subjects suitable for didactic treatment were, then, very wide. The real

question was how to present them and how to inculcate rules, precepts and directions

without being prosaic.

The great art in the conduct of ^didacticy7 poems
is so to adorn and enliven the precepts that they
may agreeably strike the imagination; and to deliver
them in such an indirect manner, that, the form of
instruction being concealed, the reader may grow
wiser without perceiving he is taught, and that
while the most useful lessons are inculcated, the
whole may appear only as an amusement.

In other words, by disguising 'axt', by making it 3eem like 'nature', and by com¬

bining the utile and the duloe. in the presentation itself, a duty could be made
2

to seem like a pleasure. It is difficult to think of love and poetry as duties,

but in the case of Horace poetry is set on a more rational and human plane, while

the poet is seen to have a supreme duty - within the Augustan context - as the

civilizer of men. Horace therefore sees poetry as a human activity with all the

(1) The Art of i:'oetrv on a New Plan by J. Newbery (?), (1762), i, pp. 232-3.

(2) For Tickeil, there should, in the fourth type of didactic (compounded out of
those treating morals, philosophy and special arts), be "a constant transference
from business to pleasure and back again". Op.cit., p.206.
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social obligations crystallized in the art itself. Horace's own 'artless'

presentation disguises a mastery of tone and a superbly controlled use of illustration,

digression and the sudden transition.

The poet, like the lover, must conceal his art. ,<ith Ovid, the dualism is

extremely subtle. The lover is shown as a schemer, a planner, a resourceful player

of a skilful game. On the other hand, if the lover has scant good nature, if he

lacks kindliness, he is no lover, however skilful at attracting the ladies he might
1

be. Ovid almost deceives us into believing that love is an art, but he understands

perfectly well that it involves the excitation of the passions, the thrill of the

chase, and that there are moments during the 'sport' when tutoring is impossible.

Didactic poetry therefore implies the inculcation of rules and precepts when

it is understood that rules and precepts are never sufficient in themselves, either

for success in any particular art, or for the poetic manner of the presentation.

The author of the quotation above has given us a full contemporary appraisal of the

didactic genre. It grew, he said, as a result of the consciousness of mankind's

defects and the consequent need for correction and improvement. Poetry was called

in to the aid of science, and lent refreshment and pleasure to what could otherwise

be dull treatises (though Ovid's subject had more intrinsic possibilities than most).

Digressions oould take the form of moral reflections, pertinent remarks, familiar

similes, or other kinds of additional material necessary to make the subject

interesting. Didaotio poems he reduced to four main types. The first was con¬

cerned with moral duties. This would include Pope's Moral Essays, and many other

verse essays, such as those on friendship, conversation, and the social arts. The

second he defined as philosophical speculations. Pope's ,ssay on Man, and similar

essays such as those on reason, wisdom and providence, would come under this group.

1 The 'Art of Loving', says Tickell, should be "included under the Training of
Morals." Ibid., p.202.
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Neither of these groups concern us. Their classical heritage is less pronounced,

though the influence of Seneca's Moral Essays, which were translated by Motteux and

others, was considerable. The third group dealt with man's business and pleasures.

The Georgic poems are inoluded under the former, Ovidian imitations under the

latter, while the Horatian didactic imitations that treat of such subjects as

preaching, politics, acting, 'beauing' and architecture are covered by both. The

fourth group was concerned with poetry and critioism. Non-transferred imitations of

the Ars Poetica form a significant part of this group. Because poetry was the most

important single concern of didactic poetry, and because the Ars Poetioa became

almost the Bible of the English Augustans, Horace will occupy most of our attention

in this chapter.

i. The Ars Poetioa.

The Italian commentators looked to the Ars Poetica for poetic laws and precepts,

and even up until the late seventeenth c entury in England the fact that it was an

informal epistle of a didactit? kind was often obscured by a too rigid approach.

Following the modern interpretation of Horace urged on by the efforts of Sheffield,

Roscommon, and G-ranville, who had written poems on poetry, criticism and the art of
1

translation, Pope wrote, in fin Essay on Critioism:

Horaoe still charms with graceful He ligence,
And without Method talks us into Sense,
Will like a Friend familiarly convey
The truest Notions in the easiest way.

He, who Supreme in Judgment, as in Wit,
Might boldly censure, as he boldly writ,
Yet judg'd with Coolness tho' he sung with Fire;
His Precepts teaoh but what his "forks inspire.
Our Criticks take a contrary Extream,
They judge with Fury, but they write with Fie'me:
Nor suffers Horaoe more in wrong Translations
By Wits, than Critioks in as wrong Quotations. (ll» 653-664)

(l) See Chapter 2 above, pp. 12-13
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Julius Scaliger's description of the Ars as 'equidem quod de Arte sine Arte Tradita*

could be taken in two ways, according to whether one applauded Horace's apparent

'artlessness' or not. Pope understood the real nature of Horace's non-lyrioal

verse: its urbanity, its sense of occasion, its ease and decorum. The three

poets mentioned above were all emulating Horace to some extent, providing modern

Horatian examples, while Oldham wrote a strict imitation of the Ars Poetioa in 1680.

Yet Charles Gildon, (whose Complete Art of Poetry furnished Pope and Swift with much

of their material for The Art of Sinking in Poetry), c Tpiled a set of rules based

on the poems of Sheffield, Roscommon, and Granville , while forgetting - in Pope's

eyes - that 'laws' alone, (presumably available to all and sundry), would not by
2

any means produoe good poets. Alfred Noyes says that Horace'3 intention in the

Ars Poetioa was to set the crooked straight, rather than to lay down rules for

writing."* When Pope says that

True Ease in Writing comes from Art, not Chance,^
As those move easiest who have learn'd to dance,

he is not saying that ease can simply be learned, but that it can only be developed

(1) The Laws of Poetry, as laid down by the Duke of Buckinghamshire in his Essay
on Poetry, by the Earl of Roscommon, in his Essa,v on Translated Verse, and
by the Lord Lsnsdovme. on unnatural flights in poetry, explain'd and
illustrated (1721).

(2) Leonard Welsted, in his Epistles. Odes. Etc. (1724) complained that modern
imitators of Horace's Art of Poetry "...touch only the Externals or
Form of the Thing, without entring into the Spirit of it... the Secret,
the ^oul of good writing is not to be come at thro' such mechanic Laws."
(p. xviii).

(3) Portrait of Horace (London, 1947), p.177.

(4) Essay on Criticism, 11. 362-3.
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with the help of innate judgement and ability, once the elementary steps and

movements have been learned. Pope's 'Art' does not consist in learning rules,

but is a conscious artistio process.

Some of the didactic and mook-didactio poems which were written in imitation

of Horace's Ara Poetica differ from other types of didactic poem in the eighteenth

century just as moving with ease differs from dancing according to elementary rules:

though the imitations carried Horace into different spheres, such as acting,

politios and architecture, they often presumed that 'an art' could mean two

things. On the one hand, it was a craft that waa taught and learned; on the

other, it was something that could not be grasped mechanically, but needed a

whole number of other talents, virtues and innate abilities before it could be

mastered. This is made clear, for example, in Robert Dodsley's The Art of breaching.

where Horace's strictures on spontaneity and lack of training are applied to a

different context:

In every Science, they that hope to rise,
Set great Examples still before their Eyes.
Young Lawyers copy Murray where they can;
Physicians Mead, and Surgeons Cheselden:
But all will preach, without the least pretence
To Virtue, Learning, Art, or Eloquence.

Horaoe's Ars Poetica should be compared, not with Aristotle's Poetics, but with

Addison's 'Essays on Paradise Lost' on the serious side, and perhaps with Montaigne

in its more humorous passages. The opening itself prepares us for the kind of

(1) The Art of Preaching, in Imitation of Horace's '.rt jf . oetry (Glasgow, n.d.),
p .13*
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production it is:

Huraano capiti oervioem piotor equinam iungere si velit,
et varias inducere plumas undique collatis membris, ut
turpiter atrum desinet in pisoem mulier formose superne,
spectatum admissi risum teneatis, araici? (11.1-5).

Line 306, "munus et officium, nil scribens ipse, dooebo" would have been a

more orthodox beginning. Horace's picture of the mad painter, however, shocks

his young listeners, the Pisos, out of their complacency, and presents the large

difficulties to be overcome before anyone can set pen to paper or brush to canvas

with any confidence. The example is a corrective, while the social implications

the artist must face are included in the line "speotatuia admissi risum teneatis,

amioi?" - nicely putting the Pisos in the position not of the artist but of his

publio. The Pisos, as Horace's collective adversarius. protest that painters and

poets have a right to attempt anything. Horace answers: yes, but they must keep

within the bounds of common sense. At once the tone of the epistle has been

established. It is not a treatise, and therefore Horace is not tied to a systematic

plan, though it would be very wrong to assume it has no plan. Rather than

lecturing, Horace, one could say, airs his knowledge, all the while making his own

attitudes clear. A thread of irony runs through the ejistle. The Pisos do get

an answer to their first question. If a poet knows the poetic forms, their

development and their ancient masters, if he is conversant ?ith life's details and

patterns, if he can imitate the great and be original (though a poet can never be

mediocre - he must hit the heights), if he restrains and refines his work ten times

over to the test of the close-cut nail, and if he keeps his work back nine years

before daring to show it in public, then he is free to attempt anything he likes.
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The loosely imitative poems and the imitation by Oldham captured Horace's serious

and familiar style, but the mock-didactic versions exploited his humorous and

satirical side, and provided an effective antidote to the -edant,thus justifying

R,P. Bond's statement that "the most enduring accomplish,aent of burlesque poetry
1

was a critical insight expressed through comic imitation."

Horace, though he can be ironical, puts forward what is really his basic creed,

and spends much time discussing the epio and drama, in which he reveals his

Aristotelian affinities: he speaks on dramatic decorum for nearly eighty lines.

The discussion ends with some words on the verse-forms used in poetry. After this

long, intense, intellectual and tradition-conscious passage, Horace once again

settles into the mood of the opening, which combines the familiarity of useful

aphorism with the satiric sketch, held together by the easy motion of Horace's

monologue. By line 309 he feels he has sufficiently expounded his views to generalize

in a brief, definitive statement: "Scribendi recte sapere est et prinoipium et

fons." It is interesting to see how seventeenth and eighteenth century translators
(g)

and imitators of Horace conceived of this 'Wisdom*.

Irony is tainted with bitterness when Horace attacks the acquisitive,

mercenary sooiety around him and its antipathy to "oarmina... linenda cedro et levi

servanda cupresso" (1.332). This is the theme of Juvenal's seventh satire.

Horace, however, does not linger on one theme, thus running the risk of beooming

morbid, but breaks off, the tone sounding more cheerful • s he sounds a well-known

axiom:

(1) English Burlesque Poetry 1700-1750. p.213

(2) See below, pp. 4-05 ff.
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Aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae
aut simul et iucunda et idonea dicene vitae,

(XI. 333-4),

and proceeds to theorize once again, to enjoy one of hi3 favourite themes: the

correction of faults and the quest for perfection.

Throughout the epistle, Horaoe is easy, never dogmatic, aid this was

what made him so popular in England after the Restoration. His only rule, if

it oould be called a rule, is the golden mean. The famous words "Ut piotura poesis"

are followed by neatly balanced lines which, because they compare poems with paintings

and also compare different kinds of painting, take us back to the opening lines,

and suggest that now some order has been arrived at, an order based on the application

of study, practice, compromise, and a taste founded on common sense. In England

Horatian values could be adapted to all aspects of life, which is indeed indicated

by the imitations we discuss below. The ideals of compromise and attention to the

whole are reflected in writings on politics and philosophy as well as on literature,

while the analogy between poetry and painting was of course an important one.

Horace could act as a fulcrum of neo-cl&ssiclsm, and it is in this light that we

must view the imitations, not as exercises or jeux d'esprit.

At line 391 the tone is more elevated, as Horace reminds us that poetry is the

civilizer of men. The verse begins to sound heroic as he instructs us on the

antiquity and dignity of the poetic art. Characteristically, he breaks off again

and examines, lightly but not superficially, whether poetry is the result of nature

or art, and though he exphasizes the importance of genius, he here stresses (taking

an image from the race course) painful effort, that is, craftsmanship and skill.

The last thirty lines return once more to the satirical bias of the opening, as he
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shows us the poet (if he is rich in lands) a victim of flatterers and

sycophants posing as critics. Against this satirical sketch is set a

penultimate paragraph in which he praises the • vir bonus et prudens", the true

friend (as Horace is), who is not afraid to criticize. The whole epistle ends

with a coda, whioh contains a satirical, almost savage picture of the poet as

madman, a very old theme whioh Horace revitalizes in a humorous way by taking it

in its most literal sense; the final ima&e, comparing an insistent poet to a

blood-sucking leech, is one of those many animal images in Horace of which Pope

was also fond, suggesting those forces below the surface which are a threat to

civilization and oulture and to man's own humanity.

C.O. Brink outlined Horace's links with Hellenistic and noo-Aristotelian models\
but the English were more aware of Horace as a man of' the world, as a living presenoe

whose sense of the social pattern could be applied to new social situations. When

Horace repeats that Rom-ins are practical, materialistic, and lack the finer

qualities of the Greeks, he does not deny his Roman breeding, though he will not

undervalue his Greek education. In the English oontext the refinement was French,

but the patriotio dilemma was overcome by shaking off many of the French influences.

Horace justifies the poetic activity in social terms, end he does not say that

the poet is divinely inspired. The English, understanding Horace's undootrinaire

attitude, could test Horatlanism in the English oontext without being strictly

boxtnd to previous European neo-classical culture, just as Horace himself was not

merely an appendage of Greek culture.

(1) In Horace on °oetry (Cambridge, 1963).
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Horace's mad poet is a social outcast who is also outside the norms of art.

Poets have a function. They exist to teach, delight and charm through wisdom and

genuineness of emotion, to civilize, ennoble and eternalize greatness, and to act

as guides. The poet whom Plato banished from his Republic Horace restores to his

own Roman Umpire, but the irony is that this poet is a largely unattainable ideal.

The conflict between pragmatism and idealism led one or two writers in the

eighteenth century to burlesque Horace: not to burlesque the ideal, but to set

it against a world in which ideals are ignored, forgotten, or rarely if ever

attained. Another reason for imitating the Ars Poetioa lay in the pleasure

derived from making certain analogies between different social activities, oombined

with the reader's pleasure in observing the skill of the modem author's consistent

allusion to Horace. Thus from poetry the Horatian didactic form was transferred

to life in general, 'beauing', acting, politics, preaching, stock-jobbing, cookery

and architecture. The analogies were part of seeing life in the round, but the

subjects determined whether tho intention was serious or not. The more straight¬

forward imitators of the Ars Poetioa were setting standards in the name of Horace,

which meant bending the original to fit the modem situation, as well, of course,

as putting in Horace's mouth the precepts of the modems.

ii. Modem ' Arts of Poetry'.

The first vernacular translation of the Aire Poetic; in England was that of

Thomas Drant in 1567# In 1600 Queen Elizabeth herself made an incomplete, but

tolerably lucid, literal translation, and Ben Jonson's translation, which was

written as a guide to poets and dramatists, not as a model for translations (though

it was in verse) did not appear until I64.O. After the Restoration several
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influential poems of the didactic type, whose lineage can be ultimately traced baok

to Horace, appeared. John Sheffield, the Duke of Buckingham's An Essay upon

Poetry (1682) adapted much from Horace and Boileau, but was a more'elevated'type,

stressing as it did the necessity for genius and inspiration. As an 'Essay' too,

it differed from an epistle much as Pope's 'Epistles' in his Essay on Man differed

from his close Horatian epistles. Of Roscommon's Essay on Translated Verse (1684)

however, Dryden wrote the following appreciation, which is similar to that made by

Pope concerning Horace and quoted above:

Yet modestly he does his Work survey
And calls a finish'd Poem an Essay;
For all the needful Rules are scatter'd here;
Truth smoothly told, and pleasantly severe; ^
(So well is Art disguis'd, for Nature to appears.)

Roscommon's fine blank verse translation of the Ars i'ootica had appeared in

1680. It was reprinted fairly frequently, and widely used: quotations from

'Horace' were often taken from Rosoommon's translation, which was not as

literal as that of Jonson. In his 'Prefaoe' Roscommon explained his purpose

in the undertaking:

I think it could never be more seasonable than now to lay
down such Rules, as if they be observed, will make Men write
more correctly, and judge more discreetly: But Horace must
be read seriously or not at all, for else the Reader won't
be the better for him, and I shall have lost my Labour.

There are occasional modernizations: Horace is made to censure English sports,

and the bad taste seems to belong to London rather th?n to Rome. Some of the

(1) To the Earl of Roscommon, on his Excellent Essay on Translated Verse.
prefixed to Roscommon's poem.
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critical terms, too, shade into meanings other than those precisely indicated by

Horace himself. For example, "sapere" at line 309, which Horace connects with

Soeretic wisdom and a patriotic sense of duty, Roscommon translates as "sound

judgment". The irony and satire are considerably softened, so that Horace's poem is

less a diversion in itself than a guide for regulating the poetio art. Roscommon

sometimes interporates, presumably in the confident belief that this was what Horace

would have said had he lived during the Restoration. Horace tells of constant flux

and decay in spite of human achievement. He mentions three great achievements by

the Caesars, on9 of which,

seu cursum mutavit iniquum frugibus amnis doctus
iter melius (11. 67-8),

Rosoomraon turns into a criticism of lack of restraint:

See how the Tyber, whose licentious Waves
So often overflow'd the neighb'rfng Fields,
Now runs a smooth and Inoffensive Course. 1

We have already noted in Chapter 2 how Horace was brought in to justify the aims of

the modern translators,

Roscommon applauded a manly English independence from foreign rules, so that

Horace became a kind of national hero. George Granville, Lord Lansdowne, also

welcomed Horatian standards of correctness, restraint and moderation, and in his

Essay concerning Unnatural Flights in Poetry (1701) he ventured to hope that one

day imperial Britons would stand alone

The Stagyrite and Horace, laid aside, g
Inform'd by them, we need no Foreign Guide. *"

(1) art of foclry (l&o), p.6,
(2) .'.'oax- -poo iicruo^al (1712), p. 177
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Oldham's imitation, therefore, was part of a national spirit which attempted to

convert the values of the Ancients into truly English terms. It first appeared

in Some New Pieces i'^ever before Publish'd (l68l). In the * Advertisement* Oldham

said that the task of translating Horace had been imposed on Jonson and Roscommon

and had not been voluntary.

Wherefore, being prevailed upon to make an Essay,
I fell to thinking of some course, whereby I might serve
my self of the Advantages, which those that went before
me, have either not minded, or scrupulously abridged them¬
selves of. This I soon imagined was to be effected by
putting Horace into a more modern dress, than hitherto
he has appeared in, that is by making him speak, as if
he were living, and writing now. I therefore resolved
to alter the Soene from Rome to London, and to make use

of English names of Men, Places, and Customs, where the
Parallel would decently permit, which I conceived would
give a kind of new Air to the Poem, and render it more
agreeable to the relish of the present Age. 1

He professes to have kept "religiously strict to the sense, and expressed it in as

plain and intelligible a manner as the subject would bear", though he departs more

from the original text than the 'Advertisement' would have us believe. His departures

he justifies by appealing to Horace himself, and ooncludes by saying that he has tried

to "hit the easy and familiar way of writing which was peculiar to Horace in his

Epistles and was his proper talent above any of mankind." In this way he evades the

condemnation of Dryden, who believed that translators should preserve the individuality

of the original author as far as possible. Oldham still considers himself a

translator of a kind, but he has in fact produced something that is really "the

creation of another hand". The tone is altered considerably at times and also the

sense itself. Both are the inevitable result of giving "a kind of new Air to the Poem".

(1) Soao How PiecoG Hover before Publish'd (16S4)»s»gaV.
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The substitutions themselves are often apt and ingenious. Quintilian

becomes Ben Jonson, Plautus becomes Shakespeare, Virgil and Varius become Dryden and

Lee, the Julian harbour becomes the Tangier Mole; Fescennine verses are paralled

by Merry Andrews and the shows at Bartholomew's Fair. Horace's passage on the

Satyric drama (about which little is known), is deftly turned by Oldham into a

oomment on the modem burlesque way of writing, and he is perhaps one of the

first to state a preference for mock-heroic over the style of the travesty-writers.

What is interesting, of course, is that this judgment is given the weight of

classioal authority. The passage in Horace, beginning "conveniet Sityros..." (l. 226)
becomes in Oldham:

But he, that would in this Mook-way excel,
And exercise the Art of Railing well,
Had need with diligence observe this Rule,
In turning serious things to ridicule:
If he an Hero, or a God bring in,
With Kingly Robes and Soepter lately seen,
Let them not speak, like Burlesque Characters,
The wit of Billingsgate and Temple-stairs:
Nor, while they of those meannesses beware,
In tearing lines of Bajazet appear,
Majestick Tragedy as much disdains
To condescend to low, and trivial strains:
As a Court-Lady thinks her self disgrac'd ^
To ^ce with Dowdies at a May-pole-Feast."

The passage in which Horace praises the achievements of the Caesars, but insists

that "debemur morti noa nostraque", becomes in Oldham a rather typioal panegyric on

progress. Similarly, the long passage dealing with the history of the drama

becomes in Oldham a steady rise from the "rudeness" of early Tudor drama, through the

(l) Some New Pieces hever before Publish'd (l68l), pp. 15-20,
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BlisaibQthans, to the nore regular, civilised and correct dramatic forms of Beaumont

and Fletcher and the Heroic Drama of the Restoration.

The doctrines of decorum and the golden mean are all exemplified "by

references to Ehglish literature. Oldham no doubt thought that he was

performing a valuable service in making Horace modern, and though there is at

times unintentional diminution and distortion, Oldham's intention is serious.

The imitation lacks Horace's case, however, and assumes a sort of breathless,

teeming quality, so that Horace's subtle transitions disappear and the breaks

are run over. Oldham does not address young noblemen, but begins the

imitation with 'Sir*. The general feeling is not that of a gentle, at tines

severe, teacher addressing novices, but of a 'wit' talking to his fellows with

a desire to impress, be comprehensive and demonstrate his own social and

historical awareness. There are some facile insertions such as the 3cho of

Aristotle?

Verse, which disdains the laws of history, 1
Speaks things not as they are, but ought to be.

Oldham's talent lies in social comment and satire, and he only partially

understands Horace's critical spirit and outlook. Horace's brilliant

concentration and sparkle are often replaced by clichd' and platitude.

0) Md** p.15.
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One significant aspect of Oldham*s imitation and its importance for other

students of the period is his use of the word 'wit'. He gives it at least eight

different meanings. At line 293 "carmen", 'a poem', is translated "a piece of

Wit", At line 290 "lingua", 'letters*, is also translated simply as "Wit". 'Wit'

oan also mean 'elegant speech', "lepido,., dicto" (1, 273)» 'poet', "poetas"

(1.296) and 'imagination', "ingenium" (1.323). The passage in which Horace

depreciates sharply the sole reliance on native talent -

Ingenium misera quia fortunatius arte credit
et excludit sanos Helioone poetas

(11. 295-6)

- is paraphrased,

Because some wild Enthusiast there be
'Who bar the Rules of Art in Poetry,
Would have it rapture all, and scarce admit
A man of sober sense to be a Wit.

where "ingenium" is translated as "rapture", in contrast with "sober sense",
p

although the same Latin word could also mean something din to 'native wit'»

Horace asks his readers to distinguish between coarseness and fun, while Oldham

makes the distinction "Betwixt a Quibble, and true sterling ..itin other words,

between what Addison later called 'false wit' and 'true wit'. Cuite often the word

has no equivalent in the original text. For example,

(0 ibia.. p.25.

(2) She definition of wit as cannon sense or natural reason is given by David Abercremby,
who wrote3 "For what the Latinos cqll, Inserting the French, L'esprit, the English
Wit, is a thing so generally known, that there are few but protend not to be
aquainted with it, and not want it, or not to have received as groat a measure of it,
as the very wittiest sort can pretend to". A Discourse of Wit (1686), p.3.

(3) Op. cit., p.22.
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interdura speciosa locis morataque recte
fabula mullius veneris, sine ponder© et arte

(11. 319-20)

is translated

Sometimes in Plays, though else but badly writ ^
Will nought of Force, or Graoe, of Art, or Wit...

where "pondere" is "Force", "veneris" "Grace", and "arte""Art", but "Wit" is

tacked onto the end of the line. The use of this one word partly indicates how

modern terms and concepts are woven into the ancient pattern, and how Horace has

been metamorphosed.

Queen Anne's reign is the age of Addison and Steele, of serious, polite and

entertaining poeces of instruction in the social arts. Poetry too had come to

be regarded as an art with a human and social function: though it could raise

the passions, transport and soul, sublimate and idealise man and nature, it

nevertheless was seen as a socially binding force, though the 'society' it bound

together formed only a small minority of the actual population. The history of

taste is quite revealingly illustrated in the didactic poeras concerned with poetry

and critioism, such as Granville's Essay upon Unnatural Flights in Poetry (1701),

Samuel Wesley's Epistle to a Friend concerning Poetry (1700), William Coward's

verse essay called Lioentia I oetioa Discuss'd (1709) and ope's Essay on Critioism

(1711). Pope is witty and shows certain attitudes that .ere to be more fully

expressed later in the Sunoial. Irony, sarcasm, satire and the mock-didactic

(1) Ibid., p.27.
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seem to predominate in the second quarter of the century with James Miller's

Harlequin-Horaoe (l73l)» Aaron Hill's Advioe to Poets (1731), an anonymous Art

of Poetry (1741), William Whitehead'3 The Danger of Writing Verse (1748), and

Nathaniel Weekes's On the ■ buse of Poetry. A Satire (1752). Miller's poem is

a mock-imitation of Horace, while the anomyraous Art of Poetry gives deliberately

un-Horatian advice by advocating the writing of birthday odes, and when the

question, "Nature fieret laudabile carmen an arte" arises, the author replies,

"neither", but that what above all is required is zeal, enthusiasm, spontaneity,

and consequently lack of skill. It may be that strict imitation of the Ars

Poetioa naturally led to satire on bad poets of the modem age, for Henry Ames,

though he praised Roscommon's version, had said of Oldham's imitation:

He so mod'd,reduc'd it to the characters,
and the standard of his own Time, that a Peevish
reader mayn't onl^ be disgusted at the 7ant of the
Poetical History,

William Popple, however, neither burlesqued nor "mod'd" and "reduc'd" his original

in his naturalized version of Horace's Art of Poetry (1754), addressed to the Earl

of Halifax. John Byrom's An Epistle to a Friend. On the rt of English Poetry

(1773) is pseudo-Horatian in that it makes the art appear too easy (as easy, in

fact, as learning to swim). John Stedman's 'translation', The Art of Poetry

(1798) is, like Popple's, a naturalized version, with a glimmer of satire. Joseph

Fawcett's The Art of Poetry (1798) is interesting because it is a most effective

attack, one might say demolition, of the neo-classical school and the neo-Horatian

approach to poetry,thus belying what its title suggests.' 0 The classical treatises

(1) Preface to A New Translation of Horace's Art of Poetry, attempted in rhyme
(1727). Ames produced a Drydenesque translation.
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tere by no means dead, however, for John Penn wrote a dull but thorough-going

imitation of the \rs Poetica with his Art of English Poetry (1801), whioh discovered

modern parallels with an unexciting sens9 of propriety, while Lord Byron's Hints

from Horace (I813) was a late burst of Augustan satire, being a coaio imitation

of the Ars Poetica.

Pope's Essay on Critioism. though not an imitation, belongs to the familiar

didaotio type, for which the Ars Poetioa provided the ultimate classical model.

Horace did not like to develop a logical argument, but rather persuaded through

choice phrase, example and sententia. with a subtle technique of suggestion and a

kind of gently disoussive reasonableness tinged with humour and irony, which also

provided light relief from the more serious and elevated passages. It is the

choice phrases and the sententia that Pope exploits. The humorous touches in

Pope's Essay are sometimes provided by the imagery. Horace compared the creative

process with the exertions of the charioteer in the arena. Ostensibly, such

images drawn from common life are to help the reader to understand, but in fact

they only serve to show how vary muoh removed the true poet is from the life of

ordinary mortals. We said above that the Augustans made a distinction between

art, and learning mechanical miles. When Pope says,

*Tis with our judgments as our watches, none
Go just alike, yet each believes his own, (11, 9-10)

the mechanical image serves to illuminate on a superficial level but in fact only

brings into a sharper contrast the real nature of the critical process. Our

judgments are no more like watches than our poetical exertions are like those of

the charioteer. Yet Pope lived in a society whioh had rejected superstition,
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high-flying and enthusiasm, so that on a third level he went a large part of the

way with its assumptions and thinking habits. When in the later eighteenth

century the attaok was launched against mechanical artifice, we must remember

that there were very sound reasons for this. Pope was able to "snatch a grace

beyond the reach of art" only because he accepted, like Horace, the need for a

conscious effort to fashion his artefaot. The danger inherent in rejecting the

mechanical application of rule? was that one also became blind to the value of

conscious artistry, the poetic genius of "men living in the last age of the

Renaissance, who had still a framework of critical theory to afford... guidance...

on the poet's choice of metre, diotion and imagery."^ Yet because it was not

simply one aspect, say Horatianism, that was being rejected, but the many

interrelated parts of a whole social culture (which had tended in any case to

"survey the whole" and not the part), it was inevitable that the baby should be

thrown out with the bath-water .

There are numerous connecting links between Pope's assay and the Ars Poetica.

Critics who have "the seeds of judgment in their mind" are analogous to the poet in

Horace who begins with grand promises and whose poems have a few purple patches.

Those who pass for wits but "prove plain fools at last" remind us of the wine-jar in

Horace that turns into a pitcher. Horaoe's advice,

Sumite raateriam vestris, qui scribitis, aequam
viribus et versate diu, quid ferre recusent, quid
valeant umeri (11. 38-40)

(1) Ian Jack, Augustan Satire (Oxford, 1966), p.156.
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"becomes the cliche,

Be sure your self and your own Reach to know,
How far your Genius. Taste, and Learning go. (II.48-9).

Horace's 'ordo' becomes Pope's 'Nature', and just as Horace reflects on death -

"debemur morti nos nostraaue" - in the middle of a passage dealihg with the use of

words, so Pope follows the requirements of the didaotic genre by making similar

wide reflections:

One Science only will one Genius fit;
So vast is Art, so narrow Human »¥it. (11. 60-1).

Horace provides Pope with the classical authority for imitation itself and for

'correctness'. But Pope too follows Horace's satirical mode by showing the

ludicrous results of failure to adapt to the rules of art.

Just as other imitators of Horace applied his rules and preoepts on poetry

to other spheres such as preaching and aoting, so Pope applies them to oritioism,

though he also deals at length with the art of poetry itself. New meanings are

present if we simply compare Pope with Horace: Horace contains less of the dogmatic

assertiveness we find in Pope, who continually brings us back, in an almost cyclical

manner, to the norms of Nature and Reason. Horace is writing a letter, and he

progresses towards something as ideas and preoepts come flooding into his mind. Pope,

however, is writing an 'Essay', whioh is more argumentative, and he appears to be

clarifying a theme and a set of attitudes around a fixed hypothesis. Consequently,

Pope, drawing as he does on several sources, such as Longinus and Boileau, crams far

too rauoh in, and lacks Horace's detaohed irony, though his brovitas. his sharp jabs

and his occasional character sketches, as Benjamin Boyce has noted, are Horatian:
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Pope's line, "The clearest Head, and the
sincarost Heart", is a modernization of Horace's "vir
bonus ot prudens", a phrase used to name the type of^
which Varus was a much-cherished particular example.

Varus is the type for "alsh, the good critic of the modern age, so that in a sense

the s ame tendency towards analogy and naturalization common to imitations operates in

Pope's poem.

Samuel Wesley's ;oistle to a Friend concerning ootrv (1700) is a more

superficial treatment of the subject, but, like Pope, Wesley, as he tells us in a

preface, did not intend to say anything original. This in itself is not important,

however. One has to understand the nature of this particular didactic genre.

Aristotle, in his Art of Rhetfli'lo. had said that rhetoric was not so much concerned with
2

teaching, as with persuading on the basis of knowledge that s open to all. Pope's

famous dictum in his :4ssay on Critioism.

True it is Nature to Advantage drest,
What oft was Thought, but ne'er so well <■: rest.
Something, whose Truth convino'd at Sight wo find,
That gives us baok the Image of our iind

(11. 297-300)

is a definition of 'Wit', but it also conforms in a sense to the aims of Aristotelian

rhetoric, and thus characterises that merging of Aristotelian and Horatian dootrines

which occurred sifter the Renaissance. We know also that here lay one argument in

favour of classical imitation, for Horace had advised his readers to follow Greek

(1) The Character Sketches in Pope's Poems (Durham, K.C., 1962), p.74.
See also Theodore Martin, Horace and his Friends. (. riv te, 1881).

(2) See Chapter 1, pp.15ff.
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models and take well-known themes and subjects before attempting anything new.

For the neo-classicist, the Ancients had portrayed Nature, and it was, aooording to

one theory, impossible to become independent of them because it was impossible to

invent something completely new, that is, something outside Nature . The difference

between the modern Georgio type and the modern Horatian type of didaoticism centres

largely on this point. The rhetorical function is more important in the latter,

and in the moral and philosophical didactic poems, whereas the problem in the

Georgic type is one of enlivening and ennobling technical and occupational human

functions in order to raise their status, to make them interesting, to educate

those ignorant of them, and to praise man's true inventiveness, from which springs

his conquest of Nature, where Nature means the natural world.

William Coward's Lioentia Poetioa Qisouss'd (1709) is a most readable familiar

didactic: like Horace, even when dealing with the more technical matters of

versification, rhyme and figures of speech, he makes our learning easy and pleasurable.

Whereas Wesley stressed practice, however, Coward emphasizes careful thought and

consideration and gives the usual maxims on ste§ring in the 'middle way'.

James Miller's Harleouin - Horace, or the Art of bodorn Poetry (1731) is a

consistent mock-didactic in imitation of the Ars Poetioa. The mook-didactic gives

out preoepts and examples opposite to those the author intends us to follow, and here

the norm, instead of being Nature or 'ordo', becomes graceless and unnatural disorder.

Miller naturalizes his original but he also perverts the sense at every opportunity.

At times the result is amusing and the satire succeeds, but when it fails the tone

becomes sarcastic. Instead of addressing a fellow wit or young tyro:, Millar

addresses the crowd and the literary hack.
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Horace instructs the would-be dramatist on the representation of the four ages

of man. In Miller, "Old Age should ravish Drury Virgins by the soore". It is

also permissible to have God on the stage, for stages must always be well filledl.

Learn to write well, says Horace. Miller, however, says that

A thorough Knowledge of the Court, and jfovm,
Is the grand Nostrum to acquire Renown.

The modern Quintilian is not Jonson or Dryden, but John ^ennis, A similar reply

to the question "Natura.«. an arte" to that given in the anonymous Art of Poetry

(1741) is provided by Miller:

In my Opinion, neither is requir'd,
Nor taught by Study, nor by Geniusgfir' d,
By Whim alone, or Penury inspir'd,

but such passages as this lack both the incisiveness and detachment of good satire.

Rather than waiting for a subject to which he is suited, Miller's 'ideal' poet takes

the first one he meets, prompted as he is by hunger. The sarcastio tone is even

more obvious when he adapts the passage in Horace beginning at line 202, in which the

Roman poet disapproves of the new Chorus with its affectations, and states his

preference for the simple old style. The reason for the decline in taste is the

advent of a new unlettered throng just freed from toil, so that audiences and

participants reflect the new sooial conditions in which rustic and urban folk,

(1) Harleouin-Horaoe (I73l)» p.13.

(2) Ibid., p.16.
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easily found by Miller, but his tone is sneering and hardly draws our sympathy.

Britons have become polite, he says, taking the opposite position to that of

Horace: some can now read and write, beaux travel to improve themselves, foreign

manners flood in, there are South Sea schemes, footmen stand for boroughs against

lords, masquerades and operas abound and "country louts" come up to town. This

fails to hit it off because Miller does not assume a mask or a persona when he altera

Horace's sentiment. If we compare Karlequin-Horace with Pope's imitation of the

Epistle to Augustus, in which sincere praise becomes lese- mjeste and irony, the

difference is obvious. Pope, like Miller, pretends to ccept things as they are,

so that he acts as if he were blind to vice, lack of taste, vulgarity and philistinism.

His pretended blindness, which mirrors that real blindness of the majority, is what

adds relish to his imitation. Miller is palpably not blind, and once he has praised

"laborious Duck", the vagaries of fashion and false taste, his lack of dissimulation

cries out for the subtle irony of a Pope.

William Popple's Horace's Art of Poetry (1754) succeeds in creating a lapel-

grabbing style, without debasing Horace as Oldham did, though he has no new ways

of expressing poetic theory and thus lacks the vitality of Roscommon, Granville and

Pope. Modern substitutions are made: Plautus becomes Shakespeare in one place

and Dryden in another, while the judicious Maecius becomes Addison and Steele.

When Horace tells "the sons of Pompilius" to condemn poems that will not stand up

to close examination ( and we can see here the kind of effort Horace put into

every one of his odes), Popple addresses his patron thus:
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You then, ay Lord, who, with impartial Byes,
Can see where ev'ry Fault, or Beauty, liesj
Who, not misled by rough, or well-turn'd Lines,
Can tell when Pope is flat, or Shakespeare shines;
Wait till the Work, corrected often, shows ^
It merits all the Praise the Judge bestows.

2
This is what R.A. Brower calls "the active presence of Horace", in the truest

sense, in the literature of the eighteenth century.

3
John Byrora's Epistle to a Friend. On the Art of English Poetry (1773) is

interesting because it would appear on the surface to be quite 'Horatian', whereas

in fact it represents that mechanical approach we have mentioned above and for

whioh men like Charles Gildon and Edward Bysshe were in large part responsible.

Poetry for Byroia does not involve painstaking, inspired and conscious artistry.

It is simply a polite, leisurely activity. When Horace tells the Pisos to con¬

sider carefully their strength for different poetic tasks, the advice is sound and

does not devalue the poetic activity. Byrora, however, tells his reader, •Jenkins',

to choose his subject as if he were advising on which colours to use for some

decoration project or which hills to attempt should he f«noy an afternoon stroll.

Here the epistolary style gives a false sense of ease: writing poetry, like swimming,

involves gentle but economical strokes and moving in the direction of the current.

When Horace dissuades from over-ambitious attempts he is open to the attack that he

is the advocator of dull medioority, but one could defend him by pointing out other

statements made by him.^ Byrora applauds mediocrity and the mechanical application of

(0 Horace's Art of "oetry (1754), p. 14.

(2) Alexander Pone. The Poetry of Allusion, p.163.

(3) In Miscellaneous Poems, i, pp. 179-193

(4) e.g. Ars Poeticq» 11. 372-3* "Mediocrlbus esse poetis / Hon homines, non di,
non concessere coluanae", or Ep.I, xix, 1.19* "0 imitatores, servura pecus...."
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rules, thus helping to bring the neo-classical and Horatian systems into disrepute.

John Stedman's modernized translation of the Ars Poetica (1784), written in

lively octosyllabics and accompanied by notes, was possibly intended as a spur to

new thinking about poetry. On the question of the growth and decline of words,

he says in a note: "It becomes an important matter to learn critically the causes

of the degeneracy of language"• Stedman, like Popple, places Horace in the

position of a supreme judge over eighteenth century poetry, but the great era of

neo-classicism is now over. Stedman can at times successfully translate Horace

into a modern idiom, and both in language and style he comes closest to Byron's

imitation. Joseph Fawcett's The Art of Poetry (1798) could be contrasted with

Miller's Harlequin-Horace, for he turns the Horatian precepts themselves into

'anti-precepts'. The "Horatian' advice is made to condemn imaginative flights, true

feeling, a desire for grand and powerful effects, and the exploration of real nature,

which is not Pope's 'Nature'. Such statements as the following are clearly

intended as a rebuttal to unthinking followers of Boileau end Horace:

Careless of raptures then, correctly write^
The dullest work, if well revis'd, is wit.

With an old and well-worn image, "Classic Labour" is compared to that of

"mother-brutes" who spend their time licking their cubs over and over again,

until all lie "roundly smooth". Fancy must be curbed:

0) Poems (1798), p.260
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The courtly reader's finely struetur'd eye
Sees only coarseness in sublimity:
And, all too weale e'en eauty's form to g se,
Lets fairy Prettineas usurp her praise. (1)

The poems Horace considered worthy to be smeared with cedar-oil, Favrcett now

scorns through a meaner image: he compares them to trim, noat little gardens.

Though called The Art of Poetry, Fawcett*s poem is not an epistolary

didactio-piece, but a remarkably well sustained and image-laden polemic against

neo-classicisn. Ueo-classicisn: had the support of the more typical modern

•Art ox Poetry*• Political and social conflict underlay the change in

attitude. (Fawcett sympathised with the French Revolution.) If we conceive

Horace*s Odes as being fairly near Horace's own ideal of perfection, then

we need only read the remarks of John Penn on one of his own 'Latin odes* to

understand Fawcett*s angry literary radicalism:

The language in which ^the ode^is written concurs,
by its character, with the other contects ox these
volun-.es, to favour that attachment to what is old,
which, when accompanied with respect for rational
improvegont, is desirable to check any dangerous
propensity to change inspired by the seemingly
philanthropic precepts of modern morality, (2)

John Perm's own art of English Poetry: Being an Imitation, with Notes, of

(3)
Horace's Epistle to the I-isos, is stiffly correct, serious and dull. In

tidy octosyllabics,

(1) Ibid., p. 262.
(2) Preface to Poems (1o01). Gf. Horace's own statements on the attainment

to "what is old", Epistle II, i, 11. 28 ff.
(3) Pooms (1801), ii, pp. 31-116.
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it seems to be afraid of exploiting the metre's humourous and satirical possibilities,

and we find the usual most likely parallels - Thyestes becomes Macbeth, for example.

Imitation in this case is stifling creativity and originality, putting a brake on

literary change. . All the more remarkable, therefore, was Byron's Hints from

Horace, another close imitation which appeared twelve years later in 1813.

We stated at the beginning that the Ars Poetioa had served as a source of rules

for poetry before it had oome to be regarded as a familiar didactic epistle. The

modern imitations and essays or epistles on poetry had extended this narrow concept

so that poetry and poets were seen in a wider philosophical, moral, aesthetio, social,

politioal - even economic - context. Furthermore, the polite verse essays of

Roscommon, Sheffield, Granville and others allowed the modern reader to see more

clearly that the rhetorical framework of the Ars Poetica represented a kind or order

within disorder. Horace is comprehensive, but we do not feel, as we do with

Pope's Essay, that he is cramming everything in, or that he had tied himself to a

rigid schema. The rhetorical scheme of Neoptolemus was triadic, that is, it con¬

sidered separately poema. the technique of writing verse, poesis. the subject-matter

as organized in longer poems, and poeta. the poet's talent, training, and aspirations.

We can see from Coward's verse essay on poetry and poetic licence and from Pope's

Essay on Criticism that the subject-giatter still required some kind of planned

division. Horace is by no means chastio in his sequence. Neither does he lay

down abstraot rules, but is continually aware of current phenomena: the decline of

taste in theatrical productions, the flatterers and the sincere critios, the lure of

money, the hack-writers, the theatre audiences and the modern reading public.
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Oldham exploited the social and historical, Miller the satirical and ironical

possibilities of imitation. Both Stedman and Penn were more orthodox %nd less

adventurous in their treatment of the poem, while Byrom's ..istle to a Friend, because

it was loosely Horatian and failed to set high ideals and firm standards, was a degen¬

erate form of the poetic philosophy that had been preached by Roscommon, Granville

and Pope. The satirical undertones and the continual references to the modern

scene present in the Ars Poetica were also imitated by English poets, so that, even

though the sense of the original was not strictly adhered to, imitation, whether

partial or consistent, of Horace could help to set standards, create the feeling

that an active critical presence was at work, and preserve some of the best aspects

of the classical creed.

Byron's imitation of the Ars Poetioa is the most important with which we have to

deal. Like all proper imitations, it follows Horace from first to last as regards

the general train of thought and the structural pattern, but continually improvises,

adding new images and thoughts, and, of course, makes Horace completely English and

modern. Byron is far more inventive, witty and incisive than Oldham, Miller,

Stedman or Penn, but Hint3 from Horace (1813) resembles Stedman in its racy,

galloping style and its peculiar idiom, which is one of constant surprise and verbal

dexterity. In the Pope tradition, Byron uses Horace's poem to satirize his con¬

temporaries, so that Horace himself is made to blast Southey, Wordsworth, Coleridge,

Bowles and the rest. However, Horace's tone and style are not imitated: Hints from

Horace, witty as it is, contains notes of bitterness, almost hysteria. The satirical

emphasis derives from Butler and Pope, and Horace's genial epistle becomes a

polemic against the ephemeral moderns. At times Byron seems to be writing a

burlesque, but it is more than that. The eighteenth century burlesque reinforced
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the conception of the classical ideal by shoving us its caricature. Byron's

garrulity, his throw-away,, open-ended style, reflect a real crisis of

consciousness.

Into Horace's disdain for the "profanus volgus" is injected a reaction

against come of the •onsequencee of the industrial revolution, and Horace's

strictures on modern tasteleosnass are considerably expanded by Byron into a

rejection of all that is flimsy, insubstantial and false, while the desire for

a return to simplicity becomes a call for the restoration of Hellenism itself,

rather than one aspect of it. The 'hints' which Byron takes from Horace

amount to this type of expansion, where the attitudes lightly, though clearly,

delineated in the Ars Poetica are developed into a defence of the Ideal -

largely Greek - which is the ultimate reality, against modernisation, Which

is by turns insincere, utilitarian, simpering, sentimental and ostentatious,
(1)

and ultimately unreal because transitory. Whereas Horace was defending

standards, Byron*is defending a whole culture, and one that is individual

and relatively alien in his own time".

Byron's comic sense, though it v/ent far beyond that of Horace, was

attuned to the Roman poet's comic satire. The imitation, for example, begins:

Who would not laugh, if Lawrence, told to grace
His costly canvas with each flatter'd face,
Abused his art, till Nature, with a blush,
Saw cits grow contours underneath his brush?
Or, should some limner join, for show or sale,
A maid of honour to a mermaid's tail? (2)

(1) This attack on modernism is incidentally very similar in content to
that expressed in Swift's Tale of a Tub, especially the implied
argument that the more up-to-the-minute a thing is, the more particular,
the more local, the further it is from Reality, Truth and Nature.

(2) The Poetical Works, (1896), p. 125.
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iiere the innate sense of comedy is revitalised by a shift in the satirical

©aphasia* We noted above that Horace's criticism was turned on the

incompetent painted, the over-zealous tyro. Byron* those for whom art is

a commodity, a means to an end (reputation) and not an end in itself, have

tried to unite the human mid divine. Thus "cits grow Centaurs"•

One of the more digressive 'hints' taken froa Horace is the picture of

the student - Horace's "inberlis iuvcuid" - who is

Unread (unless, since books beguile disease,
The p - x becomes his passage to degress), (1)

• obtains his M.A,, marries for money, buys land, sends his son to Harrow,

("for himself was there"), squanders his ageing father's hoards with his

debts, and eventually "expires unwept"• "Let him rotI" says Byron, hardly

with Horutian equanimity.

Comedy and the dismissive, contemptuous, irritable voice of Byron

intrudes at every point* The comedy perhaps prevents as from becoming

unaypithetic to Byron's viewpoint. It is after all an individual performance

far removed from the eighteenth century imitation. Sometimes the contrast

with Horace himself is comic* For example, one of the more difficult

passages for irait .tion is enlivened by colloquialism, and a shrugging of

the shoulders:

In aooth I do not know, or greatly cars,
to learn, who our first English strollers wore$
Or if, till roofs received the vagrant art,
Our Huso, like that of Thsspio, kept a cart;
But this is certain, since in Shakespeare's days,
There's romp enough, if little else, in playa|
Kor will Kelpomon* ascend her throne
Without high heels, whit® plume, and Bristol stone* (2)

(1) JAid,., p. 131*
<3> p. 132-3
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Similarly where Horace declares that hs is no writer, only a whetstone for

others, Byron says he will "labour gratis at the grinder*s wheel". Imitation

involves to some extent twisting the words of the original to suit one*s

purpose, but Byron does it with great gusto and comic effect.

As the imitation progresses, Byron works freer of the time to which his

text binds him, and the scattering effect of his satire which, like shrapnel,

hits out at several targets at once, increases. The elevated passage in

Horace on the civilising nature of poetry contains, in Byron's version, a

side-swipe at Keats when Orpheus, as "we learn from Ovid and Letapriere"

leads all wild beasts but women by the ear. Byron wheedles out of Horace's

lines a great deal of pure fun and sheer intellectual devilry, which makes

the imitation, especially when we compare it with the original, most enjoyable.

The didacticism is pervaded by the satiric and the comic, and becomes mock-

didactic, though some of the aphorisms are translated literally and left intact.

This survey of didactic poems on the art of poetry should have revealed

several main points. First, the figure of Horace came to assume a central

importance for the anchorage of modern poetic ideals in antiquity. Secondly,

neo-classical writers sought to re-create a new and living antiquity -

its enormous moral, social and aesthetic pressures being brought to bear

on the present - through constant practical re-interpretation, through

the imitation, and thus through the use of Horace's own rhetorical frame¬

work. Re-interpretation inevitably meant expansion and addition in

the light of modern conditions. Certain concepts were emphasised which

had little basis in Horace himself. Modern cultural analogies were sought.
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and the crisis of imitation became acute when the analogy was no longer felt.

The decay of enlightened patronage and the growth of a 'bourgaoisified' aristocracy

militated against the survival of a new Augustan age, complete with its Virgils and

Maecenases. However, neo-Horatianism in critioism could be a defensive or rear¬

guard action against false interpretation of the neo-classical creed, and the familiar

epistolary style, part of an aristocratic rhetoric, was cultivated to warn off

enthusiasts, bungling amateurs and men with slavish and 'mechanical' temperaments.

To some extent the true modern Horatian would anticipate later charges made by the

romantics that poetry had beoome a set of mechanical rules and that the making of

the artifact had been thought to be possible under conditions of emotional apathy.

One important difference between the olassical and neo-classioal poetic has not been

greatly stressed here. That is the role of iraitiation and mystery, the ultimately

hidden nature of poetic inspiration. Horace speaks as one of the few - in his odes

he is always hinting at his special vocation. His monument will be the Muse, he

will reach the very stars, he will change into a swan. It is typical that an

eighteenth century poet should have understood Horace's metamorphosis into a swan

as the socially governed change brought about after his introduction to Maecenas.

It is also typical of the eighteenth century that Horace's self-distancing from

the secular crowd should assume, except in the case of Pope, a more shallow aspect

which at its worst became simply snobbery. Poetry for Horace still had its priestly

function. The Are Poetioa is a kind of private introduction to the world of the

elect, and the whole epistle formulates an ideal which is well nigh impossible to

find anywhere. When Horace says that great poetry is like fire that comes after

smoke he may also be justifying 'difficult' thoughts and hidden meanings, the

disguises required for complex poetic expression, or the recoil, the rest, before
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the leap into meaning, sublimity and greatness. Behind the epistle there lies

a recognition of the power of genius which few imitators and neo-Horatians in the

eighteenth century appear to have grasped. It was inevitable that Horace should

be made more amenable and acceptable to the 'profanura volgus' of the eighteenth
/jy?. v

century, when everything was being subjected to the new empirical mode of thought.

Imitations and near-imitations of the Ars Foetica made for more clarity, simplicity

and generality, more cleverness and wit, and a greater sense of the need to preserve

taste in social terms. If Horace is closer to the world of the priest, his

imitators are closer to the world of the gentleman.

iii Transferred imitations of the Ars Poetioa

At least nine imitations of the Ars Poetica. in which Horaoe's topic was

replaced by others analogous to it, were written in the eighteenth century. They

are another kind of indication that Horace was, as Caroline Goad has pointed out,

an arbiter of tasto in England at this time, but they also show how English

Augustans were able to see culture in a total way and how they actually tended to

think in associations and analogies.

The first transferred imitation, The Art of Cookery (1709), by William King, is

a detailed and more or less seriously intentioned piece of advice on various dishes

and the methods of their preparation, while it follows quite closely the sequence

and form of Horace's poem. Augustan culture, in both Home and England, was con¬

cerned with taste in its gastronomic as well as aesthetic sense, (see for example

Horace, Sat. II, viii). King raises sensual pleasure to an aesthetic level, and
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poses as the Horatian gastronomist of the modern age*

The Art of Politicks (1729) by James Bramston, a,uthor of the ironical essay

The Man of Taste, appears to have been fairly popular in its time, and both poems

1
were published in a single didactic anthology late in the century. Bramston's

intention is substituting politios for poetry is clearly ironic. He pretends to

acoept the art of buying votes, of persuading through specious argument and patriotic

banter, of writing distorting pamphlets, as quite legitimate and admirable. The

contrast between Horace's ideal of the poet and the real politician of the eighteenth

century is the starting point of this particular mook-didactic pieoe. It also,

however, (according to the rules of the imitation), follows Horace step by step and

adapts him to the new content. When Horace tells the Pisos to choose their subject

oarefully, Bramston advises the "weekly writer" to 7/rap up "his poison" well.

Words, says Horace, are mutable things. Bramston 'imitates' this with the line
2

"Like south-sea stock, expressions rise and fall". Some of the changes made have

only a tenous connection vdth the text, but this was apparently necessary in order

to maintain some ordered sequence and intelligibility. 'When Horace, for example,

tells us that Thespis discovered the Tragic Muse, and carried his pieces in wagons

to be sung and acted by players with faces smeared with wine-lees, Bramston is

(1) This is A Collection of Scarce. Curious and valuah'.e ■ ieces. both in Verse
and Proa's (Edinburgh, 1773). It contains The \rt of -oXitics. The Art of
Poetry, The Art of Preaching. The Art of Cookery, -he rt of Dancing.
Harlequin-Horaoe. The Art of Angling. The Art of hyim-. The Art of Punning.
The Man of Taste, and The Poet's Prayer. Five of these are imitations of Horace.

(2) A Collection of Scarce. Curious and Valuable Pieces... (Edinburgh, 1773)* P»93.
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reminded of the pilloried Defoe:

When pert Defoe hia sauoy papers writ, ^
He from a cart was pillor'd for his wit.

The next mock-didactic imitation of Horace to appear was The Art of Beauing

(1730). Written in a lively, typically facetious eighteenth century style, it is

a mildly effeotive satire on the superficiality of the beau ntonde. 4gain, it

broadens Horatianism into a sooial code through negative examples, Horace, at line

14 ("Inoeptis gravibus...deplores inconsistency and 'purple patches' without a

total scheme. The modern version runs:

A Distant Beau will promise mighty Things,
Behold, approach'd his Laoes turn to "Strings,
And what we judg'd a Col'nel at firstgSight
Is metamorphos'd to a Rainbow Knight,^

Oaths must be chosen at the right motaent, and the usual gallantries must be offered

to ladies if one is to obtain a pretty wifo. Nevertheless, the author does not beau

himself, though he teaches how to beau (a oomic adaptation of Horace's original

confession).

James Miller, author of Harleguin-Horaoe (see above), produced another imitation

of Horace eight years later, called The Art of Life (1739). The theme is 'bene

vivere', and Horatian precepts are applied to all aspects of man's social life.

A life thus becomes analogous to a work of art or a great poem, with a unified structure,

an overall purpose and simplicity as well as decorum. There is something unheal thy

(1) Ibid., p.99.

(2) The Art of Bouulrs; (Dublin, 1730), p.2,
(3) Cowley, in 'Upon Liberty', compared his own life to a Pindaric ode: "In

the same Tune it shall not always Chime,/Nor shall each day just to his
Neighbour Rhime;/A thousand Liberties it shall dispense ..."
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in the idea that a man* s life should have the order and consistency of a

work of arts it is, one could say, the ultimate classical position; ethos

overrides pathos. Life is the pursuit of "Truth*s high. Road", and if

Horace's potter begins with a winejar in his nind and ends with a pitcher,

one must not first blase in a coach and six and "truckle to a One-Horse

Chaise", it would be difficult for a sincere or emotionally expressive

person to love in the way Miller advocates through the words of Horace:

•Tis not enough your Life should barely prove
Decent and just, adorn it too with Love. (1)

Some of the adaptations show how Augustan culture and the Augustan ethos

involved a linking up of concepts from disparate sources in order to create

a sense of cultural unity. When Horace says "neo vorbo verbun curabis

reddere fidus / interpret".••• (11. 133-4), Miller tells his readers not to

get engaged in party squabbles. The connoetion nay seen faint, but the

message is: accepting one side in factional disputes means swallowing a

political line whole, which is the sane as being a servile imitator.

Commitment in politics is thus connected with a lack of independence, and

the paid hack is naturally the nan who has no original ideas, and no financial

or literary freedom.

The great poet, says Horace, does not begin with flames and follow toith

smoke, but vice versa. Killer applies this poetical precept to conversation,

and we thus see again the close association in the Augustan mind between

poetry and polite conversation, an association particularly relevant in

the case of an epistle, such as the Ars Poetlca. Miller*s imitation

applies the deration mixture of playfulness and seriousness to life

itself, bu the kind of life which emerges is that of the

(1) The Art of Life. In Imitation of Horace*a Art of Poetry (1739), p. 12
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gentleman of property who represents the urbane Augustan ideal, an ideal which

is generalized by the associative method.

The Art of Architecture (1742) is a dull didactic piece, in which Horace's

precepts on poetry are closely related and adapted to architecture. A detailed

exposition of the art of symmetry and balance, its ideal is, predictably, Palladian.

Architecture here means not only the houses themselves, but temples, groves,

grottoes, woods, walks, gardens, and so forth. Horace would have probably

approved of the kind of architectural ideal put forward, but the imitation itself is

tediously conformist.

A part-imitation of Horace appeared in The Harleian iscellany. Vol. 5 (1745)»

called An Essay;on the Theatres: Or. the Art of Acting, (p.543). The anonymous

author tells us he has made a paraphrase on Horace's rules and thoughts rather than

kept to "a strict liberal Imitation of them". Our definition of the imitation

presupposes liberal renderings and mock-adaptations, so that 'strictness' is not

really necessary. The analogy between poetry and acting is not too remote, and

some Horatian precepts are made applicable, though for some reason the author keeps

deviating into the other analogy between poetry and painting.

The Art of Stock-.jobbing: A Poem, In Imitation of Horace'3 Art of Poetry.

'By a Gideonite' (1746), begins:

If Hogarth a Change Stock-jobber guou'd draw,
With a Bear's Head, Bull's Neck, and Lion's Paw;
The Philosophio Cap, you'd soon resign,
And raise a chuckling Laugh at the Design.
- But hold - 'tis a just Character in full,
For every Day produces Bear and Bull. (p.l3)»
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Though the sequence ox the original is not closely followed, there are

ingenious adaptations and twisting® of the original sense. The poem

becomes the stock-jobber*s scheme, the poet the stock-jobber, and anjoyraaat

the money, while certain rules are applicable to both pursuits. An example

of the author*s method can be taken fr a Horace's comparison "Bt pictura

poesic.(line 361)» which is rendered:

Stocks are like Prospects, different to the bye,
That se ms the Best, that cheapest you can buy.
Some show us flow*ry Meads and honey Mountains,
Caverns, and Grotts, and Transparent Fountains}
Which as we nigh approach, tfey fade away,
And leave us Filth and Dirt, and airy Clay (p. 43).

Robert Dodsley*s The Art of Preaching. (1?46) is slightly more worthy of

consideration, because it does reflect the eighteenth century attitude to

preaching, where the Horatian standards of moderation, order and simplicity

are certainly relevant, sore so than in the cases of acting or stock-jobbing.

Dodsley, like Horace, appeals to co son sense. The pre cher must be neither

too sealous in his faith nor too learned:

... too much Faith,or too presuming Wit,
Are Rocks where Bigots, or Free-thinkers sifLit. (p. 4.)

If the poet is to be careful of modernity, then the preacher must not be

too original either. The poet must be aware of his audience, the preacher

of his congregation. Horace's potted history of the drama is neatly

paralleled, and the change from simplicity to ostentation is adapted to

the situation in the early Christian church. The best preachers, most

worthy of imitation, are compared to Homer:
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In jingling Bev'ridge if I chanoe to see
One word of Sense, I prize the Rarity:
But if in Hooker. Sprat, or Tillotson.
A Thought unworthy of themselves is shown,
I grieve to see it, but 'tis no Surprize,
The greatest Men are not at all times wise. (1.12).

Dodsley's imitation suggests that preaching has beoome a profession or trade in a

society where the division of labour has beoome at the same time more complex and

more clearly defined. To read Dodsley's imitation is to gain the impression that

preachers are not so muoh the interpreters of God's word as professional men

performing a particular function just like merchants, dootors and lawyers. The

rhetorical nature of the Horatlan didactic epistle also makes Christian doctrine

itself appear less of a mystery, while the presentation of doctrine is like the

moulding of a wine-jar or the fashioning of a poem. The sucoess with which

Dodsley applies Horace's precepts to the art of preaohing serves to show up the

meohanioal aspect of Horatlanism, yet there is an attempt to balance this by

appealing to moderation, good sense, and taste as well as native virtue, so that

by no means anyone is able to preaoh, but at the same time there are no impenetrable

secrets behind the art in this age of - enlightenment •

Another transferred, though seriously intended, imitation of Horace's poem

was Anthony Moore's An Essay on the Art of Preaching. Addressed to the Clergy

(Falmouth, 1759)• The author seems to have cashed in on Dodsley's popular

treatment of the subject: good sense, decorum and moderation are again the watoh-
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words. Moore divides Horace's poem into more formal units, and the kind of sermons

he envisages are neither ranting nor stentorian, but manly and eloquent. The

placing of the sentiments in sermons becomes important, while Horace's advocacy of

ease and simplicity, and the Horatian avoidance of pedantry, obscurity and

scholasticism are made particularly applicable to the art of preaching.

Hurd's comment on poetical imitation could provide a commentary on all these

imitations of Horace:

Besides the supposed original, the object
itself, as was observed, is before the poet, and
he may catch from thence, and infuse into his
piece the same glow of real life, which
animated the first copy... He may also take in
circumstances, omitted or overlooked before in the common
object, an^i so give new and additional vigour to his
imitation.

Thus Horace's didaotie style and framework has oeen re-applied again and again,

and each new imitation has as its justification the elaboration of further

implications, new 'hints', lifted from the original, or, as Hurd would say, the

"first copy". The "object itself" - the writinfcof poetry - has been viewed at

first hand, so that the imitations can give "new and additional vigour" to the orig¬

inal poem. But the object itself has ailso been replaced by others analogous to it,

so that the didactic essence and the cultural ethos contained in Horace have

enormously expanded in the eighteenth century context. Imitation involves

(1) 'A Discourse on Poetical Imitation^ in Horatii flacci Epistolae ad
Pisones. et Augustum. (1768). ii. pp. o0-8l.
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an expansion, in this and other eases, of anoient models. The olassical model has

attained new and unexpected dimensions, and thus poetic imitations involve the

treading of now paths. The justification of imitation can then become, at least

for Kurd, the same as the justification of originality* the success of both in

poetic terms depend upon the infusion, into each particular piece, of that "glow of

real life, which animated the first copy". The "life", the ideas, the attitudes,

tfce images and expressions, may be basically of a different type, but vitality

there must be.

iv. Imitations of Ovid's Ars Amatoria.

Ovid's Ara Araatorla is a didaotio poem in elegiao metre, and its reason for

treating love as an art is contained in Ovid's attitude to love as a game or

sport, requiring rules. In the first book Ovid tells the prospective wooer where

to find the ladies, what kind of lady to become acquainted with, and how to win her.

In the second book he educates the lover in the art of keeping the affections of his

mistress. Ovid is not oonoerned with fleeting attachments, but with long-term

affaires du ooeur. In this sense he is putting forward not a cheap guide for

seducers, but a civilised, psyohologloally alert and sooially conscious appraisal

of the way in which love affairs come about and how they die or flourish. Like

Horace, Ovid is a close observer of social manners, but he is or has been a worbhy

participant in the art he is trying to taaoh. Therefore, as he tells us in the

beginning, (and as Dryden translates it)s

Lxperienoe makes my Work a Truth so try'd,
You may believe} and Venus be ray Guide.

This practical side in Ovid thus appealed to the more rational and empirical

(l) The Poems of John Dryden, ed. Kinsley (Oxford, 1958)» p. 1778*
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outlook in England, with its closer interest in human behaviour and in social

activity. Ovid's presentation of the art of Love is charming and delightful,

but love as a sport, a pleasurable pastime, a civilized game for gentlemen of

leisure, must also bring to mind the Restoration and the world of London in the

late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The cultural and social

analogy once again lies behind the process of assimilation and imitation,- in a

total way, of the classics. Nevertheless, imitation is two-sided, and we shall

mention burlesques as well as serious imitations.

Dryden's translation of Book I of Otid's Art of Love was written some time

between 1693 and 1697• Tonson published Ovid's Art of Love. In Three Books in

1709, the second book being translated anonymously, the third, appropriately

enough, by Congreve. Dryden's translation is sufficiently liberal and modern

to occasion some points of contrast and comparison with the original. Basically

Dryden lacks Ovid's charm and sensitivity, and his wit has a coarser edge. The

passage in which Ovid tells the would-be lover to be attentive to the lady's

clothes and, if possible, come into physical contact with her as she stands among

the spectators, becomes more salacious in Dryden: talking of her train, he says:

And while you wipe it, with observing Eyes,^
Who knows but you may see her naked Thighs I

Ovid is partially naturalized, too. The favourite Roman haunts become Westminster

Hall, the Palace Yard, and the theatres. The whole translation has a very modern

(1) Ibid., p.1782.
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air, and Dryden enphasises the lover's artifice, deception and ingenuity

within the context of modern social conventions. Feigning in Ovid can be

the prelude to real love. Ovid's 'art' in lies in a sense the first

conscious efforts, which will be superseded by 'nature* once love frees itself

fron conscious guidance. In Dryden, however, 'art' seems to be ever present.

At one point (lines 609 ff.) Ovid says that eloquence will come of itself}

in other words, the lover, carried along by his love, will find words to

express his feelings to his future mistress. In Dryden we find the following:

Ho Rules of Shetorick here I need afford:
Only begin, and trust the following word}
It will be Witty of its own accord. (1)

Wit of itself may be nature to advantage dressed, but it is not the natural

eloquence of love. (Fainall in The Way of the World demonstrates his wit

when, with Mirabell, he is emotionally stable, but at the end of act II,

scene iii, when he reveals his love for Marwood, 'wit* deserts him altogether.)

Dryden is more conscious of the battle of the sexes than Ovid, and

of the need to dissemble. He reads into Ovid some of those attitudes and

values we find in Restoration dram, and the result is that Ovid has under¬

gone a cultural and aesthetic change. The hunour is Dryden's fcather than

Ovid's:

(1) Ibid., p. 1?95
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All things are decent, that in Love avail^
Read long by Night, and study to be pale.

The curt statements, the pun on the word 'study', and the genial cynicism, are

typical of Dryden.

The translation does show, however, that Ovid was being understood in the

light of new attitudes and new cultural values. In many ways Ovid fits into the

modern setting admirably. Social decorum, good sense, propriety, the application

of rationality to a leisure activity? the very treatment of love as something
subject to certain rules of social behaviour - all these bring Ovid's world and

the world of the English gentlemen, courtiers and beaux, very close together.

William King* s The Art of Love: in imitation of Ovid Pe Arte Amandi was

probably written in 1699. The preface is valuable for our purpose, since King is

concerned with the poetic imitation as a legitimate modem type. He uses Dryden's

definition of it, that is, as something beyond ordinary translation, in which

the author sets his original as a pattern, and where the original author is made

to speak as the inhabitant of a modern country. Talking of love, King says:

...though the passion and grounds of it will continue
the same through all ages; yet there will be many
little modes, fashions, and graces, ways of com¬
plaisance and address, entertainments and diversions,
which time will vary. Since the world will expect
new things, and persons will write, and the ancients
have so great a fund of learning; whom can the moderns
take better than to copy than such originals? It is
most likely they may not come up to them;

(1) lbid., p. 1797.
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but it is a thousand to one but their imitation
is better than any clumsy invention of their
own. Whoever undertakes this way of writing,
has as much reason to understand the true

scope, genius, and force of the expressions of
his author, as a literal translator: and, after
all, he lies under this misfortune, that the
faults are all his own; and, if there is any
thing that may seem pardonable, the Latin at ^
the bottom shows to whom he is engaged for it.

This full acount would help to suggest that the idea of the imitation lies at

the very heart of neo-classicism in England. On the one hand, Nature (in this

case the passion of love) is always the same;, this will result in a certain

similarity in the imitation of Nature in all ages. However, manners change, and

men are fond of novelty. The poetic imitation allows an author to have a critical

insight into his great original, imitate that same Nature in an archetypal way,

and yet write something modern which will appeal to a modern audience.

King retains much of Ovid's poetic character - hi 'enthusiasm', and a certain

lack of restraint. These are not the usual classical qualities. King, however,

justifies a style which may not be sufficiently restrained by reminding us that he

is imitating Ovid and that therefore he must reproduce some of Ovid's stylistic

idiosynoracies. King also leaves most of the mythological references and

illustrations intaot, and he rar ly substitutes new images for old. What he does

do, however, is to modernize and 'naturalize the whole poem. Courtship and the

whole art of love take place in London in the late seventeenth century. Ovid's lover

(l) Chalmers, The Works of the English Poets (1805), ix, p.262.
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now takes himself to the Mall, St. James's Park, and other haunts. The ladies are

belles of the town, and the manners of both the men and the women are thoroughly

English. The imitation has lapses in style, and laoks the wit and vigour of

Dryden's translation, but it is a noteworthy attempt to expand the concept of the

imitation and to reproduce a truly modern, English Ovid.

The Art of Love (1700), by Charles Hopkins, is not a close imitation of Ovid*

Hopkins is more of a mm of sensibility than Dryden, and he tells us in the preface

to his poem that, where Ovid, is "modest", ho has imitated him. He begins by

telling us that London is full of beauties, and that one must go where they resort.

Like Ovid, he says, "frequent the playa"5 one will feel real wounds there, while

"on the stage the feigning lover dies". He urges dissimulation, for like Ovid

he realizes the cunning whioh women themselves possess. Sighs, signs of despair,

seising of the hand, flattery, letters and devices - all the impedimenta of the

lover's trade are here. The stratagems employed by the lover, however, are not

those base mechanical means which Ovid himself disdains, suoh as magic and philters.

Hopkins is possibly closer to Ovid's tone and manner than either Dryden or King,

because he understands Ovid's warmness of sentiment, his belief in love not simply

as part of the sex war but as the prime mover of the growth of civilized oanj a

thousand arts derive from love, says Ovid, and here love takes on its broader sooial

meaning, where sexual love is only one aspect of that fundamental human drive towards

sociableness, companionship and oo-operation.

Prefaced to the second book of Hopkins's poem, which is "written to the Ladies",

is a commendatory pieo® "To the Author, on his Art of Love". This evidently sees
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Hopkins as an iaitaor of Ovid in the best sense. We are reminded of the

seventeenth century theories of translation, dealt with in Chapter ?.i

If Transmigration more than fancy, be,
The Soul of Ovid is transfus'd in thee. (1)

Another commendation praises Hopkia's poem both as an imitation and as a

didactic poem!

*Tis Art, all Artj yet 'tis all Nature toot (2)

(3)
while a third set of verses calls Hopkins 'Britain's Ovid'.•" The second

book is based on the third book of the Ars Anatoria, being composed mainly

of technical advice for those modern women who hope to enter the rites of

love. Ovid does not encourage the cultural refinement of the woman's soul,

and he sees no need for the lady to have the man's art of conversation.

Instead she requires good looks, and attractive clothes, carriage and

deportment. She must be able to entertain on the more superficial level

by singing, dancing, playing games, or reading poetry. Ovid is more

concerned with the externals of the lady's behaviour and appearance, whereas

he could teach the can from personal sympathy and experience, and thus get

inside his heart and mind. Hopkins too puts more emphasis on artfulness

and he is more aloof, more ironic in the second book!

("0 The Art of Love (1?00), sig. AlV.
(2) Ibid., sig. A2V.
(3) Ibid., sig. A2V.
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Ye Female Warriors, hast, to Arms, to Arras,
Put on your Smiles, your Glances, and your Charms,
Paint, Patches, Pins, and all the little rest,
Which must be done e'er Beauty can be drest,
Flames in your Eyes, and Coldness in your Breast...
Put on a modest mildness with your dress, ^
Put on those somethings which I can't express.

Using the familiar imagery of battles, wounds, kings, empire, victory, the ambush,

and so forth, Hopkins develops, through Ovid, a new poetic mode that looks forward
2

to Pope's The Rape of the Lock. At once ironic and condescending, the playful

humour complements the rather comic entertainment in courtly love itself, which is

now taken far less seriously, and treated more as a conventional, formal pattern in

the modern world.

The ;rt of Love. Paraphrased from Ovid (1701), uses some burlesque techniques,

but does not really ridicule Ovid himself. A revised edition appeared in 1702,

called The Poet Banter'd: or. Ovid in a Viaor. A Buries :,ue Poem on his Art of

Love. It is a failure, though Ovid's poem is naturalized, as in Dryden, King and

Hopkins. The childish phrases and the occasional mangling of the original sense

lack point and therefore humour. There seems to be some division of opinion in

this period as to how Ovid should be imitated. The Metamorphoses were burlesqued

in travesty fashion, but the Ars Amatoria had serious imitators, while John Qldmixon

taking the hint from Drayton but at the same time imitating Ovid's Heroides, wrote

0) Ibid., ii, pp. 1-3.

(2) Pope's poem too, shows the influence of Ovid: for example, in the famous toilette
passage in Canto I.
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his Amores Britannioi. published in 1703. The choice between burlesque and

serious imitation also reflects the change from the courtly heroic to the new

rational urbanity and the uneasy coexistence of two cultural modes within the
same English society. There was a dual approach to Chaucer and Spenser as

there was to Ovid - and The Poet Banter1 d is a failure for a similar reason that

Shenstone's The Schoolmistress is a success: the poet feels he can laugh at his
\

original, yet at the same time feels compelled to admire and imitate him.

An anonymous The Art of Beauty: a Poem (1719) professed to be an imitation

of Ovid - presumably of the third book of the Ars Amatoria - and the author makes

the pretence of adding classical dignity to the cosmetic art by alluding to

Roman practice (through Ovid). The Rape of the Lock is the real source of the
\ •

descriptions of the toilette, however, even though Ovid may possibly be a

primary source for both. In this poem the didactic style used is that of mock-
I 1

heroic, but mock-heroic of a particular kind - that is, with a didactic purpose.

Henry Fielding's prose imitation of Ovid, The Lovers Assistant. or Hew Art

of Love (1747)» is the most notable of these Ovidian imitations. In the first

edition the Latin text faced the English rendering, so that the reader was intended

to make comparisons and discover for himself, if he so desired, how and why

Fielding had imitated rather than translated. In the preface he justifies the

practice whioh he calls paraphrase:

Upon the whole, we cannot suppress, what one
of the most learned Men of this Age, said
upon persuing the Paraphrase, viz. That
he thought it would serve better to explain

(l) The word 'didaotio' oould apply to The Rape of the Look, of course.
In this context, however, it is understood as 'that whioh teaohes a
particular art'.
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the meaning of Ovid to a Learner, than any othejf
Translation, or all his numerous Commentators.

This can be taken in two senses. First of all, by substituting modern

customs, dress, places and characters for Roman ones, Fielding appeals to the modern

reader who wants a direct route to a classical author. Secondly, by familiarizing

phrases, thoughts and ideas and substituting modern parallel attitudes, both

social and literaryj- Fielding saves the reader making the mental as well as

historical leap. Yet by encouraging comparison in the parallel Latin text and in

the very full notes Fielding asks us to see the new and the old together.

Fielding's method, like that of Pope and Johnson, has allowed him to 'get

inside' Ovid in a remarkable manner. The combination of exuberance and cultivated

wit, the benevolence and sensibility which run through the whole, the way in which

Fielding makes the weakness for erotic pleasures appear tender and attractive - all

this demonstrates a rsxe union between the author of the ."etamorphoses and the

author of Tom Jones. Fielding's belief in Benevolence helps him to recreate the

delicate, charming and tender qualities in Ovid.

The modernization, or naturalization, of the original is also remarkably

thorough and ingenious. The haunts become the Royal Exchange, Somerset Gardens

and the Lord Mayor's Show, and Tower Hill, place of public executions, is substituted

for the gladiatorial games. Here Cupid acts the part of the executioner:

(l) The Lovers Assistant, or New Art of Love, taken from the 1760 edition.
Augustan Reprint Society No. 89 (1961),p.3»
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... many a Poor Man having lost his Heart,
while he hath attended to another!s losing his
Eesd. 1

In one of the notes Fielding expounds on the porticoes in Homo. His knowledge is

intimate, and he seems almost as familiar with Augustan Home as he is with London.

3uoh detailed knowledge was not unusual in Fielding's day, however, and it

undoubtedly helped writers to put the an&onts in a modem dress.

Using the device of the travesties, Fielding turns Ovid's heroes, gods and

goddesses, into ordinary people, albeit people of quality. Thus w® have

"Mies Phoebe", "Miss Helen", "Idoutenant-Qeneral Achillea'', (who commanded a

largo body of Grenadiers), and 'Colonel 'Phesoua" (who carried off Mlss Ariadne).

To illustrate tho antiquity of love, Ovid used myths. Fielding turns anoient

myths into newspaper gossip aid the social chit-chat of drawing-roans, coffee-

and ohocolate-housee s

/

Lady Yeaus herself chose young Jack Adonis in
a Jockey Goat and Buckskin Breeches. 2

Cne of the most amusing renderings is that of the nyth of Pasiphad. Fielding

relates it in a raatter-of-faot manner, which produces a riotously funny effect.

Ovid insists, in a tongue-in-chcek way, on the truth of the story. Fielding sayss

(1) Mm P«9.

(2) Ibid... p.20.
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The Story is so well known that there is not
a Freethinker in the Age who can refuse his
Credit to it, though they believe nothing which
they cannot see and account for. 1

A footnote en 'Freethinker' readss

The Original alludes to the Cretans, who ware _

famous among the Antients for the Vice of lying.

As usual with Fielding, the footnote is part of the amusement. R© not only

shows the 'true' evidence for the truth of the myth, and suggests Ovid's humorous

intention, but takes a side-swipe at Freethinkers as well. When Ovid tells us

that he is not inspired, but has learned from experience and practice, Fielding

tells us that he has received ne more inspiration from Apollo than he has from

Parson Whitefield. The imitation thus has a satirical edge, and shows how

Fielding is able to achieve a variety of tone and effect while not spoiling the

main aim, whioh is in this ease the education of the prospective wooer in the

art of winning a mistress.

(1) I&d., p. 12.

(2) i&d., p. 34.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This study has examined an important aspect of imitation in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, one that has possibly received

least attention. Rather rhen re-evaluating an Enlightenment theory

against a background of Antique and Renaissance theory} I have attempted

to draw together from numerous examples a critical assessment of what was

achieved in a certain type of poetry (and much that can only be called

verse) that was a strict and conscious imitation of classical models.

This has of course involved discussion of theory. But knowledge 6f the

critical theory in its various forms is an insufficient and sometimes

misleading pointer to poetic achievement, although in this period such

knowledge is essential towards a basic appreciation of that achievement.

Given that the eighteenth century has left us more written discussion about

its poetic aims than any other prior period, 1 have tried, with the subject

of imitation always in view, to relate achievement and aim, at the same

time comparing and contrasting different levels of poetic achievement

within tne restricted field which I have selected. (This has offered in

a sense a 'grass roots' approach to nen-classicism and not just a restricted

one) .

(l). For studies of the theory of imitation in Antiquity and the
Renaissance, of. Richard McKeon, 'Literary Criticism and the
Concept of Imitation in Antiquity', MP xxxiv (1936), p.l.ff.,
Arno Reiff, Interpretation, Imitation. Aemulatic. Begriff und
Verstellun^ liter?rischer Abhanaigkeit bel aen Romern ^Cologne,1959)»
and H*0. White, Pla^airism and Imitation during the English
Renaissance (Cambridge, Mass.,1935)» PP* 3-19* For a study of
imitation theory in the eighteenth century, see R. Wittkower,

'Imitation Eclecticism and Genius', in Aspects of the Eighteenth
Century, ed. Earl R. Wasserman (1965)» PP. 143-161,
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What has to be at once recognised is that 'the imitation* is a form

in which some of the best and most * original* poetry of the period we have

discussed was written. Both Pope and Johns*n display enormous tact in

being able to write poems that can be enjoyed as originals by those

unfamiliar with the classical texts upon which they are based, while on the

other hand giving those readers who do know Horace and Juvenal an added

pleasure of seeing the way in which an ancient poem can be re-made, re-vitalised

and given a new relevance and coherence. The Augustan period itself

recognised that 'the imitation'had to possess the qualities both of a

transdation and an original poem, while yet remaining neither. H demanded

special skills, which erhaps only the Age of Pope and to a lesser extent

of Johnson could match up to>Pope's Imitations of Horace will I think always

be reg rded not only as some of Pope's finest achievements, but as something

unique in English poetry. They are obviously not 'original' poems in the

ordinary sense, yet though they can be variously described as works that

operate by means of allusion, parody, improvisation, analogy, ironic

comparison and thematic variation, none of these terms seems to be at all

adequate. For the effect, like that of all great poetry, is of a totality,

a complete vision, and not something partial and localized. The 'imitation*

we have therefore defined, in the first two chapters, in a way that will

include Pope, so that we fall into the danger neither of limiting his

achievement, nor of presenting it as something inexplicable. True, Pope

transcends the other 'imitations'of Horace written at or around the same

time. I have however tried to show, as in the comparison with Ogle's

imitations, that Pope was merely the unrivalled master in an idiom which

many a poet could master quite tolerably.

Instead of placing critical theory in too prominent a position, and
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avoiding mechanical 'literary history*, I have also attempted to show that,

although contemporary ideas and particularly critical ideas conditioned

poetic creation, they hardly determined it. Thus in the case of burlesque,

travesty and mock-imitations I have had to examine to some extent the social,

ideological and aesthetic contradictions which were inadequately rationalized

and therefore, when sensed, intuitively perceived by those living and

writing at the time. When deeper social and other processes came to the

surface, demanding of human consciousness something qualitatively new,

something that could above all reflect the continuity and logic of change,

there was a revolt against eighteenth-century Reason. The fact that the

epithet 'original* came to mean 'that which is new' rather than 'that which

was first' is only one aspect of the revolt. But the seeds of the later

crisis are visible throughout the century, albeit intuitively perceived by

the rationalists.

In Appendix A, 'The Roman Analogy*, I have shown how imitation of the

classics worked inside a historical and cultural analogy. Burlesque

imitation often expresses 'what ought to be' as against 'what is', and

in the context of emulating the achievements of antiquity it naturally tells

us much about the view writers of the period had of themselves and of their

questioned ability to create a literary culture that was both classical and

modern. Comic techniques and devices such as the mock-imitation and

travesty could be an Integral part of a moral and purposive outlook that was

extremely sensitive to the way in which form, style and idiom reflected

certain values* by creating deliberate disproportions, for example, linking

the epic or pastoral eclogue form to the behaviour and values of fashionable

London society^ moral and aesthetic incongruities are produced which are

(l) Lady Mary Worthing Montagu's town eclogues and Pope's The Rape of the Lock
are good examples. Fielding's prose imitation of Ovid, The Lovers
Assistant, is a typical - and highly amusing - criticism both of Ovid
and of the beau monde.
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comic yet serious, for they expose how far the moderns really are from the

greatness of the Aacients and the innocence of the world's first ages.

Another problem of adaptation arose with relation to satire. How far

could it be said that 'vice was at its acme? as under Nero,in Restoration

England? How far could the gentleman on his moderate estate in the south

of England serve as an example of Horatianism , of genuine rural virtue and

civilized retirement? Both these questions were bound to be asked when

it came to imitating Juvenal and Horace - for imitations in this period,

as we have stressed, are more fully intended, more consciously reflected

upon and more consistently carried out, than the type of thing Wyatt did

with Petrarch or Lowell has done with Homer. Interesting - and often

fascinating - therefore, is the way in which writers such as Oldham,

Johnson, Pope and Ramsay expanded or shortened, altered or •improved',

re-modelled, 'naturalized* and made personal classical poems, and what

kind of transformation they underwent in the process of being turned into

modem English poems.

The different theories of imitation in the eighteenth century are an

expression of the various ways in which writers sought to emulate rather

than reproduce what was accepted as classical/-in other words what was

firmly established as part of a literary, non-popular cultural tradition.^

(l) The Augustans were by no means blind to popular tradition. This
sometimes placed them in sadly awkward positions, as for example
when Addison, in Spectator No.70» praises highly *the favourite
Ballad of the oomnon People of England* ('Chevy-Chase') yet, in
deference to his readers, finds himself compelled to justify his
admiration by making forced literary comparisons with the Aeneid.
even going so far as to suggest that the ballad writer had borrowed
from Virgil. The ballad's simplicity, which is its strength, is,
says Addison, something 'one may well pardon in so old a Poet'.
(Compare also Johnson's comments on the ballad in Boswell's Life
and his own parodies of Percy.)
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It must not be thought, however, that such theories were brought in merely

to justify a rather dull practice. Eighteenth-century critics were very

conscious of dull, derivative imitation, of the difference between copying

a writer and 'inventing a Fable',^ and there was in a sense a healthy

'competition' with and criticism of classic 1 writers together with a

very real inspiration felt on reading them. Nobody can doubt the presence

of the lingering Renaissance fervour, the same kind of awe which stirred

Brunelleschi when he dug among the ruins of the Capitoline and the Pain tine,

or the zeal with which i. ichelangelo copied motifs from obscure sarcophagal
no

reliefs. There is^/one simple answer to the question as to why
imitation of the classics should have been carried on so long or why the

ancient writers and theorists should have been set as a standard to follow.

J. W. Johnson has however stated the case wells

There was nothing of sham about the purview of
classicism} it was neither an intellectual charade
nor an elaborate self-deception. Classicists of the
late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries used ancient
literature to throw their own a^e into perspective,
to light its outstanding qualities so they could be
objectively examined. They used that literature
to get at the inner meaning of daily affairs, a
meaning that would otherwise be revealed only by
time. They used it as a standard of achievenent,
a model and warning the more effective being remote,
whole and exhaustive. Classicism was not a

monolithic penchant for literary imitation but a
rationale of life. 2.

(1) John Dennis, The Impartial Critic. Spingarr: i p. 148.

(2) The Formation of the EnMxish Neo-Classical Thought. (Princeton,N.J.
1967), P» 68.
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We might add that t is * rationale of life' could be expressed through

literary imitation, and also that between original poetry and imitation there

need not be the distinction Johnson makes, with reference to 'West's

Imitation of Spenser, between the "noblest beauties of art ... of which

the effect is co-extended with rational nature, or at least with the whole

circle of polished life", and a "playt ing of fashion" or "the amusement
(*)

of a day" -phases he uses about West's imitations.

The discussion first introduced by Pietro Bembo on which models to

imitate was not an academic question as far as English neo-classicists were

concerned. Bryden's lengthy and fascinating comparison of the merits of

Horace and Juvenal in A. Discourse Concerning tho Original and Process of

Satire (1693) takes on a living meaning when we realise that English poets

were very such concerned with establishing the canons and rules of *conic*

and •tragic* satire. Pope's own imitations could never have been

possible had not the discussion taken pi ce on the nature of satire, on

the differences between the two main classical exponents of s tire, and,

on what essential characteristics appertained to the two species, and had

not previous writers engaged upon such imitations themselves. In fact,

both Johnson's and Pope's major imitations are products of this period of

discussion and attempts at establishing 'norms' and 'types'. Only when

the rules had been clarified, as it were, could genius, having learnt then,

transcend them.

(1) Lives of the English Poets, ed. Birkbeck Hill (Oxford, 1905),
iii, P. 333*
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Attempts at combining Horace and Juvenal, as Boileau had done, were also

made; Pope no doubt also learnt from Boileau*. But the age of the novel

experiment, the first trials at imitation, had long since passed with

Wyatt, Hall and Bonne.

The question of which model to imitate also arose in a most interesting

mariner in the case of the pastorals of Theocritus and Virgil, and this

has been treated in some detail in Chapter 4« Again, the different

qualities of the two ancient poets were much discussed, and though they

often insinuated themselves in a subtle way through generally imitative

and classical writing, the essential differences could be reve;led very

sharply in fairly close imitations - something we can see if we compare

the Theocritan pieces of Thomas Puraey or William Diaper with the formally

Virgilian pastorals by Pope. When the rusticity, humour and realism

of the Spenserian Theocritan tradition were combined with the formalism

and style of the Virgilian tradition, an incongrous effect could be

produced. The comic pastoral realism realist of Gay's The Shepherds

Week suggests the remoteness of low rural life in the eighteenth century

frorathe pastoral ideal, but the formal classical idioms and patterns are

retained throughout. Other writers of formal pastoral tried to combine

Theocritan and Virgilian qualities in what has been called the 'native
I

eclogue';

Aspects of imitation theory such as the concept of careful selection

from various sources, the putting together in a form closer to 'the ideal'

of those parts selected, have been taken up in the Introduction. The
2

•pseudo-Aristotelian' theory of essential selection towards the generalized

(1) See Chapter 4, pp. 155 PP«
(2) See R. Wittkower, 'Imitation, Eclecticism, and Genius', in Aspects

of the Eighteenth Century, ed. Earl R. Wasserman (1965) PP*147 PP«



ideal has been of less concern to us, because the consecutive imitation,

being closer to translation, is not as eclectic in its methods as is the
(1)

generic imitation. (One must remember, however, that the definitions

are mine and that combinations of both are often found together.)

This brings us to the theory of translation, which has been dealt

with in Chapter 2. There is some constant theme running through the many

contemporary statements on translation. It is contained in Dryden* s words

to the Carl of Dorset in 1693*

A noble author would not be pursued too close by a
translator. We lose his spirit, when we think to take
his body. The grosser part remains with us but the
soul is flown away in some noble expression, or some
delicate turn of words or thought. (2)

Dryden is here using the body/soul division to point out that

certain great authors possess a unique individuality visible in their work.

It is contained in "some noble expression, or some delicate turn of words

or thought". In other words, in style. Style is thus a way of writing,

peculiar to the writer himself. "Le style est I'homme m&me" (Buffon).

It is the translator's task to reproduce this, and hence to assume the

character of the writer he translates. What then is the "body" or "grosser

part"? Presumably -it is all those things we can accurately say about

a writer or a work, but which do not convey their qualitative essence.

Imitation follows on largely from the fact that a translator can vary from

the original while retaining its spirit or infuse a new spirit into it

while keeping close to the text.

The philosophical dualism leads to further extensions of the

concept of imitation. The original synthesis of a work

(1) See Introduction, pp. 2 f£.
(2) A Discourse Concerning the Original and Progess of Satire, Watson,

ii, p. 153. —
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can at 1 ast be approximated if the translator or imitator is aware of

this dualism between appearance and essence. A servile copier sees only

appearances and the superficial forms of things. Gulliver, in the fourth

book of Gulliver1 a Travels, can imit te the siouyimhnms only in their

horseiness, which is in fact their ar>pe ranee. Like the servile copier

who is blind to the 'delicate turn of words or thought* he neighs and

paws the ground like a horse, but as utterly incapable of imitating and

gr sping the essence of the Houyhniimis, their Season. On the contrary,

he temporarily loses what practical reason he had before.

But the essence itself is only visible, or rather only shows itself,

through outward forms: in the case of the pure and undefiled Reason in

book four of Gulliver's Travels, the outward form of horses. It could,

just as well have been owls or sheep - anything but men. Swift is of

course making a joke out of the philosophical dualism for the purpose of

s tire, i'et the connection with Dryden'e statement should begin to emerge.

Successful translation (and ther for© imitation) must preclude a servile,

Gulliver-like pursuit. A translator who cannot free himself from his

environment, distilling the essence from the impure and contingent side

of language and thought, is incapable of transporting anything but the

impure and. contingent side, the 'grosser part' of his original, into

modern language and thought. This also connects with Dryden's assertion

that only a poet can translate, since only a poet is able to select from

a multitude of accidentals and contingent facte the general truths

concerning Nature, including human existence. However, while one may

speak about 'spirit', 'eBsence', 'soul', and so forth, one cannot ignore

'body', 'grosser part', 'environment'• Nature, though transcendental,

general, and eternal can only work for example through particular authors
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writing at a particular time in history in a particular country and in a

particular language*- Not only that, but this same Mature,because of

varying conditions, has not always operated through them with equal force

and with equal success. Rence Swift's joke, for Reason (and Roratian

comic satire) cannot just flourish anywhere. Mature, said Dryden, "was

so much worn out in producing Homer and Virgil that she is never able

to bear the like again; yet the example only holds in heroic poetry; in

tragedy and satire, I offer myself to maintain against some of our modern

critics that this age and the last, particularly in England, have excelled

the Ancients in both those kinds...Conditions existed in England

in which the genius of satire could once again manifest itself, thus

making possible emulation of the ancients. Mature requires not any, but

certain conditions (and 'outward forms') through which to operate. The

correspondence between those of Augustan Rome and England in the age of

William and Anne made .osalble the recapture of the 'spirits' of

authors long dead, but the 'recapturing* was not achieved simply by the

correspondence itself, but by the exertions of living writers.

Similarity of conditions and literary inclinations are an

insufficient basis for serious imitation if they are also insufficient

for good translation. There must be an active sympathy with the original

author working through the translator (or Imitator). The latter must

be able to imaginatively place himself in the creative mood of the original

author, acquire - for the purpose of the imitation or translation - a

close acquaintance with hie poetic personality. There must in a sense be

(l) Ibid.. p. 81
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a fusion of literary personalities. When two become as one, however, we

have the transcendent 'spirit' or 'soul' again. Through free translation

or 'imit»+ion' the original spirit can be retained.

The imitator must, according to this general theory, re-create,

under new conditions, a work which is clearly parallel to and not simply

'like', in the passive sense, his original. Nature works through both.

Imitation then implies the operation of active Nature through a modem

writer where Nature produces in a tangible or visible form the essence of

the original. Here of course we me^t divergence. Juvenal's 'spirit'

becomes somewhat melodramatic in Hall, assumes a fiery and often

undisciplined topicality in Oldham, and takes on a new majesty, moral

weight and tragic indignation in Johnson. However, the modern imitator

also had to say certain things and in a certain way that were not 'his'.

For example, in Adventurer No. 67 (Tuesday, 26th June, 1755)» Johnson's

real enjoyment of the virietyf bustle, activity and human diversity of

London contrasts sharply with that Juvenalian picture, painted by

Thales, of a city "devote to vice and gain"^, where "unrewarded science
2

toils in vain" , Pope, however, incapable of praising George as Horace

had complimented Augustus, turned praise into deft satire, and so

preserved most of his own 'self' in the imitation of P^pistle II,i,

but even here the original some times dic tates instead of providing the

guiding hints.

Freedom to alter, vary and partly re-shape, to improvise and bring

in new ideas, images and expressions, is expected. In the case of Pope,

$ If?!!?'f:^7'
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the remarkable truth is that some of his best lines result from this

coabin tion of freedom and restraint, whore binding himself to hie original

means finding and selecting the right phrase, idea or is a;e without

deviating too much from the original m enough to remind us of the original

while at the same tine seeming new. Many comment...tors have admired the

skill with which Pope turns Ho ace bo his own satiric ends and ia able to

compose verse that seems entirely original, yet which follows the sequence

and thought of norace extremely closely. In the imitation of satire II,i,

however* Pope defends his own satire, and also dramatises essentially new

themes and images. It is upon this association, comparative or analogical

method of thought that the consecutive imitation 1 rgely rests. It shows

a special kind of alertness (peculiar to the witty ironist and satirist

who is conscious of man as a social and political animal) and a classic

delight in v,a i tion, analogy, allusion and oblique or subtle suggestion

which h-.ve their own framework of techniques.

Consecutive imitations of Horace*o rs I optica are an example of this

neo-classical capacity for producing vari tioas on a these. The Her ti.n

model was not only adapted to new epistolary treatises on pootry, but

was fashioned in new ways through ♦transferred imitations*, where, instead

of dealing with poetry, the imitator w. -.de parallel ior-.-.tian comments
(2)

on the rt of preaching, stock-jobbing, ♦beauing*, of life in general.

Horace has in effect become *Nature*• The same node atien, good

sense, wit, equanimity .and ration 1 praise of the

(1) See Chapter 0, pp. 232 ff.
(2) See Chapter
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'good life' led according to the rules of Virtue, the same oblique

manner, conversational tone and easy, concise style, are characteristic

of those imitations which attempt to show that the Augustan life and

culture is a^ain possible. Burlesque imitations often make the kind

of satiric point pz*esent in Gulliver's 'imitation' of the Houyhnhnms.

The amount of good imitation of Horace and Juvenal show that they were

felt to be immediately relevant - which of course means very much raore

than is implied in the word topical * It was the values,overall

purpose and literary techniques of such writers that the neo-classical

imitators felt to be most important.

If the success of the poetic imitation' i3 best demonstrated

in the satire - and there are many imitations of Horace and Juvenal,

some anonymous, which deserve greater recognition - its failure and

weakness is exposed in the lyric. There are very few paraphrases or

imitations of classical lyric which can be said in any way to capture the

'spirit' of the original. The vast majority of the imitations of

Horace's odes are either ephemeral propaganda, occasional pieces, or

burlesques. The better imitations and paraphrases of Pindar, Anacreon

and Horace are to be found in the later seventeenth century. But the

'metaphysical' wit of Cowley, the occasional earthinese of Bryden and

the superficial glitter of the Restoration court poets are very far

from the grace, sweetness end power of the Greek and Roman originals.

Imitations of Ovid in the late seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries are significant^ for"in contrast to the Elizabethan version

of Ovid, delight in the richness of myth has been rejected in favour

of sophistication and urbanity. Ovid's Ara Afiatoria. for example,
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has several aot; le ir.it--.tors and transl tors, such as King, Hopkins,

Fielding, Congrev© and Dryden, It is the Ovid of the rs . .mator la

who is I think present in 1ope*s The Rape of the hock. There is however,

no Goldiag for Ovid in the eighteenth century, whereas there are several

writers of verse prepared to burlesque a story fro® the ; .etaaorphoaos,

either through tr. vasty or through mock-imitation, The most successful

and delightful of these burlesques is .;wift*s version of the atory of

Baucis and Philemon*

This study has also shown how and whoa the consecutive imitation

arose. This has been ealfc with in Chapter 2, Although the first date

in the title if this study is 1 60, imitations proper in the sense we

have distinguished in the first chapter as * consecutive* do not appear

until after 16?0, The point has been made, however, that travesty,

freer translation, paraphr ase and what has been called * modern imitation*,

in rhyming couplets, octosyllabics or quatrains begin to appear before

the first consecutive imitations are written around 1675, I have I hope

shown that classical poetry was not simply a general influence on the

period, nor that it was imitated in a general manner, but that it was often

very consciously imitated and that the techniques of imitations were

themselves consciously worked out. There is very little that is

spontaneous or accidental about the methods with which. .oets and verse-

writers of the neo-classical period worked at their craft.
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Anoendix A.

The Roman Analogy.

The corresponding state of the English and
Roman people has produced very near the same
combinations of ideas. May we not carry the con¬
clusion still further on the 3am© prinoiple, that
it produced very near the same combinations of
words?... And when the same general character of
language prevails, is it any thing strange that
the different modifications of it, or peouliar
styles* arising from the various turns and
dispositions of writers (which, too, in such
circumstances will be corresponding) should
therefore be very similar in the productions of
the two states?..* if different writers agree in
th® same general disposition, or in the same
nation?'! character... or in corresponding : erlods
of the progression of manners, or are under the
the Influence of a corresponding genius of olioy
and government: in every of these cases, some
considerable similarity of expression may be
oocasioned by the agency of general principles,
without any suspicion of studied or designed
Imitation. - Bishop Kurd, 'A Discourse on - oetioal
Imitation', in : . Horatii Plaoci Splstol.^o .d
Isones, et Au«ustutn (Dublin, 17oo), li, "™7 148-9.

Oliver Goldsmith, in 'An Account of th© Augustan >ge in England' (The Bee.

Saturday, November 24, 1759), was one of those who agreed to designate the

period in English literature from .Villiam to Anne as 'Augustan'. The term

'Augustan' is often loosely applied, meaning language that is elegant, restrained,

witty, and 'correct'. It can also imply urbanity, aristocratic detachment,

and belief in 'the golden mean' between various extremes. By and large, the

sooial, political, historical, literary and aesthetic parallels between Rome and
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England are treated as something of a secondary issue. In this study pf

imitations, however, parallel and analogy have assumed some importance. The

more the question of imitation and emulation is considered in the broader

social sense, the more important the analogy becomes.

Goldsmith thoughtthat a genuine literary culture required proper soil in

which to flourish, and that this soil was patronages "Sunt Maecenates, non

derunt, Flacce, Harones" (Martial) - "Let ther be Maecenases, and there shall

not be lacking, oh Flaccus, Haros". Goldsmith says that the right soil did

exist around 1700 in England:

When the link between patronage and learning
was entire, then all who deserved fame were in
capacity of attaining it. When the great
Sowers was at the helm, patronage was fashionable
among our nobility. The middle ranks of mankind,
who generally imitate the Great, then followed
their example; and applauded from fashion, if
not from feeling. (1)

With the growth of the bookseller, however, learning decayed, because men

wrote for money and for a market. The bookseller became the real patron,

and books became a commodity. During the Augustan age, the balance between

patronage and the press had been exactly right; - genius had been allied to

taste. Thus the Augustan age in England was formGoldsraith a social and cultural

situation, a situation in which language and learning were at thei height, and

(1) An Enquir;/ into the Present State of Learning in . urope (1759) ,
in Collected Works, ed. Friedman (1966), iii, p. 316.
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such a situation had existed in Home after tho fail of the ©public. Once

we have arrived at the point where a social situation is necessary* the

implications of the poetic imitation become more general.

A constant habit of English thought from the seventeenth century onwards

was the study of those historical periods and situations which would throw light

on tho present and justify political attitudes. English society Itself was

undergoing a groat revolutionary change, and it was the need to explain historical

causes and effects, to establish some sort of bearing with regard to the

momentous events that were taking place, that probably stimulated a fresh

study of history - and ancient history in particular, because it had been

documented by smn of the greatest historians who had over lived. The oi^t-

eonth oontury was a period of compromise in England, but the advocates of com¬

promise and stability had existed before the Civil War. The compromisers were

those who were anxious to accept a union of parties at tho top in order to

prevent a democratic or republican upsurge# A certain sacrifice of personal

liberty was required, and tho compromise reached under Augustus Caesar became the

archetypal example of a settled and prosperous society, united on the basis of a

new constitution that was, on the surface, the restoration of an old one. It is

not fanciful, therefore, to compare 27 3.C. (when the Tincipate was established

by decree of the Senate) or 23 B.C. (which is more ofton associated with the

establishment of the Kmplra), with 1660 or with 1688, when monarchy was re¬

established in a new form and when tho rights of parliament were put on a firmer

basis. We shall not attempt here to discuss the parallel development of anoiont

Oman and modern English society in an abstract way, but will tiy to give substance
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to ths parallels and present tha intorpretatiosn of the Roman period through

tho eyes of English poets, writors, and commentators*

Addison's Cato. like P>hakospoara*a i'oriolanms and Julius Caesar, drew

lessen* froa Romen history in order to make indirect but nonetheless forceful

Ocnmeatf on contemporary English politics* Augustaniso, one could say, turned

a temporary historical phase into an ideal and a set of principles* The

imitations of Virgil and Horace we have discussed express, in one way and another,

the desire for ouch a temporary phase to be made permanent* The neo-claasicists

hoped that art would, by its universality, help to universal!se Order itself, so

that constitutional stability in its particular form would, through the medium

of art, lose its local and temporary validity and assume the status of a general

principle* This is what Pyyden was trying to do to sone extent in Absalom

£&L chitophal* which treats Shaftesbury much in the way that n&llust treated

Catiline^ ^ « as a dangerous conspirator who was a threat to the ordered state of

tilings, who encouraged the native rebellious qualities in the people, and who was

(2)
therefore to bo punished*

Roman history as a source of precepts and as a guide to the present is

seen in an anonymous work, Augustus* Or. An Essay of those Meanos and Counsels.

(1) The Roman example of Catiline became almost as important for tho English
as it did for the Romans themselves* As one Mr* olsoley said in
A Character of the Rnr.lish* In Allusion to Tacit* do Vit* Agrlc*, the
Inglish are a free people, and hato kings who have absolute power, for
"what King would chuse to be a Catiline?*' (p*?$95*

(2) For the parallel between Bryden and Sallust, see II* C# Peterson, 'Larger
Manners and Kventsr SaHust and Virgil in Absalom and /chitoohel' * JMUA,
lxxsii (1967). PP. 236-PM*
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whereby the Commonwealth of Rome was altered, and reduced unto a Monarchy (1632).

In it the author tells us that the history of Rome from the beginning of the

collapse of the Republic to the reign of Augustus was nothing more than the

diffioult and careful ascendancy of monarchy after the convulsions in which 'the

people* - through their tribunes and military leaders - had been able to assume

too much power.'"' The author points to those who, in the diffioult times,

... first opened the passage to others, end
first moved the stone, which rowling along
tumbled the People out of the Government, (p.26).

The Roman people had their tribunes, the English their parliament. The danger

of too much power getting into the hands of the Roman people could be averted by

some curtailment of the tribunes* power. (This is what occurred under the

Empire.) In England the monarch had to be able to curb the development of

parliament as a weapon of the people.

The Restoration occasioned the parallel which was drawn between the Roman

settlement under Augustus and the achievement of internal peace in England.

Samuel Clarke's The Life and Death of Julius Caesar. The rst Founder of the

Roman Empire. As Also The Life and Death of Augustus Joessr... (1665) implied

the analogy between Julius Caesar and Cromwell, Augustus and Charles II. Julius

(1) "After the battle of Aotiu® he (Ootavius) took steps to dissolve and
disperse those revolutionary armies which for twenty years had been
dictating policy to their commanders", (Augustus, by O.P. Baker (1937),
p.264). One could parallel this with the liquidation of the Army after
the Commonwealth, and the distaste for standing armies thereafter.
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1 2
Caesar is described as a dictator with absolute power. Augustus, like

Charles, quelled rebellion: though some (as in England), "affeoted liberty",

the subjects were obedient to his rule."' The world was at peace. Clarke

aocents the idea of Augustus as the pacifier of the world, and even associates

him with Christ, since both 'reigned* "in the time of this generall Peaoe"^ -

a somewhat ironical distortion of history - and also accepts the standard view
5of Augustus as "affable, courteous, liberal! and temperate", as a reformer of

6
abuses and as a man deeply concerned with fostering the arts. There is no com¬

plaint, such as we find in Swift, with Augustus* suppression of liberty.

Swift's A Discourse of the Contests arid Dissensions between the Kobles

end the Commons in Athens and Rome, with the consequences the.v had upon both

those States (1701) is a warning against factions and parties, which tend to

further sectional or class interests. Swift tends to see modem political

contests in Roman terms as factions, which of course they were not. Modern

parties, though they oould contain factions, pressure groups and family interests,

were fundamentally different from the factions which caused such havoc in Rome.

The battle of principles of the seventeenth century oould be characterised as a

period of factional disputes, but its results were historically much more far-

reaching in a progressive way than could ever be said of the analogous period in

Roman history.^

(1) The Life and Death of Julius Caesar... (1665), p.27.
(2) Ibid., p.39.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ibid., p.06.
(5) Ibid., p.69.
V6) p.89-92.
(7) Though the unity achieved under Augustus was also far-reaching. What Swift
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In Swift's eyes, then, the three powers in the state - King, nobles and commons-

had to be balanced, no onepower seeking to oust any of the others.

Swift is by no means an 'Augustan' in the specific sense which here concerns us.

Of Augustus ho has the following to say:

but Brutus he calls "that Great Roman", Swift's argument is that tyranny and

democracy are the worst evils that can befall a state. The Republic could exist

no longer because of the danger of a "dominatio Plebis". Yet if a popular .movement

led to the iron hand of Julius Caesar, the rising of the people in i-ngland led only

objected to was the autocratic solution to factionalism as demonstrated by Augustus,
Ronald Syne has said of Augustus: "He controlled Government and patronage, especially
the consulate, precisely after the manner of the earliest dynasts, but with more
thoroughness and without opposition. This time the domination of a faction was to
be permanent and unshaken: the era of rival military leaders had closed,"
The Roman Revolution Oxford, 1939), p.324.

(l) A Discourse of the Contests, etc.. ©d. P.H. Ellis. (Oxford. 1967). p.116.

people Was that men in their youth had "read the books written by famous men or the
aaeiont Grecian and Roman coaano; wealths concerning their polity and groat actions;
in which books the popular government was extolled b that glorious name of liberty,
end monarchy disgraced by the name of tyranny; they became thereby love with
their forms of government. And out of these atrn were- chosen the greatest part of
the House of Commons, or if they were not the greatest part, yet by advantage of
their eloquence, were always able to sway the rest." behemoth (1668), quoted in
"'he Puritan Revolution; A Documentary History, ed. Stuart S. Prall (1968). p.32,

Some Reflections upon the late publick Proceedings
among us, and that variety of Factions into which
we are still so inengaged, gave occasion
to this Discourse.

...he entailed the vilest Tyranny that Heaven in
its Anger ever inflicted on a Corrupt and Poison*d
People, 2
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Again, this is only half-true in th® English context: the pooulares in Rome

rarely had the economic and political interests of the people at heart. Cromwell

was no democrat, but he used the people for class ends, not his own. Swift

considered the reign of Elizabeth to be the tirae when the balance of power was

best held between nobles and commons. The decay of English liberty followed

from the struggle between these two, just as

... this entire Subversion of the Roman Liberty and
Constitution, was altogether owing to those Measures
which had broke the^Balance between the Patricians
and the Plebeians.

The parallel in England, of course, was the Revolution of 1640, which ruptured

the compromise between the Lords and Commons, led to the Civil far, ushered in a

Republic, and at one point saw the occupation of London by the revolutionary

army. Swift's 'Augustanism' may not have welcomed Augustus, but it did recognize

the folly of running to extremes, whioh Horace had oonderamed. In the seventeenth

century the political folly entailed the fall from prerogative heights (under

Charles I's absolute rule) to the depths of 'popularity' (in 1649-50).

Swift's stated ideal in 1708 is neutrality and independence from the

factions. For Swift as for Horace, to be partisan 13 to be unbalanced as a human

being. «Vhen, however, neutrality is impossible, reluctant partisanship is the only

course. The foundation for this argument is again to be found in Roman history.

Indeed, many if not all of the ideas arid attitudes of th© English Augustans are

implicitly or explicitly founded on the Roman analogy. (in the case of Pope, the

(1) Ibid., p.110.
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arguments for independence, equanimity, aristocratic •wisdom* and 'Virtue' are

bolstered by the literary device of the poetic imitation). In the Sentiments of

a Church-of-?n>--:land "an (1708) Swift argues for moderation and neutrality, and

cites Cato, (whom he deemed as the wisest and best of all the Romans), as perhaps

the archetypal example of philosophioal neutralism in practice. For Swift the

reign of Elizabeth had an analogous period in Roman history - the later Republio.

Swift opposed the principle of the Augustan settlement, but he saw that Augustus

himself was not responsible for the deoay of learning, but rather encouraged it:

Arts and Soienoea took their Rise, and flourished
only in those few small Territories where the people
wore free. And though Learning may continue after
Liberty is lost, as it did in Home, for a while, upon
the Foundations laid under the Common-Wealth, and the
particular Patronage of some -imnerors. ye| it hardly
ever began under a Tyranny in any Nation.

This is a grudging acceptance of Augustus as a patron of the arts, but Swift,

unlike most of his contemporaries, recognized and emphasized that ths conservative

restoration was really a oover or public facade for what was in essence a loss

of'Liberty'. Under Augustus the power and influence of the Senate diminished, and

Swift saw in this the modem parallel of the weakening of Lords and the aristocracy.

In A Pro.iect for the Advancement of Religion and the Reformation of Manners

(1709), Swift put forward a programme which had in part been carried out (at least

publicly) by Augustus. The whole idea of a sooial and cultural programme is to a

large extent characteristic of both the Roman and the English

(1) dispellanies (1747), i, pp.77-8. Swift is answering Kobbes, who had said
that the youth of England were corrupted in their principles of government
by reading the ftifthora °' Cre0ce onct Rome, who hadf written under Commonwealthy.
(See above, p.vii, note 3»)
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'Augustan Ages', and Augustan satire was intended to further the aims of such

a programme.The programme of moral and cultural reform was closely linked in

the minds of English writers and commentators with the suppression of factions

and the prevention of social disruption. Augustan satire, based on ridicule, played

a vital role in this context. William Coward, for example, in his Licentia Poetica

discuss'd; or. the True Test of Poetry (1709) had this to say:

(in) Qotavius Augustus his time, Poetry, nay indeed all sorts
of Learning, seemed to be so generally encourag* that the
deeds of Faction and Party were frequently suppress'd by
Poetic Ridicule, as appears by many smart Satyrical Expressions
*n Horace. Juvenal, etc. Or the Glories of their Age was so
extoll'd by Commendation of their Emporors Greatness, and the
Liberality of other deserving Patrons. That many took more
Delight and Care to mind {ELea'-ure, than to bend their Inclination
to disturb a Government.*

The justification of the 'middle way' is fundamentally political, but it has its

expression in terms of satire and 'the good life'. Suetonius tells us of Augustus's

moral and religious reforms, the decency and purity of his private life, his

frequent attendance in the Senate, and his respect for old customs and beliefs. The

paradox of Augustus is that, while he publicly revered ancient customs and institut¬

ions, much that was vigorous and independent during the Republic - the paterfamilias

and dominus for example, had had absolute power in their respective spheres -

disappeared as a real force under the Empire. Augustus himself posed as the living

symbol of general virtue. The watchwords were simplicity, morality and moderation.

(1) Swift, later in life, repudiated his early short-lived career as a 'projector*,
and although in this tract of 1709 he understands the universal nature of human
depravity, he puts forward a practical scheme under what he later would have
thought the illusion that humanity could be improved and real progress achieved.

(2) p«6» note*
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Having skilfully manoeuvred himself into the position of embodying the Roman

past, he became gradually identified with the State Itself (which every Roman

was duty-bound to serve) and his near-absolutist rule was easier to accept when

he quoted the old worthies, paid homage to the Roman oults, suoh as those based

on the family, loyalty and duty, allowed slaves better treatment, and granted

toleration to the Jews, even placing the Sibylline books in the Temple of Apollo,

Augustus, in faot, wished to become known in the eyes of the people as a custodian

of religion, as a preserver of all that was best in the Italian race, as a sort of

liberal conservative or conservative liberal, while at the same time spreading his

personal authority (he was deified in his own lifetime) into every comer of Roman

life.

Augustus posed, therefore, as a restorer of old Republican Virtue. Swift's

1709 project was, however, also consistent with the old Republican Liberty, whioh

he saw as having been forfeited tinder Augustus himself. He is perhaps thinking

in Republioan terms when he suggests the establishment of an Office of Censors, for

during the Republic Cato had been Censor, but two Censors were also appointed in

22 B.C., and this marked the social and moral reform which was to be part of the

inauguration of a New Age, Swift calls for the cultivation of piety and virtue

by the reigning Prince, "if at the same time he would make thera necessary

Cuallfloations for Favour and Preferment."1 The duties of a monaroh are "to

cultivate Religion and Virtue, by rendering Vice a Disgrace" and Swift oosuents,

"All which they should first attempt in their own Courts and Families." When

manners degenerate, so does the State. One of the things he stresses - whioh

is entirely understandable considering his own ambitions at this time - is the

(1) Op. cit., p.111.
(2) Ibid., p.112.
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building of churches end the encouragement of religion. Swift evidently sees

things both in terras of a Roman ideal and one relevant to taodern needs. This

may seem strange when we consider that Christianity itself was one of the major

causes of the fall of the Roman civilisation, yet the Roman analogy as a whole

would break down were it not based on the principle of General Nature. In Kurd's

words,

It is oertain, that the prinoipal of those
rites and ceremonies, of those outward sets
of homage, which have prevailed in different
ages and countries, and constituted the public
religion of mankind, had their rise in our
common nature, and were the genuine product of
the workings of the human mind.

Though we shall try to show that there are real historical parallels, not

just accidental similarities, between .Augustan Rome and post - 1660 England,

'the Augustan Age', of which imitations are a key part, was basically a cultural

movement, and does not represent a true historical period in England in any proper

sense, Even Dryden's David (Charles II) has certain affinities with Augustus: his

private life is made public, but the irony lies in the fact that his royal

generosity and liberality both reflect and are reflected by an age in which
2_

polygamy itself is pious. David remains, than, the pious monarch; he is the

symbol of order and harmony, a mixture of the divine and the paternal in a more

(1) 'A Discourse on Poetical Imitation', in Q, Koratii Flacci. Koistolae...
(Dublin 1768), ii, p.117.

(2) (Augustus, incidentally, legislated - unsuccessfully - against adultery.)
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Augustan sense (Augustan also through the general Vlrgilian reference of the

poera), and his final speech is an example of studied rhetoric (again in the

manner of Augustus himself, who carefully prepared every statement he made) •

so that he appears as an emperor whose strength of will comes before the ill-

considered wishes of the people. Augustus does not, however, resemble Charles

or iil1 lata, and certainly none of the Georges, in respect of individual

character. The similarities are to be found elsewhere: in the idea of a

programme of conservative reform, in the reformation of morals and manners

(which is characteristic of the post - 1688 era, not so much of the Restoration),

in the call for a restoration of old established religion, and in the stress on

internal peace, symbolised for Rome in the closing of the Temple of Janus and in

the Altar of Augustan Peace. England, like Rome, had its building programme

too, with the re-planning of London after the Great Fir© of 1666, and thus its

own Vitruvius (Vitruvius dedicated his work to Augustus) in Christopher iffren.

If Dryden found the language brick and left it marble (as Cuetonius had originally

said of Augustus and Roman architecture) this was perfectly consistent with what

was being attempted in England in other spheres during this period. The modern

English King had to act publicly as the custodian of religion, and also as the

liberal patron of the arts, for (again in Dry&en's words),

... Colleges on bounteous Kings depend/- \
And never Rebell was to Arts a friend.

Yet the lack of a true Augustus In England is partly indicated by the fact that

Charles was a secret Catholic, and that George II had no interest in literature

and little in tho arts as a whole - except perhaps music, although Handel himself

had difficulty in pleasing his monarch and fellow countryman. This would further

corroborate Goldsmith's and Joseph farton's notion that the Augustan age in England

(l) bsaloa and Aohitoohel. ed. Kinsley (1964) ,11. S72-3# p»40.
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lasted from around 1686 until 171'*, that it reached its height in the last

years of William, and began to decline slowly after the death of Anne.

William and Augustus were both military nonarchs. The reign of Anne,

especial y the last four years, witnessed a remarkable flourishing of letters.

Her reign has a great significance for the history of English literature,

not because one genius stood out from all the rest, but because the language

itself had achieved a new clarity, a jewelled correetnes of expression, and

brilliance and orderliness of thought. This too is the in; ortones of the

period stretching from the last years of the Woman Republic to the reign of

Tiberius* The liter ry developments wore the results of social changes -

in both cases, periods of conservatism, compromise, consolidation and

imperialist expansion following a revolutionary upheaval in the social

structure.

Though Italy ;t the time of the Punic bars was still an agrarian economy,

trdc had increased and home grew in ciae, unchallenged in its supremacy in

the Mediterranean after the defeat of Hannibal# A period of plunder followed,

and wealth began to flow in from provinces conquered by Roman legions. The

growth of trade and the beginnings of Empire brought about the corresponding

growth of a mercantile and banking middle class - the Knights, or eguitos,
who e.-p.e to assume ouch an important role in the society of Augustus. The

growth of a bourgeoisie also brought with it changes in cultural life.

Mythological .tad religious systems were weakened. now rationalism tended

to supplant older forms of thought, such as superstition. The senatorial

aristocr acy in the ..spire, more dependent on the new middle class, whose

function was largely a contracting and usurious, rather than a strictly

commercial or Industri .1 one, threatened the stability of the old nobility.

Many Roman and English liters remarked on the rise of new men ( that is,
those who did not belong to the old hereditary families), while the period of early

colonial plunder the reign of .lis .both was also this, though not ailisfcaristic in
I 11



the Reman sense ■ eamo with the period in Rone during and after the third I^unic

W«r» With the consolidation of this historical development, the Middle Ages' of

both Lome and England could be said to come to an end# As Hex Beer points out,^
•Antiquity* was not a historical unity# Greece, like Rome, had its early tribal

period, ite 'Middle Ages', and its 'Renaissance'# The uropean Renaissance was, one

oould say, the last to occur in world history# The writings of Bacon, Descartes,

liobboo and Locke, like those of Lucretius and Epicurus, attacked the superstition

vMch had dominated in tho respective English and oman 'Middle Ages'# The

rone reus parallels one can find between ancient and modem history reflect parallel

historical stages of social development# After the econd lAunio var there was a

growth of Mediterranean trade, Just as there was in tire late Middle Ages in

Aurope, following the long period of mercantile stagnation# (Sea routes once more

became the rule, as opposed to the old overland routes„ to India, for example#)

It is not our task, however, to see the parallel through modern eyas we are

in a much bettor position to see the truth than our predecessors, and many important

facts which wa can gather about ancient Rome wore not available to men in the early

eighteenth century# Ve must, therefore, reflect the parallels through the ayes

Of seventeenth and eighteenth century writers and contrast these, if possible, with

the fundamental and organic dissimilarities#

Tho discrepancies which arise out of tho neo-classical imitations, the

contradictions in English neo-claasioiara as a wholo - the inability to write, for

example, a successful neo-classical epic - all derive largely from a mi a token view

Of classical history and classical culture# The view was mistaken not because men

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries v/ere indulging in wishful thinking and

self-deception, though that could also be said to be true# Tho misconception was

(1) Th Social Struggles in Antiquity (1922), pp. 1-10.
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inevitable because no one living around 1700 could knowthat the period of calm

and compromise, of 'Augustan Peace', would be shattered by the Industrial

Revolution, the enormous growth of technology and the expansion of the productive

forces. No one in 20 fl.C. or in 1700 A,P. could know that it was possible for man

to harness nature to the extent which he later did, or that a middle class would in

fact be victorious, while aristocratic societies would be replaced by industrial

states. Though Puritans, progressive higs and Dissenters saw the possibility of

man becoming free (in the sense of conquering nature),^^ the narrow Augustan view,

based on the analogy, was that only decline was possible. Augustana pointed to the

decay of the Roman Empire, and attacked the modern middle class ju3t as Horace had

warned against mercantilism encroaching upon senatorial virtue and dignity under

Augustus. The parallel breaks down, of course, because Roman slave society collapsed,

whereas English manufacturing society, based on the market and on wage labour,

continued to advance. For us, then, the comparisons enrich our understanding of how

societies develo , but for the Augustans, the fundamental dissimilarities proved to

be one of the things that undermined their cultural position.

On© writer whose political and social thought was conditioned by the Roman

analogy we3 St. John, Lord Bollngbroke, and his ideas are important in relation to
(2)

Pope's theory of satire and Pope's considered judgements on contemporary society.

(1) An interesting example of early liberal optimism is illiam Ayre's Truth. A
Counterpart to 'r. Pope's Essay on Han (1739), a poem which pronounced a liberal
philosophy in which man acquired freedom through rational control over nature.
For Ayr®, man had become dynamic, even god-like. Such an ideology was totally
opposed to the neo-classical, Augustan spirit of restraint and compromise.

(2) The points in Bolingbroke's arguments have been taken from A Dissertation upon
arties , The Idea of a Patriot 'fine?.. deflections on the Present State of

the Nation and the Letter to Pone.
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Kike Swift, Bolingbroke states that he is against factions. He believes in the

balanced constitution, in a hereditary monarchy, based on the immutable laws of

Virtue and Reason. Like Dryden, he distrusts the people - meaning by and large

the traders, manufacturers and artisans - because as Dryden said, they pretend
(1)

"publick Good, to serve their owrf'. For Bolingbroke, the landed men are the

governors or captains of the political vessel: - the raonied men, represented by the

corporations, are mere passengers in it. The balance of the state is broken because

the tsonied men, t! rough their manipulation of Parliament, work for their own benefit,

at the expense of others - others meaning those •Patriots* whom Bolingbroke upholds.

Basically, then, Bolingbroke sees the perfect constitution as maintaining a balanoe

between the various class interests, the monarch acting as the supreme judge and

legislator over all. His concept of 'the monied men* is, however, based on the

Roman analogy. He does not recognize industrial and trading capital as a progressive
(2)

social force. Instead,money is usually morally corrupting, an] serves selfish ends.

He bases his idea of the governing aristocracy on the Roman senatorial aristocracy,

and the monied sen, or bourgeoisie. he sees in the same light as the contracting,

usurious equestrian order, which was held in check under Augustus but vyhich became so

economically important. In purely Koman terms, Bolingbroke*s thesis of the aristocratic

ilito, settirg the example of Virtue and Reason to what Goldsmith called '*the middle

ranks of mankind", has a certain validity. Applied to the contemporary English context?

(1) Absalom and Aohitonhel. 1.504.
(2) To reconcile self-love and Christian social love in economic terms became an

eighteenth century problem, as demonstrated in Mandeville's The fable of the Bees*
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the idea falls down. The English bourgeoisie was not the case as the equestrian
(1)

order, the business men in Home. It was not dependent on the 1c ded men,

but on markets and the availability of labour and resources. Capital in

..one did not have an organic functions investment did nothing to increase

productivity, and Roman civilisation, though in some ways it reached great

heights, was always backward technologically, since techniques retrained

primitive, and no cl as existed to improve upon it, society could not advance.

In England, however, the drive for profit '.nd the accumulation of capital

necessitated improvements in productive met odo. holingbroke, of course, did

not recognise this, ; or him the onan situation - Mature being everywhere the

same - acted as an important glass through which to interpret modern social

phenomena,

The analogy, t .en, goes so far, but no further. *£et it ran deep in the

'August n'mind, largely because of classical tr ining, education .-ad discipline.

The*Augustan ge' case to mean more than a liter ry peak because those

assumptions we have discussed above lay behind so many of th> statements made

by its prophets, allies and propagandists*

Goldsaith used the phrase 'Augustan Age' but the term had been applied
(?)

similarly long before, and in dollection of letters .ad assays on

Several Subjects (1792), the author, James rbuckle, was also thinking in

terms of a peak in literary development, such as had occur ed in Hose

under '.ugustus and in b.ngland under Elisabeth,

(1) See ardo 'owler, -ocinl Life is o...« (1908), for an analysis
of the different aociaY "classes in Rome.

(2) The first reference io probably that in the ire.face to the ■..•ocond part
off Waller's Poems (1690)* "I question whether in Charles the . JeVoad* s
Shkig'n 'English did not cose to its full perfection) and whether it has
not had its Augustan age, as %*ell as the fratin", (si|>A2 ). In
Reflection.; on i>r» Swift's Letter (1712), probably by John Oldmixon,
we road* •• King' Charles the econd's Reign, which probably nay bo the
Augustan Age of agiish Poetry ..." (p»5)» The title was later sore
aptly applied to the roigaa of ..illian and Anne.



William and Ann. Arbuekle say® that Roman learning and eloquence had a short

term of duration. It began to reach its height with Lucretius, and entered

its long; tarn of decline after Tiberius.

t'icero, and Livy, Virgil, and Dor -ce. who were the
greatest, and most justly admired among the Latin
Authors, wore all Contemporaries5 and wrote either
at, or very near the same time.... It seemed as if
Nature had exerted her utmost in producing such an
extraordinary Set of Lea at once, and thereby render*d
herself unable to continue the succession; that warn
sunshine of Wit and Learning being soon followed with
a long and dismal winter of Ignorance and trbarity,
from whence the World did not recover till after the
Expiration of many -gee. (1)

There is an obvious suggestion here that the cycle will be re eated, and

that the eighteenth century will also he a period of decline. Thus the idea

of decline (a more empirical and rational development of the Jacobean

concept of decadence as the slowing down, or winding down of the universe)
appeared early on in the century, but became dominant with the coming

together of Goldsmith, Johnson, Young and, of course, Gibbon, in the second

half of the century. We sust not, however, forget the gloomy vision of

Swift in Gulliver's Travels, nor the pessimism of lop® in the fourth book of

The Punciad, both of when pointed to a social, moral political and cultural

degeneration speaks of t ® revival of "knowledge and good sense" which

followed the "dismal winter of Ignorance and Barbarity" - a com-, on enough

assessment of the Renaissance. He also, however, adumbrates what Goldsmith

was liter to 'officially* designate as the 'Augustan -go', and his comments

are of no small interest to us in this contexts

CD A Collection of Letters ... (1?2$>)» li, p,9*U These were first
published in the Dublin Journal in July, 172f>»
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The last remarkable Class of good Authors we have
had/ Qie presumably means writers such as Dryden,
Roscommon, Congreve, Prior, Pope, Cay, Addison

'■> and Steele^ was a few years ago, who improved our
Taste and Language to the utmost perfection they
seemed capable of. ^

This was a new era of British learning and eloquence. The "warm fit" , however,

was over, and dne had therefore to "prepare for a colder one."
ir»

Our immediate Predecessors have soared too high
for us to do any more than gaze on them at an
humble distance. 2

He ends by hinting that the next era will be one in which Dullness will reign.

The aristocracy, the political system and the social structure as a whole

certainly appeared degenerate to the radicals and revolutionaries of the late

eighteenth century. We have already mentioned the fact that Juvenal's popularity

in the late eighteenth century is in no small part connected with a sense of

moral and social decay, such as had existed under Nero and Domitian. That this

decay was seen in Roman terms is supported by the presence of so many imitations

of Juvenal at this time. The decline, however, was seen not cnly in moral, but in

economic and political terms by contemporary writers.

Thomas Blackwell's Memoirs of the Court of Augustus (1753) also help us to see

the way in which minds steeped in Roman history and culture interpreted what was

going on around them. Blackwell intends

...to show by what Steps a brave and free People,
from being the Conquerors of the Western World,
came first to forfeit their Liberties, and, by
degrees, sink into Slavery, and become the meanest
of Mankind. 3

(1) Ibid.. p.30.
(2) Ibid., p.31.
(3) Memoirs of the Court of Augustus (1753)> i.» P«4.
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The men ho admires are the "noblemen" in the court of Augustus, such as Pollio,

Trebatius, Lollius, or the young Pieos, and there is a revealing comment on

Horace's satires and epistles, which for Blaokwell evoke in detail the whole

social situation.

As we grow acquainted with them, we read his
"ritings with higher Relish; and could that
Acquaintance be improved into a Familiarity,
we would enter into the ropriety of every Word
and Thought: we would figure to ourselves such
Men as Pollio. Trebatius, qJlins, or the young
isos reoeiving his Letters, and imagine we saw

the Features of Pleasure and Shame changing
alternatively upon their Faces, while they perused
these artful Instructions and concealed leproofs,
which procured him so many valuable Friendships
when alive, and hove since secured him so high a
Reputation where-over his Works are known.

It is easy to see how the Soman figures would be sought in the modern context,

so that the persons to whom Pope, Ogle, Hamilton, Revile and the rest addressed

their poetical letters, were types of the great Roman figures. Similarly, Samuel

Cobb said in 1710:

...to find a Fault with Allowances for human
Frailty, is the Property of a Gentleman. Who
then is this Critick? You will find him in
Ouintilius Varus of Cremona, who when
Author shew'd him his composition, laid aside
the Fastus common to our supercilious Readers;
and when he haopen*d on any Mistake, Corrine
qodes hoc aiebat et hop. r

This is a reconstruction based on small evidence. Varus is the archetype of the

reasonable, understanding, unbiassed critic. Does he exist anywhere today?—the

question would be asked. Naturally, he will be found, because poets will look

for him.

(1) Ibid.. p.6.
(2) *A Discourse on Criticism and the Liberty of Writing1 in Poems on Several

Occasions. Vith Imitations, by .'-arauel Cobb. (1710)9 p. vi.
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Blackwell, then, seeks the Augustan types of noblemen in contemporary

society, but he regards Augustus himself as an artful moderatorand modiator,

rather like Charles II. Though a usurper, he "made the Romans sensible how

such a well-regulated Monarchy was preferable to a turbulant Liberty". ^
Stability is economic: during the Civil Wars (in Home and in England) property

was on a precarious foundation. After the Restoration, and with the coming
(2)

of Augustus, "rroparty became again stable and seoure. ' Blackwell tells uo

plainly that he is not looking into ancient history for scholastic reasons

instead of turning man away from life and nature, he wishes to re-direct them
2

towards it, especially "great and magneniaous Life". The analogy is therefore

developed:

The Hypocrisy and Preciseness affected by
the Faction which wrested the Government
out of the Hands of the Parliament in 1642,
and the Mischiefa which ensued, had almost
thrown this Nation into Irreligion and 31avery
after the Restoration. Just so the Cruelty
and Violence under which the Romans had groaned
during the Course of a long and dreadful civil
War, made them willing to bear any Diminution
of their Privileges, and sit down contented
with any sort of Government, rather .than be
again plunged into the same Misery.^ '

The chief part of Augustus* cunning was to preserve the old forms cf the "free

government, and endeavouring, under that Veil, to keep his usurpation from

Sight".^ Augustus showed moderation in private life so that "no-one would

wish for a change."^

(1) Op. cit., ill, p.253.
(2) Ibid., p.262.
(3) Ibid., pp. 263 - 4.
(4) Ibid., p. 301.
\5) Ibid., p. 304.
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Blackball mveals a growing dislllnaionaent with the Augustan Age# Though

liis work is incosnlata, ana ouch Raj/ have been interpolated by the friends who

propared the manuscript for publication, the disillusionment reflects the change

in consciousness in this periods Horace, Virgil, Tibullus and Cvicl "aro but

Initatcrs",^1^ for example#

The declining state of culture was analysed succinctly and ably by Goldsmith

In An Knaulry into the Present State of Polite beaming in Europe (1759). He

bogins by comparing, predictably, ancient and modern learning, but not in the

way that Sir William Temple and Willies Wotton had done towards the end of the

seventeenth century:

If Modem Learning be compared with Ancient In
these different lights, a parallel between both,
which has hitherto produced only vain dispute,
say contribute to amusement, perhaps instruction.

like Blaokwell and others, Goldsmith sees the need for a "free government",

comfortable circumstances, and security, so that the arts may flourish# /oldsmith

praises the Romans' capacity to blend art and science for their mutual Improvement,

and their rationalism, which he connects with English empiricism:

They entirely banished the magical obscurity,
which the Greeks first borrowed from other
nations ••• The learning of the Romans might
Justly be stiled, the truest refinement on
common sense the arts and sciences went on

together, and reasoning proceeded no farther,
than where experiment pointed out the way#

It is clear from this passage that Goldsmith is giving the omans English

qualities Just as he gives the English Roman ones, in order to add substance

to the parallels he makes# The decay began whan learning was separated from common

(1) .M2»# P-275.
(2) works, ed# Friedman, 1, p#26e#
(3) Ibid.. pp#24h~5#
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sense, when the age of idle speculation began:

Prom hence ancient learning: may be distinguished
into three periods. Its commencement, or tho
age of poetsj its maturity, or the age of
philosophers j and its deoline, or the age of
critics. *

Chapter of the inquiry is headed, 'A parallel between the rise and decline

of ancient and modern learning*. The decay, says Goldsmith, is inevitable, -very

now prescription for the cure simply adds to the disease. Poetry has lost its

originality and vitality} criticism abounds. The allusion is to the growth of

the grammarians during the Roman Empire. The decline is also, however, due to

political struggles in the state. Here again, by alluding to tho endless

internecine disputes and factions which raged in Rome, Goldsmith gives the

contemporary struggles the sane twist: nothing except chaos and anarchy can

result from political struggles. He talks of literary magazines and publioations

and says:

The compilers of these resemble the coaaoners
of Rome, they are all for levelling property,
not by encreasing their own, but by diminishing
that of others. *

Whether Goldsmith is entirely serious here is questionable, but it would not be

fanciful to suppose that the English Levellers and their descendants were core

or less equated with the reform Tovements in Rome. (The Levellers demanded more
>

economic equality and political democracy, the Gracchi demanded the restoration

of peasants* rights, and Catiline the redistribution of property to counteract

the growth of latlfundia. Spariacus, like Winstanley and the Riggers, supported

primitive agrarian ooinsunisss.)

C1) Ibid., p.270.
(2) Ibid.. p.289.
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?he parallel Go&dsxaith continually drew out was understood by the

readers! they did rot need to have it laboured. The Augustan age would

return only with enlightened, noble patron go, a free and stable constitution,

and true prosperity, not with cultural levelling, bookselling and publishing,

the risk of which was linked, for goldsmith, with the enclosures, the growth

of manufacture and large towns, and rural decline - which meant the decline

of cert- in basic values. Goldsmith is partly serious in his parallel when

he connects the invasion of Rose by Goths nd Vandals with the invasion of

liature nd Sensibility by the new mercenary order. He, like many others

since, idealised i'.agiand's 'Augustan .go* itself, Just as ny English

Auguatuns idealised the Augustan age in Rome, This was possible because the

Roman '»ugustans had idealized themselves, so that everything could be seen

through an ideal vision that was also baaed on aa empirical assessment of

facts.

Imitations have a central importance for the Roman analogy, since they

operate inside it. The burlesque imitations re to a grout extent the result

of the breed down of the analogy itself. The tovra-ecloguos, burlesque ode®,

raeck-di notice imitations, and Pope's Epistle to uguatus represent the

discrepancy between the Augustan ideal and imitation - in the broad sense -

as a practical possibility in an -'.go of decline or an age which lacks the

basic requir ements for aa * Augustan* culture. At the sane tine, the satiric

imitations apply the techniques and attitudes of Juvenal and Horace to, say,

the 1680'o or the 1730*s on the understanding that human nature has not

changed, xnd that modern conditions arc analogous to ancient ones. The

success of Oldham's or of Pope's * naturalization* of Human satires is in

no snail way due to the fact that there were real parallels, While for some

(1)
"Home was now rivall'd in her Vices".
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England as ft young Empire began to resemble the Romas aspire is that it had

arrived at as unpreceadentodly high level of material culture, This cultural

as well as economic growth seemed to bring its fault, , vices and dangers

as well as its more positive achievements,

Juvenal attached a society in which women enjoyed great freedom, the

nobility was declining, and ♦ aoniod men* - to use .'olingbroke*c. tor- - wore

rising to new positions, Hugh Last, however, shows how even <5iter the l'unic

Wars, the old agrarian society and the aristocratic oligarchy, with its
(1)

traditions, were being weakened by the influx of wealth, while norms©

condemned both the winning of inheritance (Sat*11, v) and the effect ,f the

equestrian class on artistic culture (;..rs ; oetica, and bp, IX,i). The freedoo

of women (the dos in Rose eventually became only a loan, thus loosening the

marriage eontr* ct) is also, of course, a feature of restoration society,

when, for example, •country wives1, having cone to London with their husbands,

were now courted by gallants, or frequented plays and operas* The novus

homo is characteristic not only of the late Republic and early inspire, but

also of the post - Tlixabethan era in .ngland, Augustan Rome, like A guntan

England, marked at the same time an increase in the accumulation of wealth

and a tendency to play down ostentation, Rope is nowhere nor© Augustan

than when he ridicules i'imoa's villa, with its opulent vulgarity, and lauds

the taste of men such as Jathurst and Turlington, who nevertheless had

huge and fine houses.•

Ironic and burlesque imitation, as w© have said, points the contrast

between the ancient i-oal and nodern ♦reality*. Its interest is not diminished

(1) 'Tho Social Policy of Augustus*, in Tho ..'a. :ridge '.cleat history
(Cambridge, 193^), x, pp. bZ'j-kw*
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by the feet that, nonetimes unconsciously, it tells us something about the

ancient •reality*• .u.^ustus* • reign of peace and prosperity*, in which a

nan*c first duty was to the • oraua it to, (as it had boon in the Republic)t

is the picture that was painted by its propagandists» The Roman aspire

was a si ve»G©©i8tyt .one itself, in fact (as Jerome Oarcopin© points put

in I-ally Life in ncient :.o.-o), was also a gigantic end horrible slur.:, whose

tall tenements, or insulae. as they were called, housed hundreds of thousands

of people in appalling conditions# The fundamental reality of scan civil¬

isation was an irremediable inequality that intensified the more that

civilisation grew. The iiaglioh ..ugustons took a somewhat narrow social view

of it - just as, indeed, intelligent Hoisaas had - ..ad thus saw the rise of

feudalism not as & basic social advance on the slave ef slaveowner relation¬

ship, but as a lapse into the 'Dark .gas*• for a similar reason, the rise

of bourgeois Industri .1 society represented a *decline1 following the age of

© ;nu: ..cturo, the? domes tie system, aid landed 'Virtue ■ •

The *classic -1* outlook is difficult to reconcile with the idea of

progress. The myths •>£ ."nod -:lua, Phaeton, Prometheus -.ad Hides, the strictures

on men's foolish tempting of the gods cad the elements, the continual fear of

divine punishment, tho ; stoic (UOoeptnn.ee • of pain ■ nu auf oring, hpicureen a&quus

animus - all reflect both a aoblo hu .uiur. ad a condi tioued rooonoili tioa to

the 'fact* of ".an* a weakness, evil, loss of freedom una lack of ind© eadeace* Such

• a outlook was consistent with tho idea of history as a general decline containing

a series of cycles, rises and falls, each rise being lower than the last. In

cultural terms this implied not evolution but a perfoctibilitarion kind of rise
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towards a peak, followed by decay, followed by a revival. The Roman analogy

and the oyolio view of human history can be seen as part of an underlying pessimism

found throughout the eighteenth oentuxy, At the same time, it was tied to

the positive aspirations of the period, and it is the positive side of imitation

which we have attempted to bring out in this study.
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Appendix B.

Imitations of Horace's Odea.

(i) olitical and patriotic exhortation. panegyric and invective.

Host of these odes aei-ved a particular historical occasion and am therefore

mostly ephemeral as poetry. The events which gave rise to such imitations were,

in the main, the following* the Puritan Revolution, the 1688 Settlement, the

victories and reign of 1111am III, the struggles inside the Church, and the

Jacobite rebellions of 1715 and 17^5•

ar,U?T? Sin, and Shane.; In a Par-ale.1 between the Degenerate rotate of Old EOgg

at# CV T'/.T BRI-T4IH.,. .,Qhfii?K)Rt, Lib. }A „ Ode 6,.y. Ocasalonnl^

apjflyod for th.a^Oth^/.ai^ary 3.6J2. Beir^ the Anniversary of, tto.hurder of that

Pi?saod Martyr King CHARLES I.

Thie imitation ia mentioned by H. P. Brooks!;1; It is the earliest example

of the thoroughly 'naturalised' imitation, to which the Soman analogy is

central. Horace's ode, both a grim account of moral and social decline, and

a warning that modem Romans will pay for the crimes of civil war, abuse of

religion and the marriage vow, is easily turned into a commentary on Restoration

decline, the English Civil War, and the revolutionary overthrow of established

religion. Horace's "matura Virgo", who perfects the art of sexual provocation,

provides the hint for a favourite (and Miltonic) preoccupation, weakened and

corrupted manhoods

How much did Adam's Fall this truth evince?
But, how more wjckecl is that sex grown since.

(1) Gee 'The "Imitation" in Pngllah Poetry, Especially in Formal Satire, before
the Age of Pope.' RES, xxv (1949)» p.125»
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Juat as ilorace looks back to the pure-bred young heroes of the Punic Wars,

so the imitator looks back to the pious, hard-working heroes of the Crusades.

An 03Jr. In Imitation of the .3ocond OPS of the Third Book of Horace. Written

Anno, 1692!1' iy Mathow Prior.

A straightforward, 'patriotio* imitation. Boas becomes "deluded Albion",

softly lulled by her constant enemy. The poet calls on her to snake from her

degenerate state. The princess who in 'ferae© sighs from the ramparts becomes

Madww de Maintenon. The versification is in 'Finderies*.

'Hie Causes of f-cotlaod'a,?'iaerie0. A poen in Imitation of the VI. Ode of the

Tiilitl Book of Horaoe. (Edinburgh, 1700). The author calls hieoelf •r-runmond

of Hawthorn&en'.

Horace's prophetic indictment is applied to the WMg-lresbyterian hold over

Scotland - cause of her miseries. The third and fourth etansas parallel

Horace with an account of the devastation that has swept the country. The

public spirit has gone and only "Private Interests" remain. A loosely

structured political invective.

To the Yatch, which carried the Duke of 'Marlborough to Holland, (1707)^' By

William Harison.

An imitation of Odes I, iii. A dull, optimistic piece. Jove, the

vengeance of Heaven, is a reminder of what any befall over-aaibltiows, 'wicked'

humanity:

per nostrum patimur scelus
iracunde lorem ponere fuliiina.

(0 Poeaa on Several Occasions (1733). iii, pp. 35-47.

(2) Sib >c>rka of Horace, In relish Verse (1767), P.24.
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This becomesi

Behold. The vengeful Thunderer In Arras
Surveys the Field, with Slaughter 3pread,

And points his CHURCHILL at the Tyrant's Head.

Imitation of odea III, iii (1707)11; 3y William Walsh.

In this 'Augustan* ode I Soi-ace celebrates the man who is resolute and

unshakoable in his devotion to justice. Augustus is the living example,

Romulus the archetype, who is presented through the voice of Juno. The

goddess forecast s the extension of the Roman Empire and the inevitable

defeat of other nations foolhardy enough to challenge her supremacy.

The perfectly serious application of Augustan virtues to William is

justified by the fact that he is helping to build a British Empire, keeps

enemies at bay, settles internal dissensions, and acts as an enlightened

patron, widle under hla Law and Religion assume their proper dignity. The

imitation ia interesting for the consistency of its parallels. It also has

some rhythmical and poetic qualities. Walsh ia not insensitive to the

civilised urbanity of the original. Too often such 'Augustan* imitations,

• •• like Sir Richard, ruckling, rough and fierce, /,,•»
With ARMS, and OrEORGK, arrl BRWSWICK crowd the Verse.^ ;

Horace tura'd. WMffg i, OR. A Low-Church OPE, (1710).
An imitation of th© seventh epodo, and an angry denunciation of those who

threaten to renew civil strife. Horace asks if enough .Roman blood has not alxracty

been sheds domestic foes are worse than wolves or lions. In the imitation the

Jacobites are Anne's real enemies. Horace's passionate brevity and rasping

anger become partisan rhetoric. The question,

(1) The Qdes and atires of Moraoe ... (1715), p.34*

(2> The First Rat ire of the hccond Book of Horace Imitated. 11.23-4.
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furorne eeecus an i-apit vis acridr
an culpa?

is turned into a challenge to the Tories whether Louis and their "Great -dol",

James tuai-t, fire not their real cause. Their faces shoe the pallor of

Horace's guilty men when the Union is so vehemently defended,

ftS-**¥». ^raqetii flfa ft- (1714?)
A pro-Jacobite imitation, Horace's ode was written just before the return

of Augustus from Gaul in 13 S.C, When Caesar is homo, Romans sleep in safety,

the oxen plough the fields, crime flees, and the husbandman invites his Emperor'3

assistance through prayer,

Caesar becomes James Stuart, who is awaited to relieve Scots from

"oppression". The German swarms feared in Horace but kept at bay by Augustus

become the Hanoverians, James will restore morality and chastity. How

effective such pieces of propaganda were is hard to say. That they were

popular in imitation form is certain,
' "

(1)
in iattg&att afcj&t SssaimLsLSauM* flesatJaiaats (1715).

An anti-Jacobite broadside. Modem interpretation of this ode has seen

it as a lyric reduction of an epic theme but the imitator sees it as an

allegory (Helen a Cleopatra), The Jacobite prince, as Paris, is the lolling,

degenerate anti-hero, Horace's wonderful lines, suggesting with the deer

BindIs Paris' desperate and pathetic isolation,

«„ cervus uti f'ullia in altera
visua ports lupua graoinia irametaor,
sublimi fugles mollis anholitu,

non hoc pollicitus tuie

(1) Podaley'a CollectlOR of Poem.{ 1753), i# p»33.
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become the much more commonplace -

?/hile like a Herd of tira'rous Deer
Thy Arqy shakes arid panta with ''ear.
Led by their Doughty Son'mi's Skill, /, \
From Firth to Firth, from Hill to 3111#V1'

Jl-t paraphrased, and g^oHbed to the.O&B&ot

(1736)^2; Sy *ftALABOFHILtJS* •

f\)
Dacier, in his not© on this ode, rejected the allegorical interpretation,

where Horace's ship is seen as the ship of state. This imitation, however,

cleverly turns the ode into a clear defence of ecclesiastical cons«r*i-i<v©

orthodoxy:

See'st not the Scripture, thy main stately mast
Low bending, crack'& by that late southern blast?
Thy Articles which on that asast depend
Like sail yards, each heretic puff can rond.
Thy Etibricks, like strong cordage made to bind,
All loose, or broken with schiematick wind.'

Horace's ship is moo of the best Pontic pine. The English church is made

of 'ratiall oak, which flourished in the forest before "Lome's cunning workmen"

refitted and 'reformed' it. The course of Anglicanism must be balanced

between whiggish self-interest and Booish superstition.

MA (17W.). fJi'] Xy 'A Minister in Devonshire'.

A mediocre example of patriotic verse.

(1) Ibip.59.

(2) Tho iagUaaBii Mamiuu. vi» (1736), p.101.
*

(3) Les uoavres d'Horaee (Paris, 1691), p. 23.

(k) The igntleaan*a !Magazine, xiv (ITMj.), p.672.
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j^LMsJk££a!LJMmuk, MaaaJSMMS AVCCTfft aC £»&«&«&* Jaa> it 1746 •

In Saltation of Horaoe. Ode II. Book 1.

Horace mokes a plea for peace after the reminder of the upheavals of civil

war. Caesar become® Cumberland, who subdues the "ragged, hungry, Tiighlnntf orew",

In Ode, to the Inhabitant® of Great-Britain; In Imitation of Horace. Bk. Ill,

Ode VI (1747).

This is another warning against the decline of religion and growth of

debauchery. The parallel® wear thin and the attitude is similar to that of

a typical ♦reactionary*.

An Ode to the People of &I.HAT-BRITAIN. In Imitation of the Sixth OP^ of the

Third Book of Horace (1751).^
Written in 1746, this is yet another warning against the papal yoke and

moral decline.

Ibf tmm mw* Afl.QBK, m&XPK tP fPRACE. Ode lv. B. xlv. Attempted In
fg

the Style of Pindar. (1753). 3y S[jttuel] Cobb, M.A.

The imitation is prefaced by a letter explaining the author's methods

of imitation, supported by reference to the methods of Horace hixaelf, who

"took the same liberty with Alcaeus". The digressions and transitions, he

adds, contribute to the main design, which was "the way of finder, to read

whom, according to spin, will give a truer idea of the ode, than all the

rules and reflections of the best critics".

(1) Dodsley's Collection of Poems (1751 )> iii> P.12.

(2) Tho Qsntleaan's ".a^aalne, xxiii ^1754;, pp.282«2ib.
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The performance is no sore than aver .go, A bellicose piece attempting

to ri'.al Horace's song of praise for a aighty Hnpire, the iait tion possibly

gave seme of its contemporary readers the illusion that they were really

seeing nno's reign .ad Marlborough's victories t rough linear, Hc&eus and

Horace. The v rse is of an uneven quality -.ad the thoughts .re unimaginative*

Imitations by John •••uncorabe in The orLs of hor -co (1767)» ii and iii.

la the preface to this edition of Horace, Duncoabe quotes a "sr. Clocoster

idleyi

The little Incidents and Circumstances of History,
the Manners of the Persons addressed to, the ites
and Customs referred to, in or, Politics, and
Religion, were f;. aili r to the Latin Headers, and
gave the.. a i-ropriafcy, .le . so, .nd oae, which
must be lost to the English He derj and, though
assisted by the Kotos, he finds it rather a study,
than an Entertainment. I therefore think that
latitat ions and /iccomir.odations will generally
succeed! Setter tVun strict Traualafcions. (1)

0unoor.be is very consistent in his parallels. The prophecy of Serous is

again a; lied to the Jacobite rebellion, Paris becoming Charles . tuort.

Odes III, iv, one of the most beautiful of Horace's Odes, in which the poet

describes ; vision, is addressed 'To Liberty* by buncombe. Odes IV, v

transfers onto George II Hor .go's praise of Tugnatus. A novel parallel is

found for tho husbandr.an whose idyllic existence is described in the eighth

and ninth st&nsas of Horace's odes the Indian chieftain bows "the plumy

Honours cf lis 'row" at George's name, lays his h tefc t by, ,nd sheets Me

arrows only at birds .nd animals. Such a vision helped to ,ir. tain the idea

that colonialism was a caefietsl, civilising in. lucnce.

(ii) Vu.- lesone, tr v cty and satire.

The . ..rat Ode o. the second Tool, of Tor -o_ Pare.. --rao'ds And aAdrras'd to

Richard steala, Hopi (1716).**^ by Johathsuj, Swift.

(1) The '..'oras of Horace (1767), i, p.x.

(2) TLa Poems of vonatben swift, ed. Harold /illiaos (Oxford, 19b'-), i,
p- .



This imitation was 000 of two which were occasioned by Steele's
(1)

pamphlet The? trials, wrttt«n on the question of the succession. Horace,

addressing Pollio, observed t'-t the fire of civil war still a ouldo ed^

beneath deceptive ashes. He urged this sum on whoa the st-to relit?! to

continue writing tragedies. Swift -'dees a neat .ironical parallel:

And when thou*at bid -lieu to 'ares,
And settled /uropo'o Gr >. d affairs,
•Twill t ons perhaps, he worth by while
••'or ?rur./-Iaa@ to shape thy utile. (2)

Horace's linos describing the noise of battle {bettor heard on the st..go

than ia reality):

ios nunc aiaaci nurnure cornurn

peotringis curia, las litui otrcpunt

are cleverly burlesqued:

Hethinks 1 hear thee loud, as Trumpet,
As Bagpipe shrill, or Oyster-Strumpet, (2)

(Note how - intentionally or otherwise - "Strumpet" humourously echoes

"strepunt".) Horace evokes the horrible imago of eoas discoloured by slaught

Swift quotes Steele's inflammatory reminders of the bloodshed caused by

Catholic oppression. Steele's armings, Swift is saying, are just theatrical

performances, and this makes a brilliantly clever 'interpretation* of

Horace's ode.

Ik)
Horace*a integer Vitus. Etc. Imitated (Or. rather, Burleaqufed).(1733).

£5)
This imitation is discussed by k.p. Bond. it is highly unlikely to be

W The other imitation is' dVsousse^iiT^ia^eF'ir, 'pp. >40^1*7*
(2) Ibid.. p. 181•
(3) ibid., p. 182.
(k) Patthew prior, Poems oa devaral Occasions (1?33), iii, pp.112-11^.
(5) In Haglish tturlesqno Pootry 1?uo-T73Q (Harvard, 1932), p. 369.
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the work of Prior. The substance of this burlesque lias in substituting for

Horace's praise of the life innocent of sin a life devoted to drinking. The

nan who is drunk fours no one;

Undaunted he goes among Bullies and Whores,
Denolishos windows, and breaks open Doors,
he revels all Night, is afraid of no ~.vil.
And boldly defies both the Proctor and Devil.

(1J
Horace's ode is not just a declaration of high moral principles. It

contains on decent of playful wit» the monstrosity of the wolf and tho

concession to something vory near superstition are surely indications that we

ore not intended to take the incident entirely seriously. Horace in saying

that the lover .ad tho writer of love poena is safe wherever he goes (the

feeling described is not vary far from that expressed in the sentiment 'all

tho world loves a Invar*), The idea in Odes III, iv, is not dinninil r, in
(2)

which the poet feels protected by the buses. The burlesque, by changing

the lover of Lulage into a drinker (both arc 'drunk* in the sense that they

have delusions of security in t ieir happy oblivion) still relates to the

nooning of the original • it is a comic debasement of that meaning, but, like

a top hat image turned into that of a cloth cap, not a gratuitous distortion.

A DlALOhUf between the .;t Hon. fir H - t •,'~~—~-»lc, and W - m V ■■?/ Esq a

in Imitation of horaoc. Ode IX Lib. 3. (1733)#^
A political burleaque in the beautiful dialogue between forace and Lydia.

Both have left tlxe other for now purtnera« yet confess they would re-uaite should

(1) Sea S. FraenUel, dor icq (Oxford, 1957)» pp. 18WU
(2) This is tuk n up by Hilton, together with the deration idea of reward,

in the sennet beginning "Captain, or Colonel, or Knight at arms...*1
(3) Tho iontla ran* s : agaaine iii (1733), P» 263 •
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their past love return. T.olpole is the poet, Pulteney lydia. Welpole'o

new ally is F.ewcastle, Pulteaey'i Bolingbroke. Pulteney is the one who,

as n cheingeling, is accused, in this case of being er. unstable ally of

the Tories.

HOP-,-CP. ode XIV. Book II.. imitated. (1735)5
Horace's ode reflects or> the peer!rg of the years and the inevitability

of death. The imitation applies the same idea to books, and in a nock-lsment

on the inevitable decay of poetic dullness and pedantic criticism.

H"H. Ode ; IV. B. II. Imitated. (1737)12 * By 'LABFO*

Tire burlesque theme is the same as the previouo imitation. All, says

Horace, are destined to visit Pluto's shades and cross the lake. The pages of

Grubstreet's sons arc likewise doomed; their voluminous wciics will be assigned

to dark obscurity. The s^d tone of resignation is intended to annoy those

attacked, but the result is not clever and somewhat spiteful.

m:. -C , hook I. Ode 5. Scriberlo Verio. E c. imitated. JULY 13. 173? -

The ' on re rich Lady Carolina Ponaonfey wan married at Cia'Ti ■vOI.T.:i. the Seat of
(3)

her Father the Duke ox Devonshire. By * H.I.'

Horace expressed diffidence in attempting epic flights. The imitator

does not wish to render Lady Carolina Fonsonby ridiculous by writing like Gibber.

HOk. Ode vi. B«I, To Agrippa Imitated.. Inscribed to Sir . (1742).^

(2) Ibi,d.. vii, p.566.

(3) jata., ix, P.377.

W Ibid., xii, p.47.
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Like the previous imitation, this takes the opportunity of hitting at

CoIIey Clbber. Horace's ode concludes with the description of those un-

opic battles in which girls scratch youg men. The imitation likewise ends

with references to maids and beaux, but completely lacks the wit ,and the

taut, nervous energy of the original,
fl)

The rSP'TTY CHft?fflg,J3AII>. Imitated from Horace, B, XI, Od, !▼,, (1745); '

*3y a Gentleman of Cambridge'*

Hor-a.ce' s ode, full of the b- st precedents, condones making love to slave
(2)

girls; ' Flimsy justification is given on the basis that they may be from a

noble lineage. The 'Gentleman of ratabridge* tolls his friends

Who knows, but Polly too my be
A piece of ruirt'd royalty J
She has (I cannot rloubt it) been
The daughter of some mighty queen}
Stoat fate's irraralable doom
Has ohang'a her sceptre for a broom.

(1) lead., xwi, p,5i>2,

(2) 'Mr T,', in his notes on rioraoe (Apence'a Anecdotes, ed, J,M, Osbom
(Oxford, 1966), ii, pp, 662-679), defends the poet against the charge of
debauchery and states that he never advised breaking Roman laws or
recommended adultery and attachment s to married women. Apart fmo this,
says 'Mr T»Horace copied the Greeks, and some things may have remained
that were proper for Greeks but not for Eorasns, From his odes some
have concluded Horace was a great "debauchee" (p,679)« However, "Of his
odes there are twenty-one that are p-Mnegyricol and satirical j nineteen
familiar' or relating to hia friends} and nine personal or relating to
himselfj eight political or historical} sixteen moral} and eleven
religious or devotional} seventeen gay and jovial; and twenty that are
amourous", (p,679)»
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(1)
To the Cantabrigian /iLMA MATKR, Horace Ode I# Imitated. Carab. Feb. J>m (17U-7)•

Another Cambridge gentleman, rejecting all other pursuits for poetry and

women, wishes to he ranked with Swift, Pope, Gray and Prior, scorning "Philosophy* s

dull rules" and mounting "in lovely Patle's praise",

An Ode to the Hon. Philip Yorkc, Psq» Horace, 3, II, Od. xvi imitated (1747) • ^
[iy Soames Je.nyn5J

This ode celebrates what Horace calls 'otium', that is, peace of mind and

the leisured, recreative life of the cultured man which Richard Br&thweit

thought an essential part of gentility, Jenyns* imitation is addressed to those

who are tired of electioneering. Horace ends by setting out the (for him) ideal

situation, iri which Fate has bestowed on him "parva rura", a spirit sensitive

to the Grecian Muses, and a mind aloof from the envy of the crowd. The mob can

be dispersed by bribes and lictors, but not the mind's anxieties. Jenyns, like

Oldham, is ever topical and local, Horace's aloofness becoming jaunty and

colloquial. The last two stanzas of the imitation closely follow their original!

The gods to you, will bounteous hand,
Have granted seats, and parks, and land;

Brocades and silks you wear;
With claret and ragouts you treat;
Six neighing steeds with nimble feet

Whirl on your gilded car.

To me they've giv'n a small retreat.
Good port, and mutton, best of meatl

With broad-cloth or. try shoulders;
A soul that acorns a dirty job,
Loves a good rhyme, and hates the mob,

I mean, that a'n't free-holders.

(1) The Gentleman's Magazine, xvii (1747), P*93«

P*537*
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The last two lines are an amusing adaptation of Horace* s

Bares nor. aendax dedit et nalignum
spemsre vulgus.

Integer Vitae imitated. Iascribed to Jtip "ILL"-, at loll-free ''111 (1753)*1 ^
A travesty in the style of Cotton.

f2)
To ,f;Qrd. Bythurqt,_Tn&tntl on of. Horace, IAbf„ ^ Richard Owen

Cambridge.

Tne poet harks back to the days of the Roman Republic, the imitator to those

of Elisabeth, when tastes were simple and rampant materialism was much less in

evicence. Cambridge nay have read another imitation of this ode 'by a Lady",

written in 1714, who voiced a fairly common (and under-estimated) desire for

e return to the old G-othics

Then let ua imitate our Sires,
And finisn the majestic Splrpg,
Vmich slowly rise to Heav*ni(3

A Pialofiue between hir Richard i^ttelton .and the^haaes, & Imitation ox

Horace. P.j. oue 9. (17&3 By Richard Owen Cambridge.

This political imitation is far cleverer that the previous dialogue between

Walpole and Tulteney. Sir Richard usee, to triumph on the Tuaoes: "...none

else to your bosom so closely you prest". However, he left her for Piccadilly;

The* the ceilings were Gamp and the walls hardly dry,
I'd have gone there tho' Burroughs had sworn I should die.

Sir Charles now reigns on the Thames, but the river would take Sir Richard back

should he choose to return. This is a 3atire on the kind of modern Lord

typified in Pope's 'Bufo'.

(1) Ibid,, xxiii (1743), p. 93.

(2) The ..orka of the English Poets. ed. Chalmers (1H10), xviii, pp.24>-4.

C3) ssa s&j&jtfLMa&u ^ SseUsk &aa U7£»7j, i, p.213,

^4) Op. ext. p.294.
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An Imitation of Horace. Book III, Ode 2, Angustan amice. (1765)•*''
Mr Titley, to Dr. Bentley.

The youth who prepares for battle in Horace turns into the critic and

scholar who pedantically slashes works of merit.

A Reply to a Copy of Verses made in Imitation of Book III. Ode 2. of liOAACE,

(I7fc»5)i2^ By Dr. Bentley#

Horace's ode ends by affirming the sovereignity of the innocent man.

Bentley shows some genuine feeling in his own defence:

He lives inglorious, or in want,
To college and old books corfin'd:

Instead of learn'd he's called pedant,
Dunces advanc'd, he's left behind:

Yet left content, a genuine stoic he,
Great without patron, rich without South-seai

The patriotic imitations show the eighteenth century trying to be sublime,

passionate and public-spirited. The burlesques and satirical imitations show

its other side: pricking the bubble of 'sublimity', relaxing, enjoying itself,

and adopting attitudes of cynicism or vindictiveness. Other burlesque (often

political and satirical) imitations were written right up to and after the

1800's. The Anti-Jacobin contains some, while those in Horace in London (1813),

by the brothers James and Horatio Smith, with their titles such as To John Bull,

Sag. (Odea I, i), If C-odwinI (Odes I, xxv) and The Stock Jobber*s Lament (Odes

I, xiii) are neither amusing in themselves nor very good as satire.

(iii) Polite addresses.

Imitation of 'Odea I, vi, (1709)*'*'' By Richard Steele.

(1) Dodsley's Collection of Poems (1765), vi, pp. 186-8,

(2) Ibid., pp. 188-90.

(3) Ibid., p. 190.

(4) The Porks of Horace. In English Verse (1767), i, p.35#
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this is a not-too-humble address to the Duke of Marlborough and contains

a summary of Steele's own alas as a periodical essayist (less flippantly

presented than in Horace}i

Proa the gay Noise, affected Air,
And little Follies of the Fair,
A Blender Stock of Fszee X raise,
And draw fros others Faults ^ iraise.

Imitation of Odes II, ix. (1711),1' By George Jeffreys,
Horace tella V&lgius to cease mourning the loss of i^ystes and become

involved in the affairs of state. The imitation tella 'Aagmtor' to cease

bemoaning the loss of hie fri«?r<d. Hie Duk® and Buoheoe of ©rlborough
lost their son, who died of smallpox, in 1?05» says the poet, but they do
not prolong the mourning*

Imitation of Odea I, soeriii (n,d,£jy Matthew Prior.

This stately, consciously Augustan imitation is Addressed 'To Villiera*,

and the following nixing of names shows it® intention:

Judges of Writings and of hen have dy'd; ,

"ecnenas ["ale3 , Saekville, cerates, arid Hyde,

Imitation of Odes II, xx, (1717)*^ By John Hughes,

The imitator says ir a prefatory letter:

Perhaps we never read with that
Attention, as when we think we have
found something applicable, to ourselves.

In the original Horace describes his own metamorphosis into a ewem (on eublee

of lyrical poetry), flying on no borrowed vinge# Hughes, addressing his

(1) &&•> p'1^

(2) The Qdea and Satires of Horace ... (1715), pp. 29-32.

(3) Ibid., p.31.

(U) The y.orks of Horace •„ (1767), i, p.232,
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isaltation to the St, Hon. hilliam, Earl Cowpor, Lord High Chancellor of

Great Britain, states further that Horace's ode is not self-praise, but

praise of Maecenas, who helped Horace to become a swan. If Cowper has

protected his protege, the latter has haidly become a awan, though he says

(flouting the meaning of the original)t

Through Britain's healma I shall be know
By CGWPER'S Merit, not uy own.

The eighteenth century was capable of the most remarkable self-deception.

HIC'TIH"?.,', to HILAEIA. on the Death of their Friend. Horace. Book the 1st,

Ode the 24th ... Imitated, (174-0)/1 ' By 'H.E,'

This imitation, occasioned by the death of Judith, wife of Lyttelton

Poynts " eyne3 of Bradley is Derbysliire, is an extended, trite lament, little

better than the kind of verses found in the *Xn Mesnoriam' columns of

newspaper.".

To Mrs * » ♦ Wife to a Capt. of a Mcrch ant-man. An Imitation of Horace

Ode vii. B.3. (17JJ3)-2;
The poet in the original tells Aaterle not to cry, for her Gyges, who

will soon return, is deaf to any other woman's persuasions. -In edge is added

to this tender poem when Asterie is herself warned, not to be tempted. The

readable and interesting imitation applies the ode to one 'Folly' and her

seafaring husband. Though on the coast of Guinea, he is letting glasses

of punch pass for thinking of his wifo. His mates tempt him with some young

negro slave-girl, ibme's lines.

(1) The Gentleman's Magagine x (1740)* p.ii>5»

(2) Ibid.. Till, pp. 515-20.
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frustrat w acopulia surdior Icari
voces audit adhuc integer,

comparing Gygea to the rocka of Icars3 in Ms steadfastness, are nicely

adapted:

In vain, in vain, he hears no more,
Than rocka men winds and waters rear;

'Tis madness all and folly;
True as his needle to ids pole,
His constant heart and faithful soul

Remain still fix'd to Rblly. ( "* )

?A :& .ifo. * fee. &y&tjfonosg^.
Janes ■•'tanhope one of nia .'ayoBty's principal .. ecrotarles of :'trri.e. Mterftards

(2)Earl Stanhope. % Jilllaa ~oja*.vilo.

Horace's ode echoes III, ii with the words "pauperism pati" and "pro carls

aniois/sut patxla ••• perlre", upholding stoical honour. The imitation,

addressed to Stanhope, invests hia with the qualities Horace applauds in Lollius.

The famous opening, "Odi profanum vul-gus et oreeo", is omitted and the idea

of tae immortal elite, important in Horace, is played down considerably*

0) -Slid.. p,320.

(2) .optical Korkfe* (1725)t P#7^«
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The first part of the bibliography oovera modern scholarship and criticism;
the second, contemporary sources. I have kept as far as possible to those
editions from which quotations have been drawn or to which reference has been mode.
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